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ABSTRACf 

The principal aim of this research is to contribute to solving a widely debatable 

question relating to the northwestern territorial extent of the empire of Akkad, indicated 

by the royal inscriptions and the historical literary or epic texts, during the reign of Sargon. 

It is unfortunately impossible to define its territorial extent with certainty. However, some 

contributions toward solving this historical problem have made an attempt to identify the 

places involved. The capital city of the empire of Akkad has still not been located. If we 

were to discover its capital city of Agade, it would raise the great possibility that 

excavations on the site might produce evidence, which could eventually define the question 

of Sargon's supremacy over the northwest. 

The same can be said for the locations of some northwestern places mentioned in 

two different genres of the cuneiform texts, the royal inscriptions and the historical literary 

or epic texts. According to these texts, Sargon may have had a sort of political or military 

supremacy over some places beyond Mari in the northwest of Mesopotamia. However, we 

still cannot identify the locations of some of these places. Again, if the locations of these 

places can be identified, we may also expect the discovery of written and archaeological 

evidence, which might answer this controversial question. 

Olapter 1 considers the nature of the problems surrounding Sargon's territorial 

expansion toward the northwest of Mesopotamia, in the light of both the royal 

inscriptions and the historical literary or epic texts. We cite and consider the varying 

scholarly opinions relating to this problem. Following chapter 1, we consider the 

methodology for identifying the locations of the toponyms. We try to define the different 

natures of a number of pieces of topographical information, dividing them into three 

different genres: primary topographical information or evidence, secondary topographical 

information or evidence, and supportive secondary topographical information or evidence. 

We describe how to use these pieces of evidence with the so-called cartographic approach. 

From chapter 3 onwards, we begin the actual investigation into the locations of the 

toponyms. We start searching for the capital city of Agade. In chapters 4 to 7, we 

investigate the locations of the toponyms, which are referred to in the royal inscriptions of 

Sargon in relation to his northwestern political supremacy. These places are Tuttul, Iarmuti, 
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the Cedar Forest and the Silver Mountains. In ChapteIS 8 to 9, we investigate the locations 

of two cities: ljaSsum and PuruS\J.anta, which are only mentioned by the historical literary 

or eplc texts. 

The inquiry concludes with chapter 10. We fiIStly sum up the possible location of 

the city of Agade. Subsequently, we define the possible northwestern territorial extent of 

Sargon's empire in relation to the locations of the northwestern toponyms mentioned in 

the royal inscriptions, then we compare its extent with the locations of the northwestern 

toponyms of the historical literary or epic texts and identify their geographical relation. 

Finally, we consider the possibility of Sargon's visit in the northwest in relation to the 

horizons of the historical geography of Sargon's Empire of Akkad. 
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The pwpose of this research is to contribute to the study of the northwestern 

extent of Akkadian power, which may have been initially accomplished by Sargon, the 

founder of the dynasty of Akkad. For this pwpose there are two primary sources, the royal 

inscriptions and the year dates. Unfortunately, only one original inscription survives, found 

in Susa and so battered that little more than his name and title can be read.! Besides this 

contemporary witness, we can set copies of Sargon's inscriptions made about 1800 to 1600 

Be 2 Why the Old Akkadian royal inscriptions were copied so extensively by the Old 

Babylonian scribes is not entirely clear. As T. Potts most recently suggested, a reverence for 

tradition and the heroic past, as well as an interest in history in a more scholarly sense, both 

no doubt played a part, as may have also, on a more practical level, the use of the Sargonic 

inscriptions as convenient sources for teaching the older form of the Akkadian language.3 

Various aspects of script, spelling, and granunar convince the Assyriologists who specialize 

in third millennium history that they are faithful reproductions of the accounts of his 

accomplishments, which Sargon had inscribed upon monuments set up in the central 

Sumerian temple of Enlil, the Ekur at Nippur! The texts tell of Sargon's victories over 

Uruk and other Sumerian cities in the south, Elam and Parabsum in the east, of his control 

over shipping from the Persian Gulf, and of how the god Dagan "gave to him the Upper 

Land: Mari, Iarmuti, and E bla as far as the Cedar Forest and the Silver Mountains" . 

In addition to these copies, there are a few administrative texts from the reign of 

Sargon that carry dates.5 They are formulated in the style "Year Sargon destroyed the place 

Arawa". Four years are labelled in this way, referring to the conquests of Uruk and other 

Sumerian towns, to Elam and places in it, to Simurrum in western Iran, and to Mari on the 

mid-E upbrates. Concerning the destruction of Mari by Sargon his name is not registered. 

However, its attribution to Sargon can be ascertained both by textual and archaeological 

1 D.R Frayne, RIME 2: Sa1'[p1icanl GutianPeriais (2334·2113 BC), (1993), E2.1.1. 10. 
2 Ibid., pp. 9-34. 
3 T. Potts, 'Reading the Sargonic 'Historical-Lirerary Tradition: Is There a Middle O:mrse? 
(Thoughts on The Great Revolt against Naram-Sin),' in T. Abusch et al., (eds.), Proceedings of the 
XL Ve RAI, Part I: Historiatfaphy in the Ooriform Wand, (Bethesda/Maryland, CDL Press, 2001), pp. 
391-2. 
" A fragmentary mace head inscription from Ur mentions the defeat of the cities of Uruk and Ur. 
The name of the king responsible for these actions is not preserved, but one tablet copy gives the 
same royal epithet. Therefore, it is attributed to Sargon, see Frayne, RIME 2, E2. 1. 1.4. 
5 Ibid., p. 8. 
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evidence, though one of the inscriptions of Naram-Sin also mentions Mari.6 Firstly, the 

references to the obedient attitude of Mari together with Elam is reported in two of the 

Old Babylonian copies of Sargon's royal inscriptions, and since the conquest of the 

Elamite region is certainly cross-confirmed by the year date, the attribution of the 

destruction of Mari to Sargon can also be ascertained.7 Moreover, destruction levels of the 

Pre-Sargonic palace I and reoccupation of the palace at the beginning or middle phase of 

the Sargonic period are attested through the excavations in Mari.s Lastly, the Sakkanakku 

dynasty was probably founded by the military governor appointed by Sargon or his 

successors.9 

When we consider the historicity of these achievements of Sargon referred to in 

the inscriptions, witnesses are lacking particularly for Sargon's distant campaigns beyond 

Mari in the northwest. Sargon's inscriptions clearly state: 

RIME 2. E2.1.1.1. line 73-93 & E2.1.1.2. line 77-99 

The god Enlil gave the Upper Sea and the Lower (Sea). Further/So that from the 

Lower Sea to the Upper Sea citizens of Agade held the governorships (of the land). Mari 

and Elam stood (in obedience) before Sargon, lord of the land. 

RIME 2, E2.1.1.11.line 14-28 & E2.1.1.12, line 6'-21' 

Sargon, the king, bowed down to the god Dagan in Tuttul. He (the god Dagan) 

gave to him (Sargon) the Upper Land: Mari, Iarmuti, and E bla as far as the Cedar Forest 

and the Silver Mountains. 

RIME 2, E2.1.1.13, line 18-22 

6 Ibid., E2.1.4.1004 
7 A Westenholz, ad Sum:rian ani ad Akkadian TexIS in tk Philadelphia chUfly firm N ippur I (Undena, 
Malibu, 1975), p. 115; T. Maeda, 'The Military Expeditions during the Old Akkadian Period,' 
NilxrOriento Gapanese), (1984), p. 560; Frayne, E2.1.1.1 and 2. . 
8 M Lebeau, 'Rapport preliminaire sur la cerarnique du bronze ancien IVA decouverte au 'p~ 
presargonique l' de Mari,' MARl 4, (1985), p. 135. Other scholars also agree with this 
identification, see Frayne, RIME 2, p. 8; J.G. Westenholz, 'Relations between Mesopotamia an~ 
Anatolia in the Age of the Sargonic Kings,' XXXIVeme RAI: XXXIV. Ub6lararasr Assi:ri)dqi 
Kangrr;s~ (Ankara, TUrk Tarih Kurumu Basirnevi, 1998), p. 8. 
9 J.M Durand, 'La Situation Historique des Sakkanakku: Nouvelle Approche,' MARl 4, (1985), pp. 
152-9; Westenholz, XXXIVeme RAI, pp. 8-9. 
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He (the god Enlil) gave to him (Sargon) the Upper Sea and the Low(er] (Sea). 

However one can only find the later historical references for his claims of the 

northwestern campaigns while the historicity of his achievements in other regions are 

confirmed by his year dates. T. Maeda and M Liverani pointed out that according to Old 

Babylonian copies of Sargon's inscriptions, Sargon never reached beyond Tuttul and Mari 

on the Middle Euphrates and had only indirect or mediated contact with the lands further 

away.tO It is stated in two of Sargon's inscriptions that his worship of the god Dagan in 

Tuttul gave to him Mari, Iarmuti, Ebla, the Cedar Forest and the Silver Mountains.11 So, 

Sargon never claimed that he destroyed or conquered these places according to his own 

reports. He only prayed in Tuttul. Moreover, Naram-Sin claims that for all time since the 

creation of mankind, no king whatsoever had destroyed Armanum and E bla, and the god 

Nergal, by means of his weapons, opened the way for Naram-Sin, the mighty, and gave him 

Armanum and Ebla.t2 Thus, Maeda and Liverani argued that if Naram-Sin was the first to 

destroy those places, Sargon could not have done it before him 

Although Maeda believed that Naram-Sin was the first Mesopotamian king who 

took a military expedition to the northwest and took control there, he at the same time also 

pointed out similar occurrences related to either the inconsistency or consistency of 

Sargon and Naram-Sin's claims over the northwest region. Maeda particularly noticed the 

claims of Gudea of LagaS and Yabdun-Lim of Mari.13 Gudea in his inscription claims that 

no one had ever entered the Cedar Mountain, but for Gudea, the god N'mgirsu opened the 

roads there. 14 As for Yal].dun-Lim, he claimed that since the days of yore when the god 

built the city of Mari, no kings residing at Mari had ever reached the sea, or ever reached 

the mountains of cedars and boxwood and the high mountains, or ever cut down their 

trees, but Yabdun-Lim went as far as the coast of the sea. IS Maeda did not use these later 

10 Maeda, NihaOriento, pp. 560-1; 'King of the Four Regions in the Dynasty of Akkade,' Orient 20, 
(1984), pp. 68-74; M Liverani, 'Model and Actualization, the Kings of Akkad in the Historical 
Tradition,' AFm, (1993), pp. 52-3. 
11 Frayne, RIME 2, E2.1.1.11 and 12. 
12 Ibid., E2.1.4.26. 
13 Maeda, Orient 20, pp. 73-4. 
14 However, 0.0. Edzard's translation of the relevant part states that "The lord Nmgirsu cleared 
the way for Gudea to the impenetrable cedar mountain," see D.O. Edzard, RIME 3/1: Gudea and 
His Dymsty, (1997), p. 78, line xv 19-21. 
15 D.R Frayne, RIME 4: ad BabjarianPerial (2003-1595 Bq, (1990), p. 605, line 34-40. 
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kings' claims to support the possibility of Sargon's supremacy or his possible conquest over 

the northwest region beyond Mari. However, it appears that Gudea and Yaljdun-Lim's 

claims ignored either or both Sargon and Naram-Sin's achievements over the northwest, 

though Yaljdun-Lim only compared his achievement with the previous kings of Mari. So, it 

is possible to treat Naram-Sin's claim simply as an exaggeration like Gudea and possibly 

Yaljdun-Lim. 

Then most recently AR Millard points out the danger of treating Sargon's claim 

over the northwest as unhistorical. 16 He particularly gave attention to the words of 

Sargon's claim. His two inscriptions do not claim destruction, but simply claim that Dagan 

"gave" them to him, which could well at least imply their rulers recognizing him as 

overlord and paying tribute.17 After his death they had to be resubjugated by a successor. 

"Destruction", the term used in Naram-Sin's texts would be the punishment for rebel or 

antagonistic states. So, Sargon could have "conquered" or "destroyed" those northwestern 

places, making their rulers recognize him as overload and paying tribute. Millard further 

argues that the scenario of reclaiming Akkad's supremacy over the same regions is 

commonplace. Sargon is declared "conqueror of Elam and Paral]sum", his son RimuS also 

claimed the same title, and among those he conquered 'WaS a general of Paral]sum whom 

his father had also conquered. So it is unlikely that RimuS simply copied his father's 

inscription, for this general, Sidga)u, is the only one of four Elamite leaders named by 

RimuS, who appears in Sargon's texts, which name eight. Both kings fought the same enemy, 

the son having to reassert Akkad's supremacy after his father's death. Naram-Sin, toO, is 

titled "conqueror of Elam" and also defeated Paral]sum So, Millard considers that is also 

possible with Naram-Sin's claim to the destruction of Armanum and E bla. 

Moreover, when we take into consideration the case of the attribution of the 

conquest of Mari to Sargon, a possibility arises that Sargon actually conquered or destroyed 

Tuttul, Iarmuti and Ebla as far as the Cedar Forest and the Silver Mountains. Four 

inscriptions of Sargon include Mari without claiming its destruction.l~ But the year dated 

by "the destruction of Mari" can only be attributed to Sargon and confirm its destruction 

and conquest by Sargon. So, there is a possibility that the same case might be applied to 

16 AR Millard, 'History and Legend in Early Baby1onia,' WOTH, (2002), p. 106. 
17 Frayne, RIME 2, E2.1.1.11 and 12. 
IS Ibid., E2.1.1.1, 2, 11 and 12. 
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Tuttul, Iarmuti, Ebla, the Cedar Forest and the Silver Mountains. Year dates marking their 

conquest may be yet discovered, though these places are never mentioned like Mari in 

other inscriptions as places which were obedient to Sargon.19 

So how we appreciate Sargon's and Nanm-Sin's claims for supremacy over the 

northwest will depend upon how we evaluate them. If Naram-Sin's claim to priority is 

accepted, Sargon's claim falls and has to be considered as baseless propaganda, and vice 

versa. 

Liverani also argued that Sargon left no monument about supremacy or conquest 

over the northwest that later Old Babylonian scribes could copy; as they copied his others.2O 

So had Sargon arrived in central Anatolia, or had he destroyed E bla, he would obviously 

have erected a celebratory monument, this monwnent would have remained visible in the 

Ekur, and the Old Babylonian scribes would have copied its inscriptions. 

T. Potts disagrees with Liverani's statistical treatment for the account of the royal 

inscriptions. While he points out eight known Old Babylonian copies of royal inscriptions 

of Naram-Sin, which deal with specific campaign narratives (i.e., excluding texts that 

contain only epithets alluding to conquests or formulaic statements of universal conquest), 

he notes that none of these is preserved on more than two tablets.21 Five are known from 

two extant tablets, and three from only a single tablet.22 Moreover, of Naram-Sin's eight 

original Old Akkadian narrative inscriptions all but one (2.1.4.8) are unique (the exception 

being a pair of foundation tablets, no doubt from the same deposit).23 Importantly; none 

of the Old Babylonian copies is of a surviving original Old Akkadian inscription. These 

considerations pose a direct challenge to Liverani's premise. When, out of the thousands 

of tablet fragments recovered from sites like Nippur, all that we know of Naram-Sin today 

is preserved on single tablets or at most two duplicates, it must be regarded as statistically 

highly likely that other historical inscriptions have, in fact, eluded archaeological discovery. 

With Sargon the situation is even more telling. For this king we have only seventeen royal 

inscriptions, of which nine are recognizable as campaign narratives.24 These are attested on 

19 Ibid., E2.1.1.1 and 2. 
20 Liver.mi,A EWE, p. 53. 
21 Potts, in Abusch et al., (eds.), Proceedings of the XL Ve RAI, Part I, pp. 396-7. 
22 For the first five see, Frayne, RIME 2, E2.1.4.3; 6; 23; 30; For the latter three see E2.1.4.1; 2; 26. 
2J Ibid., E2.1.4.7; 8; 13; 21; 24; 28; 29; 31. 
24 Ibid., E2.1.1-3; 7; 8; 10-13. 
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two large Old Babylonian Sammeltafeln from Nippur with one on a fragment of a victory 

stele of Sargon from Susa. If these two tablets had not been recovered, "'We would have 

virtually no primary evidence for Sargon's military activities. Contrary to Liverani's 

assumptions, therefore, the statistical evidence suggests that there "'Were in fact more royal 

inscriptions than "'We have yet recovered. 

Millard holds the same view as Pons.25 He admits that "'We have no such texts, but 

he argues that it does not mean that they did not exist. There is no certainty that there 

would have been a series of monuments recording every one of Sargon's campaigns in the 

temple at Nippur. Sargon built a new city, Agade that has yet to be located. If it was 

completed by the time of the supposed north"'Western campaigns, that might be the site 

preferred for the monumental record, rather than Nippur. Moreover, there are two copies 

of inscriptions of Naram-Sin that once stood in Ur, not in the Ekur in Nippur, one 

relating in some detail his campaign against Annanum and Ebla.26 HO"'Wever, it is not 

duplicated elsewhere, and only references to the basic facts of his campaign against 

Armanum and E bla appear in other texts. So it is likely that the original or a copy of a 

monument recording some detail of Sargon's campaign to the north "'West could be lying 

elsewhere a"Waiting its discovery. 

The other reason for doubting Sargon's supremacy or conquest over the northwest 

argued by Liverani is the lack of any archaeological mark indicating Sargon's presence 

there.
27 

Some possible reflections upon a crucial statement of Sargon's inscriptions: "the 

god Dagan gave Sargon the Upper Land: Mari, Iarmuti, and E bla as far as the Cedar Forest 

and the Silver Mountains" can be observed by both archaeological and textual evidence 

recovered from the northwestern sites of the Sargonic period today, although it can only 

indirectly be associated with Sargon's Empire. Most recently P.MMG. Akkermans and GM 

Sch"Wartz give a brief summary of the updated Syrian archaeological and textual aspects 

relating to what possible form of the imperial activities and sort of imperial control 

Sargon's Empire may have achieved in this northwestern region.~8 

25 Millard, WOTH, p. 107. 
2!' Frayne, RIME 2, E2.1.4.26. 
27 Liverani, A FWE, p. 53. 
28 P.MM Akkermans & G.M Schwanz, 77Je A rd~ if Syria, Frrrn Carplc: HUl1ter·Gltherm to 
Emiy Urmn Sa:ietif5 (ca. 16.000 - 300 Bq, (Gmbridge, Gmbridge University Press, 2003), pp. 231-
282, especially from p. 277 onv:ards. 
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They assess that the archaeological evidence from Syria discloses possible 

punishing military activities, and, in some cases, the nature of the possible imperial control 

achieved by the Empire of Sargon in this northwestern region. They refer to the presence 

of massive and widespread destructions at key Syrian sites. Most compelling are the 

destructions of Ebla palace G, the temples and palace at Mari, the Tuttul (Tell Bi(a) palace, 

and Tell Beak (most likely to be identified with Nagar/Nawar). Though there is no written 

evidence directly suggesting Sargon for these destructions, Akkermans and Schwartz took a 

stand on supporting conquest of these northwestern cities by Sargon, as they observe that 

the destruction layers archaeologically can be dated in contexts approximately 

contemporaneous with the reign of Sargon. Moreover, albeit much more tentatively, 

according to Akkermans and Schwartz roughly contemporary destructions to the above 

four cities have been also reported at sites like Selenkahiye, Hama J5, Qannas, Hanunam et 

Turkman, and Bederi in Syria. So, the archaeological evidence indicates that the 

northwestern expansion of the Sargon's Empire may have been achieved by his military 

expeditions. 

Akkermans and Schwartz also refer to the best evidence for the period of imperial 

Akkadian control in the northwest of Mesopotamia. It indicates that the Sargonic rulers 

appear to have selected Tell Beak as the administrative centre for the Upper Ijabur plains. 

In the 1930s, Mallowan excavated the foundations of a massive square building covering 

over 1 ha that included mudbricks stamped with Naram-Sin's name. The narrow galleries 

and west square courtyards of the so-called Naram-Sin Palace suggest a storage and 

administrative function probably connected with the acquisition of tribute from the 

surrounding region and the provisioning of Sargonic troops. 

According to Akkermans and Schwartz northeast of Beak at Tell I.eilan, the period 

IIb occupation has been also associated with the Akkadian conquest by H Weiss. This 

assertion is corroborated by a tablet and inscribed sealing in Old Akkadian found in the 

cultic quarter on the Leilan acropolis. It is not certain if the entire IIb occupation belongs 

to the period of Akkadian domination, but Weiss outlines a set of developments, which he 

interprets as other manifestations of the Akkadian imperial presence. Among these are the 

first construction of a defensive wall encircling the entire site of Leilan and a relocation of 

rural populations to the newly circumvallated urban center. The latter phenomenon is 

deduced from surface survey results that indicate a reduction in the number of nearby sites 
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and the diminution of settlement at secondary centres. 

Furthermore, citing soil science data implying canal maintenance, Weiss and MA 

Courty infer a program of agricultural intensification in this period. Within Leilan itself, 

remains of processed barley and lentils from houses on the southwest lower town are 

interpreted as the remnants of food rations allotted to dependent workers. Similarly, the 

mass-produced fine bowls with flat bases and straight, flaring sides characteristic of period 

IIb are interpreted as vessels for disbursing food rations. The capacity of the bowls is said 

to approximate 1 sila, a standard ration allotment. However, the discrepancy between this 

interpretation and G. Stein and MJ. Blackman's conclusions of non-centralized 

productions of the vessels requires clarification, as does the presence or absence of such 

ration bowls elsewhere in the Akkadian Empire. At present, the delineation of the Leilan 

period IIb developments and their attribution to an Akkadian imperial presence may be 

considered as important hypotheses to test but still to be conclusively demonstrated. 

There might be also evidence indicating a diplomatic marriage for maintaining an 

Akkadian imperial occupation in the Ijabur region. In Mozan (ancient UrkiS), an important 

recent discovery revealed a group of clay door sealings bearing the cylinder seal 

impressions of Tatam-Agade, daughter of Naram-Sin, while the discovery of occasional 

Old Akkadian tablets and inscriptions are reported at Mozan and in Otagar Bazar levels 

2-3. As we have already referred to, at Mari, where rulers with the title shakkanaku may 

have been appointed by the Sargonic kings, a hoard of bronze tools and three inscribed 

bronze bowls, two of which bore inscriptions of daughters of Naram-Sin, were discovered 

in architecture built above the burned "Maison Rouge". A similar hoard from Munbaqa on 

the middle Euphrates which included a bronze bowl with an inscription of the daughter of 

a high Sargonic official is also reported. So they might indicate the possible involvement of 

the diplomatic marriage with the local rulers of the Ijabur region for maintaining the 

Akkadian imperial control. 

So some possible reflections upon the crucial statement of Sargon's inscriptions: 

"the god Dagan gave Sargon the Upper Land: Mari, Iarmuti, and E bla as far as the Cedar 

Forest and the Silver Mountains" could be observed by both archaeological and te},.,"tUal 

evidence from Syria, particularly form the Ijabur region about the possible form of 

Sargon's direct imperial control in the northwest. The major destruction layers of the 

northwestern sites in the Akkadian period cannot be associated v.ith any written evidence 
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of a specific Sargonic king, but it is possible that the crucial statement of Sargon's 

inscriptions: "the god Dagan gave Sargon the Upper Land: Mari, Iarmuti, and Ebla as far 

as the Cedar Forest and the Silver Mountains" means that Sargon may have been 

responsible for their destructions and he could have possibly expanded his Empire in terms 

of the military expeditions in this northwestern region. As for another possible 

interpretation for the crucial statement of Sargon's inscriptions, it could be reflected in 

terms of the possibility of Sargon's direct imperial control in the northwestern region. The 

evidence of the direct Sargonic imperial control is indicated in the ijabur region in 

association with the name of Naram-Sin. Again unfortunately we have no direct written 

evidence indicating Sargon's direct imperial control in the tIabur region and any Sargonic 

kings' direct imperial control west of the ijabur region, but at least an idea for what 

possible forms of Sargon's direct imperial control in the northwestern region was indicated 

by both archaeological and textual evidence of the Ijabur region. It is possible that Sargon 

may have managed his direct imperial control in the northwestern region, presumably 

somewhat in the similar forms to that of the ijabur region, which Naram-Sin exercised 

later. Simultaneously we might be able to interpret the crucial statement of Sargon's 

inscriptions as an indication of Sargon's direct imperial control in the northwestern region 

as well as his northwestern military expeditions. 

On the other hand, J. Westenholz previously noted the difficulties of correlating 

the destruction layers of the major sites like Mari, Tell Brak and E bla. For example, the 

correlation of Akkadian military expansion was made with certain destruction levels as that 

of the last of the ED temples at Mari together with that of the ED palace. Likewise, at Tell 

Brak, concerning the two destruction levels, phase 6 is attributed to Sargon and phase 7 to 

Naram-Sin. However, the complexities of this approach are typified by the questions raised 

in assigning the destruction of Tell Mardib ( .. Ebla) BII-1. Thus, Westenholz argues that 

this approach is only useful in the Mesopotamian area since as soon as one approaches 

Anatolia, there are several ethnic movements and periodic destructions during the same 

period. The consecutive population shifts, which continued throughout the third 

millennium, were composed of groups arriving from the west, the east and the north with 

different ethno-cultural backgrounds, for example differences in rural architecture, 

metallurgical traditions and burial habits. Moreover, not all destructions were wrought by 
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enemy or even human hands.29 

Millard asks what traces we might expect to find, if a town opened its gates to an 

invader.30 The victorious soldiers might loot and rape, then leave a garrison within the 

walls. Material remains would hardly show any signs of that. So real proof of a conquest is 

attainable, only if the conqueror's inscribed monument is found in situ, either in reoccupied 

buildings or in his new structures. 

So, concerning the varying views for archaeological evidence of Syria in association 

with Sargon's northwestern expansion and control, we can probably obtain some different 

perspectives. As already referred to above, Sargon's conquest of Mari has been agreed 

among scholars, however only Naram-Sin's direct association with the northwest is 

indicated by both archaeological and written pieces of evidence of his imperial control 

recovered from Mari and the Ijabur region. Moreover, Naram-Sin's farthest association 

with the northwest is only known from Pir Hiiseyin, where Naram-Sin's inscription was 

discovered.3! This site is located much farther north than Mari and Tell Brak but, still 

located on the same latitude as Mari and Tell Brak So, there is a lack of any archaeological 

mark indicating Naram-Sin's presence further northwest as well. Westenholz and Millard 

suggested difficulties of attributing destruction layers to a specific Sargonic king. So, we 

should appreciate that any archaeological evidence related to Sargon's political supremacy 

possibly achieved by the military expeditions in the northwest is not necessarily lacking, but 

may be impossible or very difficult to connect with a specific Sargonic king. Therefore, 

Liverani's objection to Sargon's possible political supremacy by his military conquest in the 

northwest should be judged as arbitrary. As both archaeological and textual evidence clearly 

indicate Akkadian imperial control over Mari and the Ijabur region, of any Sargonic king 

was responsible for destruction layers reported further west, we can probably assume that 

Sargon or Naram-Sin may have launched military expeditions from Mari or the Ijabur 

region and then, maintained a kind of the Akkadian Empire's political supremacy over the 

northwest of Mari or the Ijabur region by the military threat. 

Maeda also rejected Sargon's possible supremacy or conquest over the northwest in 

29 Westenholz, XXXIVeme RAI, p. 22. 
30 Millard, WOIH, p. 107. 
31 Maeda, Orient 20, p. 76. 
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terms of his investigations of the Sargonic kings' titles in their inscriptions.32 His study 

appears to be justifiable. Sargon called himself lugal-kalam-ma (- the king of the Land) 

and lugal-KIS ( .. the king of KiS), and Rimw and ManiStiisu succeeded to Sargon's title 

lugal-KIS. As Sargon's inscriptions inform us, Sargon divested Lugalzagesi of the tide of 

lugal-kalam-ma in the course of his triumph over him. The god Enlil gave the tide "the 

king of the Land" and "the king of KiS" to these Sargonic rulers 'With the expectation that 

they would maintain peace and order in the world which they had unified. So, the nature of 

these tides is the same. For example, Sargon stated in his inscriptions that the god Enlil 

gave no rival and the Upper Sea and the Lower Sea to Sargon 'With both royal tides of the 

king of the Land and the king of KiS.33 Rimw also stated that he actually held the entire 

territory "from the sea above to the sea below" and all the mountains for the god Enlil's 

benefit, and Enlil granted kingship to Rimw with the royal tide of the king of KiS.34 

Maeda considered that the expression of the Upper Sea and the Lower Sea was a set 

formula only expressing a geographical view of the world as it was generally thought to 

exist, and does not express the real extent of Sargon and Rimw's supremacy. So, he 

concluded that the idea of kingship surrounding the royal tides of lugal-kalam-ma (- the 

king of the Land) and lugal-KIS (- the king of KiS) in the period from Sargon to 

ManiStUsu was in principle only to unify Sumer and Akkad and to maintain peace and order 

in their domains under the protection of the god Enlil. 

However, Naram-Sin began to use the new tide ~ar kibracim arbalim ( - the king of 

the four quarters). The goddess Inanna ordered Naram-Sin to conquer the four 

insubordinate regions. In the Early Dynastic period, Inanna was closely related 'With the 

royal title "the king of the city KiS Qugal-kiSlo
)." She gave the tide to the rulers of Sumerian 

city-states. By means of this, Inanna gave them the power to overwhelm enemy lands. Thus, 

Maeda argued that in the case of Naram-Sin, Inanna granted him the power to conquer all 

the people in the world. Therefore through use of the tide "king of the four regions" 

Naram-Sin was the first to employ the idea of kingship to gain mastery over the barbarians 

in distant countries and to execute a policy of military expansion ordered by the goddess 

32 T. Maeda, 'King of Kish in pre-Sargonic Sumer,' Orient 17, (1981), pp. 1-17; NilxnOrient, p. 565; 
Orient 20, pp. 78-81. 
33 Frayne, RIME 2, E2.1.1.1, 2, and 13. 
34 Ibid., E2.1.2.4, 6 and 9. 
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Inanna. 

Maeda's argument is only a theory, but it fulfills a fundamental principle of 

archaeology and ancient history that when a certain level of the social structure changes 

into a different or next level, a new cultural trait representing the new social aspect emerges. 

Furthermore, it seems impossible to argue that there might be a future discovery of 

Sargon's inscriptions carrying the royal title equal to Naram-Sin's 'king of the four quarters', 

because two intervening rulers, RimuS and ManiStiisu do not carry that title. So, from 

observing the development of the royal titles of the Sargonic kings, we can ascertain that 

Naram-Sin achieved the establishment of a new social structure, which demanded 

Naram-Sin carry the new title of the king of the four quarters. So, as Maeda argued, it is 

theoretically possible that Naram-Sin was the first Mesopotamian king, who gained real 

control over far distant regions including the northwest. 

Judging the aforementioned arguments about the northwestern extent of Sargon's 

Empire, there is agreement that Sargon expanded his military might and obtained 

suzerainty at least as far as Mari. Any extension beyond Mari is still largely debatable, and 

understanding Sargon's supremacy over the northwest will differ, depending upon how we 

treat and appreciate the different nature of some pieces of evidence. Thus, we have 

defined that Sargon's visit to these northwestern places beyond Mari is also possible. 

Sargon's possible military supremacy or conquest of the northwest is echoed in 

later periods in other genres of texts. The historical literary or epic texts refer to most 

details of the activities of Sargon of Akkad.3s In these there are speeches, descriptions, 

and intermingling of divine and human activities. Particularly, those J,G. Westenholz named 

"Sargon, the Conquering Hero," "Sargon in the Foreign Lands" and "the King of Battle" 

concern Sargon's supremacy over the northwest. The first text is dated to the Old 

Babylonian period and mentions the northwestern place called ljaSsum, where the escorts 

of Sargon obtained a gold breastplate. The other northwestern place, KarkamiS may be 

also mentioned in this text as a place which Sargon conquered, but the reading of the name 

is tentative.36 The second text consisting of several pieces, which were found in Tell 

3S The definition of this genre and the name of this genre differ depended on the scholars. Here 
the author of this thesis does not attempt to define this genre. The transliterations, translations and 
copies or photos of all the historical literary or epic texts of Sargon and Naram-Sin, which were 
available up to 1997, were collected in J.G. Westenholz's volume, see LKA . 
. 16 LKA, pp. 74-5. 
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l;Iarmal and the orthography of the text indicates an Old-Babylonian date. It describes 

Sargon's expedition to the Amanus Mountain and the Cedar Forest. The last text available 

to us only in a copy of the fourteenth century Be found in the EI-Amarna archive and in 

Neo-Assyrian fragments, relates Sargon's most far-reaching adventure, when he answered a 

call for help from oppressed merchants at PuruSbanta in Anatolia, making the long and 

difficult journey to relieve them. KaniS may be associated with this difficult journey and 

Sargon appears to declare war against KaniS, but the relevant part is regrettably damaged, 

so the reading of KaniS made by Westenholz is also tentative.37 As well as these three texts, 

Westenholz also included another text called "the Ur Letter" in the same genre. This text is 

orthographically dated to the Old-Babylonian period, and tells that Sargon received divine 

approval for a campaign against PuruSbanta.38 

After the manuscripts of the EI-Amama version and the Hittite version of the 

King of Battle epic were published by 0. Shroeder in 1914 and by HH Figulla in 1918, 

scholars concentrated on the correct transliteration and translation rather than the 

historicity of its account. They simply accepted its accounts as the history of Sargon of 

Akkad, while they at least admitted inclusion of the legendary trappings from other 

Babylonian epics.39 

In 1924, the first comparative studies of the northwestern extent of the Akkadian 

power during the reign of Sargon between the accounts of two royal inscriptions of 

Sargon and the King of Battle epic appear to have been made by P. Dhorme.40 He 

considered that the account of the King of Battle has real historical reflection. He 

understood that the statement in Sargon's two royal inscriptions, "the god Dagan gave to 

Sargon Mari, Iarmuti, Ebla, the Cedar Forest and the Silver Mountains" indicates Sargon's 

37 W.F. Albright, A Ungnad and P. Dhonne read the relevant part as gt-a[p-!u], whereas Weidner 
first suggested to read y:t-l[a-~1 and equated it with KaniS. Westenholz followed Weidner's reading, 
because in the context Sargon declares war against this place. So she thinks that the reading of 
IjURSAG gt-a[p-!u] (- the mighty mountain) does not make much sense as kings do not battle 
against mountains, see W.F. Albright, 'The Epic of the King of the Battle,' ]Sa? 7, (1923), p. 13; A 
Ungnad, 'Luwisch - Lykisch,' ZA 35, (1924), p. 8, note 1; E. Weidner, BoSt 6: Der lug Sargn un 
Akkad nath Kleimsien, (1922), pp. 81-4; P. Dhonne, 'Les Nouvelle Tablettes d'EI-Amarna,' RB 33, 
(1924), p. 23; LKA, pp. 110-11. 
38 Ibid, pp. 148-69. 
39 0. Schroeder, 'Die beiden neuen Tafeln,' MIXXJ 55 (1914), pp. 39-45; AH Sayee, 'Adam and 
Sargon in the Land of the Hittites,' PSBA 37, (1915), pp. 227-45; Weidner, BoSt 6, pp. 57-99; 
Albright,]Sa? 7, p. 17. 
40 Dhonne, RB 33, pp. 19-32. 
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military expedition to and supremacy over this northwestern region. Furthermore, he 

identified the Silver Mountains with the city and the region of Ijatti, the capital of HittiteS. 

The ideogram of the city of Ijatti is written K UBABBAR followed by the phonetic 

determinative of ti. Thus, it is phonetically read ljat-ti. The important point is that 

KUBABBAR means at the same time "silver". Therefore, he argued that the city and the 

region of Ijatti relate to the Silver Mountains of Sargon's inscriptions. He considered that 

the city of PUruSlJanta in the King of Battle is in general to be located in Asia Minor. Thus, 

he believed that the King of Battle really reflects Sargon's achievement in Anatolia. 

Later others, like HG. Giiterbock, also believed that the historical literary or epic 

texts of Sargon could not have been created without real historical events, because Sargon 

stated in his two royal inscriptions that his 'WOrship of the god Dagan in Tuttul gave to him 

Mari, Iarmuti, E bla, the Cedar Forest and the Silver Mountains. However, Giiterbock at the 

same time considered that it is impossible to make clear which are accounts of real 

historical events.41 Cj. Gadd also held a similar view to Giiterbock 42 He considered that 

there are genuine historical elements in the historical literary or epic texts of Sargon, 

especially concerning the King of Battle epic. He admitted that copious evidence only 

suggests that the Cappadocian merchants existed and were active in Asia Minor during the 

Old Assyrian period. Therefore, it is true that some four hundred years intervened from 

the time of Sargon, and it might be thought that the conditions of a later age were 

reflected back to Sargon's days. However, he argued that even if it is really the case, the 

tradition of the Sargon's northwestern campaign no longer stands unsupported. Gadd 

pointed out that the gap between the time of the Old Assyrian merchants and the dates of 

Amarna, Hittite and ASsur versions of the King of Battle is longer than the gap between 

the time of the Old Assyrian Cappadocian merchants and that of Sargon. However, the 

tradition of the activities of the merchants in Asia Minor was still retained in the tradition 

of Sargon's northwestern campaign. Thus, Gadd believed that the account of the 

merchants is not necessarily a reflection of the Old Assyrian period, therefore a real 

41 HG. Giiterbock, 'Die historische Tradition und ihre literarische Gestaltung bei Bab)10niem und 
Hethitem bis 1200,' ZA 42, (1934), pp. 21-22: 'Sargon of Akkad Mentioned by HattuSili of Hatti,' 
Je; 18, (1964), pp. 5-6. 
42 C]. Gadd, 'The Dynasty of Agade and the Gutian Invation,' C4H II2 3ni ed., (1971), pp. 
426-34; H Lewy briefly commented that she held the similar view to Giiterbock and Gadd, see 
A rntdia in the adAssyrianPeriod, (Cambridge, Cambridge University Press, 1965), p. 3. 
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historical account of Sargon's northwestern campaign could have been retained in the King 

of Battle epic. Gadd also pointed out the occurrence of a curious similarity in matter and 

phraseology between the King of Battle and Naram-Sin's historical literary text called 

Naram-Sin and the Land of ApiSal as recently named by Westenholz.43 Gadd believed that 

Naram-Sin's campaign against ApiSal is well attested as one of the triumphs of Naram-Sin, 

and its narration in a style so clearly similar to the King of Battle epic may well suggest that 

Sargon's exploit was no less authentic and both stories are applying the same romantic 

colour to facts.44 

On the other hand, J.J. Finkelstein assumed that the account of the King of Battle 

epic belongs to Naram-Sin, because original inscriptions of Naram-Sin have been found in 

the North Mesopotamian region. So, he suggested that the glorious account of the King of 

Battle was transferred to Sargon for whatever reason. 45 w.w. Hallo's view for the 

historicity of the King of Battle epic generally accords with the view of Finkelstein.46 

Hallo pointed out the possible reflection of so many features of the situation in Old 

Assyrian times in the King of Battle epic, thus he suggested the danger that one is almost 

inclined to see in it a transfer to Sargon of Akkad of traditions originally associated with 

Sargon I of Assyria. But, he argued that the historical tradition insists on the Old Akkadian 

milieu and still claims PuruSbanta for the grandson of Sargon of Akkad, Naram-Sin in one 

of Naram-Sin's historical literary texts, the Cuthean Legend.47 So he suggested that the 

historicity of the King of Battle should be respected, for under Naram-Sin, because 

contemporaneous inscriptions and palaces of Akkadian styles are attested at least as far 

north as Tell Brak, <::hagar Bazar, and Diyarbakir. S. Franke also later holds completely the 

same view.48 

S. Smith earlier cited criticism, which circulated during the 1920s, against the 

43 LKA, pp. 173-89. 
44 However, Westenholz infonns most recently that Naram-Sin's account has still been largely 
controversial, see ibid., p. 173. 
45 J.J. Finkelstein, 'Mesopotamian Historiography,' PAPS 107, (1963), p. 468, note 28; Maeda also 
held the same view, see NihaOrient, p. 564. 
46 W.W. Hallo and W.K. Simpson, '!be ArDent NMr East, A History, (London, Harcourt Brace 
Javanovich College Publisher, 1971), p. 94; W.W. Hallo, 'New Directions in Historiography 
(Mesopotamia and Israel),' M Dietrich and o. Loretz, (eds.), in AOAT 253: duharanta-mm, (1998), 
pp.117-8. 
47 LKA,p. 313. 
48 S. Franke, 'Kings of Akkad: Sargon and Naram-Sin,' C4NE II, (1995), p. 837. 
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historicity of the King of Battle, while he stated his position for the treatment of the King 

of Battle that it is best to leave the criticism on one side and to devote attention to 

ascertaining exactly what the Babylonians, Assyrians, Hittites and others, who copied these 

texts believed about Sargon of Akkad.49 According to him, some scholars suggested that 

Sargon's campaign to PuruSb.anta in Asia Minor is only attested by the fourteenth-century 

El-Arnarna text and similar accounts of much later date, and no contemporary text of 

Sargon made clear allusion to any campaign to Asia Minor. Thus, they believed that the 

King of Battle epic reflects conditions, not of the time of Sargon of Akkad, but of a later 

period.so The actualization of this early criticism was earlier made by A Kammenhuber. 

Though Kammenhuber did not argue in detail, she claimed that the Old Assyrian rulers 

changed Sargonic traditions in order to suit their own purposes. Hence, she stated, Sargon 

I of ASsur merged his personality with that of Sargon of Akkad.51 Most recently M. 

Liverani has also critically assessed that the authors of the later period took the two famous 

Akkadian kings, Sargon and Naram-Sin as models, using them to present their ideas on the 

basis of more or less the same information as is available today. Thus, the epic of Sargon's 

adventure to the far northwest presents the king as a model to be imitated, but the specific 

enterprise ascribed to him has been forged to suit the situation of the writer's time. 

Therefore, their value for reconstructing earlier history should be treated to be minimal.52 

Live rani dates the text of the King of Battle to the reign of SarnSi-Adad I, more 

specifically to a time of the resumption of the Old Assyrian trade with Anatolia, which 

Liverani assumes Naram-Sin of ASsur/Esnunna may have previously interrupted. So, he 

considers that the text was designed to lend support to those who favoured its resumption 

by comparing SarnSi-Adad to Sargon as the embodiment of the model hero and by 

showing how the difficulties of the trade had been overcome by Sargon? 

However, Liverani's treatment of the King of Battle has been severely criticized on 

different points. A Westenholz concretely states three critical points against Liverani's 

49 EHA, pp. 83-94. 
50 H Hirsch and P. Garelli briefly stated thier critical position later, see H Hirsch, 'Die Inschriften 
derKonige von Agade,' Aj020, (1963), pp. 6-7;AC, pp. 49-50. 
51 A Kammenhuber, lHeth 7: o-akelpraxis, Trtium? un:i VorzeKhensdJau b:i den Hethitem, (1976), p. 
91. 
52 Liverani, AFWE, p. 47; d. S. Tinney, 'A New Look at Naram-Sin and the "Great Rebellion",' 
fa; 47, (1995), pp. 1-14. 
53 Liveraru,AFWE, pp. 52-6. 
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argument. Liverani does not explain how the embodiment of the model hero into the form 

of the epic under SamSi-Adad in ASsur could become a literary tradition among 

Babylonians and Hittites, nor how a piece of brand-new fiction, the King of Battle, could 

convince anybody among the practical-minded Gty Fathers of ASsur, nor does he explain 

how such a fictive composition entered into the divinatory lore. Thus, Westenholz argued 

that both the arbitrary interpretation and the disregard of the texts' character are plain in 

Liverani's argument about the King of Battle. s. But, Westenholz rather develops his 

consideration for the King of Battle and other historical literary or epic texts based on 

those similar to Finkelstein and Hallo's points of view. He considers that the legends along 

with omens, school exercises, and fictional autobiographies are all more or less embellished 

reflexes of an oral "Akkad saga", which was regarded as historically true by those who 

drew on it. So, no doubt much is legend and fairly tale, and the tradition has a disturbing 

tendency to attach events to the wrong names. These features, by the 'Way, unmistakably 

stamp the tradition as oral saga. It was not derived from the extant Sargonic royal 

inscriptions, nor are the stories free fabrication. The tradition demonstrably harks back to 

the events themselves. The transfer of deeds to the wrong names, while the events 

themselves were remembered well enough to be recognizable, proves both the antiquity 

and basically oral character of the tradition. 55 

As Hallo's view about the King of Battle has already shown above, he also criticizes 

Liverani's argument. Hallo argues that Liverani's analysis only piles assumption on 

assumption to arrive at a most debatable conclusion. 56 He argues that the function of the 

historian of antiquity is not to prejudge the value of any given source or genre, but to 

subject each to scrutiny and, after allowing for its particular agenda and prejudices, to 

extract what value is left. The historical literary source is the history of the times about 

which they report, and emphatically not the history of their presumed time of composition. 

So, those skeptics who accept the latter proposition are in danger of committing the very 

error of which they accuse the ancient historiographers and chronographers, namely of 

injecting the concerns of their own time into the story of past events. It is little short of 

s. W. Sallaberger and A Westenholz, OBO 160/3: Mesqxxanien, Akkad-Zeit unJ Ur III-Zeit, (1999), 
pp.22-3. 
55 Ibid.; A Westenholz, 'Review for 1-J. Glassner, La chute d'Akkade, 1986,' az 87, (1992), pp. 
45-6. 
56 Hallo, in Dietrich and Loretz, (eds.), in AOAT 253, pp. 117-8. 
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presumptuous to suppose that we can escape that charge ourselves if we impute it to the 

ancient authors who, after all, were so much closer than us to the events in question.57 

Millard defends Giiterbock and Gadd's view by reversing Liverani's argument into a 

positive view for the historicity of the King of Battle. He suggests that Sargon's 

northwestern campaign is rather historically possible, because if their work really had 

particular didactic and propagandistic purposes as Liverani suggested, the writers cannot 

adopt a past king, who was not known for the precedents of the particular event, so in this 

case the northwestern expedition of Sargon against PuruSQ.anta, when an original epic of 

the King of Battle was composed.58 Thus, the writers could not alter a fundamental 

contention of the northwestern expedition of Sargon. So, there must be indications of the 

feasibility of basic aspects of the accounts, while recognizing the folkloristic traits they 

contain. For example, Sargon faced 40,000 iron-clad warriors according to the Old 

Babylonian poem Sargon, the Conquering Hero. The number is surely an exaggeration and 

the extensive use of iron is clearly anachronism Thus credit cannot be given to these 

elements. Then, Millard also considers the possible origin of the Sargonic historical literary 

or epic texts. I-ie particularly points out one fragment about Naram-Sin, which was crossed 

out and thrown onto a rubbish dump in the ancient town of Esnunna, that dates from the 

time of his dynasty itself.59 Scholars have concluded that it may contain a small part of an 

epic.60 Hence, he suggests that it could be evidence that there was at least one poem about 

that king circulating in or soon after his lifetime on the theme of contemporary historical 

events, so accordingly there is the possible inclusion of real historical events in this epic as 

well as in other Sargonic historical literary or epic texts. 

We have surveyed scholarly opinions relating to the historicity of Sargon's 

northwestern expedition narrated in the historical literary or epic texts. The debate has 

been focused on one particular story, the King of Battle, and we observe that there have 

been three main streams of arguments. One is the minimalist view represented by 

Kammenhuber and Liverani. Another stream is much more optimistic for the historicity of 

57 W.W. Hallo, 'Polymnia and Cio,' in T. Abusch et al., (eds.), Proceedings of the XL Ve RAJ, Pan 
I: Historiut,raphy in the Cwriform W~ (Bethesda/Maryland, Q)L Press, 2001), pp. 205-6. 
58 Millard, WOTH, pp. 107-9. 
59 LKA, pp. 223-9. Frayne, RIME 2, pp. 108-9; 1.]. Gelb & B. Kienast, F AOS 7: Die altakkadiscJ:en 
KOni~indmjien des dritten Jahru:mserrls 'U 0Jr., (1990), pp. 272-3: D.R Frayne 'The Old Akkadian 
Royal Inscriptions: Notes on a New Edition,' JA OS" 112, (1992), p. 631. 
(,Q B.R Foster, 'Naram-Sin in Manu and Magan,' ARRIM 8, (1990), p. 44, note 14. 
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Sargon's northwestern expedition represented by Dhorme, Giiterbock, Gadd and Millard. 

The last stream lies those between two views, suggested by Finkelstein, Hallo and 

Westenholz, who consider that the story can be at least attributed to the Old Akkadian 

period, but not specifically to Sargon. 

Obviously several geographical names associated with Sargon's northwestern 

expedition are referred to in other texts as well. Three later texts indicate Sargon's possible 

military supremacy or conquest over the northwest. The Babylonian World Map (- BM 

92687) dated to the Neo-Babylonian period mentions Sargon in relation to Nur-Dagan, the 

king of PuruSbanta.61 Neo-Assyrian (- A$sur 13955 eb - VAT 8006 - KAV 92) and 

Neo-Babylonian (- BM 64382) geographical texts often known as the Sargon Geography 

inform of Sargon's possible foray into the northwest. They are a compilation of 

geographical names, coupled with many figures of distances between localities, or distances 

of these from an unspecified centre, and in each section the name of Sargon appears as a 

conqueror. The two most distant places Anaku (- the Country of Tm or Lead) and 

Kaptaru (- CIete) lands beyond the Upper Sea beside other northwestern place names like 

Ebla and Mari.62 Finally, the later copies of the Bilingual Annals of tIattuSili I dated to 13th 

century B.C and written in Akkadian and Hittite recall the northwestern expedition of 

Sargon of Akkad.63 In the relevant part of the Annals, ljattuSili I relates that Sargon of 

Akkad crossed the PurattulMala River and defeated the armies of tIabba.64 

An ultimate goal, which the author of this thesis seeks is of course to ascertain the 

territorial extent of Sargon's Empire in this problematic northwestern region. A final 

solution for this big question is unfortunately impossible to achieve. So, we shall try to 

61 For further references to text, see B. Lewis, ASORDS 4: The Sargn LegnI, (1980), pp. 140-1; 
The most recent transliteration and translation of the text is by W. Horowitz, 'The Babylonian Map 
of the World,' Iraq 50, (1988), pp. 147-165. 
62 For further references about this text, Lewis, ASORDS 4, p. 140; Gadd, CAH 1/2, 3nd ed., pp. 
429-430; For transliterations and translations of both texts, see E. Weidner, 'Das Reich Sargons von 
Akkad,' AjO 16, (1952-53), pp. 1-24; AK. Grayson, 'The Empire of Sargon of Akkad,' AjO 25, 
(1974-77), pp. 56-64. 
63 For transliteration, translation and studies of the texts, see A Goetze, 'Gitical Reviews, HG. 
Giiterbock und H Otten, Keilsdmfttexte aus BaJ»zka, Zehntes Hifi,' JCS 16, (1962), pp. 24-30; 
Giiterbock,JCS 18, pp. 1-6. 
64 AK. Grayson once suggested the possible occurrence of a place name in the northwest in the 
Chronicle of Early Kings, A 6. He suggested that a-mt-a-ti is a place name, though it does not carry 
the geographical detenninative. However, he admitted himself that this cannot be a place name, but 
means "raft". See AK. Grayson, TCS 5: Assyrian ani Babjazian~, (1975), p. 153, pp. 235-6, 
p. 251 & pp. 285-6. 
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contribute to this problem firstly by attempting to identify the location for Agade, the 

capital city of the Sargonic Empire, as Millard pointed out, the discovery of Agade and its 

subsequent excavation have a great potential to produce precious information, which may 

answer the question of the northwestern extent of Sargon's military and political 

hegemony. Subsequently, this study will concern the locations of the northwestern place 

names, over which Sargon claimed control in his inscriptions. The identifications and the 

locations of Mari and E bla are today obvious. Mari was initially identified with Tell ijaiiri 

situated on the right bank of the Middle Euphrates River by the discovery of a statue 

bearing on its shoulder the inscription "Lamgi-Mari" ("the king of Mari") then the 

discoveries of tablets confirmed its identification.65 The equation of Ebla with Tell MardIb 
was initially established by an Akkadian dedicatory inscription of Ibbit-Lim, son of 

IgriS-ljeb, king of E bla, written on the fragmentary torso of a king's basalt statue found in 

Tell Marrub in 1968, then by the discovery of the State Archives of E bla at Tell MardIb in 

1974. So, we will investigate the possible locations of other toponyms: Tuttul, Iarmuti, the 

Cedar Forest and the Silver Mountains.66 

Limits to the length of this study require us to summarize the locations of the all 

northwestern toponyms referred to in all the later traditions. Therefore, the search for the 

locations of the northwestern toponyrns will be made only on the basis of the historical 

literary or epic texts. As already mentioned, there are two northwestern toponyrns: ljaSsum 

and maybe KarkamiS in "5argon, the Conquering Hero". In "Sargon in the Foreign Lands" 

the Amanus Mountain and the Cedar Forest are referred to. Finally, PuruSbanta and 

probably KaniS are associated with Sargon's northwestern expedition in the "King of 

Battle" and the former in the "Ur Letter". The identifications and the locations of 

KarkamiS and KaniS are well established, KaniS from the thousands of Old Assyrian 

tablets found there, KarkamiS from the Hittite inscriptions found there.67 The association 

between the Amanus Mountain and the Cedar Forest is indicated in "Sargon in the Foreign 

Lands". The Cedar Forest is also mentioned in the royal inscriptions, so their association 

will be considered in the chapter about the location of the Cedar Forest. The locations and 

65 J-C Margueron, 'Mari,' C£ANE, vol. 3, (1997), pp. 413-7; P. Bienkowski, 'Mari,' DANE, 
(2000), pp. 189-90. 
66 See the chapter 2 below. 
67 K.R Veenhof, 'KaniS, karum,' RL4 5, (1976-80), p. 369; J.D. Hawkins, 'KarkamiS,' RIA 5, 
(1976-80), p. 435. 
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the identification of IjaSsum and PuruSuanta are not known. So, their locations and 

identifications will be investigated in the following chapters. 

Finally, we consider the possible maximum and minimum northwestern territorial 

extent of Sargon's Empire in relation to the locations of these toponyms. Its extent will be 

first established by the locations of the cities mentioned in the royal inscriptions. Then it 

will be compared with the northwestern toponyms indicated in the historical literary or 

epic texts. We assess how well the locations of the northwestern place names correlate and 

define the differences and similarities of them. Then, we consider the possibility of 

Sargon's visit in the northwest in relation to the horizons of the historical geography of 

Sargon's Empire of Akkad. An academic interest in the question of the locations of 

Anatolian place names has long been a tradition of the Department of Archaeology at the 

University of Livetpool since Professor J. Garstang, the founder of the Institute made a 

large contribution to it. So, we hope that this research can also make a further contribution. 
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CHAPTER 2: METHODOLOGY 
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In his investigation of the location of Agade, C Wall-Romana tried to harmonize 

diverse written sources indicating the different regional locations of Agade by the 

application of cartographic analysis.68 He classified these written sources into two different 

types, namely definite and tentative, based on the nature of their topographical information. 

The topographical information from individual written sources is drawn on a map, and 

then they are separately superimposed according to the two kinds of written sources in 

order to identify their overlapping areas. Finally, these two different overlapping areas are 

again superimposed in order to further delimit the regional location of Agade. As a result, 

this method harmonizes all given topographical information from the written sources. 

However, there seems to be a certain problem in this methodology. He rated the 

tentative topographical information equally with the definite topographical information. 

The tentative topographical information obviously develops from a hypothetical 

intetpretation of topographical written sources. Therefore, it does not directly indicate the 

regional location of the toponym. Thus, it is very likely that his application of tentative 

topographical information distorts the definite topographical information of the written 

sources by combining both types of topographical information. However, his methodology 

is very informative, because it can harmonize the diversity of the written sources, thus his 

method will be applied in the investigation of the locations of the northwestern place 

names mentioned in the royal inscriptions and the historical literary texts of Sargon of 

Akkad, but in a slightly different way, particularly with the written evidence which indicates 

the tentative topographical information. 

The nature of the written sources will be classified into three types. The first type is 

the same as Wall-Romana s definite evidence, which directly indicates the regional location 

of the toponym and is very reliable. This type will be called primary topographical 

infonnation or written evidence. 

The second type will be called supportive secondary topographical infonnation 

or written evidence. It does not directly indicate the location of the toponym and it does 

not stand alone as evidence indicating its location, but in conjunction with primary 

topographical information, it can circumstantially strengthen the reliability of primary 

topographical information. The supportive secondary topographical information will, 

68 C Wall-Romana, 'An Areal Location of Agade,' ]NES 49, (1990), pp. 205-45. 
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therefore, be included in the studies of primary topographical information. So, based on 

these two different types of written evidence, an overlapping core regional location of the 

toponym will be dravm by superimposing all the regional locations of primary and 

supportive secondary topographical information or written sources. Thus, every piece of 

reliable topgraphical information will be harmonized and given equal weight. 

The last type is equivalent to Wall-Romana's tentative topographical information. It 

will be called secondary topographical infonnation or written evidence. It can indicate 

the regional location, but possibly contains erroneous topographical information, because 

topographical information for the regional location of the toponym can only be extracted 

in a secondary or indirect way. For example, Wall-Romana drew the overlapping core 

regional location of Agade only from these types of topographical information and applied 

it to delimit the overlapping core regional location of definite topographical information. 

However, in the following investigations over the locations of the northwestern toponyms 

each given piece of secondary topographical information will be superimposed separately 

on the core regional location in order to avoid inclusion of complex erroneoUS 

topographical information. Thus, several tentative regional locations will be dravm for the 

location of one toponym. Some of the tentative regional locations may be accurate, but 

some may not. Unfortunately, this limits drawing accurate regional locations with 

secondary topographical information. 

Some pieces of secondary topographical information indicate the same 

information as some pieces of primary topographical information. They will be included 

together in the section of primary topographical information, because the nature of their 

topographical information resembles supportive secondary topographical information. 

They are not separately taken into account for further tentatively delimiting the core 

regional location. Due to their similarity to supportive secondary topographical 

information, they do not have power to change the picture of the core regional location. 

Sometimes an arbitrary distance is applied to delimit the extent of the regional 

location, because topographical information of any kind does not always necessarily 

indicate it. For example, based on the individual written sources, the regional location of 

any toponym is to be confined beside the banks of the river, but it tells nothing about the 

extent of the distance from the river for delimiting its regional location. In such a case, we 

simply adopt the general distance, which appears to be enough to cover the location of the 
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toponym taking account of the topography. 

As for the depth of this study, it is limited only to translations of the texts since the 

author of this paper is not a specialist in cuneiform languages. So, all the investigations will 

rely on the most recent translations of the texts either in Japanese, English, German or 

French. 

Finally, an instructive example reminds us of the difficulties of identifying the 

locations of the northwestern toponyms of Sargon's Empire based on topographical 

information before showing the course of the investigation of those toponyms in the 

following chapters. This is the identification of Ebla, registered as one of the northwestern 

toponyms of Sargon's two royal inscriptions. The difficulties of its identification are shown 

by the contradiction between the actual location of E bla/Tell Mardib and the location 

indicated by topographical information including ones which can be rated as primary 

topographical evidence. 

The equation of E bla with Tell Mardib was finally established without doubt by the 

discovery of the State Archives of Ebla at Tell Mardib in 1974. However, until then, this 

identification was largely dependent on a single piece of written evidence, and the 

legitimacy of this identification was doubted. In 1969, P. Matthiae first proposed this 

identification based on two main arguments.69 One argument is derived from an Akkadian 

dedicatory inscription of Ibbit-Lim, son of IgriS-ljeb, king of Ebla, written on the 

fragmentary torso of a king's basalt statue found in Tell Mardib. Another is based on the 

correspondence between the history of E bla reconstructed from the Sumerian, Akkadian, 

Hittite and Egyptian written sources and the archaeologically reconstructed history of Tell 

Mardib· 
In 1968, the fragmentary torso of the basalt statue with the votive inscription was 

discovered in Tell Mardib. It states: 

To the goddess [Istar] a basin (?) Ibbit-Lim, the son of IgriS-ljeb, the king of the Eblaite 

'league' (?), introduced (into the temple). In the eighth year of IStar, from when she 'shone 

69 The author of this paper regrettably does not read Italian, so had to rely on papers or books 
published or translated either in Japanese, English, French or Gennan. The issue of the 
identification of Tell Mard.I.Q with Ebla is set out in two places, see EIiaR«iisror.end, pp. 58-64; P. 
Matthiae, 'Ibla,' RIA 5, (1976-1980), pp. 13-4. 
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forth' in Ebla, a statue the same Ibbit-Lim for his life and the life of his sons (caused to be 

made and) IStar was very pleased with him. That statue before IStar, his lady, he 

erected----- ?O 

The name of the city clearly appears both in the title of the royal personage who dedicated 

the statue and in the dating formula, which defines the year of the dedication. While the 

central term of the title is imperfectly understood, there is no doubt that the dedicator of 

the statue, Ibbit-Lim, was the king of Ebla and that the statue was put up in a temple in the 

year that took its name from the goddess IStar of E bla. Thus, Matthiae argued that the 

finding of this statue must cause us to give our closest attention to the possibility of the 

identification of Tell MardIlJ with E bla. 

He also confidently asserted the rightness of this identification by comparing the 

history of Ebla reconstructed from Sumerian, Akkadian, Hittite and Egyptian written 

sources with the archaeologically reconstructed history of Tell MardIb, because certain 

pieces of evidence specifically emphasize similarities between the two chains of evidence. 

Matthiae considered that Ebla was the centre of a political and economic power of great 

prestige particularly in the Sargonic period. He specially cited mention of E bla in an 

inscription of Naram-Sin as supporting this argument along with quoting other written 

sources such as the inscriptions of Sargon and Gudea and administrative texts from the 

reigns of Sulgi, Amar-Sm and Sii-Sm, because Naram-Sin boasts of the conquest of Ebla 

as his greatest achievement. Therefore, Matthiae presumed that this statement of 

Naram-Sin alludes to the presence of the great political power of E bla in this early period. 

He argued that the great political and economic status of E bla is reflected in the 

extraordinary discovery of Royal Palace G and State Archives in phase MardIb liB 1 and 

its end is reflected by the destruction layer just underneath phase MardIb liB 2, which 

Matthiae considers was caused either by Sargon or Naram-Sin as the former claims that 

E bla was given to him by the god Dagan and the latter claims the conquest of E bla. 

After the Akkadian period, Matthiae reconstructed the history of E bla as a still 

important commercial centre particularly in close connection with the city of UrSu based 

on an inscription of Gudea. So, he reconstructed the history of E bla "With a slightly more 

70 For the translation, see E liaRediscmered, p. 59; G. Pettinato, 'Inscription de Ibbit-Lim. roi de 
Ebla,' AAAS 20, (1970), pp. 73-6. 
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modest status after the Akkadian period, and argued that this on-going existence of Ebla 

corresponds with the Mardlb lIB 2 settlement, which is abundantly attested by pottery of 

Early Bronze IVB on the Tell itself. 

For the next phase, Matthiae believed that E bla became one of the greatest vassal 

states of Aleppo and the city enjoyed a period of what was probably only economic 

prosperity without high artistic achievement for two fundamental reasons. The first reason 

is the fact that the references to E bla in the Mesopotamian area become rarer, so he 

concluded that political importance of E bla had slightly declined. The second point is the 

lack of mention of E bla in economic texts and diplomatic documents from Mari during 

the decades immediately preceding Ijammurapi of Babylon and the first thirty years of his 

reign. To explain this phenomenon, Matthiae cited a letter from the Babylonian chancellery. 

It indicates the peak of political power of the Yambad kingdom, hence he presumed that 

E bla, which was situated near Aleppo, was assimilated probably as one of the petty 

kingdoms subject to Aleppo in the time of Yalim-Lim of Yambad. Thus, he asserted that 

this status characterizes Mardlb III A, and finally the end of the succeeding Mardi.b. IIIB 

was marked by another destruction layer, which he supposed had been caused by the raid 

of the Hittite king Mudili I around 1600 Be against the kingdom of Yambad, so 

accordingly E bla. 

The correspondence between the archaeological aspects of Tell Mardib and the 

history of Ebla is also attested after final destruction of Mardib IIIB in around 1600 Be 

Evident traces of rebuilding are attested specially on ruins of Royal Palace G, but Matthiae 

identified that these are no more than the remains of a village and this status of Tell 

Mardi.b. corresponds to the history of Ebla. In contrast with the previous centuries, the 

references in non-religious texts to E bla are only connected with single isolated individuals, 

and there are no further allusions to kings or governors of E bla. For example, a text of 

Alalab IV dated to about 1450 Be and a text dated to about 1250 Be from Emar only 

mention a man of E bla. In a fragment of a Hurrian ritual text from BogazkOy in an 

otherwise obscure context, the cities of Aleppo and E bla appear side by side, but Matthiae 

argued that this is a traditional text and E bla appears in it not for what it was in the Late 

Bronze Age, but for what it had been in the past. Thus, this reference to Ebla does not 

indicate the importance of E bla in this period. In the great Middle Assyrian god list from 

ASsur the goddess of E bla is included. Matthiae also asserted that this also does not 
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indicate its importance, because IStar of E bla could be 'WOrshipped in Assyria, as the close 

relationship between Ebla and IStar is now attested on the statue of Ibbit-Lim and the 

Archives documented the close relationship between E bla and ASsur. Thutmosis III had 

engraved a geographical list at Karnak as a memorial to his Asiatic campaigns, on which 

E bla appears together with Aleppo. He argued that this too is not surprising, because even 

today Tell MarclIl]. stands out in the gentle undulations of the North Syrian plateau, so 

certainly when the Egyptian army crossed the kingdom of Nulj.aSse, the ruins of Ebla 

must have made a tremendous impression on the Egyptian army. Moreover, Ebla 

disappeared from the economic documents of Mesopotamia and does not appear in the 

Hittite texts of IjattuSa. Likewise in the following Iron Age, the name of Ebla is not found. 

Therefore, Matthiae ascertained that mention of Ebla in the few aforementioned texts is 

just a simple allusion to a modest village and it accords with the archaeologicaIly 

reconstructed history of Tell MardIl]. after the MardIl]. III B. 

However, Matthiae's identification of Tell Mardil]. with Ebla was greeted with 

skepticism. In particular, M.e Astour opposed Matthiae's argument in 1971.71 He claimed 

that the discovery of a dedicatory inscription alone cannot necessarily identify the place 

name in the absence of other supporting inscriptional evidence. Instead, the statue found 

at Tell MardIlj. dedicated to the deity by the prince of E bla demonstrates only twO facts 

that the city which stood on the site of Tell Mardll]. was important and had a renowned 

temple, and that the relations between this city and Ebla were friendly at the time when the 

statue was dedicated. He then, quoted other examples of the custom of dedicating statues 

or other inscribed objects to the deities of other cities and asserted that the statue of Tell 

MardIlJ could belong to the same category. Thus, he disagreed with Matthiae's 

aforementioned identification of Tell MardIb on the ground of the discovery of the statue 

dedicated by the prince of Ebla alone. Astour also disagreed with Matthiae's view of the 

history of Ebla. Based on the texts giving topographical information of Ebla, he rather 

identified the location of Ebla in the region farther north of Tell MarclIl].. 

Astour especially cited three pieces of written evidence, which in the sense of 

methodology used for searching the location of Agade, yield the same elements of primary 

topographical information. One of them is two inscriptions of Sargon of Akkad. Sargon 

71 M.e Astour, 'Tell Marrul) and Ebla,' UF 3, (1971), pp. 9-19. 
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states that he bowed down to the god Dagan in Tuttul and he gave him Mari, Iarmuti, Ebla 

up to the Cedar Forest (- the Amanus) and the Silver Mountains (- the Taurus).72 So, the 

enumeration appears to follow a geographical order from southeast to northwest. 

Naram-Sin also alludes to the location of E bla. He proclaims his conquest of 

Armanum and E bla, and tells that the god Nergal gave him the region from the bank of 

the Euphrates up to UliSum including Armanum, E bla, the Amanus, the Cedar Mountain 

and the Upper Sea.73 So, assuming a geographical order E bla appears to be located to the 

north of Aleppo in the region between the Middle Euphrates and the Amanus. 

Gudea, the ensi of LagaS mentions in his inscriptions the foreign places from 

where he imported building materials and other goods?4 This indicates that the city of 

Ursu is in the mountain of Ebla. So, it accordingly indicates the location of Ebla in a 

mountainous and wooded region.75 

Thus, based on these three pieces of topographical information, Astour deduced 

that E bla should be located in the region north of Aleppo and between the Euphrates on 

one side and the Amanus and the Mediterranean Sea on the other, particularly in the 

mountains, where the height reaches 1500 meters and some wood still exists. 

The city of UliSum is given as the extreme point of Naram-Sin's penetration, and 

E bla repeatedly appears in association with Armanum, furthermore Ursu seems to appear 

as a neighbour of Ebla in the inscriptions of Gudea. Based on these facts, Astour 

attempted to identify the more precise location of E bla by locating these cities. 

He equated ilium with Uluzila of the Idrimi Inscription found in Alala.b due to 

similar writings of both names and the fact that the general geographical locations of both 

places coincide?6 In Naram-Sin's inscription, UliSum is to be located near the Arnanus and 

the Mediterranean Sea. tnuzila appears as the sixth town before $(t-ru-na as one of the 

seven towns of the Hittite Land raided by Idrimi. According to the Res Gestae of ljattuSili 

I, $(t-ru-na is to be located near Mount Adallur, near or at Iskenderun (the southern part of 

72 Frayne, RIME 2, E2.1.1.11 and 12. 
73 Ibid., E2.1.4.26. 
74 Edzard, RIME 3/1, E3/1.1.7.stB, line 28 &53-7. 
75 Astour emphasized the importance of this evidence, claiming this alone is enough to rule out the 
identification of Tell MardIb. with Ebla, because it is situated in a plain near low and treeless hills. 
76 For a translation of the Idrimi inscription, see AL. Oppenheim, 'The Story of Idrimi, King of 
Alalakh,' ANET, (1969), pp. 557-8; T. Longman III, 'The Autobiography of Idrimi (1.148),' in 
W.W. Halla, (ed.), The Cartext if Scripture, vol. 1, (Leiden, Brill, 1997), pp. 479-80. 
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the Amanus), where he battled with the troops of tIaSsu and tIalab.77 Thus, he argued that 

Uluzila has to be placed further north, and accordingly, if UliSum is to be equated with 

tnuzila because of their similar writings, E bla is also to be located near Glicia. 

As for the location of Armanum, Astour tentatively identified Armanum with 

KarkamiS. He particularly noticed a curious description of a heavily fortified city following 

mention of the conquest of Armanurn, Ebla and the Amanus and the capture of Rld-Adad, 

the king of Armanum in the inscription of Naram-Sin.78 It is reported that it stood on a 

high hill perched above a river and surrounded by rings of walls on its riverside and 

landward sides.79 Astour argued that the description of this fortified city only matches 

KarkamiS in northern Syria, because its natural position and system of fortifications 

correspond to the aforementioned description of Armanum. Furthermore, according to 

M.S. Drower and J. Bottero, during the latter part of the Early Bronze Age KarkamiS was 

already a fortified city with a strong defensive system, which also corresponds with the 

Naram-Sin's description of Armanum. 80 Thus, Astour assumed that absence of KarkamiS 

in the cuneiform sources before the eighteenth century Be and of Armanum after the 

same century was caused by the change of its name from Armanum to KarkamiS around 

this period. Thus, this identification of KarkamiS with Armanum and its location on the 

route from Babylonia to the Amanus indicate the location of its neighbour E bla near the 

Amanus. 

As for Ursu, according to Astour, the location of Ursu can be well defined by three 

different archival sources. The Mari texts and the business letters of the Old Assyrian 

merchants refer to Ursu as an important stage on the road to Central Anatolia.
81 

The 

historical texts of the Hittite Old Kingdom recorded that the king of ljalab sent troops to 

the aid of both 1j.assu and Ursu, and the location of the former city is generally to be 

77 For a translation of the relevant parts of the Res Gestae of ljauuSili I, see H Otten, 
'Keilschrifttexte,' MDCXJ91, (1958), p. 82, line 31-3. 
78 Frayne, RIME 2, E2.1.4.26. . 
79 The name of the city is written as Si·ku-rrn·nurrJci, but F.R Kraus came with me felicitoUS Idea 
that since the copyist was a poor scribe, he wrote SI-KU instead of AR, so that the name is to be 
read Ar·rrn·nunJci. See F.R Kraus, 'Ein altakkadisches Festungsbild,' Iraq 10, (1948), pp. 81-92. 
80 J. Bottera &MS. Drawer and 'Syria before 2200 BC,' C4HII2, 3m ed., (1971), p. 334. 
81 For the references in these texts, see K. Nashef, RGTC 4: Die Ots· lind Geuiissemtrrl?l'l der 
altdSsyrisdJen Zeit, (1991), p. 130; Groneberg, RGTC 3, p. 250. 
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located in the northernmost parts of Syria and to be identified with TUmen Hiiyiik. 82 Thus, 

based mainly on these sources, Astour locates Ursu in the region of Conunagene and 

accordingly E bla near this region. 

So far, we have considered Astour's argument. His attempt to identify the location 

of E bla based on written sources bearing topographical information was very logical and 

convincing compared to Matthiae's argument, which was mainly derived from the discovery 

of the Akkadian inscription on the torso found in Tell Mardib. When locating Ebla on the 

basis of the texts relating to its topographical information, one surely has an impression 

that Ebla is to be located to the north of Aleppo and cannot be identified with Tell MardIb. 
However, Matthiae's argument was eventually proved by the discovery of the state archives 

at Tell Mardib.. 

In 1974 and the following years, the state archives were discovered in Mardib lIB 1 

with over two thousand documents. The archives have supplied varying genres of 

cuneiform documents.83 A few incantations and myths were found. There are also lexical 

lists in Sumerian and Sumerian-Eblaite vocabularies, letters, decrees and treaties, and many 

administrative documents, dealing with the deliveries of taxes in textiles and metals and the 

issue of supplies for the royal family, for officials and visitors and for ritual pwposes. The 

overall picture of the archives has gradually clarified, and most importantly concerning the 

identification of the ancient name of Tell MardIb, it was confirmed that the archives 

belonged to five generations of kings of E bla. For example, letters and treaties are of 

particular importance concerning the identification of Tell MardIb. The letters are generally 

dispatches sent by officials to the king of Ebla concerning administrative matters. There 

are also messages, or more probably archive copies of messages for the E bla chancellery, 

sent by the king of E bla to officials on missions abroad or to other kings. The treaties, of 

which very few examples are preserved, tend to be abbreviated extracts of original 

documents which themselves in all probability were engraved on stone and deposited in 

sanctuaries. On these the name of the city at E bla was clearly registered beside the names 

of the cities for the subject of the treaty. Furthermore, five individuals are attested in the 

82 For the references in the Hittite texts, see del Monte & TISchler, RGTC 6, pp. 475-6; RGTC 
6/2, p. 181. 
83 For the preliminary research on the State Archives of Ebla at Tell MarciIl), see E l:iaR«iiscm.enxi, 
pp. 150-89; A Archi, 'The Archives of Ebla,', in K.R Veenhof, (ed.), OttrifamA rrJmes ani Lihraries, 
(Leiden, Nederlands Historisch-Archaeologisch Instituut Te Istanbul, 1986), pp. 72-86. 
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texts certainly as kings of Ebla, namely IgriS-ljalam, Irkab-Damu, Ar-Ennum, Ibrium and 

Ibbi-SipiS. So, here is no doubt that Tell Mardib is to be identified with E bla. 

This is an instructive example how difficult it is to identify the location of an 

ancient city based on topographical information. Astour's failure in identifying Ebla~ 

location appears to be caused by mis-judgment of the nature of three pieces of 

topographical information. He was possessed with the idea that place names of Sargon's 

inscriptions and Naram-Sin's inscription were listed in a certain geographical order . .As for 

Astour's opinion related to the inscription of Gudea, he seems to have understood that the 

mountain range of E bla indicates its association with Amanus Mountain. However, the 

relevant passage never mentions that it is near Amanus Mountain. So, based on these 

pieces of information E bla was not necessarily located to the north of Aleppo. This 

misjudgment of the understanding of Ebla's topographical information gives us an 

instructive warning. So we can now remind ourselves of it for the following investigation 

into the northwestern toponyrns of Sargon's Empire of Akkad. 
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CHAPTER 3: LOCATION OF AGADE 
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3. 1: History of Research into the Location of Agade 

3. 1. 1: Introduction 

The location of the city of Agade has been searched for by a number of scholars 

for nearly a century. In spite of their great efforts, its location unfortunately still has not 

been identified. During past studies, a number of different locations and ancient sites 'Were 

pointed out until G.J.P. McEwan generally settled its location near the Diyala confluence 

t'Wenty years ago.84 Today scholars generally agree with its location in that area. Since then, 

new written evidence supporting McEwan's suggestion has been published in various 

journals and books. In 1990 using McEwan's suppositions, C Wall·Romana attempted to 

pinpoint the location of Agade by comparing written sources and archaeological data with 

the previously known data.85 More than ten years have passed since he advanced his 

suppositions, hence more new data and studies related to the location of Agade are 

available for us today. The author of this paper generally agrees with McEwan and 

Wall-Romana's suppositions as to the location of Agade. Therefore, the purpose of this 

chapter is to strengthen their suppositions with new data, which was not available in their 

days. So, in reviewing the history of research on the location of Agade, 'We will only focus 

on the suppositions about the location of Agade, which had prevailed before McE wan. 

84 G.J.P. McEwan, 'Agade after the Gutian Destruction: the Afterlife of the Mesopotamian city,' 
AjOBeiheft 19: RemJI1I:rfassyridagjque Intern1tim:Je in Wren, (1981), pp. 8·15. 
85 Wall.Romana,]NES 49, pp. 205·45. 
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3. 1. 2: Agade = Sippar-sa-Anunitu 

The identification of Agade with Sippar-sa-Anunitu was first proposed by MJ. 
Menant and then followed by F. Delitzsch and F. Hommel in the very early days of 

Assyriologl6 One fundamental factor seems to have led them to propose this hypothesis. 

This must have been the presence of the E ulmaS temple both in Sippar-sa-Anunitu and 

Agade. Anunitu (earlier Annunitum) was a Babylonian goddess with several attributes of 

the goddess InannaiIStar.87 So, scholars would have deduced that the EulrnaS temple of 

Anunitu at Sippar-sa-Anunitu and the Eulmas temple of IStar at Agade were identical 

rather than separate entities. Sippar-sa-Anunitu was known in a number of cuneiform 

sources available in those days as being beside Sippar-Sa-SamaS. Thus, they eventually came 

to a conclusion that Agade was another name for Sippar-sa-Anunitu and located beside 

Sippar-sa-Samas. 

This idea however, cannot be supported any longer. As E. Unger pointed out in 

1932, Nabonidus in his inscriptions clearly states that both Sippar-sa-Anunitu and Agade 

were separate entities.88 According to these inscriptions, he built separately the EulrnaS 

temple of IStar at Agade and the Eulmas temple of Anunitu at Sippar-sa-Anunitu.
89 

S. 

Langdon in 1915/16 also pointed out the contradiction in this equation. Sagaragti-SuriaS, 

the king of a Kassite d}TIasty of Babylon, claims to have restored the E ulrnaS temple of 

Anunitu at Sippar-sa-Anunitu, but his name is absent in Nabonidus' list of kings who 

searched for the Eulmas temple of IStar at Agade90 If Sippar-sa-Anunitu and Agade were 

really identical, the name of Sagaragti-Surias should have been included in the list.
91 

So, 

from these two factors, we can safely argue that the E ulmas temple of Anunitu at 

Sippar-sa-Anunitu and the EulmaS temple of IStar at Agade were separate entities. 

While Unger and Langdon disagreed with the equation Agade = Sippar-Sa-Anunitu, 

they made different proposals as to the use of the same name for temples of the same 

86 M.J. Menant, Babjatr et fa 0Jaldie, (paris, Maisonneuve, 1875), p. 96; WIDP, pp. 209-12; F. 
Hommel, E tJ~ Urn Geqffaphie Des A ltes Orients, (Mw1ich, Beck, 1926), pp. 400-10. 
87 GDSAM, pp. 34-5. 
88 E. Unger, 'Akkad,' RLA 1, (1932), p. 62. 
89 NK, pp. 246-7. 
90 S. Langdon, 'New Inscriptions of Nabuna'id,' A]SL 32, (1915/16), p. 114, note 3. . 
91 Though it is still possible that Nabonidus might have been unaware of it or only could not fmd 
his inscription recording his restoration work. 
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goddess in these two cities. Unger concluded that Sippar-~a-Anunitu was built on the ruins 

of Agade.92 Langdon assumed that the EulmaS temple of Anunitu at Sippar-sa-Anunitu 

was a new foundation by the Kassite king Sagaragti-SuriaS replacing the lost EulmaS temple 

of IStar at Agade. Thus, Langdon concluded that Agade must have been located near 

Sippar-sa-SamaS and eventually proposed the equation "Tell ed-Der - Agade", because Tell 

ed-Der is located beside Sippar-sa-SamaS. In addition, he observed that the presence of the 

outstanding structures on Tell ed-Der and its advantageous geographical setting suits a 

powerful ruler like Sargon having planned a new capital.93 

The identification of the ancient name of Tell ed-Der has been debated for a long 

time and has not yet definitely been solved.94 Although this paper does not explore this 

identification further, one crucial fact has to be mentioned here in relation to Agade. Many 

excavations have been carried out there and the first, conducted by H Rassam and 

E.AWallis Budge, produced some materials of the Akkadian period, but later excavations 

carried out by T. Baqir and MA Mustafa did not yield any evidence indicating Tell ed-Der 

as Agade.95 More recent efforts also led to the same conclusion, namely that no indication 

of the Sargonic capital has been recovered at Tell ed-Der.96 

So, it is clear that neither the equation Agade - Sippar-sa-Anunitu nor the 

supposition of building Sippar-sa-Anunitu over Agade are proved. Langdon's identification 

of Agade with Tell ed-Der has also not been proved. Even if any further excavation is 

92 Unger, RLA 1, p. 62. 
93 Langdon, A]SL 32, p. 114, note 3; ExatUltitn at Kish, vol. 1, (paris, Geuthner, 1924), pp. 7-8, 
note 1. 
94 For the identification of Tell ed-Der, see J.A Black, 'Babylonian Textual Evidence,' in Gasche, 
H & de Me}{!r, L. (eds.), NAPR 1: /fABL A$-$AQR 1983-85: Nebut:hadn!zzar II's Cms-Catntry 
Wall North ifSippar, (1987), p. 18, note 1. Black considers that Tell ed-Der was Sippar-Amnanwn 
and disagrees with the equation Tell ed-Der - Sippar-YalJrururn. He notes that this debate will be 
solved and discussion will be published in the next volume of A kkadica, but one has not been able 
to trace this; B. Groneberg, RGTC 3: Die A rts- un:i Geuii.ssemtm!n der ~chen Zeit, (1980), p. 
208; R Banis, A rrient Sippar: A lJenrgraphic StwJy if an ad-Babjarian City (Leiden, Nederlands 
Historisch-Archaeologisch Instituut te Istanbul, 1975), p. 11 & 14; D.O. Edzard, A~che 
R«hts- un1 Wzrtsdxtjiswkwrlen t:UIS Tell ei-Der im Iraq Museum, BaFfxJad, (Munich, Verlag der 
ba}{!rischen Akademie der WlSsenschaften in Kommission bei der CH Beck'schen 
Verlagsbuchhandlung, 1970), pp. 18-26. 
95 A list of references for the excavation reports published before 1945 is given by S.A Pallis, see 
S.A Pallis, ~ ArTJiquity if Iraq, a harJJxxJe if Assyria'lgy, (Copenhagen, Ejnar Munkasgaard, 1956), 
pp. 363-4; For the excavation report published by T. Baqir and MA Mustafa, see T. Baqir and 
MA Mustafa, 'Iraq Government Sounding at Der,' Sunrr 1, (1945), p. 37. 
96 Tell tJDer, p. 7 &46. 
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undertaken, it seems un1ikelythat any indication of Agade will be unearthed at Tell ed-Der. 
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3. 1. 3: Agade. the Cover Name of Babylon 

B. Landsberger first proposed the theory "Agade (written as URuAk-kaa) -

Babylon" in 1965 based partly on his study of the archives of Mar-IStar, the ambassador of 

the Neo-Assyrian king Esarhaddon and partly on his study of the archives of Aqqulanu, 

the Assyrian high-astrologer.97 Landsberger argues that the reference to Agade in these 

archives was a reference to Babylon and it was occasioned by a scribal fantasy of Mar-Htar 

and earlier of AqquIanu. Therefore, Landsberger considers that Agade at this time was only 

a cover name for Babylon. Brinkman also cautiously mentions Landsberger's theory that 

the sakkan:tkku of Agade and a royal residence in Agade may be a synonym for Babylon in 

the Kassite period. Later H Weiss partly agreeing with Landsberger's theory developed his 

opinion about the location of Agade.98 

However, as :McEwan notices, Landsberger did not give any evidence to prove his 

theory. S. Parpola argues that Landsberger probably advanced his interpretation to explain 

why several substitute kings were enthroned in Agade instead of Babylon, because 

Esarhaddon and other Neo-Assyrian kings held the kingship of Babylon and there was a 

special rite occasioned by eclipses, which required the repetition of the enthronement of a 

substitute king in the case of Assyria in N'meveh and in the case of Babylonia in Babylon. 

Hence, Landsberger would have sensed a contradiction why Agade was treated as the place 

for this ritual in the archives of Mar-IStar and Aqqulanu.99 

Today; there is evidence, which denies the Landsberger's equation Agade - Babylon. 

As Parpola points out, there is no consistency in the use of the city name Agade as a 

synonym for Babylon, because Mar-Htar frequendy uses both names "Babylon" and 

"Agade" in his letters and they occur in other documents of the time of Mar-Htar and even 

in inscriptions of ASsurbanipal.1oo Furthermore, Babylon even appears twice side-by-side 

with Agade in his letters AOAT 5/1,280 and 281. 

In addition, McEwan and Parpola argue that the city of Agade is associated both in 

97 B. Landsberger, BrU{ des Bisdx{S 1m Esagjia an Kmg AstnbuJdaz, (Amsterdam, Noord-Holland, 
1965), pp. 38-57. 
98 For Brinkman's opinion, see AnOr 43: A PditicaJ History if Pat-Kassite Bab;lmia, (1968), p. 145, 
note 874; For Weiss' opinion, see H Weiss, 'Kish, Akkad and Agade,' fA a 95, (1975), pp. 434-53. 
99 S. Parpola, ADAr 5/2: Letters fom the Assyrian Sdxiars to the ~ EstnlWdm ani Assurl:,rmipal, 
part II, (1983), p. xxv & p. 263. 
100 Ibid, p. 263. 
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the Esarhaddon Ouonide and the letter AOAT 5/1,275 with the return of !Star of Agade 

from Elam.101 So, obviously there must have been no need for the writer of Esarhaddon's 

Chronicle to use the cover name Agade for Babylon. Furthermore, a later building 

inscription of Nabonidus confirms Esarhaddon's restoration work of the EulmaS temple 

in Agade, and so far, no temple called EulmaS is known in Babylon from the numerous 

building inscriptions of Esarhaddon pertaining to Babylon.102 

Although there is evidence indicating that !Star of Agade 'WaS worshipped at 

Babylon in the Emasdari temple, McEwan rejects this factor in connecting the city of 

Agade with Babylon, because it was not unusual for local deities to be worshipped at the 

capital as well as in their cult centres. 103 For example, it is attested by a text, which shows a 

schedule of the worship of various local deities in Babylon. Other texts also show that 

!Star of Agade was worshipped at ASsur, Bit-Belti, Blt-Ijabban, Mari and 5ippar.
104 

Therefore, it is not appropriate to identify Agade with Babylon, merely because of their 

cultic connection. 

Parpola advances another reason for Landsberger's argument. In Mar-!Star's letter 

AOAT 5/2, 278, Agade appears along with two well-attested seats of astronomical schools 

"Borsippa" and "Nippur", from where astrological reports were regularly sent to the 

5argonid kings. These two sites are always linked with the other astronomical school of 

Babylon, which always occurs first in the list. lOS Therefore, one would actually expect to 

find Babylon rather than Agade. So Parpola argues that this would have caused 

Landsberger to advance his theory. However, there is nothing in the passage suggesting 

that Agade served as a place of regular astronomical observations, but he suggests that the 

town was mentioned here simply because it was the place where Mar-!Star himself had 

been watching the eclipse. The letters of Mar-!Star themselves also make it clear that he did 

not spend all his time in Agade, but was constantly on the move supervising all the 

101 For the Esarhaddon Clu-onicle, see Grayson, TCS 5, p. 126. . 
102 For the building inscription of Nabonidus, see NK, pp. 246-9; AR George, Hcue Mat HifjJ: 
The Terrp/e; if AncientMesOfXXi1mia, (Wmona Lake/Indiana, Eisenbauns, 1993). 
103 McEwan, AjOBeJhft 19, p. 15, note 55. 
104 Ibid., p. 15, note 56. 
105 Except the report of AOAT 5/2, 278, the reports were sent from Babylon, Borsippa, Ol~ 
Dilbat and Uruk. Pliny and Strabo also mention Babylon, Sippar and Uruk as seats of astrological 
schools. The observatories existed in Babylon, Nippur, Uruk and Borsippa in this order. See R.C 
Thompson, The Report if the Magjcians am Astrclqps if Nirx:u!h am Babjon, vol. 2, (London, Luzac, 
1900), p. 274. 
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reconstruction work carried out in Babylonia during the time of his appointment.106 

As for Agade in the Kassite period, Weiss gives evidence indicating the ongoing 

occupation of Agade in the Kassite period, although he does not entirely disagree with 

Landsberger, because he probably would have considered that Agade was abandoned in the 

Neo-Assyrian and Neo-Babylonian periods. For example, he refers to an inscription of 

Kurigalzu. 107 This inscription was excavated at Agade by the Neo-Babylonian 

epigrapher-archaeologist Nabu-zer-liSir and records Kurigalzu's construction of the 

Emekalamma temple-wall in Agade for the akitu-festival in the Kassite period. 

Furthermore, the Elamite king Sutruk-Nabbunte claims that he invaded Agade. It indicates 

the ongoing occupation of Agade during his reign, although Agade appears to have lain 

abandoned from then until Esarhaddon caused the city of Agade to be inhabited again. lOS 

Hence, this inscription certifies the ongoing occupation of Agade in the Kassite period, 

thus there is no need to equate "the city of Agade" with "the city of Babylon". 

So, when considering these factors, it is clear that the city of Agade referred to in 

the archives of Mar-IStar in the period of Esarhaddon was obviously different from 

Babylon, and in Esarhaddon's time the city called Agade really existed. Hence, Agade was 

not used as a synonym for Babylon in the Neo-Assyrian period as well as in the Kassite 

period. 

106 For the translation of the archives of Mar-IStar, see Parpola, AOAT 5/1, pp. 218-253. 
107 Weiss, fA OS 95, p. 447; However, a question remains as to which of the two Kassite kings by 
the name of Kurigalzu was meant in this inscription, whether Kurigalzu I son of KadaSman-Ijarbe 
or Kurigalzu II son of Burna-BuriaS. For studies on the attribution of this inscription, see G. 
Frayne, 'Nabonidus and the History of the EulmaS Temple at Akkad: Mesqx:tarria 28, (1993), p. 
37-44. 
108 Frame, Mesqxxania 28, p. 44; For claims of Sutruk-Nabounte, see the subchapter, 3. 2. 3. 2 

below. 
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3. 1. 4: Agade = Ishan Mizyad 

In 1975, H Weiss identified Ishan Mizyad with Agade based on his studies of the 

settlement patterns in Mesopotamia and the written sources.109 However, his argument 

seems to be groundless, because it was established without the primary written sources, 

which directly indicate the location of Agade. His argument derives from three 

fundamental factors. The first factor is his disagreement with the formerly prevailing 

argument for the location of Agade, in which some earlier scholars had identified Agade 

with Sippar-~a-Sama~ and Sippar-~a-AnnunItum. He disagrees with this idea, because as 

Adams suggested earlier, he considers that the capital city could have not located on the 

fringe of the Early Dynastic and Akkadian settlement area. Thus, Weiss advances its 

location in the heart of Mesopotamia. 

The second factor in his argument developed alongside Landsberger's theory of the 

Neo-Assyrian equation of the city of Agade with the city of Babylon. He considers that 

the Neo-Assyrian usage can also be interpreted as a symbolical usage suggesting that the 

ruins of Agade lay near Babylon. Weiss seems to have assumed that the city of Agade was 

no longer permanently occupied in the Neo-Assyrian and Neo-Babylonian periods. He 

adduces several records of Neo-Assyrian and Neo-Babylonian excavations, which give the 

impression that the city of Agade was abandoned during these periods. For example, the 

inscriptions of Nabonidus indicate that Kurigalzu, Esarhaddon, .AS~urbanipal and 

Nebukadnezar II undertook intensive excavations at Agade in their fruitless searching for 

previous kings' tem?nnu of the E~ temple and he eventually was able to find it after 

three years of excavations by following the trenches of Nebukadnezar and having 

consulted his royal specialists. 110 The Neo-Babylonian epigrapher-archaeologist 

Nabu-zer-lliir also left a record of excavation.llI When only reading these, they really give 

such impression due to frequent mention of the excavation in Agade. Presumably, this 

factor may have led Weiss to argue his theory. However, as mentioned earlier, Esarhaddon 

caused Agade to be inhabited again, therefore it would seem to have been a site occupied in 

H)<) Weiss,]Aa 95, pp. 434-53. 
110 NK, pp. 246-9; Langdon, A]SL 32, p. 114, note 3; G. Goosens, 'Les recherches historiques a 
l't~poque neo-Babylonienne,' RA 42 (1948), 149-59. 
\11 Weiss,fA OS' 95, p. 447 and p. 447, note 43. 
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this period.ll2 Therefore, it is obvious that there was no special usage for "the city of 

Agade" and no need to use "the city of Agade" as a symbolical and suggestive usage for 

the location of the ruins of Agade near Babylon. 

The final factor in his argument derives from three written sources. They are the 

Neo-Assyrian version of the Omen of Sargon, the Weidner Clrronicle and the Chronicle 

of Early Kings. l13 These three sources mention Sargon's construction of the city of 

Babylon near Agade. In addition, he also uses another passage in the Clrronicle of Early 

Kings describing stationing of Sargon's court officials at intervals of five double hours as a 

reliable historical reference for searching for Agade among unidentified sites in 

MesOpotamia.114 He gives credit to the historicity of these sources, probably because these 

sources were composed in the periods when the location of Agade was well known and 

"the city of Agade" was a symbolical and suggestive usage to the Neo-Assyrian and 

Neo-Babylonian kings. However, it was proved above that there was no need to use "the 

city of Agade" as symbolical and suggestive. Moreover, there is an obvious risk that 

accounts of these sources are not historical, because there is no evidence from the 

Sargonic period indicating the building of Agade near Babylon. Hence, later historical texts 

alone cannot be used to locate Agade. Parpola argues that the references to building Agade 

near Babylon were understood as a reference to the sacrilegious act of building a replica of 

Babylon near Agade.ll5 

Weiss eventually identified Ishan Mizyad based on these three factors in relation to 

the geographical and political circumstances surrounding this site without any primary 

written sources direcdy indicating the location of Agade. Hence, it seems unlikely that 

Ishan Mizyad is the city of Agade. Actually, according to B.R Foster, the Iraqi excavations 

at Ishan Mizyad hoping to identify Agade, only unearthed a few modest remains and a 

group of administrative tablets of the Ur III period. Furthermore, epigraphic finds did not 

show the toponym Agade instead they indicated the toponym Bah-Ea. Thus, the excavators 

112 Frame, Mesqxtarria 28, p. 44. 
113 The Neo-Assyrian version of the Omen of Sargon, see L.W. King, Om:nides ~ Earry 
Babfurian.l<inf1 voL 2, (London, British Musewn Press, 1907), p. 28, line 7-11; For the Weidner 
Cluonicle, see Grayson, TCS 5, p. 149, line 50-1; For the Cluonicle of Early Kings, see ibid., p. 153, 
line 18-9. 
114 Ibid., p153, line 7-8. 
115 Patpola, AOAT 5/2, p. 516. 
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eventually decided that Ishan Mizyad was not Agade. 116 

116 For Foster's comment, see AFU7E, p. 172; For the excavation report, see F. Rashid, 'Akkad or 
Bab Aya (in Arabic),' Sumr43, (1983), pp. 183 ff. 
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3. 2: Regional Location of Agade 

3.2. 1: I nuoduc tion 

The main aim of this chapter is to reconsider Wall-Romana's argument concerning 

the location of Agade. Although the author disagrees with his methodology, he agrees in 

general with his suggestion for the location of Agade. Therefore, the fundamental written 

sources of the following study largely derive from his very influential paper.117 Eleven 

years have passed since the publication of his paper so, it will also be appropriate to update 

his argument with some new data and studies, which were not available then. As explained 

above, it was McEWcUl in 1981, who first argued for the general location of Agade near the 

Diyala confluence. Based on previously known data, the data published after McE WcUl's 

argument and the data of R Adams and M Gibson's surface surveys, Wall-Romana 

eventually proposed two ruin mounds as the most likely candidates for the city of Agade.118 

They are Tell-Muhanunad (site 414) and Tuliil Mujaili( (site 590), which stretch along the 

ancient bank of TIgris and are near the modem confluence of the Tigris and Diyala 

rivers.119 He also pointed out the possibility of destruction of all or a part of the site of 

Agade, because of changes to the courses of the rivers and canals. His overlapping area of 

regional locations and the locations of both sites are shown on map 3. 1 below. 

Unfortunately their identities have not yet been established. S. Smith and B. 

Groneberg earlier identified Tell-Muhammad with Diniktu.120 The Iraqi State Antiquities 

Organization commenced excavations at the site in 1978, but no material from the Old 

Akkadian period has been reported as having been found at the site and excavations have 

117 However, one written source was applied wrongly as evidence indicating the location of Agade, 
as it does not appear in the following chapters. Wall-Romana mentions that an Old-Akkadian tablet 
refers to a field described as having a conunon boundary with Ilip to the east and with Agade to the 
west. 1his text actually refers to a field, whose eastern border is the propeny of Enbu-ilum from 
Ilib and western border is the propeny of Sanuna, a smith from Agade. So, this text does not 
indicate the location of Agade west of Ilip. See Wall-Romana,fNES 49, pp. 229-33; I.J.Gelb et aI. 
(eds.), DIS 104: Earliest Lani Tenure S)Stem in tk Near East: A rrient. Kudurms, (1991), pp. 140-51. 
118 Wall-Romana,INES 49, p. 237. 
119 The site nwnbers are applied in LBB, Appendix C, pp. 135-66. 
120 S. Smith, 'Excavations at Tell Hannal,' StIm?r 2, {1946}, pp. 19-21; Groneberg, RGTC 3, p. 54. 
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revealed a substantial Old Babylonian town. l2l Furthermore, the earliest traces date to the 

Is in-Lars a period. So, it does not harmonize well with what is known of Agade's later 

history. 122 Some economic texts were discovered, but these texts have not yet been 

published. According to G. Frame, Iman Yamil Al-Ubaid studied a number of the texts in 

her unpublished M.A thesis, but none of these mentioned Agade or the E ulmaS temple of 

Agade and Diniktu.123 As for Tulul Mujaili(, it is generally identified with Upi/Opis, but its 

identity again like Tell-Muhammad has not yet been confirmed.124 

Mention should be made of the ancient courses of the rivers in order to avoid 

improper use of given information indicating their geographical locations. The texts 'Were 

written in different periods, so each description of the geographical location of Agade 

simply fits the particular geographical setting corresponding to the period, when each text 

was composed. The most fundamental study for identifying the ancient courses of the 

rivers was made by Adams.125 The courses of the rivers, their channels and artificial canals 

were determined approximately by analysis of the settlement patterns of the sites in 

relation to their chronological spans. The settlement of these sites was established by 

typological analysis of pottery shards collected from their surface remains. One crucial 

point needs to be mentioned here. The course of the Tigris has changed its flow in a 

westward direction since the Neo-Babylonian period around the end of the 6th century Be 

This reconstruction of the ancient course of the Tigris is particularly important. As will be 

seen in due course, many different kinds of topographical information concerning the city 

of Agade often appear in association with it. Therefore, having established the possible 

ancient geographical setting, it is now appropriate to show what information 'We can obtain 

from the texts indicating the regional locations of Agade. 

The following sub-chapters will give details from a number of texts indicating the 

different regional locations of Agade. Firstly the core regional location of Agade will be 

121 For reports of the excavations, see Wall-Romana, ]NES 49, pp. 243-4; 'Excavations in !raq 
1977-78,' Iraq 41, (1979), p. 156; 'Excavations in Iraq 1979-80,' Iraq 43, (1981), p. 184; 'Excavauons 
in Iraq 1981-82,' Iraq 45, (1983), p. 216; 'Excavations in Iraq 1983-84,' Iraq 47, (1985), p. 223; A 
Matab et al., 'Excavations of Tell Muhammad (in Arabic),' Surrer 46, (1990), pp. 127-59; AA 
Al-Khayyat, 'A Study of a Number of Terracottas from Tell Muhammad (in Arabic),' SurrEY 43, 
(1984), pp. 146-154. 
122 McEwan,A/OBeihe/t 19, p. 8. 
12J Frame, Mf5qxxamia 28, p. 21-2, note 3. 
124 For the identification of Tulul Mujaili(, see the subchapters 3.2.3. 1 and 3. 2. 3. 2 below. 
125 LBB. 
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considered based on primary written evidence partly with supportive secondary written 

evidence, and then we will examine secondary written evidence. 
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Map 3. 1: C. Wall-Romana's regional location of Agade 
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3. 2. 2: Location of Agade in Primal)' Topoaraphical Infonnation 

3.2.2. 1. 

Agade in the immediate vicinity of EJnunna and between ASJur and EJnunna 

The prologue of the code of Ijammurapi indicates primary topographical 

information for Agade. In addition to this, two letters of the Neo-Assyrian period give 

supportive secondary topographical information. Twenty-six cities of the Old Babylonian 

kingdom are referred to in the prologue of Ijammurapi's laWS.126 The prologue contains 

phrases in each of which Ijammura.pi enumerates the piety shown to one or two patron 

deities or their temples with their associated city or sometimes their two associated 

neighbouring cities. Although there is still today no agreement how to sub-divide the 

prologue, these 26 cities appear in geographical order except for the first five or seven 

cities.127 Wa1l-Romana argues that the first five cities are ordered according to the ranking 

of the most important deities, whereas Y.A Hurowitz later argues that the first seven cities, 

not the first five cities correspond to the ranking of the most important deities. 

The order of the first five or seven cities however, does not seem relevant in the 

search for the regional location of Agade. The most important fact is that one can locate 

cities after Sippar (5) in geographical order according to the proximity of cities. The lineal 

sequence of 5 to 7 can be established on a map. A single line can be drawn through cities, 

Larsa (6), Uruk (7), Isin (8), KiS (9) and Kutha (10) on the map. Their locations are today 

well established. So, it is evident that the location of cities runs from southeast to 

northwest. 

After Kutha (10), two cities follow. They are Borsippa (11) and Dilbat (12). When 

one locates these two cities beside the known locations of the two cities, Kutha (10) and 

LagaS-Girsu (14), Borsippa (11) and Dilbat (12) certainly appear as separate entities 

126 For translations, see ME.]. Richardson, Hammrabi's Law, Text, Translaticn ani Giasary, 
(Sheffield Academic ~ress, 2000), pp. 2?-41; LH, pp. 1-9; MT. Roth, Law.O:llectitn firm 
Mescpaturia an:lAsia Muvr, (Atlanta/Georgla, Scholars Press, 1997), pp. 76-81; A Fmet, Le Oxie de 
Harmurapi, (paris, Editions du Ced, 1983), 31-44; R Borger et al. (hrsg.), TIJAT 1, Lieferung 1: 
ReJm- uni Wtrtschr:tfourkunienHistorisdrchrarx:latJsche Texte, (1982), pp. 40-4. 
127 For the sub-division of the prologue, see ibid.; For studies of the structure of the prologue and 
the studies of order of 26 cities, see, Wall-Romana,jNES 49, pp. 213-5; V.A Hurowitz, lnuAnum 
sintm, Literary Struaures in tk N<»juridiatl Soctims if 0xIe>: Hammrabi, Orasiaul PuJiiratims if tk 
Sarruel NarhKramr Funi, 15, (philadelphia, PA, 1994), p. 25; LH, pp. 167-74. 
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concerning their locational proximity with Kutha (10) and LagaS-Girsu (14). Regrettably, 

the location of KeS (13) has not yet been fixed. Therefore, it cannot be established whether 

it belongs to the line of Borsippa (11) - Dilbat (12) or to another new line as its leading 

Clty. 

After the city of Kes (13), five cities, Lagas-Girsu (14-15), Zabalam (16), Karkara 

(17), Adab (18), appear in the prologue. Their locations are also known, thus they can be 

placed in one lineal sequence, which runs southeast to northwest. 

It is difficult to explain the attribution of MaSkan-Sapir (19) and Malgium (20). The 

location of the former is known today, but MaSkan-Sapir (19) is to be located relatively far 

away from Adab (18). Furthermore, the location of Malgium is only known in general. It 

has been suggested that it lies on the Tigris and between MaSkan-Sapir (19) and the Diyala 

confluence. 12H Thus, it is uncertain whether Maskan-Sapir (19) belongs to the line of 

Lagas-Girsu (14-15) - Adab (18) or composes another line with Malgium (20). So, at the 

moment there are two possibilities. 

The entry after Malgium (20) is Mari-Tuttul (21-22), which obviously is to be 

located on the Middle Euphrates. So, the next line must comprise these two cities. 

The remaining cities are Esnunna (23), Agade (24), ASsur (25) and Nmeveh (26). It 

is, however, first necessary to consider two points. The first point is absence of Esnunna in 

the prologue. Its patron deities TiSpak and Nmazu only appear in association with 

Ijammurapi's pious achievement. It is unknown why the name of the city associated with 

TiSpak and Ninazu was omitted, but it is a fact that Nmazu is known to have been 

worshipped during the third millennium Be in Esnunna with TiSpak subsequently 

replacing Ninazu either in the Akkadian or Old Babylonian periods there.129 Therefore, 

when considering their close association with Esnunna, we should count this part of the 

phrase showing IJammurapi's piety to Tispak and Nmazu in relation to Esnunna. 

The second point is the second reference to Babylon, which appears in relation to 

the phrase showing Ijammurapi's piety to TiSpak and Nmazu. Wall-Romana seems to have 

been unaware of the general formula that one or two patron deities or their temples appear 

with their associated city or sometimes their associated two neighbouring cities. Thus, he 

simply counts the second reference to Babylon in geographical order of these cities in 

128 Groneberg, RGTC 3, p. 157. 
12') GDSAM, p. 137 & 178. 
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perplexity. He eventually argues that this order occurred to avoid Babylon being eclipsed by 

the famous city of Agade, which Ijammurapi actually calls Agade the Great.130 However, 

Babylon's patron deity was obviously not TISpak or Nmazu. Hence, as A Westenholz 

points out, this passage should simply be understood as indicating that TISpak and Nmazu 

had been resettled in Babylon, and the absence of E~nunna occurred because it was 

abandoned at that time, when Ijammurapi resettled its people and patron deities in 

Babylon.l3l Thus, after Mari-Tuttul (21-22), the order of the remaining cities should be 

Esnunna (23), Agade (24), ASsur (25) and Nmeveh (26). 

The locations of Babylon (23), ASsur (25) and Nmeveh (26) are clearly known. 

Esnunna (23) is in the Diyala region and AS~ur (25) and Nmeveh (26) are along the Middle 

Tigris. From the locations of these three cities and the fact that two cities at least always 

compose one lineal sequence, as seen above, Agade (24) can be placed in two possible 

different regional locations. The first option is in the immediate vicinity of Esnunna (23), 

so that Agade forms a lineal sequence only with Esnunna (23). The second option is 

between Esnunna (23) and ASsur (25), because it is also likely that a lineal sequence runs 

from Esnunna (23) northwards to Nmeveh (26). So, on the map below, the regional 

location of Agade is delimited in general around Esnunna (23). Since all lineal sequences 

appear to have been organized along the watercourses, the regional location of Agade can 

be delimited along the Tigris from the Diyala confluence to ASsur (25). 

Two letters written by the special envoy Mar-IStar to Esarhaddon are used here as 

supportive secondary topographical information. The topographical information of these 

two letters circumstantially indicates the same regional location of Agade as the regional 

location indicated by the prologue of Ijammurapi's laWS.132 

One letter tells that Mar-IStar complains about the return of the previous letters 

sent to him in Nmeveh from post stations on a road to Agade.133 Parpola tentatively 

identifies the locations of these post stations Kamanate, Ampil].api and [ ]garesu.134 He 

judges from the context of the geographical list III R, 53, 1 that Kamanate is situated on 

the west bank of the Tigris, because cities listed inunediately before Kamanate can be 

130 Wall-Romana,fNES 49, pp. 213-5. 
131 Sallaberger & Westenholz, aBO 160/3, p. 32, note 77. 
132 Wall-Romana,fNES 49, pp. 215-6. 
133 Parpola, AOAT 5, part 1, pp. 250-51. 
134 Ibid., part 2, p. 302. 
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located on the west bank of the Tigris. He locates Ampib.api near the point where the Nahl 

alJAdheim meets the Tigris on the evidence provided by A BL 802. Furthermore, he argues 

that the route through these post stations seems to be identical with the modem road 

leading from Mosul to Baghdad through ASsur and Samarra on the western bank of the 

Tigris. This route accords with the regional location of Agade indicated by the prologue of 

IJ anunurapi. Although the locations of two post stations have not yet been proved, if their 

locations are correct, it seems likely that Agade is to be located somewhere near or on this 

post route. 

The remaining letter also indicates the same regional location of Agade indicated 

by the prologue of Ijanunurapi, although the argument is again circurnstantial.135 Mar-IStar 

states that a substitute king and his party took five days to reach Agade from Nmeveh. The 

distance from Nmeveh to Baghdad is 300km according to Wa1l-Romana.1J6 Hence, on the 

supposition that the substitute king and his party travelled on the aforementioned post 

route from Nmeveh down to Agade on horseback or by foot, the location of Agade closely 

corresponds to the regional location of Agade indicated by the prologue of ljammurapi's 

laws, because it is hardly possible that they travelled beyond this regional location of Agade. 

Even if the journey was carried out by a boat along the Tigris and they traveled 60km each 

day, they would have only reached the region around Baghdad. So, again the length of their 

journey could not have exceeded the regional location of Agade indicated by the prologue 

of Ijammurapi. See map 3. 2 below. 

J.J5 Ibid., part 1, pp. 226-27. 
136 Wall-Romana,jNES 49, pp. 215-6. 
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Map 3. 2: Agade in the immediate vicinity of Esnunna and 

between ASsur and Esnunna 
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3.2.2.2. 

Agade in the eastern region of the Tigris 

The picture of the regional location of Agade on the eastern bank of the TIgris 

can be drawn from primary topographical information with support from three different 

types of supportive secondary topographical information. In addition to these written 

sources, the same secondary topographical information can tentatively be extracted from 

one piece of written evidence. In relation to the location of Agade, McEwan first drew 

attention to a clay barrel inscription of Cyrus recounting his liberation of northern 

Babylonia and the restoration of the temples in its cities.137 His suggestion was then 

followed by Wall-Romana, who included this evidence in his cartographic analysis of the 

location of Agade.138 In the inscription, Cyrus clearly states that he was in Babylon and 

mentions the sacred cities, towns and regions across the Tigris. The cities, towns and lands 

are the city of ASsur, the city of Sus a, the city of Agade, the land of Esnunna, the town 

Zamban, the town Me-Turran, the city of Der, and the land of the Guti. Only a question 

remains for the location of ASsur, because it is often placed on the western bank of the 

Tigris. However, it was in fact completely surrounded by the Ttgris, as we can attest the 

presence of a moat, which used to enclose ASsur's western side.139 So, one had to cross the 

water of the Tigris in order to enter ASsur from Babylon. It is understandable why the verb, 

"ebem - to cross" is used in the line describing locations of these sacred places. It is now 

clear that the location of Agade could have been located on the eastern side of the TIgris 

region or located in the place where one had to at least cross the Tigris from Babylon in the 

sixth century Be 

As mentioned above, three different types of supportive secondary topographical 

information also indicate the location of Agade on the eastern side of the Tigris. For the 

location of Agade, J.M. Durand and F. Joannes cite two letters of the Persian period from 

Uruk, which were addressed to the administration of Eanna temple district in Uruk by its 

agents in Babylonia from the north.14O The translations of the relevant parts of letters are 

137 P.A Beaulieu, 'Agade in the Late Babylonian Period,' NABU, (1989), no. 66; For McEwan's 
suggestion, see McEwan, AjOBeihejt 19, p. 11. 
138 Wall-Romana,jNES 49, pp. 216-7. 
139 For the city of ASsur, see S. Llo)d, The A rr:haedogy if Mes~' Frrm the ad Sun A~ tn rm 
PmianCnquest, rev. ed. (London, Thames & Hudson, 1984), p. 180; OtMANE, pp. 148-9. 
140 J.M Durand &F. Joannes, 'Gmtrat neo-babylonien d'Agade,' NABU, (1988), no. 74. 
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quoted here. 

YOS 3. 106 (the letter of Innin-ahhe-iddin. reign of Kamhyse~. 11. 19_27141 

Clteck the writing boards (from the time) of Nebukadnezar, Neriglissar, and 

Nabonidus (and see) how (much) flour and (money for) expenses (for) nutu-bag(s) and 

shoe(s) was given to the men at the bank of the Tagaritenna river and at the city of Agadel 

Figure the (money for) expenses and provisions in the same way! 

BIN I 17 (the letter of Sulaia). 11. 11_12142 

I am in position near Agade, and in the cistern (---), according to the message the 

satarrmt sent me, he has sent me two boats for two shekels of silver, for my use and that of 

the Babylonians to use. 

Although the TIgris is not mentioned in these letters, the first letter mentions "the 

men at the bank of the Tagaritenna River and at the city of Agade". The Tagaritenna River 

may be connected with the town of Tagritayn, which R Zadok identifies with the modem 

town of Takrit on the west bank of the Tigris and between ASsur and the Diyala 

confluence.143 Hence, it is not unlikely that the Tagaritenna River linked to the Tigris and 

people may have needed to cross the Tigris in order to reach Agade. The second letter 

indicates the necessity of two ships for a person, who was in position near Agade. Hence, 

we suppose that the agents from Uruk had to cross the watercourse, probably in order to 

send commodities from Agade to Uruk. Although two letters do not mention the Tigris, 

these references may be correlated with the inscription of Cyrus, and support the location 

of Agade on the eastern side. 

A Mari letter of the Old-Babylonian period written by Buqaqum also indirectly 

141 G. Frame, 'Nabonidus, Nabt1-sarra-~ur, and the Eanna Temple,' ZA 81, (1991), p. 64. 
142 Prof. AR Millard kindly offered the English translation of the letter. 
143 R Zadok, RGTC 8: ~ Nams A a:orriUg to New arrJ Late-Babjarian Texts, (1985), p. 301. 
However, the reference of the Tagaritenna River is only known from this text and its identification 
with Tagritayn is not yet proved outside the similarity of both spellings, neither is the identification 
of Tagritayn with Syriac writing of modem Taknt yet proved. So, without further topographical 
evidence, it unfortunately may be impossible to develop secondary topographical infonnation for 
the location of Agade in relation to the Tagaritenna River, Tagritayn or Taknt. 
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supports the reference of the Cyrus inscription.l44 According to the translation of S. 

Lackenbacher, it mentions that "La troupe de Mesarum et Hadidum [Ie Sute]en qui 

[s'appretaient a] piller, au sujet de qui O'ai ecrit] auparavant a mon seigneur, ont traverse a 
Agade." Although the Tigris is not mentioned as in the two letters from Uruk and it is not 

stated in which direction the troop crossed the watercourse, this watercourse may be 

correlated with the Tigris of the inscription of Cyrus. As a result, one may argue that the 

bank of this watercourse, which the troop reached before crossing toward the city of 

Agade, is the western bank of the Tigris. 

So, based on these written sources, the location of Agade can be placed in the 

eastern region of the Tigris. See map 3.3 below. 

144 D.dIarpin, F. Joannes, S. Lackenbacher & B. Lafont, ARM 26: A rchiw Epistd4ires de Mari 1/2, 
(1988),p.418-9,no.482. 
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Map 3. 3: Agade in the Eastern Region of the Tigris 
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3.2.2.3. 

Agade north of Sippar 

McEwan and later Wall-Romana developed the idea of the regional location of 

Agade being north of Sippar based on the Sumerian Temple Hymns.145 Furthermore, 

Wall-Romana tentatively reinforces this idea with additional evidence, which is probably a 

lost text mentioning the Nar-Agade.146 

The Sumerian temple hymns wntten by Sargon's daughter Enbeduanna list 

forty-two cities together with their gods and names of their temples. 147 So far, the 

locations of seventeen cities are known, thus one can establish the order of the cities. The 

list generally follows a southeastern-northwestern axis except 'for Der and Esnunna. 

Therefore, the Sumerian Temple Hymns can be applied as primary written evidence here. 

Agade appears in the last part of this sequence of the list, whose order is Sippar, IjI.ZA, 

UlmaS, Agade and Eres.148 Unfortunately the only known location in this sequence is 

Sippar. However, following the geographical order of the list, which is from the southeast 

to the northwest, we can argue that Agade could have lain north of U1maS and t1I.ZA and 

certainly north of Sippar. 

F. Delitzsch seems to have first paid attention to the presence of the Nir-Agade, 

which means "the canal of Agade" .149 However, its presence is today undetectable from 

any written sources and he did not cite a specific reference, in which it occurs. Today one 

cannot confirm its historical presence hence, this probably lost text mentioning the 

Nar-Agade can only be cited as secondary evidence. According to Delitzsch, the 

Nar-Agade is the canal, which separated the city of Sippar-sa-Annunttu from the city of 

145 McEwan, AjOBeihefi 19, pp. 11-2; Wall-Rornana,JNES 49, p. 219. 
146 Wall-Romana,JNES 49, pp. 227-8. 
147 A. W. Sjoberg, TCS 3: The O:lleaiau/the Sum:rian Terrple Hynns, (1969). 
148 UlrnaS is known as a name of a temple for IStar of Akkad, which belonged to the city of Agade. 
However, UlrnaS appears in this composition as the city. It may indicate that the temple .of IStar ?f 
Akkad fonned a somewhat separate area from the city of Agade proper, like a twin cityWlth the CIty 
of Agade. 
149 F. Delitzsch appears to suggeyst that reference to the Nar-Agade is around or before II R, 65, 
line 18 and 19, where Sippar-sa-SamaS and Sippar-sa-Anmmltu are referred to beside some other 
cities, see WLDP, p. 209. However, in the lines before or after lines 18 and 19, there are no 
mentions of Niir-Agade, instead the lines before lines 18 and 19 mention the city of Agade and ten 
that "in the second year he defeated (Marduk-nadin-alJoe) in Gunnarriti which (is) upstream from 
Agade". It is quite likely that this passage was misread in the very early days of Assyriology, 
probably due to the prevailing opinion of the equation Sippar-sa-AnnunItu = Agade in those early 
days. For the translation of II R, 65, see Grayson, TCS 5, p. 164. 
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Sippar-~a-Samal If this is true and if we take his statement into account with the use of a 

similar term, the Nar-Sippar, it becomes clear that the Nar-Sippar was a branch of the 

Euphrates flowing downstream from Sippar, so the same function can be applied to the 

Nar-Agade. It would have been a waterway that flowed from Agade southward. It is not 

clear whether the original text mentioned the waterway from Agade to both Sippars or just 

to Sippar-sa-SamaS, because we cannot access the original source. However, we may 

tentatively locate Agade upstream from Sippar-sa-SamaS, in other words, to the north. 

Furthermore, according to Wall-Romana, R.D. Barnett argues the possibility that 

the Nar-Agade may be identical to the river called Narraga, which Pliny describes 

connecting to the city Hippareni, probably identified as Sippar. 150 He attempts to 

reconstruct the probable course of the Nar-Agade in view of the respective altitude of the 

modem levees of the Ttgris and the Euphrates in relation to evidence of the fossil river 

levee, which modem explorations of the region of Tell ed-Der have uncovered. 151 

However, it is largely impossible to reconstruct the course of the Nar-Agade with a 

particular geographical setting. Because of the probable loss of the original source, we 

cannot even give an approximate date to the Nar-Agade. However, theoretically and 

philologically speaking, it is likely that Agade may have been located somewhere to the 

north of Sippar-sa-SamaS, if we accept the theory that the Nar-Agade was as the same as 

the Nar-Sippar. 

The primary and secondary written evidence showed exacdy the same 

topographical information. So, the north of Sippar is designated as the regional location of 

Agade on map 3. 4 below. 

150 RD. Barnett, 'Xenophon and the Wall of Media: ]HS 83, (1963), pp. 13-4, note 64. 
151 The fossil levee runs today between two Sippars towards the northeast, then cwving sharply 
towards the southeast to join the Tigris near Seleucia. For more details, see R Nijs, 'The 
Geographical Setting of Habl ~ Sahr and Some Geomorphological Remarks on its Environment,' 
in H Gasche & L. De Meyer, (eds.), NAPR 1: /fABL A$-$AijR 1983-85: N~ II's 
Cms-CDmtry Wall North cfSippar, (1987), p. 5; H Gasche, 'Tell ed-Der et Abu Habbah: Deux villes 
siruees a la croisees des chemins Nord-Sud, Est-Ouest,' MARl 4, (1985), p.579-83; For an early 
junction of the Tigris-Euphrates in this area, see HC, p. 16; Tell e:l-Der I, pp. 9-27. 
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Map 3. 4: Agade north of Sippar 

Sippar 
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3. 2. 3: Location of Agade in Primaty and Secondaty Topoaraphical Infonnation 

3.2.3. 1. 

Agade along either side of the Tigris 

Two kinds of primary topographical information are applied here for determining 

the regional location of Agade with two kinds of supportive secondary topographical 

information. On the one hand, a document dated to the Sargonic or Ur III periods and 

"the curse of Agade" give primary topographical information for the regional location of 

Agade. On the other hand, inscriptions of Sargon and of Utu-begal circumstantially 

strengthen the reliability of the topographical information of these two written sources as 

supportive secondary written evidence. From all of these sources, one can securely locate 

Agade in the area along either bank of the Ttgris. In addition to using these written sources 

as primary and supportive secondary written evidence, one may be able to develop a 

tentative argument from a document dated to the Sargonic or Ur III periods by dealing 

with it as secondary written evidence, because Agade appears to have been located as the 

neighbour of the still unknown city AkSak. 

The document dated to the Sargonic or Ur III periods, which appears to be a list 

of ensis and cities of northern Babylonia, gives the passage "I1"idigna-gin-ne a-ga-deki
". G. 

Pettinato's translation is "going towards the Tigris: Agade".152 McEwan and Wall-Romana 

assumed from this passage that Agade could have been situated not far from the Tigris and 

they placed its location along either side of the ancient course of the Tigris, because the 

Tigris is used as a descriptive landmark.153 

Wall-Romana also surmises the closeness of Agade to the Tigris from passages in 

the Curse of Agade and a royal inscription of Sargon. In the Cmse of Agade, Agade is 

described as "Its harbour, where ships docked, vvas full of excitement," and "the ponals of 

its [Agade's] city-gate, as if for the Tigris going into the sea, ships brought the goods of 

Surner itself upstream (to Agade) ____ ".I54 We can therefore, argue for the location of 

Agade close to the Tigris. The inscription of Sargon also gives a similar reference. It 

152 E. Sollberger, UET 8, Ra;td Jnscriptims Part II, (1965), no. 14; G. Pettinato, 'Review of E. 
Sollberger, Royal Inscriptions,' o-.NS 36, (1967): 451-52. 
153 McEwan, AjOBeihe/t 19, pp. 11; Wall-Romana,fNES 49, p. 211-3. 
154 J.S. Cooper, The Ome if A~, (Baltimore/London, Johns Hopkins University Press, 1983), 
52-3. 
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mentions that "ships from Melubba, ships from Magan, ships from Dilmun, he (Sargon) 

caused to be anchored at Agade's quay'. 155 The passage does not referto the Tigris, but we 

can correlate this passage with the Tigris as supportive secondary evidence, because ships 

coming from these far regions must have been large and needed a broad waterway like the 

Tigris in order to reach to Agade's quay. 

Further, Wall-Romana tentatively locates Agade on the Tigris from the inscription 

of Utu- begal of Uruk. 156 It however, gives very circumstantial topographical information. 

So, here this text is also treated as supportive secondary topographical information. The 

inscription of Utu-begal of Uruk, which celebrates the liberation of Sumer from the 

Gutian occupation, states that "the enemy hordes had trampled (everything). Trri[gan], the 

king of Gutium, had ----, (but) no one set out against him. He had seized both banks of 

the Tigris River. In the south, in Sumer, he had blocked (water from) the fields. In the 

north, he had closed off the roads (and) caused tall grass to grow up along the highway(s) 

of the land." .157 Only the Tigris is mentioned as part of the Gutian conquest in this text, 

rather than the idiomatic "Tigris and Euphrates", which is a common expression for "the 

whole of Sumer". So, if the Gutians had also seized the Euphrates, Utu-begal, who is 

engaged here in a traditional exercise of self-glorification, would have mentioned it too to 

enhance his own merit. Although we do not know the definitive extent of the original 

district of Akkad, Wall-Rornana presumes that the Gutian conquest was mosdy restricted 

to the Tigris, therefore the land of Akkad with its capital would have been associated with 

the Tigris river system. 

So, one would now agree with these arguments suggested by both McEwan and 

Wall-Rornana that Agade can be sought near and along either side of the Tigris. See map 3. 

5. 

15; Frayne, RIME 2, pp. 27-3l. 
156 Wall-Romana,jNES 49, pp. 212-3. 
157 Frayne, RIME 2, p. 285, line 33-45. 
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Map 3. 5: Agade along either side of the Tigris 

Ancient 
Diyala 

An cie nt Tigris 

E~nunna 
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AkSak seems to appear as the neighbour of the city of Agade in one piece of 

primary written evidence, the document dated to the Sargonic or Ur III periods cited above, 

where AkSak occures in the line preceeding the mention of Agade and the Ttgris.
lS

' 

Therefore, it is likely that AkSak was the neighbour of Agacle so, one may be able to locate 

Agade by finding AkSak. This is obviously a very circumstantial approach to the written 

source. Furthermore, the location of AkSak is not yet known to us. In this case, this written 

source must be treated as secondary topographic information. The location of AkSak has 

been sought by a number of the scholars in connection to Upi/ Opis, and usually these city 

names are regarded as identical, though it has not yet been proved. 159 Despite the general 

158 Sollberger, UET 8, no. 14; Pettinato, Or.NS 36, pp. 451-2; D.R Frayne, 'Historical Texts in 
Haifa: Notes on R Kutscher's "Brockmon Tablets",' BiG-48, (1991), pp. 395-6. 
159 The relation of AkSakiUpi/Opis has been considered frequently. They probably have been 
thought to be identical or if not, they are supposed to in close proximity to one other. Opis of the 
Oassical period is identified with Up~ which had appeared from the Ur In period onwards. As for 
the relation between AkSak and Upi/ Opis, the philological relation is established. Historically the 
writing of the city of AkSak frequently appeared following the Pre-Sargonic period, but it was 
hardly seen after the Middle-Babylonian period. The logogram, lJI.:IKI is the writing indicating the 
ancient city of AkSak, expressed as a phonetically written gloss ale-fa-ale, which can be conf~ ~y 
scholarly sign lists of the first millennium B.C(1) Further, AkSak written URUak-sa-ak was still.m 
use as a name for a variety of wine in a list of various wine offered by Nebukadnezar n in Esagila 
(- Babylon), in a displaced fragment of the Nahr al-Kalb inscription, where the correspon~ 
Wadi Brisa version only has lJI.:IKI.(2) However, this writing for AkSak was also interestingly used m 
the first millennium B.C to write the name Upi/Upe, whose phonetically written name was not 
used after the Ur III period. The place name Upi/Upe written as lJI)KI with a promUlciatio~ gloss 
Ii-pe-e occurs in a first millennium compilation tablet 9 of the dream interpretation senes of 
Ziqiqu.(3) Thus, In)KI written alone in a number of the texts can be read both Upi and AkSak.(4) 
So, there is agreement through the logogram, lJI.:IKI. However, it can be confinned only through 
philological evidence, in other words it is still possible that only their logographic names may be 
identical and their sites are probably separate entities. 

So far, several sites hav~ been proposed as locations. These have mainly been inferred thro~ 
geographical references to UIjKI (= Upi/ AkSak), which derive mainly from the Neo-Babyloman, 
and to Opis of the Oassical sources. The candidates are Tell QJmair (= the northern part o! 
Seleucia), Tell Abir (- the site on the confluence between the Tigris and RAdhaim), Tuliil Abu 
Jawan (site no. 685), and two mounds both called Tutul Mujaili( in a group of mounds also known 
today as Tulul Mujaili( (sites no. 588 and 590), Tell Rishad (site no. 558) and a site of unknown 
name (site no. 568).(5) At a glance, it is clear that they are located near each other and just below 
the southwestern alluvial plain of the confluence between the Tigris and Diyala rivers except Tell 
Abir. Each of these proposals will be assessed. See map 3. 6. . 

A number of scholars have supported the equation of AkSak=Upi/Opis with Tell il!maJr.(6) 
This supposition largely arose from L. Waterman's excavations at Tell QJmair in 1927, which .were 
conducted to establish the relation and the location of AkSak=Upi/Opis on the bas~ of 
geographical references given both by the Babylonian and Oassical sources.(7) These excavat,tons 
were at first thought to have been successful, due to the discovery of two royal inscriptions wntten 
on a hinge stone and a basalt plate. Both were only published in translation. The fonner ~ 
translated "Urur, king of Sumer, king of AkSak", and the latter was that "Undalulu, king of AkSak, 
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six years". So, the relation of AkSak ... Tell QJrnair was established, though any evidence supporting 
the relation with Upi/ Opis was not discovered except a few Babylonian seals and many reused 
baked bricks bearing stamps of Nebukadnezar II, which simply indicated an occupation before the 
Seleucid period. 

However, today this equation of AkSak - Tell QJrnair is not upheld, because of a claim by 
RD. Bamett.(8) He states that 1. Waterman kindly and privately infonned him that the two 
cuneifonn inscriptions bearing names of kings of AkSak were too worn to be decipered, and 
withdrew his readings. So, now the equation AkSak-Upi/Opis- Tell QJrnair has to be discarded. In 
addition, no evidence of an early occupation was confinned by AdaIm' Diyala Basin Archaeological 
Project in the area of Gesiphon (- site no. 666) and Seleucia - Tel (urnair.(9) So, if AkSak and 
Upi/Opis are identical or at least located close to each other, this site is not suitable for their 
locations.(10) 

Tell Abir was claimed as the site of AkSak and Upi/Opis byW. H Lane in 1923.(11) His view 
does not seem to have not found any support. He reached the conclusion that Tell Abir is AkSak 
and Upi/ Opis by giving great weight to the classical sources, particularly Xenophon's reference to 
Opis, but not giving equal weight to the accounts of contemporary Babylonian sources. As a result, 
his supposition is biased and does not hannonize with other written evidence. Therefore, his 
suggestion lacks credibility. 

Adams advanced six possible sites for AkSak and Upi/ Opis based on his Diyala Basin 
Archaeological Project and his own general understanding of the Babylonian and Oassical sources. 
He seems to have also regarded AkSak as identical with Upi/ Opis or at least that they lay close to 
each other, probably due to his acceptance of their philological connection. His choice of the most 
probable candidates are Tell Mohammad (- no. 414), an unnamed site (- no. 851), Tulul Abu 
JawaIl or Tell Gawan (- no. 685), Tell Rishad (- no. 558), an unnamed site (- no. 568) and Tuliil 
Mujaili( (- no. 590).(12) 

He further ruled out three sites within these based on analytical comparison of the 
archaeological data with historical status of Upi/ Opis and AkSak. Tell Mohammad (- 414) is firsdy 
ruled out, because a channel along which it lies does not antedate the Akkadian period, though 
AkSak was the very- important site at that time. The unnamed site (- 851) is also ruled out, because 
any later setdement in its vicinity would have been too far to the east to represent a reasonable 
tenninus for Nebukadnezar Irs northern defensive Wall. Thus, he concluded that it is unlikely as 
the site of Upi/Opis and AkSak. The last site is Tulul Abu Jawan or Tell Gawan (- 685). This is the 
largest and the most strategically located site, but it is outside of the Diyala Basin Archaeological 
Project. So, until a further survey is undertaken, its identity cannot be detennined. So, it was only 
temporary ruled out by him, though this site still is possible. Eventually, Adami proposed Tell 
Rishad ( ... no. 558), the unnamed site (- no. 568) and Tulul Mujaili( (- no. 590) as the most 
possible candidates, besides he reminds us that Tuliil Abu Jawan or Tell Giwan (- no. 685) still is 
possible, a proposition held by some other scholars such as R Zadok and StD. Walters. 

In considering Adami' investigation, j.A Black and G. Frame also consider the possible 
location of Upi/Opis based on the kudunu dated to the reign of Marduk-nadin-abbe of the Second 
Dynasty of Isin (c. 1100-82). Later Wall-Romana also follows their proposal.(13) It was found at 
the group of mounds, known as Mujaili( (- no. 588 and 590), which very interestingly correspond 
to one of Adami' candidates. This kudurru records the royal grant of land in the city Dur Sarruukin 
alongside a mention of the city Upi, which is designated as the place vrnere this kudunu was 
originally drafted with a date and a colo~hon «A copy of the king's sealed document ~f 
administration".(14) Hencet, one would certainly suppose that the group of mounds, where this 
kudunu was found is Diir Sarro-kin. However, we nrust remind ourselves about the presence of 
another kudurru of the same period. Brinkman points out that the kudurru was found in the place 
vrnere it was drafted, not in the place where the royal grant was designated to take effect by it.(15) 
Therefore, one cannot discard the possibility that the kudurru found at the group of mounds, 
Mujaili( could also have been retained in the original site of Upi after it was drafted. 
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agreement over the philological relation of these two different names, Frayne recently 

argues for separate entities based on his study of the Early Dynastic List of Geographical 

Names and tentatively identifies AkSak with Tell Sinker situated on the ancient Tlgris 

upstream from Baghdad and south of AS sur. 

According to Frayne's overview analysis of the Early Dynastic List of Geographical 

Names, its 289 cities can be categorized into two geographical groups, A and B.l60 The 

Furthennore, Black presumes that Dur Sarru-kin is to be located near Upi based on some 
topographical texts. Therefore, he argues that Upi is to be located near Mujaili( (= no. 588 and 
590). 

(1), For this confirmation according to the learned and scholarly sign lists of the first millennium 
B.C, see M Ovil, (ed.), MSL 14: Ea A = n1qu, Aa A = n1qu, Wth their foreruntrrS am reIate:i tEXts, 

(1979), p. 310, Ea III 161, and p. 336, Aa 111/3 144. . 
(2), For translations of the displaced fragment of the Nahr al-Kalb inscription, see V. Scheil, 
'Kun~u et non Kurunna,' RA 14, (1917), pp. 160-1; P.R Berger, AOAT 4/1: Die ~dsI. 
KOni~insdmfien, (1973) p. 314f.; Forthe wadi Bruit version, see NK, p. 154, no. 53. . 
(3), AL. Oppenheim, 'The Interpretation of Dreams in the Ancient Near East with a translauon of 
an Assyria Dream-Book, TAPS 46, (1956), p. 312y + 11. 
(4), D.o. Edzard, G. Farber & E. Sollberger, RGTC 1: Die CAts· unl Geuiissermmm derpriismgrrisdsl. 
urd sarwrisdJen Zeit, (1977), p. 10; Groneberg, RGTC 3, pp. 7-9; K. Nashef, RGTC 5: Die Orts- und 
Geuiissermmm der rrittelb:rbjmisdJen urd rrittelassyrisdJen Zeit, (1982), p. 272; Zadok, RG TC 8, p. 320. 
(5), The site nos. are based on LBB, see LBB, appendix C, pp. 135-66 and the map 3A 
(6), F.R Kraus, 'Provinzen des neusumerischen Reiches von Ur,' ZA 51, (1955), pp. 62-4; E:f; 
Weidner, 'Tell Asmar,' Aj09, (1933-4), p. 352; 'Tell QJmair,' Aj08, (1932-3), p. 80; 'Tell QJmaJ.I', 
Aj06, (1930-1), p. 35; 'Babylonien und Assyrien,' Aj05, (1928-9), p. 123, note 3; 'Seleucia,' Aj04, 
(1927), p. 243; Wmckler presumed that Opis/Upi lay on AkSak according to Weidner, AjO 8, p. 80. 
See H Wmckler, Altarientalische Fors~ vol. 2, (Leipzig, Verlag Eduard Pfeiffer, 1901), pp. 
509-30. 
(7), L. Waterman, Prelinin:try Report upon the Excamtion at Tell Urmr I, (Ann Arbor, The Universityof 
Michigan Press, 1931), pp. 1-8; Waterman's argument was later attempted to be defended. See C 
Hopkins, 'A Bird's-eye View of Opis and Seleucia,' A ntiquity XIII, (1939), pp. 440-8. 
(8), Barnett,jHS 83, pp. 18-20. 
(9), LBB, p. 49, pp. 173-4, note 20, and the map 3A 
(10), However, G. Gragg tells that discovery of the Sumerian statue in 1827 was reported in RIA 1, 
p. 64. See G. Gragg, 'The Fable of the Heron and the Turtle,' Aj024, (1973), pp. 70-2; Further, G. 
Gullini suggested a site, Ghoche as Upi! Opis opposite to Seleucia on the eastern shore of the 
modem course of the Tigris river. See G. Gullini, 'Problems of an Excavation in Northern 
Babylonia,' Ml50paamia 1, (1965), pp. 17-8. 
(11), W. H Lane, BabjonianPrrldem, (London, Wiliam Oowes and Sons, 1923). 
(12), Some other scholars also follow his argument, particularly Abu Jawan or Tell Gitwan ( ... n? 
685). See Zadok, RGTC 8, p. 5; S.D. Walters, YNER 4: Water far Larsa: An ad BabjimianArcime 
Dealirg Wth lnig:ttion, (1970), p. 28; However, Gragg states that locations of these sites do not 
correspond the length of Nebukadnezar II's defensive wall explained by the Wadi Brisa and Nahr 
al-Kalb inscriptions. See Gragg, Aj024, p. 70-2. 
(13), Black, NAPR 1, pp. 18-9; G. Frame, 'A Kudurru Fragment form the Reign of 
Adad-apla-iddina,' A OF 13, (1986), p. 209; Wall-Romana,jNES 49, pp. 228-9; HelsirkiAtlas. 
(14), Kh.A Al-Adhami, 'A New Kudumt of Marduk-nadin-ahhe in the Iraq Museum,' SUl11!Y 38, 
(1982), pp. 121-33. 
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cities of group A are placed on the watercourses in the wider vicinity of the city of KiS 

down to the general area of Nippur. On the other hand, one can locate the cities of group 

B in the area peripheral to Mesopotamian proper. Another basic structure of the Early 

Dynastic List is that it seems to be a compilation of a number of smaller lists, each dealing 

with cities in a specific region. However, the Early Dynastic List does not delimit its various 

sections, so there is no indication of where one section begins or ends. 

AkSak appears as entry 99 in the Early Dynastic List of Geographical Names. 

Frayne locates entries 81 to 104 on the ancient course of the TIgris in the south-north 

order based on his identification of locations of axial cities entry 87 w-az-zu - Bazllater 

Bit-Bazi, entry 90 up - Upi/ Opis, entry 99 ak-stt-7JJl-ak - AkSak and entry 102 E as-Slfr4 -

ASsur in this section.161 Obviously, ASsur is the only well known site situated upstream on 

the ancient course of the Tigris, while the remaining three are generally known to have 

located further down stream.162 The sequence of the cities ends with entry 104, because 

entry 105 belongs to the Borsippa canal according to Frayne.163 The attribution of entries 

81-83 is not identified, but he presumably locates entry 84 tum on the southernmost part of 

this section of the ancient Tigris. 

Frayne equates AkSak with ak-stt-7JJl-ak of entry 99 and Upi with up of entry 90. So, 

he disagrees with logographic equation of AkSak - Upi. The similarity is recognizable with 

later phonetic spellings of both city names. However, it is not proved by this evidence 

alone whether these two writings really indicate separate entities of AkSak and Upi of later 

periods or not, because there is no other evidence showing that. However, if his 

supposition of this equation is correct, one has to assume the opinion that both would 

have been located relatively far from each other on the ancient TIgris, because ak-SU-7JJl-ak 
. . afte 164 appears rune enmes r up. 

(15),J.A Brinkman, 'Remarks on Two Kudurrus from the Second Dynasty of Isin" RA 61, (1967), 
pp.70-4. 

160 n.R Frayne, Aas 74: The Earfy Geugraphiml List ifGeugraphiml Nam5, (1992), pp. 1-2. 
161 For the relation of the Old Akkadian Baz with Kassite Bit-Bazi, see Nashef, RGTC 5, pp. 
54-55; Brinkman, AnOr 43, pp 158-9. 
162 Frayne tentatively identifies the entry 87 !v,-ttZ-zu - Baz with Tulul Abu Jawan or Tell Giiwan -
Adams' site no. 685. For the site no. and its location, see LBB, appendix C, pp. 135-66 and map 3A 
163 Frayne, Aas 74, pp. 27-8. 
164 For the location of Up~ he agrees with Adams and Black's proposal of the site Mujaili( as sites 
588 and 590. In the following this proposal will be assessed. 
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Another crucial point concerning the location of AkSak is the identification of the 

entry 96 DU with Tell al-Oia{i or Tell al-Dhiba{i situated within the city limits of modem 

Baghdad.165 According to the Old-Babylonian lexical list, KAS. is only the seSsig variant of 

DU166 In addition, a writting DU for KAS. also appears in the archaic za-mi hymns in the 

divine name as-DU-babbar corresponding to later as-im(KAS.)-babba. 167 Another 

Old-Babylonian lexical list indicates another reading a-li-ku or la-si-mt for KAS •. l68 
The 

second reading is to be connected with the ancient city of U~aralulu. Frayne ascertains 

their connection between U~aralulu and Tell al-Oia~ by tablets and seals found at Tell 

al-Oia{i, because they indicate that the tutelary deity of the city U~aralulu was 

dKAS/dla-si-rm. Thus, Frayne asscertains the change of the name from earlier Lisium to 

U~aralulu.169 So, on the supposition that DU is the writting variant of U~aralulu and 

U~aralulu is Tell al-Oia{i are correct, the location of ak-SU-'UJl-ak can be presumed to be 

north of Baghdad and south of ASsur. 

So, having tentatively established the south-north order of cities, the sepanlte 

entities of Upi and AkSak, and the identification of DU with Tell al-Oia{i, Fra}1le identifies 

AkSak with modem Tell Sinker situated on the ancient Tigris upstream from Baghdad.
l70 

According to Adams, the site has the Early Dynastic debris and becomes a less important 

in the Akkadian period, thus Frayne argues that it is to be identified 'With AkSak 

However, its identity with AkSak and the relation between AkSak and Upi have not 

yet been proved. Thus, simultaneously the regional location of Agade can only 

hypothetically be reconstructed with the Early Dynastic List of Geographical Names. 

However, it should be at least attempted in a positive way, if there is a slight possibility. As 

mentioned above, AkSak seems to appear as the neighbour of the city of Agade in one 

piece of primary written evidence, the document dated to the Sargonic or Ur III periods. 

165 The spelling differs depending on the scholars. For the location of the site, see map 3. 6; For 
the description of the site, see LBB, p. 152, no. 411 & section 3A; AR Al-Haik, Key Lists if 
A rrhaedngjcal E xcawticn in Iraq, 2 vols. (Florida, Coconut Grove, 1968 & 1971), vol. 1, pp. 78-9 & vol. 
2, p. 51. 
1(,6 M. Gvil, (ed.), MSL 11: 7k Series IjAR-ra = lJubullu, (1974), p. 104, line 270; Gvil, (ed.), MSL 
14, p. 51, line 506. 
11,7 R Biggs, Inscriptions JromAbti $aldbtkh, (Ollcago, University of Ollcago Press, 1974), p. 47, line 
56 and conunents on p. 54. 
168 Gvil, (ed.), MSL 11, 16, section 6, lines 6-7. 
169 A Abdullah, 'The Paramount God and the Old Name of Al-Dhbia'i,' Sunrr23, (1967), p. 191. 
170 C4K, p. 189, site no. 16 & map 3 
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So, having said that ~ak 'WaS the neighbour of Agade and established its location on 

either bank of the TIgris, the southern and northern boundaries of the regional location of 

Agade may possibly be delimited halfway distance from Tell Sinker to the confluence 

between the modem Diyala and ancient TIgris. See map 3. 6. 
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Map 3. 6: Agade along either side of the Tigris in the vicinity of AkSak 

• Tell Abir" 

Tell Sinker 
(= A~ak) 

Tell (Umair 

Mode rn Diya la 

Ancient Diyala 
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3.2.3.2. 

Agade in the inscriptions of ~utruk-Na"unte 

S. Parpola first drew attention to the royal inscriptions of the Elamite king, 

Sutruk-Nabbunte in relation to the location of Agade. l7l In four different inscriptions he 

designates his conquest and plundering of the cities of Agade, Sippar and Esnunna and the 

land of KarintaS.172 Another damaged inscription tells about spoil or tribute taken from 

the cities around 1160 Be by Sutruk-Nabbunte.173 The order of cities is Diir-Kurigalzu, 

Sippar, Agade, Diir-(---------), Upi and Esnunna.174 Parpola argues that the known locations 

of these cities are situated within 40 ki1imetres from the mouth of the Diyala River 

therefore, he suggests that the location of Agade is also within 40 kilimetres from the 

mouth of the Diyala River. Wall-Romana and Frayne later agree with Parpola's supposition 

and further establish an anti-clockwise route of his itinerary in order to locate the location 

of Agade more precisely.175 

Wall-Romana argues that Sutruk-Nabbunte followed the order of cities listed in the 

damaged inscription. Besides mentioning gold, silver and different metals and woods in the 

damaged inscription, the first four inscriptions show that Sutruk-Nabbunte took the stele 

of Naram-Sin in Sippar, the stele of Meli-Sipak in Karinw, and statues of ManiStiisu in 

Agade and Esnunna. Hence, in view of the enormous amount of goods carried a'Way, he 

argues that Sutruk-Nabbunte would have taken the shortest route between these cities, 

because the spoils would have been heavy and cumbersome. He speculates that the direct 

and shortest route corresponds to the order of cities of the damaged inscription. The 

171 Parpola, AOAT 5/2, p. 515. 
172 F.W. Konig, AjOBeihefi 16: DieelamsdJenKOOi~indmften, (1965), pp. 76-77 (-no. 22-24b). 
173 Ibid., pp. 82-83 (-no. 28 C 1). 
174 Dur-Kurigalzu and Vpi only clearly appear in the text. J.A Brinkman's restoration for Agade -
Ak{fa4-IU4], Sippar - Si-(p-pir] and Esnunna - [ }m-ku is later supported by C Wall-Romana, due 
to three fundamental reasons. (1) the space available to restore names of these cities on the tablet, 
(2) their importance in northern Babylonia, and (3) the absence of three neighbouring cities with 
initials or finals, Ak-, Sip- and -nak. 

While he supports Brinkman's restoration of the third city, Diir-(-----) for Dur-SarruukIn, he 
also gives other possible restorations as DUe-Sin and Dur-Papsukkal, because they also located in 
the Diy.Ua region. See Brinkman, AnOr 43, p. 88, note 460; Konig, AjO Beiht{t 16, pp. 82-3, no. 28 
CI; d. nos. 28 B, 28CI a, and 28CII; Wall-Romana,fNES 49, p. 225. 

Diir-SarruukIn is presumably regarded to have been a small settlement, administratively 
subject to Up~ and l~ated in its vicinity in ~cl!e Babylonian ~s. A ~eo-Ass}Tian letter also 
indicates that it was Situated on or near the Dly.Ua m the Neo-Assynan penod. See Black, NAPR 1, 
p.19. 
175 Wall-Romana,fNES 49, pp. 224-5; Frayne, BiQ-48, pp. 396-7. 
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locations of Dur-Kurigalzu, Sippar and Esnunna are well known, and they show an 

anti-clockwise route, from Dur-Kurigalzu to Sippar and then Esnunna. This seems to be 

the most direct and shortest route for him coming from Elam and out of northern 

Babylonia to Elam probably through Der. Frayne also agrees, because the Old Babylonian 

itinerary took a similar route from Esnunna-Tuttub-Upi-Sippar.176 

Once this idea is accepted, a possible meandering latitudinal line can be established 

for the location of Agade. This line contains of five fundamental lines. A first line can be 

drawn from Sippar to the west because Agade is mentioned after Sippar. Therefore, it is 

simply unlikely that Sutruk-Nabbunte returned from Sipper northward. A second line is 

from Sippar to a point of intersection between the ancient Tigris course and the latitudinal 

line from Dur-Kurigalzu to Esnunna. The reason for the first line is to be reapplied here. A 

third line can be drawn from this point of intersection to the middle of another latitudinal 

line, which runs from the first point of intersection to Esnunna. If Agade was the north of 

this line, it is very likely that it would have been visited before Dur-Kurigalzu. A fourth line 

can be drawn from this middle point of the line in keeping this half way distance both 

from the ancient Tigris course and Esnunna along the course of the Tigris towards the 

southeast. Agade is supposed to have been visited before Dur-(------), Upi and Esnunna so, 

it is unlikely that Agade is to be located far beyond this fourth line. 

The locations of Agade, Dur- (---------) and Upi among these six cities have not yet 

been settled. The entry of Dur-Sarruukm is not certain, but the name of Upi was clearly 

registered. So, the possibility of the aforementioned tentative argument may be 

strengthened by locating the city of Upi, because if its location is identified between Sippar 

and Esnunna, it increases the possibility of an anticlockwise order and one can locate 

Agade between Sippar and Upi. As already mentioned the philological relation of utI, 
Upi/ Opis and AkSak and Frayne's argument above, means there is still confusion 

surrounding these city names.177 However, regarding some 'Written sources containing the 

city names UeK1 and Upi/Opis separately from AkSak of the Early Dynastic List of 

Geographical Names, agreement can be seen for the location of these city names with 

Tulul Mujaili( = site no. 590.178 

176 D. Chatpin et al., ARM 26: A rrm:z15 Epistdaim de Mari 1/2, (1988), p. 150, note. 68. 
177 See the subchapter 3. 2. 3. 1. 
178 LBB, appendix C, pp. 135-66 and the map 3A 
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Some cuneiform texts and classical texts give useful information for finding the 

geographical location of the site written as UijKI (- AIdak and Up~, Upi and Opis. l79 

(1), Upi in the Ttglathpileser I's Inscription 

A fragmentary inscription of the Assyrian king, Ttglathpileser clirecdy indicates the 

regional location of Upi, thus it will be applied as primary written evidence. He claims: 

<Line 45-7> 

By the command of the god Nmurta, who loves me, I marched to Kard~. I conquered 

the cities Diir-Kurigalzu, Sippar-of-SanW, Sippar-of-Anunitu, Babylon, Upe (- Up~, 

which is on the far side of the Ttgris, the great towns of Kard~ together with their 

fortresses. I brought about the defeat of their I1U1ltitudes (and) took prisoners without 

number from them.180 

The locations of the first four cities are well known today except Upi. The first 

four cities, Diir-Kurigalzu, Sippar, Sippar-of-Anunitu and Babylon, are located west of the 

TIgris. So, the meaning of the passage "Upi is on the far side of the Ttgris" is understood 

as the east of the TIgris. So, the entire eastern region of the TIgris is covered by a shadow 

as the regional location of Upi on map 3. 7 below. 

179 Upi appears with Din-Sarri, whose location is unknown and Diir-SarruukIn. See BBSt, text no. 
24, Up~ line 19, Din-Sarri, line 18, and Diir-SarruukIn, line 20; It also appears in the later tradition 
with Diir-Kurigalzu. See Grayson, T~ 5, p. 164, line 20; It appears with Pambalu - the Kassite 
name of Babylon and Dur-Kurigalzu. See H Radau, BE 17: Letters to CAssite Kirfl/rom the Tenple 
A rdm.es if Nippw, (1908), text no. 23, Upi, line 35, Pambalu, line 34, and Our Kurigalzu, line 29; 
The logogram, DijKI appears with Karu, see ibid., text no. 86, line 30. 
180 Translation by AK. Grayson, RIMA 2: Assyrian Rulm if the Early First rrillenniumB.C, (1991), p. 
43. 
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Map 3. 7: Vpi in Tiglathpileser I's inscriptions 
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(2), Upi and the Nar_Sarri18l 

The location of Upi is also placed in northern Babylonia by texts written on 

kudurrus during the Middle Babylonian period and also by Oassical sources. However, they 

do not direcdy indicate the location of Upi, so they are treated here as secondary written 

evidence. A kudurru of the Kassite period states that the administrative district of Upi was 

located on the ancient canal called the Nar-Sarri near the Tigris and the Diyala River.182 

Furthermore, the district of the reed bed of Upi appears with the boundaries of Bit-Bazi, 

which are coupled together with the canal of the Nar-Sarri, in a kudurru of the Second 

Dynasty of Isin.183 Other kudHrrus of the late Kassite period give more detailed pictures of 

the location of Bit-Bazi. One shows that the province of Bit-Bazi was bordered by the 

TIgris.18• Another shows that a field of the city called Kal-Belet---, which is known as one 

of the clan possessions of Bit-Bazi, was located between the Diyala and the Tigris.18s In 

some other texts, the Nar-Sarri appears with an administrative region of Ijudadu in the 

region between the Tigris and the Me-Kallal, which supposedly ran parallel to todays 

TIgris.186 So, one can presume that the reed bed of Upi would have been located at least 

near the course of the Tigris, and possibly near the confluence of the Tigris and Diyala 

Rivers. Thus, we can speculate that the city of Upi also lay near these areas, where the canal 

called the Nar-Sarri may have reached the Tigris or Diyala or even joined them.187 

The writers Xenophon, Ammianus Marcellinus, Pliny, Strabo and others give clues 

about the course of the ancient canal, the Nar-Sarri.188 These Oassical writers refer to the 

canal called Naarmalcha, which flowed from the Euphrates, where the modem Saklawiya 

canal (- Nar-Isa) flows toward the Tigris and where the ruins of Gesiphon and Seleucia lie 

181 For the course and location of the Nar-Sarri, see Nashef, RGTC 5, pp. 310-1. 
182 V. Schell, MDP 2, Text15 &mites-sbritiques, preniere sene, (1900), no. 88, line 19. 
183 See BBSc, text 24. However it is not certain whether the tenn Blt-Bazi indicates the main region 
of settlement in the province of Blt-Bazi or just a part of its entire province. 
18. R Borger, 'Vier Grenzsteinurkunden Merodachbaladans I. von Babylonien,' AjO 23, (1970), pp. 
17-8, col. i. 
185 For the relation between Kar-Belet--- and BIt-Bazi, see Nashef, RGTC 5, p. 55 & 152; 
Brinkman, AnOr43, pp. 157-60; For translation of the kWurru, see Borger, Aj023, pp. 17-8, col. i. 
186 Nashef, RGTC 5, Ijudadu, pp. 129-30, Me-Kalkal, pp. 304-5, Bit-Ij:aban, pp. 58-9, ldiqla(t), pp. 
301-3, and Turran, pp. 321-22; Brinkman, AnOr 43,'p. 271, note 1745. 
187 Several cuneifonn sources indicate that the Nar-Sarri linked up with the Tigris, see the following 
subchapter 3.2. 4. 3. 
188 F. Paschoud, 'Le Naanna1cha : A Propos du trace d'un canal en rnesopotamie mo~nne: Syria 
55, (1978), pp. 345-59; Barnett, ]HS 83, pp. 1-26; L. Dilleman, 'Anunien Marcellin et les pays de 
l'Euphrate et du Tigre,' Syria 28, (1961), pp. 153-8. 
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today. Both Nar-Sarri and Naarmalcha mean "royal canal". In the region of northern 

Mesopotamia, these canals are the only ones identified on boundary stones by the name, 

the royal canal. Furthermore, the historical entity of the Naarmalcha may be attested by the 

lines of fossil meanders recovered north of Tell ed-Der, which had already existed for 

several thousand years at the time of the Oassical writer, Anunianus Marcellinus.
189 

So, 

there is a possibility that the Naarma1cha of the Oassical period was the Nar-Sam of the 

Middle-Babylonian period. 

However, we must remind ourselves that some Middle-Babylonian written sources 

also mention a Nar-Sarri in southern Babylonia19o So, confusion obviously remains as to 

whether a single canal called the Nar-Sarri flowed in both northern and southern Babylonia 

or whether more than one canal existed in northern and southern Babylonia with the same 

name. 

Although there is confusion, kudurrus of the Middle-Babylonian period locate Upi 

near the confluence ben.veen the Diyala and the Tigris, where the canal called the Nir-Sarri 

may have reached the Tigris or Diyala or even joined them. As a result, it is possible to 

advance the location of Upi along either side of the Tigris near the confluence of the 

Diyala River as shaded on the map. In addition, based on the coincidence of the names, 

Nar-Sarri and Naarmalcha, the southern extent of the regional location of Upi is further 

delimited by a latitudinal line, drawn from the arrival point of the Naarmalcha, see map 3. 

8. 

189 For the fossil meanders, see Gasche & Killick, NAPR 1, p. 12, fig. 1. . 
190 There are also some other written texts, which show the Nar-Sam in association Wlth the 

southern part of Babylonia, see Nashef, RGTC 5, pp. 310-1. 
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Map 3. 8: Upi in the vicinity of N ar-Sarri 
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(3), Nebukadnezar II's inscriptions 

The next piece of written evidence is an inscription of the Neo-Babylonian king, 

Nebukadnezar II written in different texts in slightly different ways. This is the most 

reliable source and gives primary topographical information for locating the city, which is 

written this time Uijki (=AkSak/Up~, because it specifically indicates its location in 

conjunction 'With a Mesopotamian measurement of hmt. However, scholars seem not to 

have given it more weight than the later classical sources, in which the location of Opis is 

designated in relation to various different names of walls, because a modem measurement 

of beru was not settled unti11963.191 It shows the city's location in conjunction with the 

given length of the northern cross-country wall, which Nebukadnezar II claimed to have 

erected. Firstly it describes the erecting of the southern cross-country wall over a distance 

of 4 2/3 beru according to the most detailed version, followed by a description of the 

building of a strong embankment with mighty waters around Babylon. Following this, the 

same formula is used to describe the erection of the northern cross-country wall. This will 

extended from Duki as far as Sippar over a distance of 5 beru according to the Wadi Brisa 

and Nahr al-Kalb versions. In these versions, the description of the strong embankment 

'With mighty waters follows, and its length is given as 20 beru. Recently Black presented a 

composite translation of these texts shown below.192 

<Cylinders > 

To strengthen the defences of Esagila, and so that the murderous enemy should not reach 

the territory of Babylon, I constructed a great earthwork from the border of Babylon as 

far as KiS and from opposite KiS to Kar-Nergal, over a distance of 4 2/3 beru, 

<WE andNK.> 

At the borderlines of Babylon, from the Processional Way on the banks of the Euphrates 

as far as KiS, over a distance of 4 2/3 bern, I constructed a great earthwork, 

<Cylinders & WB and NK. continue> 

and surrounded the Oty 'With mighty waters. So that no flood should break through it, I 

191 This may have led many scholars to support the location of AkSak and Upi/ Opis for Tell 
CUrnair and for Tell Abir. For a criterion of hem before the year 1963, see Bamett,]HS 83, pp. 1-3, 
note 3. 
192 For translation and transcription, see Black, NAPR 1, pp. 16-7. 
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bonded its bank as a strong embankment with bitumen and baked bricks. (WB and NK add 

here: A second time, to strengthen the defences of Babylon) I constructed a great 

earthwork over a distance of 5 bern 

<Cylinders > 

above Babylon, opposite Sippar-SarnaS, from the bank of the Tigris to the bank of the 

Euphrates 

<WBandNK> 

above UijKI as far as Sippar, from the bank of the Tigris to the bank of the Euphrates 

<Cylinders & WB and NK continue > 
and surrounded the Land (WB: a~ with mighty waters for a distance of 20 bern, like the 

expense of the sea. So that this earthwork should not be carried away by the battering of 

fierce waters, I bonded its bank as a strong embankment with bitumen and baked brick 

(Cylinders only: Thus I strengthened the defences of Esagila and Babylon, and I made 

Babylon a "mountain of life" of the people.) 

According to these texts, Nebukaclnezar II erected 2 defensive walls, one in the 

south and one in the north. During the early and mid twentieth century, confusion seerm 

to have existed among scholars over the length of the Akkadian term hem It has now been 

settled and calculated to be at least 10 kilimetres or 6.2 miles.193 So, the length of the 

southern cross-country wall is 4 2/3 bern, which is calculated as at least 46.6 kilometres or 

29 miles. The northern wall is 5 bern so, it is at least 50 kilometres or 31 miles. However, we 

cannot simply locate Uijki at a distance of 50 kilometres to the east of the well-known 

location of the city of Sippar. This is because of the confusion surrounding the historicity 

of Nebukadnezar II's claims, particularly the mention of the length of 20 biru for the 

strong embankment with mighty waters. In modem measurements, this would be over 200 

kilometers or 124 miles in length. This is obviously too long. 

Recendy Black argued that the account of the strong embankment could have been 

included by scribal mistake.l94 Based on his analysis of other inscriptions, he postulates 

that similar descriptions of a strong embankment are always incorporated into the 

193 C4D, B, (1965), pp. 208-11; J.A Black, et al. (eds.), SAUK 5: A Carise DU:tiIn:lry if Akkadian, 
(1999), p. 43. 
194 Black, NAPR 1, pp. 19-21. 
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documents, whose principal pwposes are to commemorate construction work So, he 

argues that this type of expression serves the sole pwpose of formulaic and literary style. 

However, Black admits this is not the case in the inscription of Nebukadnezar II. Hence, 

he concludes that the inclusion of the strong embankment occurred by scribal error, and 

he denies its historicity. Furthermore, he argues that the figure of 20 bern is the sum total 

of the length of the two cross-country walls added to the length of the distances between 

the western and eastern ends of both walls, rather than the figure of the strong 

embankment. 

In contrast to Black, Barnett argues for the historical presence of the embankment 

of 20 bern, because Herodotus mentions an embankment of water built by Nitokris and 

reaching its circuit about 420 stadia, which is about 77 kilometres or 48 miles.195 Barnett 

presumes that Herodotus mistakenly would have treated only the section of the 

embankment of 20 bern built by Nebukadnezar II. Two other scholars also proposed a 

similar argument. In 1929 and 1948 respectively, Weiss bach and Herzfeld drew attention to 

the ruins of Habl-a.-?-Sal].r in relation to the northern cross-country wall and the 

embankment of 20 bern. l96 H abl-<l$-Sal].r means a "line of stones or bricks" and it was 

traced for 10 1/2 miles, when it was first found in 1896 in the place, where Nebukadnezar 

II claimed to have built the northern cross-country wall. Weiss bach and Herzfeld 

postulated that it was the embankment of 20 bern rather than the northern cross-country 

wall, because of its very erratic course, which they argued would not be suitable for 

defensive purposes. 

From 1983 to 85, a Belgian-British team investigated some parts of I:Jabl-<l$-SalJr in 

order to identify whether it was the ruins of the northern-cross country wall or the 

embankment of 20 bern. 197 Regrettably this investigation did not produce any clear 

evidence. However, when baked bricks of the ruins were unearthed, it was discovered that 

they were stamped with the name of Nebukadnezar II, which indicates that he built 

195 For the embankment built by Nitocris, see Herodotus, The Histories, Book One, pp. 185-6; For 
the view of Barnett, see Bamett,fHS 83, pp. 18-20. 
196 Ibid. 
197 H Gasche & RG. Killick, 'Introduction,' in H Gasche & L. de Meyer (eds.), NAPR 1: !jABL 
A\\:5AIJR 1983·85: Nebuib:ubrzzar II's Cras·0Mntry Wall North ifSippar, (1987), pp. 3-4; Nijs, 
NAPR 1, p. 5; H Gasche & R G. Killick, 'Excavations and Survey of I:Iabl ~ Sabr,' in H Gasche, 
& L. de Meyer (eds.), NAPR 1: fJABL A S-SA I:lR 1983-85: Nebudxuirx2zar II's Cras-O:Jmtry wall 
North ifSippar, (1987), pp. 6-15. 
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I;Iabl-~-Sabr. Obviously the question of identifying the ruins with the cross-country wall 

or the strong embankment is still unans'Wered today. Ho'Wever, the impact of these 

discoveries is obviously enormous because they indicate that building the northern 

cross-country wall was certainly possible. 

(4), Opis according to Strabo 

Strabo mentions Opis three timeS.198 There are two key statements, which will be 

worth considering here. One couples Seleucia with Opis, thus it gives the impression that 

Opis is located in its vicinity. Ho'Wever, when comparing the distance from Sippar to 

Seleucia (- about 16 miles - 25.5 km) with the length of the Wall of Semiramis (- 200 

stadia - 22.72 miles - 36.56 km) and Nebukadnezar II's defensive wall (- 5 bern - over 

31.25 miles - over 50 km), a relatively large discrepancy is discernable concerning their 

length.l99 Hence, the location of Seleucia cannot be used to locate Opis. 

Strabo makes a key statement concerning the location of Opis. He indicates that 

the wall called the Wall of Semiramis extended 200 stadia (- 35.6 km - 22.7 miles) from 

Opis to the Euphrates. It certainly seems possible that it is the same wall as the northern 

cross-country wall of Nebukadnezar II, since the Wall of Semiramis is not historically and 

archaeologically known outside of Strabo's reference. Ho'Wever, there is the difference 

bet'Ween the lengths of the walls. Thus far, there is no other historical reference to the Wall 

of Semiramis, but if the wall of Semiramis is identified with the wall of Nebukadnezar II, 

we can assume two possibilities. One possibility is that Strabo incorporated local hearsay 

indicated by the difference in the length of walls and the adoption of the different name. 

Another possibility is that the difference of the length of walls was caused by the Tigris 

eroding the eastern parts of the wall of Nebukadnezar II. As mentioned earlier, the 

westward movement of the Tigris was attested in Adams' investigation of the settlement 

patterns in Mesopotamia. So, with caution, a length of 200 stadia should be taken as the 

shortest possible length of the northern cross-countrywall.
2OO 

198 Strabo, tbe Get:graphy, translated by HL. Jones, (London/New York, 1917-54),2, 1,26; 11, 14, 

8; 16, 1,9. 
199 The calculation of these figures was made based on the reduced scale of the maps of LBB. 
200 For modem measurement of Stadiwn, see P. Balm, (ed.), Cdlins Diaimtry if A~, 
(Glasgow, Harper Cnllins Publishers, 1992), p. 472; W. Smith, et al. (e?s.~, A Diaimtry ifGrwJe ani 
Ranm A ntiquities, vol. II, 3rt!. ed. (London, Murray, 1890-91 (1901 pnntmg)), pp. 693-5. Since the 
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(5), Opis according to Xenophon 

Opis also appears in another Oassical source, which is Xenophon's Anabasis. 

However, there is no corroborative evidence apart from his own reference. So, even if his 

reference is historically reliable, there is regrettably no 'Way of using his reference with 

supporting evidence to prove the location of Opis. 

Xenophon mentions the Wall of Media twice in his Anabasis.201 The first account 

does not give important topographical information concerning Opis. However, his second 

account refers to the Wall of Media in relation to Opis. Xenophon describes an itineraryof 

a Greek army from the Wall of Media to the Greater Zab. Its outline is shown below: 

<The Starting Point> 

The Wall of Media built of baked bricks with bitumen, 20 parasangs (= 60-80 miles -

74.9-128.7 km) in length, not far from Babylon 

<The First Movement> 

A Wall of Media 

L 
A march of 8 parasangs = 24-32 miles = 38.6-51.5 km 

L 

The city, Sinake, 2 miles = 3.22 km west of the Tigris 

<The Second Movement > 

The city, Sinake, 2 miles = 3.22 km west of the Tigris 

L 
The eastern side of the Tigris 

<The Third Movement > 

The eastern side of the Tigris 

accurate length of 1 ancient Greek foot unit can hardly be established, here 600 ancient Greek feet 
are figured out based on modem measurement of 1 foot'= 30.48 em. 
201 Xenophon, A mi:mis, translated by HG. Dakyns, (New York, 1890-97), 1,7, 15; 2, 4, 12-28. 
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! 
A march of 20 parasangs - 60-80 miles -74.9-128.7 km 

! 
Opis near the river, Physkos 

<The Fourth Movement> 

Opis near the river, Physkos 

! 
A march of 30 parasangs - 90-120 miles - 144.8-193 km 

! 
The Greater Zab 

Two points will be worth considering here. One is his mention of the Wall of the 

Media. Xenophon indicates its length as 20 parasangs (- 60-80 miles -74.9-128.7 km) and 

locates it not far from Babylon. It does not agree with the location and length of the 

northern cross-country wall, because the location of its westernmost parts is obviously 

Sippar and the length of the two cross-country walls is much shorter. Furthermore, a 

historical presence of the Wall of Media is not known outside Xenophon's references, like 

Strabo's Wall of Semiramis. The only solution to fill this large gap is either to interpret 

Xenophon's reference as inauthentic or parts of Nebukadnezar II's mighty earth-wall of 20 

bent or maybe Herodotus' reference to the embankment, which he attributes to Nitokris.202 

Unfortunately none of these arguments can be proved. Thus, Xenophon~ reference to the 

Wall of Media should not be used to locate Opis, since it does not direcdy concern Opis. 

The second point is the mention of Opis. Xenophon clearly states that Opis is near 

the river Physkos. The location of Opis is still unknown today, but the distance from Opis 

to the Greater Zab is described as 30 parasangs - 90-120 miles - 144.8-193 km. So, one 

can calculate the distance from Sippar to the Opis of Xenophon's description on the 

assumption that Opis is located 200 km direcdy downward from the confluence of the 

Greater Zab on the present Tigris course. The actual distance is about 115 km. Obviously 

202 Barnett tentatively equated the I:Iabl-~-Sabr with the Wall of Media, Nebukadnezar II's mighty 
earth-wall of 20 bern and Herodotus' reference of the embankment built by Nitocris. See Barnett, 
]HS 83, pp. 19-20. 
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it does not accord with the length of the northern cross-country wall of Nebukadnezar II, 

and the location of Opis of Xenophon does not fit with any supposed locations of Upi. 

Since no agreement can be found with any other historical evidence except the mention of 

Opis, Xenophon's reference should not be included for locating Opis. 

The regional location of UtIK1 and Opis is therefore, plotted below based on 

references in Nebukadnezar II's inscriptions and in Strabo. From both references the 

regional location can be limited between two semi-circular lines, which are drawn based on 

the given length of the northern cross-country wall and of Strabo's wall of Semiramis 

from Sippar. With caution, the semi-circular line of the northern cross-country wall of 

Nebukadnezar II is drawn to the distance of 60 km = 37.3 miles from Sippar, because 1 

hem is at least 10 kilometres or 6.2 miles. See map 3. 9 below. 
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Map 3. 9: U'.IJki / Opis in Nebukadnezer II's inscriptions, 

Strabo's references and Xenophon's references 
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(6), Conclusion 

We can now sum up all points. The distance from Sippar to various candidates for 

lnjKI, Upi and Opis is calculated with the distance of various names of walls below.2OJ In 

addition to a table below, three regional locations of lnjKI, Upi and Opis are superimposed 

on the same map, and all sites are plotted together on it. See map 3. 10 below. 

tfhe present distance from Sippar to Tell (utnailj 

(1), 17.2 miles - 25.5 km 

lNebukadnezar II's defensive wan 
1 bmt - over 10 km 

(1), 5 bmt - over 50 km 

IHfirodotus' embankment of water built by NitocriSj 

1 stadium .. 1 modem foot ( ... 30,48 em) x 600 ancient Greek feet -= 182.8 m 

(1),420 stadia - about 76.78 km 

~trabo's wall of SemiraiIliSl 

(1),200 stadia - 22.72 miles - 36.56 km 

tfhe distance of 6 sites proposed by AdaIm! 
(1), Tell Mohammad .... site no. 414 == about 32.5 km 

(2), An unnamed site - site no. 851 ... about 97 km 

(3), Tulul Abu Jawan or Tell Gawan - site no. 685 ... about 47.5 km 

(4), Tell Rishad .. site no. 558 .. about 31 km 

(5), An unnamed site == site no. 568 = about 32.5 km 

(6), Tulul Mujaili( ... site no. 590 - about 39 km 

Black earlier identified Tulul MujaiW (- site no. 590 ... about 39 km) as the most 

likely candidate for the location of lJijKI /Upi/ Opis, mainly due to the discovery of a 

Middle Babylonian kudurru.204 The location of Tulul Mujaili( actually accords with the area 

where all of three regional locations overlap. Wall-Romana agrees with Black and he 

further suggests that Tulul Abu Jawan or Tell Gawan ( .... no. 685 = about 47.5 km) also has 

potential to be the site of lnjKI /Upi/ Opis. He adds a word of caution, probably due to 

203 For various candidates of UBKI, Upi and Opis, see the sub-chapter 3.2.3. 1 above. 
204 For Black's argwnent, see ibid. 
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the uncertainty surrounding the nature of the kudurru. 205 It also locates it within the 

overlapping area of three regional locations. Therefore, these two sites will be proposed as 

the most likely candidates for UijKI /Upi/ Opis. 

205 See ibid. 
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Map 3. 10: Location of Vpi in the superimposed map 
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So, if one identifies Tuliil Mujaili( and Tuliil Abu Jawan or Tell Gawan as Upi of 

the damaged inscription of Sutruk-Nabbunte on a map with known locations of other 

cities Diir-Kurigalzu, Sippar, Agade, Diir-(---------), Upi and Esnunna, the order of cities 

clearly shows an anti-clockwise order. However, this idea should not fully be accepted. 

WaIl-Romana seems to have assumed that all the events of all five inscriptions happened at 

the same time. If so, Sutruk-Nabbunte's visit to these cities must have involved conflicts as 

the first four inscriptions indicate. Therefore, a strategic route must have been taken by him, 

and thus an anti-clockwise route would not have been necessarily the best route. From 

reference of the damaged inscription alone, we can argue that Sutruk-Nabbunte took the 

most direct and convenient route for him coming from Elam and northern Babylonia to 

collect tribute or spoil. However, considering all five inscriptions together, we cannot tell 

whether these cities on the damaged inscription were revisited after their defeat only for 

taking tribute or spoil, or whether his visit involved conflicts against the Kassite d}1Wty as 

well as taking tribute or spoil from these cities at the same time. Therefore, even if the 

location of Upi is correct and indicates an anti-clockwise order of cities, WaIl-Romana's 

argument is still tentative. So, two regional locations of Agade will be drawn based on 

Sutruk-Nabbunte's inscriptions. Parpola's original argument certainly seems more reliable 

than WaIl-Romana's, because he does not exaggerate the topographical information. Hence 

his argument should be given more credit as he treated the inscriptions of 

Sutruk-Nabbunte as primary evidence. See maps 3.11 and 3. 12 below. 
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Map 3. 11: Agade in the inscriptions of Sutruk-Na.hlJ.unte 1 
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Map 3. 12: Agade in the inscriptions of Sutruk-Na"unte 2 
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3. 2. 4: Location of Aiade in SecondaO' Topoi;raphical Infonnation206 

3.2.4. 1. 

Agade on the northern side of an axial line drawn from Sippar to Esnunna 

McEwan first drew attention to the Old Babylonian geographical list K 4248 + 

11985 in relation to the location of Agade.207 McEwan's idea was further developed by 

WaIl-Romana by comparing it with the order of cities listed in the Sumerian Temple 

Hymns.20S However, it is not certain whether the order of the cities in this geographical list 

was arranged in any fixed direction or not, because the locations of many cities are not yet 

known. However, there is a reasonable possibility that the topographical information of 

this geographical list may correctly indicate the regional location of Agade. Therefore, this 

geographical list is used as secondary written evidence and its topographical information 

will be considered. 

The relevant part of the geographical list gives the order, UlmaS, Agade, ijl.ZA 

and Esnunna. This contradicts the order of cities listed in the Sumerian temple hynms, if it 

indicates a south-north order of cities. The Sumerian temple hymns clearly showed the 

location of Agade to the north of Ulma.S, ijI.ZA and Sippar. Therefore, it means that 

ijI.ZA is to be located between Sippar and Agade and also between Agade and Esnunna. 

As a solution, Wall-Romana proposes locations for Agade and IjI.ZA on the same line 

petpendicular to the line drawn from Sippar to Esnunna, probably along the TIgris, because 

its course was almost petpendicular to the line Sippar - Esnunna. This is a very likely idea. 

206 More written evidence than given in the following chapters may probably become available as 
secondary evidence in the future. Agade appears beside some other cities in twO texts. However, 
some of the locations of these cities cannot be established. So, probably in future, if the locations of 
these cities are identified, Agade may indirecdy be sought in relation to them In an ~cription ~f 
Nebukadnezar II, the city or land of Agade is listed among other cities and lands as bemg under his 
dominion. The order of cities is mltBi-ra-a-[ ] / DtnkiA-St-di{ ] / mirA r-ra-ap-ha TnltLa-hi-[m]. Ho~~er, 
unfortunately the locations of these cities and lands cannot be identified except for last twO Clues. 
Therefore, one cannot argue whether order of lands and cities were listed according to the 
geog~phicallocations or not. See, Wall-Rornana, ]NES 49, pp. 228-9; alP 43, p. 120 and 198 
mentions that Belakum, the governor of Esnunna in the Old Babylonian period had a covenant 
with Agade, Yamutbal, Numl].im and IdarnaI"a.5. However, again their locations cannot be 
established. See M Stol, StHiies in ad Babjonian history (Leiden, Nederlands 
Historisch-Archaeologisch Instituut te Istanbul, 1976), p. 64. 
207 For the geographical list, see Ovil, (ed.), MSL 11, p. 60, colunm ii; For McEwan's idea, see 
McEwan, AjOBeihe/t 19, pp. 11-2. 
208 Wall-Rornana,]NES 49, pp. 218-20. 
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Sjoberg and McEwan also earlier argued the possibility, because they considered that 

6I.ZA is identical with l3iSatum of the later period, which is thought to have been located 

on the Ttgris, probably not much above Tell ed-Der.209 So, if we place Agade on the 

northern side of this line and slighdy west of I3I.ZA and I3I.ZA on the southern side of 

this line and slighdy east of Agade, we can obtain any sequence of cities such as Sippar -

Agade - ijI.ZA, Sippar - ijl.ZA - Agade, Agade - ijl.ZA - Esnunna and ijl.ZA - Agade -

Elnunna. See map 3.13 below. 

'OJ Sjoberg, TCS 3, p. 141, no. 39; M£Ewan,AjOBeih(t 19, p. 15, note 50. 
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Sippar 

Map 3. 13: Agade on the northern side of an axial line 

drawn from Sipparto Esnunna 
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3.2.4.2. 

Agade in the Brockrnon Tablets & the Great Revolt against Naram-Sin 

In 1989, R Kutscher suggested locating the city of Agade in the inunediate vicinity 

of the city of Urum basing his study on the royal inscription of Nar.un-Sin called the 

Broclanon Tablets, which show the insurrection of a number of northern Babylonian cities 

against Agade and the parallels provided by later literary versions of the "Great Revolt 

against Naram-Sin" .210 There is one key factor for his locating the city of Agade in the 

immediate eastern vicinity of the city of Urum. 211 His supposition largely depended on his 

understanding of the political and territorial status of the city of Urum. He considers that 

Urum did not join the revolt, because it is not mentioned among other rebellious cities nor 

is its ruler among the list of captured officers in the Brockmon Tablets, thus he rejects the 

historicity of reference to the later literary versions of the "Great Revolt against 

Naram-Sin" , which include the city of Urum among the rebellious cities. So, he 

reconstructed the political and territorial situation, which surrounded the city of Agade, 

only from the Brockmon Tablets. He considers that initially Naram-Sin controlled only a 

small piece of territory around the city of Agade, which included Urum located on the 

west of Agade. Its neighbour Tiwa was in the territory of Ipbur-Kai and located on the 

east of Kit The two territories were separated by the Field of Sin (Ugar-Sin), which was 

bordered by Tiwa and Urum Thus, the forces of Nar.un-Sin initially moved westwards 

from Agade to the city of Urum and then, moved further westwards to the Field of Sin for 

battle against the forces of Ipbur-KiSi. 

However, the Brockmon Tablets never mention that the city of Agade was the 

eastern neighbour of the city of Urum and the forces of Naram-Sin directly moved 

westwards from Agade to Urum. In relation to the political or territorial situation, there are 

only two certain references to the Field of Sin being bordered by Urum and Tiwa and the 

initial battle being held in the Field of Sin. So, the city of Agade is not necessarily to be 

located in the inunediate eastern vicinity of Urum Furthermore, there is no evidence that 

the status of the city of Urum was turned into a false literary composition concerning the 

"Great Revolt" by a later scribe, because the Brockmon Tablets likewise do not mention 

210 For the Brockmon Tablets, see BraJemn, Frayne, RIME 2, pp. 103-8; For the historical literary 
versions of the Great Revolt against Nanun-Sin, see LKA, pp. 230-245. 
211 Bralem:n, pp. 39-43. 
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the city of Urum politically and territorially as belonging to Naram-Sin's side. 

Although the literary versions of the "Great Revolt" give the impression that the 

initial movement of the forces of Naram-Sin begins from an unspecified location rather 

than particularly from Agade, it is also true that the version of the story in the Brockmon 

Tablets gives the impression that the course of the war took place in a fixed direction, and 

that the movement of the forces of Naram-Sin was initially from Agade to the Field of Sin, 

and then the fighting moved from Tiwa to the gate of Nmkarrak and then, finally to KiS. 

So the fixed line is: Agade ~ the Field of Sin ~ Tiwa ~ the gate of the goddess 

Nmkarrak -+ KiS. So, there is also a possibility that the city of Agade may have been 

located to the east of the Field of Sin. 

This evidence does not constitute primary written evidence. However, there is a 

reasonable possibility that the city of Agade may be located in the vicinity of the Field of 

Sin. So, here the references in the Brockmon Tablets and the literary versions of the Great 

Revolt are together used as secondary written evidence. So, the regional location of Agade 

will be sought through an attempt to locate the Field of Sin. 

The location of the Field of Sin has been sought for by a number of the scholars 

particularly in relation to its bordering city Urum, because it is referred to as being located 

between the cities of Tiwa and Urum both in the Brockmon Tablets and in the literary 

versions of the Great Revolt. Therefore, it is possible to ascertain its location by locating 

one of these bordering cities. Several other written sources also refer to the location of 

Urum However, it appears in various spellings. Therefore, in connecting with its writings 

in the Brockmon Tablets and the literary versions of the Great revolt, it is first necessary to 

identify their various writings in order to appreciate fully other informative written sources 

indicating the location of Urum. 

The appearance of the Brockmon Tablets confirmed the equation DRxlr -
urum"\ already established by Steinkeller.212 Contextually, the city name written DRxlr in 

the Brockmon Tablets clearly corresponds to the city names written U-nt-mt-tmf and 

Wu-nt-mf in two literary versions of the Great Revolt against Naram-Sin. So, the Sumerian 

212 Brajmvn, pp. 39-40; P. Steinkeller, 'On the Reading and Location of the Toponyms URxU~ 
and AljAKI,' ]CS 32, (1980), pp. 23-33; Another bordering city Tiwa appears in the logo~raphic 
form as AljAKI in the Brockmon Tablets. It corresponds to Ti-Wl.KI of the literary versiOns of 
the Great Revolt. Therefore, it is obvious that Ti-Wl.KI is the syllabic spelling of AljAKI. 
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form / urumI represents the Akkadian form without the initial wand mimation. Hence, 

since dropping these t\VO elements is not uncommon in Akkadian nouns borrowed in 

Sumerian, the city names written syllabically u-ru-um in the Sumerian Temple Hymn no. 37 

can be identified as the equivalent of the city name URxUO of the Brockmon tablet and 

eJ.nnru-urrf and Wu-ru-mfi of t\VO historical literary versions of the "Great Revolt against 

Naram-Sin".213 This identification is particularly informative because the cities are possibly 

listed in the Sumerian Temple Hymns based on geographical order. 

While Steinkeller correctly pointed out earlier the equation of the city of Urum 

with u-ru-wn.KI of the Sumerian Temple Hymn no. 37, he further demonstrated the 

possible occurrence of the city of Urum in the "Ur-Nammu Cadastre", which also 

indicates the location of the Field of Sin in relation to the city of Urum. 214 In lines A ii 

24-iv 24, the city of the district is listed but, the name of the main city of the district is 

broken. However, it is restorable to URxU.KI. Kraus, who first published the "Ur-Nammu 

Cadastre" eventually restored the break as Oij.KI, because he considered that the break 

was not large enough to accommodate the reconstruction u-ru-um.KI. However, he first 

restored it as u-ru-wn.KI, because he considered that the shown location of this broken 

city name and its association of the patron god Sin accords with the status of u-ru-um.KI 

of the Sumerian Temple Hymns, in which u-ru-wn.KI is listed along with other Northern 

Babylonian cities after KiS and Kutha and before Sippar and associated with Nanna/Sin. 

Later Jacobsen rejected this restoration and restored it to URxU.KI.21S So, it is now clear 

that the phonetic reading of URxU.KI is equivalent to the writings in the Sumerian Temple 

Hymns, Brockmon Tablets and the literary versions of the Great Revolt. Therefore, his 

first restoration was in fact correct. 

Based on the identification of these various writings for the city of Urum, its 

location will be considered here. The Sumerian Temple Hymns list the city of Urum. It 

appears along with other Northern Babylonian cities after KiS and Kutha and before Sippar. 

As shown above in the chapter on primary topographical information, the sequence of this 

list generally follows a southeastern-northwestern axis with the exceptions of Der and 

213 For the dropping of these two elements, see I.J. Gelb, MAD 2: ad Akkadian W~ arrJ 
Gramntr, (1961), p. 5; For the Swnerian Temple Hynms, see Sjoberg, TCS 3, pp. 44-5 & 136-138. 
214 Kraus, ZA 51, pp. 45-75. 
215 Th. Jacobsen, 'The Waters of Ur,' Iraq 21 (1959), p. 176, note 4. 
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Esnunna. Therefore, the regional location of Urum can be sought to the south of Sippar 

and north of KiS and Kutha. Furthermore, some other texts also support its proximity to 

these cities, because '0RxU.KI/ urum2.KI appears with the Northern Babylonian cities of 

PuS, Kutha and KiS.216 

The "Ur-Nammu Cadastre" provides the most crucial evidence for the location of 

the city of Urum. In lines A ii 24-iv 24, its district is listed. It was centered on the 

confluence of the Imina and Zubi canals. In it, the city of PuS appears on the Zubi and to 

the south of its confluence. The text To.. 5 6041 ii 4-14 indicates that the governor of 

Sippar took 418 of soldiers/workers of PuS in his charge.217 Hence, it is supposed that the 

rule of soldiers/workers of PuS fell under the authority of the governor of Sippar. So, it is 

likely that PuS and Sippar were neighbours. An Old Babylonian document, YOS 12, 468 

from Sippar lists a field belonging to a nulitumpriestess. It indicates that the "Fortress of 

PuS", and the Zubi and the Euphrates bordered its two shorter sides respective1i 18 
So, 

since the owner of the field resided at Sippar, the "Fortress of PuS" is very likely situated in 

the vicinity of Sippar. Even if the "Fortress of PuS" (= BAD-PuS) were different from the 

city of PuS, one would expect that PuS lay in the same general area. So, these data suggest 

that the district of Urum is to be sought in the vicinity of Sippar and PuS. 

Taking up Steinkeller's suggestion of the location Urum, M W. Green later 

tentatively identified it with modem Tell Uqair, which is to the north of Kutha.219 While 

she agrees with Steinkeller's proposed equation '0RxU.KI = u-ru-um.KI, she further 

suggests other logographic variants of 0RxU.KI, which she supposes were particularly 

used in the archaic period. She considers that the Early Dynastic form of the city name, 

AljA UR2, in the "Zami Hymns" from Tell Abu SalabilJ was used to designate the city 

Urum, because this city name appears in association with its patron deity ASimbabbar, who 

is identified with NannaiSuen(Sin}.22o A lexical list indicates that the city Urum written 

216 For the transliteration of the relevant parts of these texts, see Steinkeller,]CS 32, pp. 25-6. .. 
217 H de Genouillac, To.. 5: Te'CtRS froruriques d'Ommt de l'ipmque d' (Mr, (paris, 1922), 604111 
4-14. 
21H 5.1. Feigin, YOS 12: L~ aniAdninistratire TEXts cfthe Reign c/Samu.Jlurn, (1979), no. 468. 
21') For her study on Tell Uqair, see MW. Green, 'Urum and Uqair,' AS] 8, (1986), pp. 77-83; For 
its location, see C4K, the map 2. 
nD This association is confinned by the Sumerian Temple Hymns, an Ur III economic text 
recording a delivery of animals, the Old-Babylonian topographical description of Ur-Narnmu 
Gdastre and two literary historical texts of the Great Revolt against Naram-Sin. T~r the 
Brockmon Tablets also support this association. For the Sumerian Temple Hymns, see Sjoberg, 
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ljAA UR2 is attested in duplicates from Tell Abu Salabib, Fara, Archaic period Uruk and 

Old Babylonian Ur.221 The city Urum written UR2.ljARAD is also known on the seal 

impressions from Jemdet Nasr and some other Sumerian sites of the archaic period.222 

Having established the equation between these variant writings and the city of 

Urum, Green gives attention to four archaic tablets, which are the only known texts found 

at Tell Uqair and were excavated in a Jemdet Nasr period context. 223 According to her, the 

city name Urum written ljARAD.UR2 occurs in subscripts of two of these tablets (nos. 

115 and 116). The subscripts of the remaining two tablets show ljAA[ ] (no. 114) and 

ljARAD.[] (no.117). Although it is not certain that [URJ is to be restored in both breaks, 

the restoration seems likely for no. 117 and possibly but less likely for no. 114. Furthermore, 

in addition to over 600 archaic tablets excavated at Uruk, we know that Falkenstein also 

published thirty<-six tablets, which were purchased presumably as a group by the Berlin 

Museum in 1903.224 Falkenstein argued that these are paleographically datable to the 

Jerndet Nasr period and a seal impression on one of tablets (no. 656) is identical with the 

impression, which was found on several tablets from Jemdet Nasr. Thus, he concluded that 

the purchased tablets also originally came from Jemdet Nasr. However, his argument is 

inconsistent, because Falkenstein pointed out the recurring subscript E N.ME .ljA UR2.X 

(X - A TV sign 850, now identified as RAD), although he noted that the subscript does 

not appear on any of the published tablets from the excavations at Jemdet Nasr. Green's 

review of these Berlin tablets identified that the logogram tJARAD. UR2 occurs on 

seventeen of the purchased thirty<-six tablets and can be restored on one other. So, when 

one takes into account the presence of subscripts on the four Tell-Uqair tablets and the 

TCS 3, pp. 44-5 & pp. 136-8; for the Ur III text, see AL. Oppenheim, AOS 32: ~ if the 
On!iform Taliets if the Wtlkrforre Earns Babjmian cdle:tim, (1948), no. L 20; Steinkeller, fa 32, p. 
25' For the Ur-Nammu Cadastre and its restoration of the city name, see Kraus, ZA 51, p. 47; 
S~inkeller, fa 32, pp. 25-6, note 15; For the Great Revolt against Nanun-Sin, see LKA, pp. 
230-245' For the Brockmon Tablets, Frayne, RIMA 2, pp. 104-8. 
221 For duplicates from Tell Ahu SalabIl), and see RD. Biggs, OIP 99: Incriptit:n fran Tell Ahii 
Salabikh, (1974), no. 21; For Fara, see A Deime~ WVDOG 43: Die Inchrijien 'lIn Fara II, Sdmltexte 
aus Fara, (1923), no. 23; For Ur, see VET 7, 80; For Uruk, see Green, A Sf 8, p. 78 and note 15. 
222 B. Buchanan, ~ if Arrient Near Eastern Seals in the AshmJean Museum, vol. 1, (Oxford, 
darendon Press, 1966-88), p. 8, no. 9; M Lamben, 'Notre Breves 11,' RA 64, (1970), p. 189; J.P. 
McEwan, 'The Writing of Urum in Pre-Ur III Sources,' fC5 33, (1981), p. 56. 
223 S. Uo}d and F. Safar, "Tell Uqair",fNES 2, (1943), pp. 131ff, nos. 114-7. 
224 A Falkenstein, Ausgrabungen der Deutschen Forschungsgemeinschaft in Uruk-Warka 2: 
Arrhaische Texteaus Um/e, (Berlin/Leipzig, HarrassowitziDeutsche Forschungeneinschaft, 1936). 
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inconsistency of Falkenstein's argument, it has to be concluded that the purchased 

thirty-six tablets probably originated not from Jemdet Nasr, but from TelI-Uqair. Thus, 

accepting the principle that the most frequently occurring geographical name in the 

economic texts from a particular city is the name of that city, she concludes that TelI-Uqair 

is very probably ancient Urum. 

Although the identity of TelI-Uqair has not yet been confirmed, Frayne's later study 

of the Early Dynastic List of Geographical Names shows general agreement with the 

possible location of the city Urum, which Steinkeller and Green suggested.
225 

He argues 

that the city of UY4 of the Early Dynastic List is equivalent to Urum and identifies its 

location based on the Early Dynastic List with several other archival sources.
226 

According 

to his study; 289 cities of the Early Dynastic List can be categorized into two geographical 

groupS:227 the cities of group A are located on the watercourses, which flowed in the areas 

of the wider vicinity of the city of KiS down to the general area of Nippur: the cities of 

group B can be located in the areas peripheral to Mesopotamian proper. Another basic 

225 ~or Frayne's study of the Early Dynastic List of Geographical Names, see Frayne, ADS 7~, 
sectIon 2.2.2, p. 11-17; Frayne asserts that the published archaeological evidence fonn Tell-Uqm 
does not accord well with either the status of Urum or AHA = Tiwa which was obviously the ~ , 
neighbour of Urum according to the Brockmon Tablets and the literary versions of the Great 
Revolt. The frequent occurrence of both geographical names in the Ur III sources indicates that the 
mounds marking their sites should have had extensive Ur III occupation. However, Adams' surface 
survey on Tell Uqair mainly indicates Ubaid period occupation with greatly reduced Jemdet Nasr 
and Early Dynastic levels and a minor Old Babylonian and Kassite reoccupation. Yet, according to 
Steinkeller, more recent Iraqi survey work does confinn the existence of some Ur III occupation of 
the site. For the re~ult of Adams' survey, see C4K, p. 198. . 
226 However, at fll'St Frayne disagreed with Steinkeller and Green's proposal of the locauon. of 
Urum. He had deduced that it is located north of Sippar. He seems to have identified this locauon 
for three main reasons. Kutscher pointed out the first reason in his review of Frayne's 
pre-publication copy of "The E arty Dyrustic List if the Geag,raphicd N atrl3". He states that Frayne. at 
first connected Ijibaritum, which the Cadastre of Ur-Nammu places to the north of PuS, with 
Ijibaritum of the Old Babylonian Itinerary, which locates it at the distance of a twO days' journey 
from the north of Sippar. See Brrxknvn, p. 40 and note 78. . 

The second reason must have been the clear correlation between Steinkeller's hypotheucal 
reconstruction of the geographical features of the district of Urum referred to in the Ur-Nammu 
Cadastre and the geographical features north of Sippar. The features in both texts accord with each 
other. For Frayne and Steinkeller's reconstructions, see, Frayne, BiD- 48, p. 399-400, map 1 and 
note 126; Steinkeller,JCS 32, p. 33; For the results of the surface surveys, see C4K, map 1 B; LBB, 
Sections 2A-B & 3A-B; Gasche & de Meyer et. al. (eds.), NAPR 1, (1987), p. 42, fig. 18. . . 

As for the third reason, having established the equation 1ff4 of the Early Dynasuc List. of 
Geographical Names with Urum and identified a group of the cities which belong to the I~ 
canal, Frayne noted that it appears six cities upstream from Kutha. Thus, Frayne concluded that It 
may have been located in the area relatively far north of Kutha. See Frayne, BiD- 48, p. 388. 
227 Frayne, AOS 74, pp. 1-2. 
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discernible structure of the Early Dynastic List is that it seems to be a compilation of a 

number of the smaller lists, each dealing with cities in a specific region. However, the Early 

Dynastic List does not delimit its various sections, so there is no indication of where one 

section begins or ends. 

He concludes that cities 44 to 66 of the Early Dynastic List lay along the Imina 

canal, because the cities before no. 42 belong to a group of toponyms along the ancient 

road that led to the area of modem Kirkiik. On the other hand, entory 68 clearly begins a 

new section of the cities along the IsinnItum canal southwest of Nippur. 

Firstly, it will be necessary to consider the location of the Imina canal and its 

association with cities of the entries 44 to 66. Many toponyms in this section appear in the 

Old-Akkadian archival tablets from Ununa al-Jir and KiJ suggesting that this canal flowed 

through the territory between these two cities. Furthermore, a probable reference to Kutha 

written E-[J4-ti-im appears in the Early Dynastic List entry 51.228 We know the location of 

Kutha today and we know the presence of this canal from Adams' surface survey, which 

earlier identified its traces.229 It watered Kutha continuing in a southeasterly direction down 

to the environs of Nippur. Its course actually agrees with the course of the canal 

tentatively identified by Jacobsen from certain written sources as the Imina canal.23O Today, 

its probable departing point is recognizable by the large levee, which branches off from the 

levee marking the course of the ancient Euphrates at a point not far northwest of Sippar.2J1 

Thus, if the identification of Kutha with E-[p"ti-imof the Early Dynastic List is correct, the 

group of toponyms, which appear before and after E-gu-ti-im in the list, may have lain on 

this stream, which may probably be identified as the Imina canal. 

As for the identification of tlY'4 with Urum, the correlation may be established with 

reference of the "Great Revolt". In the Early Dynastic List, tlY'4 is immediately followed by 

another city name written sa-/xt.·ad. Now the city similarly written E·sa-buJ appears as the 

neighbour of the city of 'Wbrurrul u.m-rru-um (- Urum) in the "Great Revolt". So, both 

their phonetic similarity and their topographical proximity provide a strong argument for a 

228 Kutha written as E-gu-ti.im may be compared with the spelling gU-ta-im found in an Old 
Akkadian archival text from Umm al-Jir. For the Old Akkadian text, see 1.J. Gelb, MAD 5: Sarp1ic 
Texts in the A sbmiean MuseHl11, Oxford, (1970), no. 70. 
229 He, p. 156, fig. 27. 
230 Jacobsen, Iraq 21, p. 176. 
231 L. Dekiere, 'Reconstruction cadastrale de la region de Sippar. Possibilite ou utopie?,' in Gasche 
&de Meyer, (eds.), NAPR3, (1989), pp. 7-13. 
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connection of the two names, UY4 

E-sa-hui. 232 

W/-rumJ u-rn-rm-um (= Urum) and sa-hz-ad. -

Frayne finally locates entries 44 and following along the eastern Zubi branch and 

entries 52 to 66 to the south of Kutha along the Imina canal by taking Green's equation 

(modem Tell-Uqair = Urum) into consideration. Tell-Uqair lies today on the course of 

another stream, which was also identified by Adams' surface survey.233 It ran parallel to the 

Imina canal a short distance to the east. So, if Green's equation is really correct, Frayne 

argues that this section of cities should be explained as a reflection of the proximity of two 

groups of cities centered on Kutha and Urum It is possible, because the Early Dynastic 

List entry 51 E-gJl-ti-im, which Frayne identified as Kutha, appears seven entries after the no. 

44 UY4 • Therefore, entries 52 to 66 could have been located along the ancient Imina canal 

and entries 44 to 50 on a branch of the canal. He considers the name of this eastern 

branch was the Zubi canal, because an Ur III archival text names the Zubu canal, which 

can be shown to be a variant spelling of Z ubi, in connection with the land of AijA -

Tiwa, which is obviously the neighbour of Urum 234 

Now one has to consider the regional location of Agade on the supposition that 

Tell Uqair is the city of Urum and the region bordered by these two watercourses is the 

Field of Sin of the Brockmon Tablets, the Great Revolt and Ur-Nammu Cadastre. 

Although the Brockmon Tablets alone cannot confirm that Agade was located in the 

immediate eastern vicinity of the Field of Sin, the tentative identification of Urum with 

Tell Uqair increases the possibility that Kutscher's supposition is likely. The line of the 

movement of the battle between the Field of Sin and KiS runs from the northeast to 

232 However, Kutscher argues that it occurred by erroneous interpolation of the scribe in the 
literary versions of the "Great Revolt". The gate of Nmkarrak is mentioned in the Brockman 
tablets as the place where battle occurred right beside Kit In the "Great Revolt", Esabad is referred 
to as the third point of the common boundary for the field of Sin and it is soon followed by the 
mention of the temple of Nmkarrak. He identifies Esabad as another name for the temple ?f 
Nmkarrak, because first millennium sources indicate Esabad as the temple of Ding~:gula. m 
Babylon. Therefore, he postulates that Nmkarrak and Dingir-gula could have been identifIed With 
one another in the Old-Babylonian period thus, Esabad could have also been the name of ~e 
temple of Nmkarrak/Dingir-gula in KiS, as was the case for the temple of Nm-Isina in Larak, which 
was associated with Nmkarrak. Thus, he rejects any historical value in the mention of Esabad. as ~e 
third point of the common boundary for the field of Sin and identifies it as a temple located m KIS. 
See, Brrxiwvn, pp. 41-2. 
m He, p. 156, fig. 127. 
m L. Legrain, UET 3: Bus1n:sS Da:um:nts if the 1hirdDyrnstyifUr, (1937-47), no. 1369, line 3. 
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southwest, and the cities of NaranrSin's enemy Kutha and KiS, are to be located to the east 

of Urum. Hence, Agade could not have located to the west of Urum and the Field of Sin. 

So, on the map, the regiona11ocation of Agade should be placed east of the Zubi canal. Its 

maxinrum extent may be delimited by drawing a semi-circular line around Tell Uqair. Its 

distance would be seem to be the same distance as the distance from Tell Uqair to KiS. See 

map 3. 14 below. 
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Map 3. 14: Agade in the Brockmon tablets 

& the Great Revolt against Naram-Sin 

Tell Uqair (= Urum ?) 

Babylon 
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3.2.4.3. 

Agade in four Middle-Babylonian kudurrus 

Four Middle-Babylonian kudurrus offer secondary topographical information for 

tentatively locating the regional location of Agade.235 Two kudurrus (boWldary stones) are 

from the reign of the Middle Babylonian king of Meli-Sipak, another is from his successor, 

Merodach-Baladan I (Marduk-apla-iddina I). The remaining kudurru indicates the proximity 

of the Radanu River to BIt-Pm> Amurru.236 Although it is very circwnstantial and vague, 

one may recognize the tentative regional location of Agade by combining four different 

kinds of topographical information of these kudunus together. Firstly, the relevant 

passages of these four kudurrns are shown below. 

<The First kudurru - MDP 2, p. 99 ff. > 

The first kudurru from the reign of the Middle Babylonian king of Meli-Sipak 

refers to an estate that lay in the town of Tamakku, meadow of Agade, on the banks of the 

Nir-Sam (in or of) BIt-Pm> Amurru. 

Its border was to the north, the town of Mar-Selibi (in or of) BIt-TWlamissab, to 

the south the town Salbi in the land of IStar of Agade, to the west the banks of the Kibati 

canal which draws its water from the canal of the royal district, to the east the banks of the 

Nir-Sam. 

One of the privileges of this land grant was that the care and diking of the 

Nir-Sam, the protection of BIt-Sikkamidu and Damiq-Adad, required from people of 

towns within the land of IStar of Agade, cannot be required from the members of this 

estate (theydo) not have to do corvee work on the banks of the Nir-Sam. 

<The Second kudurru - BBSt no. 4 > 
The second kudumt from the reign of Meli-Sipak witnessed by SamaS-sum-~ir, the 

son of Atta-iluma, the Sakkanaku (governor) of Agade, tells about another estate that lay in 

the meadow of the city of Saluluni, on the banks of the Nir-Sam, bordered to the north 

235 Wall-Romana first argued the regional location of Agade based on these four kuiunus. See 
Wall-Romana,JNES 49, pp. 221-3. 
236 nus is the modem Nahr al-{Adheim and its tributaries. Its name sW'Vived Wltil recent times as 
the Nahr Rathan, see Dekiere, in Gasche & de Meyer, (eds.), NAPR 3, pp. 7-13. 
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by Blt-Pid Amurru, to the south by the land of Amel-ISs akkes a-UStim, to the west by the 

banks of the Nar-Sarri, to the east by Bit-Piril Amurru. 

<The Third kudurru = MDP 6, pp. 39-40 > 

The third kudurru (i 1-16) states that: toward north; 38 NINDA (= 456 cubits) of 

the long side, toward the west up to the bridge. <<The crosswalk of the king>>; 38 

NINDA of the long side on the bank of the Radanu River, toward east; 11 112 NINDA (-

138 cubits) of the long side, toward south -. Marduk-ibni, the mayor of Bit-Pitt Amurru 

has with measurement of this field.237 

The kudurru (ii 2, 4) further tells that both the !Jazarrnu and saknu of BIt-Put 

Amurru had jurisdiction over this field. 

<The Fourth kudurru = BBSt no. 5 > 

The remaining kudurru describes an estate that lay in the district of the town 

Dlir-ZI.ZI, on the bank of the Tigris, in the province of Apsu-IStar. 

Its border ran on the upper length to the west the Tigris, the lower length to the 

east adjoining Blt-Nazi-Marduk, [ ] of the city of Apsu-IStar, the upper width to the 

north adjoining the town of Dimati, (in or of) BIt-Tunamissal}, (an official) of the 

executive, the lower width to the south adjoining the land of the province of Apsu-IStar. 

There are obviously many uncertainties over the toponyms of these kudurrus, since 

the locations, extent and directions of the cities towns lands and canals are unknown , , 

except for the ancient courses of the Tigris and the Radanu River (= the modem Nahr 

aIJAdheim).23B In the first kudurm, the land of IStar of Agade appears as the southern 

border of the estate. HOVJever, its location may be estimated by tentatively locating BIt-Put 

Amurru, the Nar-Sarri and Blt-Tunamissal}. 

One can argue that the province of Blt-piril Amurru might have stretched from the 

Nar-Sarri to the Radanu river, because the term, Blt-Piril Amurru, which is mentioned on 

the first and second kudurms (= MDP 2, p. 99 ff. & BBSt no. 4), is referred to in 

2V 1bis English translation is based on the German translation, see Borger, AjO 23, pp. 12-3: 
lJN For the conunent on the equation of the Radanu River = the modem Nahr al-(Adheun, see 
LBB, pp. 77-8. 
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connection with the Nar-Sarri, and the third kudunu (- MDP 6, pp. 39-40) mentions it in 

connection with the Radanu river. 

However, one should not forget as J.A Brinkman pointed out, that the location of 

the province of Bit-Pin> Amurru is uncertain.239 The reference on the third kudumt(

MOP 6, pp. 39-40) shows it to be a geographical and jurisdictional entity, thus we can 

describe it as the province of Bit-Pin> Amurru. However it is not certain whether Bit-Pin> 

Amurru of the first kudumt( - MDP 2, p. 99 ff.) means the province or the clan of Bit-Pin> 

Amurru or not. Although the term referred to on the second kudumt( - BBSt no. 4) can be 

understood as the province of Bit-Pin> Amurru, the connection among the first, second 

and third kudurrus cannot be established through the term Bit-Pin> Amurru since the 

meaning of the term mentioned on the first kudunu is uncertain. 

Interestingly, K. Nashef turns Brinkman's argument on its head.240 He states that 

'Man kann aber die Argumente J.A Brinkmans umkehren, d.h. Bit-Pin> Amurru als 

Verwaltungsbezirk bzw. als Hauptgebiet eines Stammes im Bereich von Akkade und die 

Gebiete bei FN Radanu als Stammesbesitz von Bit-Pin> Amurru auBerhalb seines 

Hauptgebietes betrachten'. This way of understanding of the term is possible, though the 

relationship of the estates referred to on these three kudurrus likewise cannot securely be 

established through the term Bit-Pin> Amurru. 

However, here it is worth considering the regional location of Agade in the light of 

the supposition that the term Bit-Pin> Amurru on these three kudurrus refers to the same 

province. If it is true, the land of IStar of Agade is to be tentatively placed on the 

south-west of the province of Bit-Pin> Amurru, because it is the eastern border of the 

estate of the first kudurru and the northern and eastern border of the estate of the second 

kudurru. The possible northern end of the province of Bit-Piri> Amurru is suggested by a 

reference on the third kudumt, because a local official, the f;Jazarrnu of Bit-Piri> Amurru was 

involved in measuring a field whose eastern boundary was the Radanu River. Such a field 

would normally be expected to fall within the local official's purview. Furthermore, both 

the f;Jazarrnu and saknu of Bit-Pin> Amurru are referred to as having jurisdiction over the 

field. Hence, the northern end of the province of Bit-Pitt Amurru can be suggested 

around the Radanu River. 

239 Brinkman, AnOr 43, p. 145, note 874. 
240 Nashef, RGTC 5, p. 66. 
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Now another connection between estates of the first and second kudurrus is 

considered here. Their relation is also established through mention of the Nir-Sarri, which 

appears as the eastern border for the estate mentioned on the first kudunu and western 

border for the estate mentioned on the second. Therefore, if Bit-Pm> Amurru of the fU'St 

and second kudurrus refers to the same province, it is possible to argue that both estates 

could have adjoined each other on eastern and western sides of the watercourse of the 

Nar-Sarri. Although if BIt-Pm> Amurru of the first kudunu refers to the clan of Bit-pjril 

Amurru, both estates could be placed anywhere along the course of the Nar-Sarri. The 

land of IStar of Agade appears on the first kudurru, and the sakkamku (= governor) of 

Agade appears as the witness for the estate on the second kudunu. As a result, these facts 

suggest that the estate mentioned on the second kudunu is to be located a short distance 

from Agade, if he were to have travelled on foot.241 See map 3. 15 below. 

241 It is also true that one can give the opposite argument that he could also have come from a 
distant region. 
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Map 3. 15: Agade in the Middle-Babylonian kudurrus 1 

Bit-Tunamissah 

Kudurru 1 Bit- P ir i) Amurru 

Nar-Sarri 

Land of lStar of Agade 

Land of Amel-I~~akke~a-U~tim 
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As already shown above, the course of the ancient canal caIled the Nar-Sarri was 

tentatively reconstructed through the texts associating it with Upi, the province of Bit-Bazi 

and lj udadu and the Classical texts indicating the course of the canal called the 

Naarmalcha.242 

So, one can place the eastern and western limits of the course of the Nar-Sarri by 

the Euphrates and the eastern shore of the Tigris. Furthermore, for its southern and 

northern limits, one can place the modem Saklawiya canal or the diverting point of the 

Naarmalcha as its northernmost limit and the lines of fossil meanders recovered north of 

Tell ed-Der, or maybe more cautiously the point where the Naarmalcha may have joined 

the Tigris, as its southernmost limit. 

BIt-TunamissalJ. is referred to twice on the first and fourth kudurrus (= MDP 2, p. 

99 ff. & BBSt, no. 5). Based on this connection, WaIl-Rornana tentatively joins two estates. 

Then, he further suggests the possible location of the land of Htar of Agade on the east 

of the Tigris as the fourth kudmru locates BIt-TunamissalJ. on the east of the Tigris. Here 

again there is the same problem as the term BIt-pjril Amurru that the actual meaning of the 

term, BIt-TunamissalJ. is also uncertain.243 The term BIt-TunamissalJ. could equally be a 

clan name. Even if Bit-TunamissalJ is the province, its extent is not known. Therefore, the 

estate of the first kudmru was not necessarily adjoining the eastern side of the estate of the 

fourth kudmru. So, it is likely that the estate of the first kudurru could lie anywhere, 

probably far from the estate of the fourth kudmru since the connection of the two estates 

is only established through Bit-TunamissalJ. Although it is reduced by the problem 

surrounding the term Bit-TunamissalJ., there is still a slight possibility that the two estates 

might have lain next to each other. So, here one will venture to say that the land of IStar of 

Agade of the first kudmru ( ... MDP 2, p. 99 ff.) might have lain to the east of the TIgris. 

See map 3. 16 below. 

242 For the relation between 'Upi and the Niir-Sarri', see the subchapter 3. 2. 3. 2. 
243 Nashef, RGTC 5, p. 73. 
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Map 3. 16: Agade in the Middle-Babylonian kudurrus 2 

Land of 
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Since the meaning of Bit-Pm> Amurru and Bit-Tunamissal]. is not clear, these four 

kudurrns can only be treated as secondary written evidence. So it is likely that the picture 

established of the regional location of Agade may not be correct. However, the location of 

the land of IStar of Agade of the first kudurru (- MDP 2, p. 99 ff.) may be tentatively 

established through the term Bit-Pin> Amurru, the Nar-Sarri and Bit-Tunamissal]. of the 

four Middle Babylonian kudurrns. The eastern and western limits of its regional location 

may be estimated by the term Bit-Put Amurru and the Nar-Sarri to the areas between the 

Tigris and Euphrates Rivers, and the northern and southern limits may be by the departing 

and arriving points of the Naarmalcha or may be by the course of the modem Saklawiya 

canal and the line of fossil meanders recovered from the north of Tell ed-Der. In addition 

to this, if one takes into account the connection made by the term Bit-Tunamissab, its 

regional location may partially extend to the eastern bank of the Tigris River. See map 3. 

17. 
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Map 3. 17: Agade in the Middle-Babylonian kudurrus 3 

Saklawiya Canal 

Seleucia 
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3.2.4.4. 

Agade in the Chronicle 25 

The Neo-Babylonian chronicle BM 27796, which was labeled the Orronicle 25 by 

CB.F. Walker, because it filled the gap between Grayson's Orronicle P (the Orronicle 22) 

and the Eclectic Orronicle (the Orronicle 24), records events in Babylonia from the reign 

of Adad-sumu-~ur to the reign of Adad-apla-iddina.244 This Neo-Babylonian chronicle 

contains a list of cities, which are connected with an unnamed usurper king and reported as 

having been demolished by the Aramaeans. Its order is Agade, Der, Nippur, Sippar and 

Dur-Kurigalzu, hence we can recognize their clockwise order, if Agade is placed between 

Dur-Kurigalzu and Der. Furthermore, only Agade is placed before the trans-TIgridian city 

of Der. This fact suggests that its location is on the eastern side of the TIgris. 

The same passage also exists in the Late Babylonian Eclectic Chronicle, but without 

mentioning Agade.245 Hence, some unknown sources must have existed for compiling 

both chronicles. We however, will never know without the original sources whether Agade 

was added or deleted from the sources used to compile Orronicles 25 and 24 and how 

much inauthentic historical information was included in them by their compilers. As a 

result, it is hardly possible to reconstruct the historical background and the reasons for the 

compilation of Chronicle 25 and to detect whether or not cities were deliberately placed in 

a clockwise order for a particular reason. However, there is a reasonable possibility to 

indicate the regional location of Agade simply from the fact that the known locations of 

cities are in clockwise order and only Agade was listed before the trans-TIgridian city of 

Der. Wall-Romana noted the existence of this text, but he did not take it into account in his 

cartographic analysis, probably because of its attendant problems.246 However, we should 

not simply discard these facts and should take this text into account as secondary written 

evidence. Thus, on the supposition that these facts are correct, Agade can be placed 

between Dur-Kurigalzu and Der on the eastern side of the ancient Tigris. See map 3. 18 

below. 

244 For the text, see CB.F. Walker, 'Babylonian Orronicle 25: a chronicle of the Kassite and Isin n 
dynasties' in G.Van. Driel et aI. (eds.), in ZIKIR SUMIM Assyridagjcal stJdes Pnsente1 toF.R.Kntus en 
the Orasim cfhis Ser.entieth Birthday, (Leiden, Brill, 1982), pp. 398-417. 
245 Grayson, TCS 5, pp. 63-5 and 180-3. 
246 Wall-Rornana,jNES 49, p. 227. 
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Kurigalzu 

Map 3. 18: Agade in the chronicle 25 

Modern Diyala 
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3. 3: Conclusion 

3. 3. 1: Core Regional Location of Agade 

As seen, five different kinds of primary topographical information give direct and 

relatively reliable information for the regional location of Agade. So, it is worth 

harmonizing these information by superimposing their different regional pictures. However, 

none gives 100 % reliable information and there may be inclusion of slight error, hence the 

overlapping regional location is delimited by the areas where four texts accord with each 

other. It is seen below that the overlapping regional location of Agade runs from the 

eastern bank of the TIgris down to the confluence of the Diyala region. So, this area nmst 

be designated as the core regional location of Agade, in which it is very likely that Agade is 

to be found.247 

247 We must remind ourselves of one thing: there is no specific topographical information for the 
actual eastem limit of the upper half of the core regional location, which runs on the eastern bank 
of the Tigris from ASsur downwards until the point where the ancient Diyala curves and runs 
perpendicularly to the Tigris. So, it has been delimited in gereral. 
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Map 3. 19: Core regional location of Agade 
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3. 3. 2: Core Regional Location of Agade with Secondary TopOJraphical 

Information of Agade 

As a more speculative and ambitous attempt, the secondary topographical 

information is taken into account. As we have seen, it is less reliable than the primary 

topographical information and some of the texts may have erroneous information. 

Therefore, it is impossible to give equal weight to and harmonize all information. One may 

attempt to draw the overlapping area only based on secondary topographical information 

or all sorts of topographical information. However, it is very unlikely that one can obtain 

an accurate regional location of Agade, as far as erroneous topographic information is 

excluded from secondary evidence. So here each topographical picture of secondary 

written evidence is treated separately from the others and superimposed on the core 

regional location of Agade for further delimiting the core regional location. Thus, six 

different tentative pictures of overlapping regional locations of Agade are drawn belov.t 

While some may indicate its locations wrongly, others may be accurate. 

It should be noticed that an interesting article was published in 2002. J. Reade 

suggests that Agade may be identified with Kudsial Qadisiyah based on his study of the 

lower front part of a standing figure stored in the British Museum. 248 The proportions of 

this figure suggest that when complete the statue was some 3 m high, which would make it 

the largest statue of its kind so far known. Moreover, the simplicity of the fringe of this 

statue compared with those from the period of ManiStiisu suggests a date in the reign of 

Sargon or RimuS. Reade argues that the provenance of this statue is very likely to be 

identified in the vicinity of the ruins of Kudsial Qadisiyah, because the description of an 

unknown lower front part of a standing statue called El Sanam given by C Rich in 1821 

very much resembles this British Museum statue. Moreover, Rich also marked its 

provenance on a map and it is very close to the Tigris in the vicinity of the ruins of 

KudsialQadisiyah between Samarra and the present Tigris-Adheim confluence on the 

eastern bank. of the Tigris.249 

Reade further argues that the strategic importance of the area is reflected in the 

248 J. Reade, 'Early monuments in Gull stone at the British Musewn, with observations on some 
Gudea statues and the location of Agade,' ZA 92, (2002), pp 262-9. 
249 For the exact location of Kudsia/ Qadisiyah, see LBB, figure 6. 
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presence of the later capital city of Samarra, and the landscape of this area IS so 

extnlordinarily cut up that the early sites were easily missed, but there is evidence for 

significant third millennium occupation nearby. A fme Early Dynastic statue, now in the 

Ashmolean Museum was excavated at or near Istabulat on the opposite bank to 

Kudsial Qadisiyah. An Old Akkadian site with a royal building has been identified on the 

Adheim Thus, Reade concludes that on this stretch of the Tigris, any site which produces 

a third millennium statue of imported stone, let alone a statue which is the largest of this 

kind so far found anywhere in Iraq, must merit closer inspection as the potential site of the 

city of Agade. The area of Kudsia/ Qadisiyah is clearly within the core regional location of 

Agade. Moreover, three of the following tentative core regional locations of Agade: maps 3. 

20, 22 and 25 indicate the possibility of the location of Agade further north than the 

Diyala confluence area. Thus, the surrounding regions of the ruins of KudsialQadisiyah 

surely deserve closer investigation for identifying the location of the city of Agade. 
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Map 3. 20: Core regional location of Agade with map 3. 6 
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Map 3. 21: Core regional location of Agade with map 3. 12 
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Map 3. 22: Core regional location of Agade with map 3. 13 
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Map 3. 23: Core regional location of Agade with map 3. 14 
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Map 3. 24: Core regional location of Agade with map 3. 17 
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Map 3. 25: Core regional location of Agade with map 3. 18 
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CHAPTER 4: LOCATION OF TUTTUL 
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The bilingual royal inscription of Sargon refers to Tuttul, as where Sargon bowed 

down to the god Dagan. However, its localization and identification with the places Sargon 

names is complicated by the existence of different places with the same names. So, in order 

to identify Tuttul of Sargon of Akkad, this aspect has to first be clarified. 

In a late copy of a bilingual inscription of Sargon of Akkad, Tu-tu-lfi written in 

Akkadian appears in connection with the Upper Land, and it is written as Dus-dua-lf in the 

Sumerian version.250 The different writings produce complications, when one compares 

them with other occurrences. The geographical name GAB.GAB.NIki coupled with its ensi 

ijulibar appears in a number of economic documents of the Third Dynasty of Ur 

period.251 Its reading Dus-dua-lfi was assured by the occurrence of Du-c/u.ur in an 

analogous context of RTe 250: 4.252 B. Landsberger argued for the general location of 

ijulibar of Dus-dus-1fi of the Ur III period on the Upper Tigris region due to the frequent 

occurrence of NIM (.. Elamites) directly preceding or following GAB.GAB.NIki 
-

Dus-dus-lfi and the mention of a man from Du-du-ufi directly after a man from Si-rrJIom-unf 
in the same text. A close relationship between ijulibar of Dus-dus-lf and Elamite cities was 

also later confirmed by A Goetze's research in 1953 on the Ur III period archives of 
'i:i 253 ijulibar of Dus-dus-lr. 

Landsberger also pointed out the presence of Dus-dus-lf in the Old Babylonian 

geographicallist.254 It is mentioned in 1. 20 and spelled GAB.GAB.NIki directly following 

the place name Elarrturrf. Furthermore, Tu-tuF is restorable beside the aforementioned 

Dus-dus-1fi in col. ii, 1. 11. Thus, he argued for separate entities in the Old Babylonian 

period and equated Dus-dus-lf of the Old Babylonian geographical list with Dus-dus-lf of 

the Ur III period. Goetze later agreed with Landsberger~ equation. 255 However, he 

disagreed with his restoration of Tu-tufi of the Old Babylonian geographical list, because 

he regarded this spelling as out of place in this Old Babylonian text and the older edition 

IV R 38 suggests rather Tu-a;c, which fits the context (Tu-a;c, Du-dus-ti\ Tin-tita, EresNtu
) 

better. So, although different entities of Dus-dup,-lf and Tu-tuF were not assured by this 

250 Frayne, RIME 2, ~.2.1.1.11 and 12. 
251 B. Landsberger, 'Uber die Volker Vorderasiens im dritten Jahrtausend,' ZA 35, (1924), p. 233 & 
note 6; I.J. Gelb, 'Studies in the Topography of Western Asia,' A]SL 55, (1938), pp. 74-5. 
252 For conunents on this text, see A Goetze, 'Ijulibar of Duddul,' ]NE S 12, (1953), p. 115, note 4. 
253 Goetze,JNES 12, p. 114-23. 
254 It appears in a geographical list published in IV R 36, see Ovil, MSL 11, p. 60, line 20. 
255 Goetze,]NES 12, p. 121. 
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geographical list because of the uncertainty in restoring Tu-tufi, it enabled the equation 

between Tu-tu-lf' and DUg-dus-lf' of the royal inscription of Sargon and DUg-dug-If of the 

Old Babylonian geographical list and the Ur III period to be advanced.256 

However, Tu-tu-lf and DUg-ciug-lf' of Sargon's inscription can hardly be located in 

the Upper Tigris region. Tu-tu-lf' and DUg-ciug-lf' in Sargon's inscription appear with cities 

and lands of the Upper Euphrates region, but these cities and lands never appear with 

DUg-ciug-lziU of the Ur III period and the Old Babylonian geographical list. Furthermore, in 

two Ur III texts, Tuttul written Tu-tu-fdi and Tu-tu-uf occurs.257 The former is mentioned 

with the god Dagan and grouped with E bla and Mari, and the latter appears beside Marl 

and Uclu. In the prologue of the code of Ij.ammurapi, Tuttul written Tu-tJl-uf is 

mentioned together with Mari in association with the god Dagan.258 So, these three are 

completely different to DUg-ciug-lf of lj.u1ibar and the Old Babylonian geographical list, but 

the accompanying towns and the mention of the god Dagan make it clear that Tuttul of 

these three are identical with Tu-tu-lf' and DUg-dus-lf' of the Sargon's inscriptions. Hence, 

DUg-ciug-lf' of the Ur III period and the Old Babylonian geographical list has to be 

distinguished from Tu-tu-lf and DUg-ciug-lf of the royal inscription of Sargon. 

The situation is further complicated, when one deals with the late Assyrian lexical 

list (lj.ar=gud) dated to the r h century BC259 The name [Tu}ul-tu-uf is equated with 

J'u-c(a]. This place name Ida/u is identified with modem I;Iit located to the east and 

downstream from Mari.260 So, one might again equate it with Tu-tu-lf and DUg-du.-1f of 

the bilingual royal inscription of Sargon and then, locate Tu-tu-lf and DUg-dug-If of the 

inscriptions of Sargon with modem I;Iit. However, this equation is also very unlikely, 

because Ida is separately attested in four of the Mari texts dated to the Old Babylonian 

period besides Tuttul of the Mari texts of the same period written Tu-ut-tJl-uf or 

256 According to B. Groneberg, another reference of IJu.du-lzki is known in vcr 9/5, 29, 5. 
However, this reference is not correct. This lJu.C/U-lzki occurs in ucr 9/4, 29, 5. See Groneberg, 
RGTC 3, p. 242; HF. Lutz, UQl9/4: ad BabjonianLetters, (1929), texts 29, line 5. Regrettably the 
latter does not contain any decisive topographical infonnation, but this letter was found in ~a, as 
were most of the Vr III texts mentioning tIulibar. Therefore, this Du-du-lzki also seems very 1ikelyto 
be the same as DUg-cfug-lzki of the Vr III period and the Old Babylonian geographical list. 
257 Edzard, et al. (eds.), RGTC 2, p. 201; E. Sollberger, 'Byblos sous les rois d' Ur,' AjO 19, (1951), 
p. 121. 
258 R Borger, AnOr 54: Babjcnisch-Assyrische Lf3f3tikke, Heft 1, (1979), p. 6. '. 
259 O. Schroeder, Keilsdmjttexte aus A ssw 7£YSchiedetrn Inhaits, (Zeller, Osnabrock, 1920), text 183, line 
23; Ovil, MSL 11, p. 35, line 23. 
260 For Ida/ u, see J.N. Postgate, 'Idu,' RiA 5, (1976-80), p. 33. 
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TU-tu-ur.261 In 1989 W. Mayer reconstructed the history of the city Tuttul based on all the 

Mari texts containing these writings of Tuttul.262 He concluded that the modem l:Iit is 

hardly to be identified with Tuttul of the Mari texts, because all the Mari texts, which give 

any allusion to its location, never indicate its location to the southeast of Mari. 

Furthermore, no association of the god Dagan with Ida has been confirmed in any texts.263 

So, it seems that the equation between [Tu}u/-tu-uf and Ida should be understood as a 

mistake of a later Assyrian scribe. 

As briefly remarked in the course of considering the above, there is another Tuttul, 

which is to be located on the upper part of the Middle Euphrates. One group comprises 

the aforementioned Tu-tu-fd'l and Tu-tu-ufi occurring in two Ur III texts and the prologue 

of the code of tIammurapi, in which they appear with the god Dagan and are grouped 

with E bla, Mari and Uriu, although the topographical information is not sufficient to 

indicate the precise location. In addition, two Old Babylonian sources also give 

topographical information placing Tuttul on the upper part of the Middle Euphrates.2M 

One is two versions of the Old Babylonian Itinerary, and the other is the aforementioned 

palace archives of Mari. Both groups indicate the location of Tuttul in the upper part of 

the Middle Euphrates region. This Tuttul appears in association with the god Dagan, 

therefore Tu-tu-lr and Dt.4,-dus-lr of the inscription of Sargon is to be equated with this 

Tuttul. 

Four Hittite texts refer to the place name Du-utJdu-ul or Du-utJdu-la.265 One of 

them found at BogazkOy indicates its general location on the Upper to Middle Euphrates. 

The nomads or tribal group called Ablamu is referred to in association with the Hittite 

Tuttul. Though it is not definite, Ablamu is generally known to us as the nomads or the 

261 Groneberg, RGTC 3, p. 104-5. 
262 W. Mayer, 'Gnmdziige der Geschichte der Stadt Tuttul im 2. Jt. v. Chr.,' UP 19, (1987), pp. 
121-60; 'Erganzungen zur Geschichte der Stadt Tuttul I,' UP 21, (1989), pp. 271-6. 
263 Groneberg, RGTC 3, p. 104-5: Nashef, RGTC 5, pp. 135-6: Zadok, RGTC 8, p. 184. 
2M The summary for the previously prevailing arguments for the location of Tuttul on the Upper 
Euphrates is given by E. Strommenger, see E. Stronunenger, 'Tall Bi<a bei Raqqa,' MD(XJ 109, 

(1977), pp. 5-13. 
265 G.F. del Monte and J. Tischler, RGTC 6: Die 01s- uni Geuissermmmderhethitisrhen TlXte, (1978), 
p. 446; G. F. del Monte, RGTC 6/2: Die Ots- uni Geuiissemmm der hethitisrhen Texte Supp/enrnt, 
(1992), p. 176. 
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tribal group especially active on the Upper to Middle Euphrates region.266 So, IJu.,Jdzl.ri 

of Hittite texts has to be treated separately from DUg-dug-If of the Ur III period, the 

Old-Babylonian geographical list and Ida. Hovvever, the topographical infornktion of 

Du-ud-du-ul accords with the aforementioned texts indicating Tuttul on the upper part of 

the Middle Euphrates. So, the equation betvveen Du-ud-du-ul of Hittite texts and Dua-rlM,-1r 

of the Sumerian version of the inscription of Sargon is philologically acceptable, and 

Du-ud-du-ul is to be identified with Tuttul on the upper part of the Middle Euphrates. 

Tuttul is also frequendy mentioned in the Ebla archives. Two texts, 75.2233 and 

75.2465 containing the place name Tuttul written Du-du-lzIi demonstrate its location on the 

upper part of the Middle Euphrates. 267 According to A Archi, they state that the king of 

Nagar received gifts in Tuttul and sent gifts to the god BAD of Tuttul under the Eb1aic 

administration. GIrrent evidence strongly suggests that the ancient name of Tell Brak was 

Nagar/Nawar. Excavations of third millennium levels yielded a clay howe stopper with the 

inscription Na-~t'\ and a seal impression from the 1937-1938 excavations in the Aleppo 

Museum is inscribed with the name of TalpuS-atili, sun of the land of Nagar. Finally, a 

tablet from the Mitanni palace refers to reeds of Nawar in the province of Ta'idu.
268 

So, 

Nagar is most likely to be located in the area of the Ijabur. Thus, concerning the locations 

of Ebla (= Tell Mardi!].) and Nagar/Nawar (= Tell Brak), Ida/u of modem I;lit located 

southeast of Mari geographically cannot be appropriately identified with TunuI of these 

two Ebla texts. A Archi also suggested the equation of the god BAD of Tunul with the 

god Dagan of Tuttul of the bilingual inscription of Sargon. If this supposition is correct, it 

further strengthens the possibility of the identification of T uttul of the E bla archives with 

266 Since the exact location of the nomads or tribal group cannot be identified, we do not further 
attempt to locate it. Only the relevant volwnes and pages of RGTC series are given here. 
Groneberg, RGTC 3, pp. 5-6; Nashef, RGTC 5, pp. 5-6; del Monte and Tischler, RGTC 6, p. 2; 
lAB. Marin, RGTC 12/2: Die Orts- und Geuiissenumm der Teae aIlS Syrien im 2. Jt 'U Cbr., (2001), p. 
6. 
267 A Archi, 'The Personal Names in the Individual Gues,' in P. Fronzaroli (ed.), QuSe~ 13: 
Studies an the LarT1Jltl~ if E fia, (Firenze, Istituto di Linguistica e di Lingue Orientali, Univers~ di 
Firenze, 1984), pp. 231-2; 'Tuttul-sur-Balil) a rage d'Ebla,' in 6. Tunca, (ed.), De fa Babfrie.~ fa 
syrie, en passant par Man, MeJa1'@3 efforts a rrun;ieur ]-.R. Kupper a l'arasw de san 7()e annilmarre, ~ege, 
Universite de Liege, 1990), pp. 197-207; P. Michalowski, 'TIUrd Millennium Q)ntacts: Observatlo~ 
on the Relationships Between Mari and Ebla,' fA C6 105, (1985), p. 297, note 34; M Bonechi, 
RGTC 12/1: 1 rrmg;ugraficidei testidiEfia, (1993), pp. 117-9. 
268 For the identification of Tell Brak "With Nagar/Nawar, see G.M Schwanz, 'Brak, Te1l,' 
DEANE, vol. 1, (1997), pp. 355-6;]. Eidem, 'Nagar,' RL4 9, (1998), pp. 75-7. 
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Tuttul of the upper part of the Middle Euphrates.269 

Now it is clear that Dus-du,,-lr and Tu.tu-lr of the bilingual inscription of Sargon 

has to be sought on the upper part of the Middle Euphrates region. Its precise location 

had been debated by a number of the scholars, but it was now securely identified by the 

discovery of cuneiform tablets at Tell BiCa by an excavation team from the German 

Oriental Society in 1993. As mentioned above, two written sources give precise 

topographical information placing Tuttul on the upper part of the Middle Euphrates 

region. The Old Babylonian Itinerary offers a listing of the travel stations from Larsa in 

Babylonia to Emar in Syria, a journey that exceeded half a year.270 The stations lie at an 

average distance of 25-30 Ian in the shortest straight distance, which is achievable in daily 

travel on foot or upstream by boat. The travel station written Tu-ul-tul-ul is listed among 

some other travel stations between Ijarran and Emar. 

Goetze equated Tu-ul-tul-ul of the Itinerary with Tz(-ut}-tu-ul of the Mari-Ietters, 

because the letters also refer Tt(-ut)-tu-ul in connection with the neighbouring travel stations 

of the Itinerary. He also called attention to the occurrence of Tuttul in the inscription of 

Yabdun-Lim 271 According to this inscription, Mari was attacked by kings of Samanum, 

Tu-tu-ul and Abattum with the auxiliary troops of Yambad (- Aleppo). The location of 

Samanum is known to be in the district of Terqa, and Yam.IJ.ad appears in fourth place as 

the place furthest from Mari. Therefore, Goetze argued that Tuttul and Abattum lay in this 

order and were to be located further upstream on the Euphrates. Iiallo cautiously remarked 

that this equation was open to question, due to occurrence of the rare shift it > tt in 

Akkadian, though he eventually followed Goetze~ equation along with these made earlier 

269 However, Archi considers oppositely. If BAD is the same as Dagan, he argues that Ida is a 
more likely candidate for Tunul of the Ebla archives and of Sargon of Akkad without giving any 
specific reason. However, as shown above, Tuttul of the upper part of the Mddle Euphrates was 
also connected with the god Dagan. So, his argument is very unlikely, see Archi, in Fronzaroli (ed.), 
QuSem 13, p. 232; G. Pettinato also argued that Tuttul of the Ebla archives is I;IIt very briefly 
without any reason, see G. Pettinato, El:Ja. Nuoci arizzcnti della storia, (Millano, Rusconi, 1986), p. 
296; EliaNeuLock, p. 155. 
270 A Goetze published a first version of the Itinerary in 1953, see]CS 7, pp. 51-72; W.W. Hallo 
published a duplicate in 1963, which largely completed many gaps of the first version, 'The road to 
Emar,' ]CS 18, (1964), p. 57-88; Goetze conunented on the second version, 'Remarks on the Old 
Babylonian Itinerary,' jCS 18 (1964), pp. 114-9. 
271 G. Dossin, 'L'inscription de fondation de Ial].dun-Lim, roi de Mari,' Syria 32, (1953), p. 14, iii 
4-11; Frayne, RIME 4, p. 606. 
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by S. Smith and H Lewy.272 

As for the precise location of Tuttul, one can assume it by reconstructing the two 

possible routes of the Itinerary on the basis of the known locations of Ijarran and 

Emar.m Either a journey went down the Balib. from Ijarran and upvvard from the 

confluence to Emar or directly to the Euphrates, then down this river to Emar. Both 

Goetze and Hallo proposed the second route and located Tultul of the Itinerary upstream 

from Emar on the Euphrates, because they equated Zalpab of the Itinerary, which appears 

two stations before Tultul, with Zalpa of the "Cappadocian road", which vvas used about a 

century and a half earlier by the Old Assyrian merchants.274 According to them, BIN VI 

265 and TQ XXI 211, 50 indicate a close connection between Zalpa and BatnaiBadna. 

Furthermore, BatnaiBadna is tentatively to be identified with Batna(e) (= Sarugi - modem 

Siirii~) located between Urfa and Birecik. Thus, they located Zalpal]. of the Itinerary to the 

west of Ijarran and accordinglyTultul to the further west. 

However, M. Falkner disagreed with Goetze's argument.275 She cited ARM I 118, 

which implies that Zalpab and Abuna located were near Subat-Samas, whose general 

location was to be placed to the west of ljarran. However, she argued that this evidence 

does not necessarily indicate locations of both cities and accordingly Tuttul to the west of 

Uarran. The expenses of the journeys recorded in To.... XX 164 speak against a string of 

the Old Assyrian trade stations proposed by Goetze, which he established Elul].ut - Ahrum 

- lJaga - Zalpa - Dadania - Burudum - Simala - Ijabl].um - Temelkia - KaniS. A 

contradiction is recognized between this text and Goetze's proposition, because it mentions 

that a caravan paid 12 shekels of silver for a journey from Elubut to Ijaga, which is only 2 

stations according to Goetze, but only 4 shekels of silver were needed for a journey from 

Zalpa to KaniS, which is a longer journey of 6 stations. So, there is a clear inconsistency 

between the distance and expenses of the journeys. She also cited BIN VI 180, which 

indicates Zalpa and Dadania as places to be located in the area surrounding ljattuSa. She 

272 S. Smith, 'Ursu and Ijassum,' A nSt 6, (1956), p. 37, note 5; H Lewy, 'Subat-SamaS and Tuttul,' 
o-.NS 27, (1958), p. 14. 
m Although at the period of the publication of the Itinerary, the location of Emar was not yet 
securely established, Goetze and Hallo's preswnption to locate Emar at or near modem Meskene 
was later justified. 
m Goetze,JCS 7, p. 68;JCS 18, pp. 116-7; Hallo,fCS 18, p. 78. 
175 M. Falkner, 'Studicn zur Geographie des alten Mesopotamien,' AfO 18, (1957-8), pp. 9-10 & 
33-34. 
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followed F. Cornelius, who earlier argued that Zalpa cannot be equated with ZalpaU of the 

Itinerary on philological grounds and proposed the location of Zalpa to the north of 

tlattu!a.276 Thus, she disagreed with locations for the stations Zalpa and Dadania on the 

direct route from ~~ur to K~ and argued that both ZalpaU and Tultul cannot be placed 

to the west of Ijarran. 

On the other hand, in 1958, H Lewy identified Tuttul of the upper part of the 

Middle Euphrates with Tell Thadayain lying on the Euphrates, some 25 km upstream from 

Raqqah and also upstream from the confluence of the Balib}77 Lewy agreed with Goetze's 

identification of Tuttul on the Euphrates and of two of the places reachable from Tultul, 

~aninum - Ijarran and Apqum sa Balib (the sources of the Balib) - one of the two 

springs of the Balib.278 However, she considered that the route of the Old Babylonian 

Itinerary was taken from the Raqqa region, so accordingly she located Tultul in that region. 

The most crucial point of her opinion was determined by the localization of AQuna of the 

Old Babylonian Itinerary. She equated it with the classical town of Ichnai, due to their 

similarity of the names. This site is identified with a modem town of Hnez located one 

days march north of NIkephorion, in other words approximately 36 km north of Raqqah. 

In the Old Babylonian Itinerary, the route was taken from Abuna - Hnez, via the source 

of the Balib to Ijarran, and accordingly the stop preceding AQuna is Tultul. So, she argued 

that Tuttul must be located in the vicinity of the swampy Balib delta. In addition, she 

compared this route to the pre-Islamic Itinerary of Isidore of Cbarax in order to support 

her aforementioned argument. It describes a journey to NIkephorion (a town which stood 

on approximately the same site as Raqqah) through a place named Mannuorrha Aureth, 

which she equated with the source of the Balib, because it describes the site as possessing a 

spring. She eventually concluded that only one ruin mound in the Raqqa region on the 

Euphrates, Tell Thadayain is old and large enough to cover as important a town as Tuttul. 

Lewy also attempted to justify her identification philologically. According to her, 

Tell Thadayain means "Hill of the Two Breasts". The designation of this Arabic name 

276 F. CDmelius, 'Hethitische Reisewege,' RHA 13, (1955), p. 50. 
277 Lewy, CK.NS 27, pp. 9-14. 
278 Though she identified its location on the Euphrates mainly on the ~asis of ARM 4, 6, she 
argued that it alludes to the presence of the Euphrates near Tuttul, because it refers to Yasub-Il, the 
governor of Tuttul receiving the order to send barges to Iabattum and the Rabh:tuu-men wishing to 
cross over from Yaml)ad (= Aleppo). 
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coincides with the Akkadian Tuttul or Tultul, because Akkadian tu!u designates a woman's 

breast, hence Tultul is understood as the reduplicated form and signifies "the Two Breasts". 

Thus, she argued that the ancient name TuttuVTultul reflects the same conspicuous 

formation as the Arabic name Thadayain. 

In spite of the great effort of these scholars, their identification of Tuttul on the 

Upper Euphrates was invalidated by the publication of three Mari letters regarding the 

waters of the Balil) and the fields of Tuttul. G. Dossin in a presentation, which he gave in 

Leiden in 1952, identified the location of the ancient city of Tuttul on the ground of the 

statements of two letters from Mari.279 These two and another, which Dossin later 

published with them, clearly mention that the waters from the Balil]. to the fields of the city 

written Tu-ut-tu-uf' were cut at ZalpalJ and then Tuttul struggled to irrigate its fields. 

Therefore, it is obvious that ZalpalJ is to be located upstream from Tuttul. Dossin also 

called attention to another text, ARM 2, 137, 15. It indicates the location of Tuttul between 

Aleppo and Mari. Thus, he argued that it lies on the edge of the river terrace on the 

junction between the Euphrates and the BalilJ. Dossin also pointed out the allusion of the 

predominant position of Tuttul over Serda and ZalpalJ in these three letters, hence the 

ancient site of Tuttul must be identified with the most outstanding Tell in the lower BaliIJ 

region. He concluded that Tell Bi(a fits the status of Tuttul on the ground of the abundant 

shards including proto-Sumerian geometric ceramics, its outstanding huge aggregation of 

mounds and the fact that it is the only Tell in this region to have ramparts. 

In 1993, Dossin's identification of Tuttul with Tell Bi(a was finally confirmed by the 

discovery made by a German expedition there. The team discovered a number of 

cuneiform texts, which name the place as Tu-ut-tu-ur and mention the Dagan Temple.
l80 

Some of them were administrative texts dealing with personnel, a ration list and a 

statement concerning a crop used for different purposes. In this context, they frequendy 

refer to "the large crop storehouse of Tuttul". 

Another group of texts, which M. Krebernik classified as "Botentexte", dealing 'With 

ration lists of the crops and beer for people, clearly indicated the movement of people, 

279 Later he published these two letters together with a third letter of similar content. See G. 
Dossin, 'Le site de Tuttul-sur-Bali!),' RA 68, (1974), pp. 25-34. 
2MJ See M. Krebemik, 'Schriftfunde aus Tall Bi(a 1992,' MDCXJ 125, (1993), pp. 51-60; 'Tall Bi(a 
1993: 'Die Schriftfundc,' MDCXJ 126, (1994), pp. 33-6. 
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who came to or traveled from Tuttul in official order. Furthermore, there is another 

decisive piece of evidence for its identification with Tuttul. A receiver of these 

"Botentexte" is named YaSub-Il and his name coincides with the governor of Tuttul 

lmown from the Mari texts. 

So it is clear that Tell Bi'a is the one of Tuttuls, which is to be located on the 

confluence of the Balib. It is different from Dus-dus-lf of the Ur III period and the Old 

Babylonian geographical list and [Tu}u/·tu-uf of the late Assyrian lexical list equated with 

ftU-c(a]. However, Tuttul, Tell Bi(a, is to be identified with Tu-tu-lr and Dus-dua-lr of the 

royal inscription of Sargon and most likely Du-du-UJei of the E bla archives in the 

accordance with the reference to the god Dagan, and most likely with Du-ud-du-u/ of Hittite 

texts. The identification of Tell Bi'a with Tuttul seems to be secure, thanks to the 

inscriptions found. In general there is no scholarly disagreement since the German 

excavations clarified this identification. 
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CHAPTER 5: LOCATION OF IARMUTI 
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5. 1: History of Research into the Location of Iannuti 

The city of Iarmuti written ia-ar-rru-ti-a-arrF in Akkadian and ia-ar-rru-tfl in 

Sumerian appears in two copies of the royal inscriptions of Sargon of Akkad.281 These 

two inscriptions are the most important and fundamental written sources for considering 

the location of the city of Iarmuti, because these are the only contemporary evidence 

directly associated with Sargon of Akkad. So, firsdy it will be necessary to consider the 

nature of topographical information given by Sargon's inscriptions, before attempting to 

investigate other pieces of topographical evidence indicating the location of Iarmuti. 

The city of Iarmuti is cited as the city given to Sargon along with other cities and 

regions by the god Dagan in response to his prayer to him. It is listed after Mari and before 

Ebla, the Cedar Forest and the Silver Mountains. The locations of the cities of Tuttul, Mari 

and E bla have been clearly identified in the northwest of Mesopotamia. Therefore, these 

twO inscriptions definitely indicate its general location in the same area, in other words 

somewhere in present Syria, Lebanon and Eastern Turkey. However, there has been a great 

controversy among the scholars as to how to interpret this topographical written 

information and locate the city of Iarmuti. 

In 1914, A Poebel first argued the general location of the city of Iarmuti listed in 

Sargon's inscriptions.282 Poebel assumed that the list of these cities and regions is recorded 

in geographical order, therefore Iarmuti should be sought between Mari and E bla in the 

Upper Euphrates region. Poebel also took another item of topographical information into 

account regarding the location of the city of Iarmuti. He equated it with a similar name of 

a country or land called Yarimuta and written rN.tuja-ri-rru-ta and rN.tuja-ri-im-rru-ta, which 

appears in a dozen of the cuneiform letters discovered at Tell EI-Amarna. In these, 

Rid-Addi, the ruler of Byblos implores the king of Egypt to order his agent Yanbamu to 

281 Fra}Ue, RIME 2, E2.1.1.11 .~~ 12. ~art. from its ~~~ .and Surn,erian .v.;itings, Prof. 
Millard kindly infonned that an lIDtial vocalizatIon of Iannutt, Ia Ul Akkadian ongmally derived 
from and is the equivalent with "Ya" of the Amorite language. So, it is asswned that the city of 
Iannuti associated with the homeland of the Amorites in the west of Mesopotamia. It actually 
coincides with the topographical infonnation of the places bearing the similar sound to the city of 
Iarmuti of Sargon. It will be shown in the following sub-chapters. 

282 A. Poebel, PBS 4/1: Historiatl Texts, (1914), pp. 225-7. 
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send grain by ship from Yarimuta to Byblos. Based upon these letters, Poebel suggested its 

location somewhere on the shore of the Mediterranean Sea in a more or less level region 

able to produce grain in sufficient quantities to supply Phoenician cities. He suggested that 

it lay within the Egyptian sphere of influence, which he regarded during the earlier part of 

the reign of Amenophis IV, as extending north to approximately the Amanus. Poebel did 

not indicate a specific location for Sargon's Iarmuti, because he assumed that the names of 

cities and regions listed in Sargon's inscriptions were designations of extensive territories at 

the time of Sargon and must have covered more extensive territories than Yarimuta of the 

EI-Amarna letters. He eventually concluded that the region which satisfied the 

aforementioned political and geographical conditions indicated by both Sargon's 

inscriptions and the EI-Amarna letters, could only be sought on the fertile plain of Antioch 

along the lower course and at the mouth of the Orontes River. So he considered the list of 

cities and regions of Sargon's inscriptions as recording a certain geographical order.283 

R Dussaud at first seems to have understood the list of the cities and regions of 

Sargon's inscriptions as a list composed in a certain geographical order and considered its 

location in connection with topographical information for the country of Yarimuta given 

by the EI-Amarna letters.284 However, he did not agree with Poebel's identification of 

Sargon's Iarmuti and Yarimuta of the EI-Amama letters at the mouth of the Orontes River. 

He reconstructed the trade routes which existed before the arrival of Alexander the Great 

and concluded that the routes did not extend to the lower Orontes from inland, but only to 

the region of Simyra. Thus, he concluded that Sargon may not have been able to reach to 

the mouth of the Orontes River. As a result, he tentatively identified IarmutilYarimuta 

with Arv / wad. 

m Pochel's assumption for the location of Sargon's Iannuti and his treatment of topographical 
information of Sargon's inscriptions were later followed by other scholars, see Landsberger, 0 35, 
pp. 234-5; P. Dhonne, 'L'Aurore de l'Histoire Babylonienne,' RB 35, (1926), p. 542; B. Maisler, 
AOSUG 2: UntersudJlDlfPl zur alten GeschUhte urxi Ethmgraphie Syriens un/, Paiastinas, (1930), pp. 7-9; 
Ch. Virolleaud, La f4prieplx!niciennuie Darxi, (paris, Geuthner, 1936), pp. 8-9. 
2H4 In the same year, in which Dussaud argued the aforementioned opinion, he also argued the 
contradictory opinion that he did not treat the cities and regions as listed in geographical order. 
Although it is uncertain whether he argued this contradictory opinion before or after t?e 
aforementioned argument, Dussaud seems firstly to have identified IannutilYarimuta Wlth 
Arv/wad and later changed his opinion and followed W.F. Albright, who at first did not adopt the 
list of the cities and regions of Sargon's inscriptions as registered in a certain geographical order. 
~l'e THSAM, p. 511; 'Nouveaux Renseignernents sur la Palestine et la Syne vers 2000 avant notre 
Ere,' Syria 8, (1927), p. 224. 
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In 1949, Kupper followed Poe bel in considering Sargon's inscriptions as an 

itinerary and concluded that it was a list of the cities and regions recorded in a certain 

geographical order. However, he disagreed with Poe bel's equation of Sargon's Iarmuti and 

Yarimuta of the EI-Amarna letters. Two main reasons can be ascertained. One is that he 

emphasized the topographical information in Sargon's inscriptions, considering it a very 

precise geographical indicator. While the location of Mari on the Middle Euphrates was 

without doubt clear to him, he identified the Cedar Forest with the Amanus and the Silver 

Mountains with the Taurus. Therefore, he insisted that the city of Iarmuti should be 

sought in general in the Upper E uphntes region between Mari and these mountainous 

regions along with E bla.285 Thus, he concluded that the order of the cities and regions of 

Sargon's inscriptions must have been listed in a northwestern geographical direction. 

Another factor is his identification of Yarimuta in the EI-Amama letters. He assumed its 

location to the south of Byblos, thus he noticed contradictory evidence for their locations 

and eventually argued for two separate entities. 

In 1971 J. Bonero partly agreed with Poe bel and Kupper's argument for the two of 

the royal inscriptions of Sargon being an itinerary, but he also advanced another 

interpretation of the topographical information given in Sargon's inscriptions. 286 He 

argued that if Sargon's inscriptions are understood as a sununary of Sargon's campaigns, 

the equation of the city of Iarmuti with the country of Yarimuta in the EI-Amarna letters 

is also possible. So, with regard to the location of the city of Iarmuti, the cities and regions 

mentioned in Sargon's inscriptions might have been listed not one after the other along the 

route of Sargon's march, but the cities of Iarmuti and E bla might have formed a twofold 

goal. The one was Iarmuti to the south and the other Ebla to the north. As the most 

distant region reached by Sargon or falling under his sway, the land of Yarimuta would have 

included the Cedar Forest, by which we should perhaps understand the Lebanon rather 

than the Amanus, which Bottero assumed that later Naram-Sin was to call the Cedar 

Mountains. In the other direction the land of E bla would have extended westwards as far 

as the Taurus foothills of the Silver Mountains among which later legend placed the 

locality of Puru.SUanta probably as the extreme limit of the conqueror's advance. 

When the aforementioned arguments concerning topographical information of 

285 JR Kupper, cUrSu,' RA 43, (1949), pp. 84-7. 
286 Bottero & Drower, OtHI/2, 3rd ed., (1971), p. 324. 
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Sargon's inscriptions are assessed, opinions diverge into two groups. One obviously treats 

Sargon's inscriptions as a list of an itinerary.287 The other treats them as a summary of 

Sargon's campaigns in the northwest.288 These were the opinions, when the locations of 

Tuttul and Ebla were not securely identified. Today we know their locations. Tuttul was 

identified with Tell Bi(a between Mari and Ebla. Ebla was identified with Tell Mardib south 

of Aleppo. T uttul is the place which heads the list of the cities and regions related to 

Sargon's hegemony in the northwest. Therefore, the modem tIlt was often considered to 

have been wrongly identified with Tuttul and constituted the forefront location of the list. 

Tell Mardlb was the place, where no one expected to find Ebla due to the contradictory 

evidence in the texts including Sargonic inscriptions indicating the topographical location 

of E bla to be further north westwards. These facts suggest that Iarmuti may not be 

necessarily sought between Mari and E bla as Bottero suggested. However, it is still true 

that the locations of Tuttul and Ebla cannot definitely oppose the itinerary theory. Tuttul 

was not exactly cited along with other cities and regions together. Sargon only mentions 

that he prayed to the god Dagan in Tuttul. Ebla's location is still northwest of Mari and 

maybe east of the Cedar forest and the Silver Mountains. Thus, the location of Iarmuti can 

still be sought between Mari and E bla. So, from Sargon's inscriptions, primary 

topographical information cannot, unfortunately, be extracted. The discovery of other 

pieces of topographical evidence, at least directly associated with the Akkadian period that 

might solve this problem, has to be awaited. In this circumstance, both the itinerary and 

summary theories cannot be judged correctly; and both theories should be treated as 

secondary topographical information. Therefore, unfortunately it is impossible to define 

the core regional location of Iarmuti of Sargon. See maps 5.1 and 5.2. So far, apart from 

Sargon's inscriptions, five different pieces or groups of topographical ~tten evidence bear 

a name similar to Iarmuti of Sargon.289 So in relation to either of the two different theories 

2H7 See map 5. 1. 
2HH See map 5. 2. 
2H'! For a repertoire of written evidence referring to the names similar to Iannuti of Sargon, see 
Edzard, et al., RGTC 1, p. 76: W. Rollig, 'Jarrnuti, Jarimuta,' RIA 5, (1976-80), pp. 266-7; J.AB. 
Marin, RGTC 12/2: Die Ots· un:/, Geuiisserrwrmder Texteaus Syrien im2. Jt 'U 07r. (2001), pp 342-3. 

In addition to these references, also see M Gorg, Unters~ zur hierqi)phisdJen wude1F 
paJastinisd:x:r Otsrwrm, (Bonn, Selbstvertag des Orientalischen Seminars der Universitat, 1974), pp. 
126-36; W.F. Albright, 'A Case of U~se-Majeste in Pre-Israelite Lachish, with Some Remarks on the 
Israelite Conquest,' BA SOR 87, pp. 32-8 and particularly p. 36, note 30; 'Smaller Beth-Shan Ste~ of 
Scthos I 1309-1290 B.C, BA SOR 125, (1952), p. 28. These give an additional repertoire of wntten 
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of secondary topographical information of Sargon's inscriptions, it will tentatively be 

considered what each piece or group of topographical evidence indicates to be the 

probable location of Iarmuti of Sargon. So at least five probable regional locations will be 

drawn on the map, but they are all secondary in nature and not conclusive. 'The future 

discovery of any written evidence containing primary topographical information for the 

location of Iarmuti, will either prove or disprove the correctness of some or maybe all of 

the five regional locations. 

evidence refening to names similar to Iannuti of Sargon, which the aforementioned biblioglilphy 
does not refer to. . .., . . . 

Moreover, Ementus Professor K.A KItchen kindly supplied a list of wntten eVldence with 
useful conunent to the author. 
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Map 5. 1: Iarmuti in the itinerary theory 
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Map 5. 2: Iarmuti in the summary theory 
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5. 2: Regional Location of Iannuti 

5.2. 1: The Location ofYannut in the Egyptian Execration Texts 

5. 2. 1. 1. 

Introduction 

Apart from Sargon's inscriptions, the chronologically oldest wntten source 

registering a place name similar to the city of Iarmuti is the Egyptian Execration Texts. 

They list the princes and the cities or regions of four ethnic groups, Nubia, Asia, Libya and 

Egypt, for cursing potential rebels by smashing the objects on which these names were 

recorded. The list of each ethnic group can be divided into three sections and the first and 

second sections are particularly important for the location of Iarmuti, because they record 

a number of toponyms along with it. The first section is categorized by a listing of named 

chieftains each preceded by the denomination "chief of tqxJnym and all the henchmen who 

are with him". The second section is a generalizing statement encompassing "all the 

Asiatics of tqxnyni' followed by a list of places. The Berlin group of Execration texts is in 

general dated to the nineteenth and eighteenth centuries B.C It shows fifteen toponyms in 

section one. In section two there are nineteen toponyms and all fifteen toponyms of 

section one recur in this section and Yarmut, written ja-r-mtt, occurs twice in this section. 

The Brussels group of Execration Texts is in general dated to a century later than the 

Berlin group. Section one has sixty-three toponyms and the second section contains only 

five toponyms which are not recorded in section one, and again Yarmut, written r-rrut-( ... ), 

occurs in the second section. Its writing is not exacdy the same as Yarmut in the Berlin 

group, but two of the four toponyms, which only occur in the second section of the Berlin 

group, recur in five toponyms of the second group of the Brussels group, as a result it has 

been suggested that r-mtt-( ... ) can be equated with ja-r-mtt of the Berlin group. One may 

attempt to investigate the location of Yarmut based on their geographical order, but the 

purpose of the Execration Texts is obviously directed toward persons, not places, and the 

inclusion of the places serves only to identify and locate individuals. Therefore, there is 

unfortunately no geographical order to the sequence of places. As a result, it is impossible 
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to locate Yarmut by identifying the locations of place names listed before or after it.290 

Moreover, the correct explanation and identification of the numerous 

Syro-Pa1estinian place names of the Berlin group of the Execration Texts naturally differs 

from those of the Brussels group. The philological laws governing the transcription of 

Semitic words into Egyptian hieroglyphs were not the same as the texts from different 

periods. Furthermore, only when we understand the remarkable changes in the 

tranScription of Semitic words into hieroglyphs and vice versa, can we compare the usage 

of the different periods. However, a final solution for understanding these very 

complicated philological laws has not yet been established. There are still many 

disagreements among scholars both for the transcription and the identification of these 

place names. As a result, it is unfortunately impossible to define the extent of the region 

covering these Asiatic place names, thus the precise regional location of Yarmut remains 

uncertam. 

Although there are difficulties in both groups of Execration Texts concerning the 

location of Yarmut, the currently prevailing identifications of the place names and their 

locations will be investigated, and then the extent of the region covering all the Asiatic 

place names of both the Berlin and the Brussels groups of the Execration Texts will 

tentatively be established, so accordingly two tentative regional locations of Yarmut will be 

poSited.291 This type of written source obviously cannot be rated as primary topographical 

290 S. Yeivin suggested the possibility of the presence of the geographical order for section one of 
the Brussels' group, but Yannut unfortunately was not registered in section one and the toponym; 
of section one do not recur in section two. Thus, the location of Yannut cannot be sought 
according to his theory. See S. Yeivin, 'The Extent of Egyptian Domination in Hither Asia under 
the Middle Kingdom,' Erf!I2·Israel4, (1956), pp. 37-40; 'Topographic and Ethnic Notes: J4 tiqct 2, 
(1959), pp. 155-64. .. . . .. 
291 The original transcnptton of the Berlin group was published by K. Sethe, see A~. In the 
following Jears, three scholars mainly attempted to identify these place names only based on the 
Berlin group, see Dussaud, Syria 8, .. pp. 216-33; A Alt, 'Die asiatis~hen G~fahnonen in den 
.Achtungstexten der 11. Dynastie,' ZAS 63, (1928), pp. 39-45; 'Amurru m den Achtungstexten der 
11. Dynastie,' ZA W 5, (1928), pp. 77-8; W.F. Albright, 'The Egyptian Empire in Asia in the 
Twenty-First Century B.C: ]Fa 8, (1928), pp. 223-56. 

In 1940 the Brussels group of the Execration Texts was published by G. Posener. Again 
mainly the aforementioned three scholars attempted to advanc~ and identify the ;ranscriptions and 
identifications of the place names of the Brussels group, see Prirm; R Dussaud, Nouveaux Textes 
Egyptiens d'Execration contre les Peuples Syriens: Syria 21, (1940), pp. 170-82; A Alt, 'Herren und 
Herrensitze Pallistinas im Anfang des zweiten Jahrtausends v. Cbr.,' ZDPV 64, (1941), pp. 21-39; 
W.F. Albright, 'The Land of Damascus between 1850 and 1750 B.C: BASa? 83, (1941), pp. 

30-35. 
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written evidence, because it only indicates the secondary element for the location of 

Yarmut. Thus, the Execration Texts are rated as secondary topographical written evidence 

at least concerning the location of Yarmut of the Execration Texts and possibly for the 

location of Iarmuti of Sargon given the similarity of names. 

Later, others attempted the identifications of the place names of both the Berlin and Brussels 
groups, see Yeivin, Eretz..[srael4, pp. 37-40; 'Atiqa: 2, pp. 155-64; BAv, pp. 44-9; AF. Rainey, '~e 
World of Sinuhe', Ia 2, (1972), pp. 395-408; CTAED, D.B. Redford, Egypt, Canaan and Israel zn 
ArKient Tim5, (princeton, Princeton University Press, 1992), pp. 87-93. 
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5.2. 1. 2. 

The location of Yarmut in secondary topographical information 

(1), The Berlin and Brussels groups of Execration Texts: an inclusive approach 

In the Berlin group of Execration Texts, only the locations of seven out of 

nineteen place names have been identified 'With particular ancient siteS.292 They are Byblos 

292 The investigation for the currently prevailing identifications and locations of the place names 
will adopt Sethe's numbering 'e' or Of' for the designation of the place names of the Berlin group 
and Posener's numbering of 'E' or 'F' for the designation of the Brussels group. For the 
tranScription of the hieroglyphic writing of the Semitic place names, W. HeIck's transcriptions are 
temporarily used. Moreover, the correctness of the identification and location will be gnded by 
four different categories: 

1 - The identification and location of the place name is either historically or archaeologically 
cross-confirmed. 

2 - Agreement among scholars for the identification of the place name, but it has not yet been 
confirmed. 

3 - No agreement among scholars for the identification of the place name. 
4 - No proposal has been given for the identification of the place name. 

Based on these criteria only the place names which are graded by'l' or '2' will be dnwn on the map 
and the tentative extent of the region covering the place names of the Berlin and Brussels group or 
in other words the tentative regional location of Yannut will be detennined. 

The Berlin Group 

Q ; kap-n-h = Byblos ; 1 
place name f2 is certainly equated with Gul:ia or KupIa of the EI-Amama letters.(l) According to 
W.F. Arbright, Semitic I is represented by Egyptian n in the earliest times.(2) Moreover, since this 
name of Byblos has now been found on numerous inscriptions from the excavations in 
JebaillJebei1/Jubeil (= the modem Arabic name of Byblos), there is no doubt among the scholars 
as to the correctness of the identification. 

f3 ; >-u-I-8-a I: Ullaza ; 2 
Place name f3 has certainly been settled as Ullaza. Sethe first identified it with Usu named in the 
EI-Amama letters as the watering place of Tyre known as Palaityros by the Greeks. This was 
immediately accepted by succeeding scholars.(3) However, Albright and P. Montet eventually 
rejected ~ ide~tification due t~ the philolo~cal. imp~~ba~ility of this identification, proposing ~e 
identificauon With Ullaza.(4) Smce then, this tdentiflCauon has been accepted. However, this 
equation has not yet been confinued, because its location is only tentatively to be placed to the 
south of Arv/wad and the north of Byblos by the EI-Amama letters. 

~ : j3-(-n-q ; 3 
Place name f4 has been identified with three different places, the biblical (Anaqim, Ya-nlFt, and the 
hinterland of Byblos. Sethe first pointed out its philological equation with biblical (Anaqim.(5) 
Based on this equation, R Dussaud advanced the argument that perhaps the three named princes 
were distributed to the cities Hebron, Debir and Anab, which are stated as belonging to the 
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(Anaqim in Josh. 11,21 and 15, 14. Furthennore Israelite tradition locates it in the southern part of 
Judah and Philistia.(6) AF. Rainey mentions its identification with Ya-n-qa listed in the annals of 
Amenhotep II and locates it to the north of Kedesh.(7) S. Yeivin locates it in the hinterland of 
Byblos because of his interpretation of Posener's figurine and the order of the names there.(8) So, 
there is still no agreement. 

£5 : ~U-t-y = Syt: 2 
In general place name f5 is equated with the land of Sut mentioned in the Beni Hassan inscription 
from the reign of Senuseret II of the 12th dynasty and the lands of Upper and Lower Sutu of the 
Brussels group of the Execration Texts.(9) Albright first proposed this equation of S'liCW (- Sutu) 
with St, the ancient name of Moab.(10) He identified that this is the archaic tribal name of the 
Moabites in the Oracle of Balaam (Num. 24: 17), where all the children of St appear in parallelism 
with Moab. Furthennore, he argued that Sutu need not have bordered later Moab, but it is tempting 
to place the Upper Sutu to the east of the Lower Sutu. The former may have corresponded roughly 
to later Anunon and the latter may have been the region to the southwest, north of the Amon 
River.{II) Thus, it is generally accepted as the designation of Trans-Jordan. 

l' ., '(' 16 : Ja-my- -ro : 4 
Place name f6 has been still not identified.(12) Dussaud tentatively identified it with Amurru, but it 
was rejected by Alt and later scholars. 

f7 : q-h-r2-mu : 3 
Place name f7 has still not been identified. Only Yeivin locates it to the south of Tripoli based on 
his identification of the geographical order of the later Brussels group.(13) However, no other 
scholars support his argument. 

£8: la-rob-boy = Rehob : 2 
Place name f8 is generally identified with Rehob. Albright and Alt suggested identifying it with 
Rehob of the Beth-shean Valley.(14) However, others identified it with southern Rehob of Asher 
mentioned in Jos. 19,28, because in the Brussels group of the Execration Texts, Achshaph (Ell) 
and Mishal (E13), which are usually identified near the southern Rehob of Asher appear together 
with Rehob (E14).{15) The Rehob of the Beth-shean has so far generally been identified with Tell 
e:;;-Sarem and Rehob of Asher either with Tell el-Balat or Tell er-Ral:Ub.(16) Both Rehobs are 
obviously situated to the south of Tyre, therefore neither marks the northernmost and 
southernmost extent of the region covering the place name of the Berlin group. 

f9 & 13: ja-r-myt = Yannyt: ? 

flO : )an-h-a-r: 3 
Place name flo is unknown.(17) Only Yeivin tentatively locates it on the Phoenician coast, because 
he identified the following place names fl2 and f13 with Tell (Arqa and Khirbet el-YannUk on the 
Phoenician coast. 

f11 : r-q-b-a : 3 
Place name fll is unknown.(18) Yeivin very tentatively locates it in the Phoenician hinterland for 
the same reason as the place name flO and based on the geographical order of the Brussels. group. 
On the orther hand, Dussaud proposed its philological equation with lfe/eq, a city of the kingdom 
of Israel, which is referred to in Num. 26, 30, Jos., 27, 2 and I CMon., 7, 19.(19) 

£12 : « )r-q-tum = Irqata : 1 
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In 1928 place name £12 was identified with Irqatum of the EI-Amama letters by Albright.(20) His 
identification has been supported by later scholars.(21) It is certainly identified with biblical Arkite 
and Tell <Arqa located on the coast between Arvlwad and Byblos.(22) 

f14 ; >3-1->3n-nu i 3 
The identification of the place name f14 is still obscure and not yet certainly identified. Abituv 
tentatively pointed out the coincidence that while it is followed by Ashkelon (£15), it is preceded by 
Ashkelon (E2) in the Brussels group. Therefore, he argued that it may be located in southern 
Palestine.(23) Likewise, Yeivin proposed to identify it within the confines of Judah based on its 
association with the later Brussels group.(24) According to Abituv, B. Mazar equated it with 
Beth-shean by reading the name as lASan.(25) Dussaud proposed to identify it with Ashna of Jos. 
15, 43.(26) However, according to Abituv, these latter two equations cannot be accepted mainly 
because of the philological improbability. 

£15 ; >3-1-<l-I-nu - Ashkelon ; t 
Place name £15 was without doubt identified with Ashkelon by Sethe.(27) The place has obviously 
retained its identical name until today, and it is located on Israel's Mediterranean coast, some 63 km 
south of Tel Aviv and 16 km north of Gaza.(28) 

06 ; dmj-tjw; 3 
Place name f16 has still not been identified. It is derived from the word "harbour" and to be 
understood as "people of the harbour", therefore Sethe and Alt suggested a general connection 
with the harbour inhabitants.(29) HeIck mentions that B. MaisIer compares this place name with 
Oimit, which is listed under Sargon II and located on the eastern limit of Egypt.(30) Dussaud 
tentatively proposed the identification with Tyre based on the Sethe's argument.(31) 

fl7 ; mut-i-r ; 3 
Place name f17 is obscure. Only P. Montet proposed the identification with mU-ta-r mentioned 
under Ramesses 11.(32) It has been identified by M Noth with Mutariye 17 km east of el-Batriin (
BatnmalBatroun).(33) However, his identification is still unproven. 

f18 ; r( )w-u-S( )l-m-m = Jerusalem; t 
Place name f18 was without doubt identified with Jerusalem by Sethe, and later scholars have 
generally followed it.(34) 

£19 ; <h-mut; 3 
Place name f19 is most probably located in the Bashan in the north of Trans-Jordan by Yeivin 
based on his identification for the geographical order of the Brussels group. It is listed between 
E2S, which is generally identified with <Ashtartl<Ashtoroth and E27, which is B~runa, and the 
locations of these two places indicate its location in Bashan. However, it is not yet proved.(35) On 
the other hand, Dussaud proposed the identification with Hanunath of Jos. 19, 35 and 21, 32 
situated to the east of Galilee. He does not have any other support for this identification as 
wel1.(36) 

f20 ; >3-r-h-nu ; 3. .. . '" .. 
Place name f20 has still not been IdentifIed. Only Dussaud tentatIvely proposed Its IdentifIcation 
with Ayyaluna of the EI-Amama letters and biblical Aijalon (- Elon).(37) 

at ; j3-1-3-P-3 ; 3 
Place name f21 has been equated with Slapa or Asapa of the inscription of Esarhaddon, located to 
the south of Gaza by Alt. (38) Yeivin located it in the plain of Akko based on the comparison with 
the probable geographical order of the Brussels group.(39) 
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(f2), U11aza (f3), Sut (f5), Rehob (f8), Irqata (f12), Ashkelon (£15) and Jerusalem (£18). As 

for the Brussels' group of Execration Texts, only twenty-four out of sixty-eight place 

names can be equated and identified with the certain sites. These are: Ashkelon (E2), 

Beth-hanuniBeth-haran (E4), Shechem (E6), PehaVPella (E8), Achshaph (E 11), Rehob 

(E14), Hazor (E15), Ijon (E18), Beqa( (E20), Ashtaroth (E25), B~runu (E27), Sirion (E30), 

Quath (Kenath) (E32), AlUpu (E33 and 34), Tyre (E35), Jerusalem (E45), Akko (E49), Sut 

(E52), Irqata (E54), Shimron (E55), Laish (E59), Byblos (E63) and Ullaza (F2).293 

(39), Yeivin, ETf!12 Isrttel4, p. 37; 'Atiqa 2, p. 161. 

293 The Brussels Group 

Et; b()r-im; 3 
The reading of this place name is still uncertain. A nwnber of the attempts at identification have 
been made, but none of them have not yet been proved. HeIck tentatively identifies it with b( )r-m-i 
of the inscriptions of Sinai, no. 110.(1) Albright and Alt proposed its identification with biblical 
Helam located in the north of Gilead (2. Sa. 10: 16).(2) Kuschke identified it with BeqaC(3) Rainey 
equated it with biblical Honnah, whereas Al;lituv proposed an equation with biblical Horma located 
perhaps at Tell el-Milh or at Khirbet el-Meshash.(4) 

E2 ; Asbkelon ; 1 
The same as £15. 

EJ 
The same as £14. 

E4; h-r-mu - Beth-haram/Beth-haran: 2 
Posener's equation with biblical Beth-hanunlBeth-haran has universally been accepted.(S) It was 
identified with Tell Iktanu by Glueck's surveys.(6) 

ES; m-Q-ti1-h-ja : 3 
Posener's equation with Magdali of the Tell EI-Amama letters has universally been accepted.(7) 
Albright suggested its location in southern Syria, whereas a Transjordanian location was proposed 
by Mazar.(8) Yeivin identified it with Khirbet el-Majdal in the Sharon as it retains the ancient name, 
but no archaeological evidence supports its location there.(9) Based on Yeivin's identification, 
Aharoni and Al;lituv advanced its identification with Tell edh-Dhrur, which is situated nearby 
Khirbet el-Majdal. Excavations there testify to its importance beginning in the:MB. In the LB it was 
destroyed and rebuilt six times, but it continued to be occupied in the Iron Age.(10) However, its 
identification is still inconclusive. 

E6 ; s-k-m-i-~-i - ~hechem ; 1 . . 
Posener's equation Wlth Sknmof the stele of Sebek-khou and biblical Shechem has been universally 
accepted.(ll) It is without doubt identified with Tell BaIatah. Before its identification with Tell 
BaIatah, there had been considerable controversy as to whether the site of ancient Shechem was 
identical with that of Neapolis (modem Nablus), or was situated some distance from it. Jerome's 
statement, "Shechem, which is now called Neapolis" apparently equated the two sites, but Eusebius 
stated that Shechem was "in the suburbs of Neapolis" and the Madaba mosaic map, which depends 
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on E usebius' Onomasticon, shows Shechem a short distance southeast of Neopolis. However, in 
1903 Thiersh's discovery of a major ancient fortification system at Tell Balatah seemed to establish 
Tell Balatah, rather than Nablus, as the site of ancient Shechem(12) 

E7: k-n-a: 3 
Albright and Mazar identified it with Kunu of Ramesses III, biblical Kun and Latin Conna and 
located at Ras Ba(albek{13) However, identification with Ginna of EA 250: 17 and 22 is more 
favorable due to the agreement between the contexts of both the Execration text and EA 250, as it 
is mentioned near Shechem(14) Kuschke identified it with Tell ed-Jhisr in Beqa(, but HeIck and 
Abituv disagree, because his suggestion takes Ginna out of the geographical context proposed by 
the arrangement of the Execration text.(15) Aharoni and Abituv suggest JenIn, but this 
identification too has not yet been confirmed.(16) 

E8 : p-a-h( )I-u-m - Pehal/Pella: 1 
Posener's identification with Pi!}lim of the Tell EI-Arnarna letters was advanced by HeIck to equate 
it with Oassical Pella of the Decapolis, which is identified with modem Tabaqat FaI:J since FaI:J is 
understood as a corruption of an earlier Arabic place name Fibl, and Fib! is understood as the 
phonetic equivalent of the Semitic name Pibil{um).{17) Its archaeological history clearly correlates 
with the written history of PehaVPella. 

E9: )a-p-q-u-m; 3 
Posener's equation with Biblical Aphek has universally been accepted. However, its location is still 
controversial. Alt and followed by HeIck and AI:lltuv identified it with Aphek of Asher in the Akko 
Plain as it heads a list of other cities in the Plain of Akko (E9-14).{18) However, according to 
Abituv, Albright and Mazar proposed to identify it with Aphek of the Sharon Plain.(19) Yeivin 
equated it with Umm el-Fik in Golan.(20) 

E 10 : (-n-ja : 3 
Posener equates it with (nj of the list of Thutmosis III, no. 86. Their equation has been accepted by 
scholars. However, its identification has not yet been settled. According to Dussaud, this is (An.im 
of Jos. 15:50 in southern part of Judah.(21) Kuschke identifies it with et-Tell near (Ana in the 
Lebanese BeqaC(22) HeIck and .AQ.ituv doubted their identifications because they do not fit with the 
identifications and locations of E9 (= Aphek) and E 11 (= Achshaph), which suggest its location to 
be somewhere on the Plain of Akko.(23) Elsewhere, Yeivin proposed to locate it at Tell 
Kurdaneh.(24) 

Ell: )a·k-sap-a =Achshaph: 2 
Posener identified it with 'Iksp of the list of Thutmosis III and biblical Achshaph and its 
identification has universally been accepted by the scholars since then. For its location, Tell Kisan 
was proposed by J. Garstang and has been followed by others.(25) Recent excavations at T~ll Kis~ 
have revealed that there were settlements in MB IIB-C, LB and Iron Ages I·II, thus correlatIng Wlth 
the history of Achshaph, which can be reconstructed from a number of the docwnents.(26) 
According to HeIck, B. Maisler based on the list of Thutmosis III identifies Achshaph with Tell 
Harbaj in southeast of Ecje of the plain of Akko.(27) However, archaeological findings fro~ ~ell 
Harbaj do not indicate occupation in MB II. So, archaeological findings favour its identiflcauon 
with Tell Kisan, but its definite identification is still inconclusive.(28) 

E12 
The same as f21. 

E 13 : m-s-a-I-a : 3 
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Posener's equation with Msir of the list of Thutmosis III and Mischlal of Josh. 19: 26 has 
universally been accepted.(29} Its general location in the Plain of Akko has been accepted, but its 
precise identification has not yet been settled. According to HeIck, Maisler and Mazar suggested 
that it is to be identified with Tell en-Nabl northeast of Haifa, whereas Aharoni proposed to 
identify it with Tell Kisan.(30) Elsewhere, Z. Kallai equates it with the city of Asher based on the 
list of Thutmosis III.(31) 

£14; Rehob; 2 
The same as fS. 

£15 ; h-s-u-a-r-a ; Hazor; I 
Posener's equation of this place name with /jf/ur of the Middle Empire period of the geographical 
lists of 1S-19th d}1Wties, Jja$ura of the Tell El-Amama letter and biblical Hazor has universally 
been accepted.(32} It is without doubt identified with Tell el-Qedah, 12 km north of the Sea of 
Galilee. (33) 

£16; !II .. -I-a; 3 
nus place name is essentially illegible, but Yeivin tentatively read ~-d-sa and identified it with 
Kadesh in Galilee of Josh. 19: 37.(34) 

E 17 ; A-<-p-u-m ; 4 
Unidentified. 

E18; <-ja-nu = Ijon; 2 
Posener proposed to equate this place name with Biblical Ijon of 1 Kg. 15: 20 in Naphtali and Alt 
and Albright followed his equation.(35) However, AQituv prefers an equation with Ijayani in the 
land of the GA <SU> RI mentioned in the EA letter 256: 2S, because this identification is favoured 
by the context, E19 being Siri-bashani.(36} Alt identified the fonner with Tell ed-Dibbin in the 
valley of Marj (Ayyiin, which preserves the ancient name. Albright identified the latter with (Ayyiin 
(its exact location cannot be found on any map, so its location on map 5.3 is general), 3 km north 
of Hanunat on the Yannuk River.(37} Though it is not yet confinned to which Ijon, Ijon of the 
Execration text can be equated, agreement among scholars can be observed for the equation of this 
place name with Ijon and both Ijons are identified with two separate sites, hence this place name is 
rated for 2. 

E 19 ; s-i-r-m ; 3 
Posener proposed to equate this place name either with Ser in Naphtali of Josh. 19: 35 or 
Siri-baSani of the EA letters.(38} Succeeding scholars have favoured the identification of E19 with 
Siri-baS ani of the EA letters. Its location is so far only generally identified with the area east of Sea 
of Galilee based on the EA 204 and the list of the cities of the province of Naveh.(39) 

E20: b-q-<-tum - Beqa< : 1 
Posener's equation with Beqa(, the Valley of Lebanon has universally been accepted.(40) 

E21 ; )-a-~i ; 3 
Dussaud suggested its identification either with Alon in Naphtali of Josh. 19: 33 or Elon in Dan of 
Josh. 19:43, ~ereas according t? ~tuv, ~ ~roposed its equation with Am of Tiglath-Pileser 
In's inscripuons and Ara of It1n!ranumAntalml 194. However, these proposals have not been 
accepted by other scholars.(41} 

E22 ; I( )r-m-rrh ; 4 
Unidentified. 
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E23 : m(a)r-s-h-k-iz, south: 4 
Unidentified. 

E24: m(4)r-s-h-k-i2, north: 4 
Unidentified 

E25 : (-s-Ua-lr-tum - &htaroth : 1 
Posener's identification with biblical Ashtaroth has been universally accepted.(42) It is identified 
with Tell (Ashtarah and archaeological surveys indicate its occupation during all Bronze Ages and in 
the Iron Age until its destruction by Tiglath-Pileser III of Assyria in 733 B.C(43) 

E26 
The same as £17. 

E27 : b-u-s-r-nu = Busrunu : 2 
Alt equated it with B~runu of the Tell EI-Amama letters in the Bashan and proposed to identifyit 
either with B~r el-Harin (its exact location cannot be found on any map, so its location on map 5.3 
is general) or B~ra esh-Sham(44) Alt's equation and identification have been accepted. Both sites, 
which are situated nearby, preserved the element of the ancient names, but the early archaeological 
history of neither site has been investigated, so the identification of BW;irunu has not yet been 
confinned.{ 45) 

E28; ( ........ ) 
Illegible. 

E29 : ma-s-a : 3 
According to Abitiv, Mazar tentatively proposed to equate this place name with the biblical Mash 
of the Aramaic genealogy of Gen. 10: 23.(46) Based on extra-biblical sources, three locales can 
possibly be equated with the Biblical Mash. Hittite texts refer to Masa in west-central Anatolia. The 
mountains of MaSu are mentioned in the Epic of Gilgames probably in Lebanon. A Mount Maius 
in the northern Mesopotamia is known as inhabited by Arameans. So far, the relationship between 
these three northern locales is unclear. They could be completely different places, or they could be 
identical locations referred to in different sources.(47) Abituv argues that identification with or in 
the mountain of Lebanon is favoured by the context of E30 being Mount Sirion, the 
Anti-Lebanon.(48) Elsewhere Yeivin identified it with Oassical Mise and Mise with El-Mezze near 
Damascus.(49) So, the identification of the place name of E29 is still inconclusive. 

E30 : s( )r·ja(?)-nu = Sirion : 2 
Alt first identified it with biblical Sirion.(50) His argument has been followed by later scholars. 
Sirion is a name used by the Sidonians to refer to Mt. Hennon as it is cited on Deut. 3: 9. Mt. 
Hennon is well known from biblical sources as part of the Anti-Lebanon Range.(51) 

E31: s( )r-ja(?).nu = Sirion: 2 
Rainey seems to have first equated this place name with biblical Lebo'{-harnath).{52} Its locati?n is 
still unknown. According to Abituv, Mazar proposed to identify it with the tell of the large village 
of Labwe, which preserves the ancient name.(53) His identification has been supported by others. 
However, its identification has not yet been confinned. 

E32 : q·n-ja = Qnath (Kenath) ; 2 
Alt's equation with Qanu of the Tell EI-Amama letter and Biblical Qnath (Kenath) h~ be~ 
accepted. {54} Only Noth disagreed with Alt's equation, because its location does not fIt Wlth 
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locations of no. 31 and 33.(55) According to Abituv, Mazar identified it with EI Qmawit as it 
preserves the ancient name.(56) 

E33 ; >a-p-u-m south - AlUpu : 1 
Albright's equation of this place name with AlUpu of the Tell EI-Amama letters has been 
accepted.(57) It is known as a cuneifonn writing of the area around Damascus.(58) 

£34; >;\-p-u-m north: 1 
The same as E33. 

E35 ; ,-u-r-u-ja a Tyre : 1 
Posener's equation of this place name with the Phoenician city of S6r (Tyre) has universally been 
accepted.(59) It is located on what was originally a small island off the coast of southern Lebanon, 
39 km south of Sidon.(60) 

EJ6 
The same as E64 and f4. 

E3l; m-k-a-ja ; 3 
Alt proposed to equate this place name with biblical Beth-Maacah, but others dis agree. (61) 

E3S ; ( .. )-r-ja-nu 
Unidentified 

£l2 
The same as E40 and f7. 

~ 
The same as E39 and f7. 

E41; s-u-r-u-d-nu (?) : 3 
The reading of the place name is uncertain. Yeivin tentatively identified it with Zaretin of Jos. 3,16; 
1 Kg. 7:46 in the middle Jordan.(62) 

E42 ; (-f-r( .. )-a : J 
Alt and Rainey identify it with biblical Ophrah, but their equation has not been universally 
accepted. ( 63) 

E43 ; ja-b( )r-ja ; 3 
Albright proposed to equate it with Yabliya of the Mari texts, whereas Abituv considers that the 
place name .of E43 is possiblyt? be equated with Y~bi1iima of the EA 256, which is identified with 
biblical Abila of the Decapolis.(64) However, neIther proposal has been supported by other 
scholars. 

E44 : rza-ja-t?-a : 3 
The reading of this place name is uncertain. According to He1ck, Yeivin tentatively proposed to 
identify it with Luz (later Bethel).(65) 

E45 ; Jerusalem: 1 
The same as £18. 

E46 ; ( ... )-r-ja : 3 
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Place name E46 is illegible, but according to Helck, Yeivin tentatively completed the reading and 
identified it with Ephron, the name of mountains near Jerusalem in Josh. 15: 9.(66) 

E47 : lab-y-I-m: 3 
Alt first proposed its identification with Beth Maacha, modem Tell Abil el-Qamb and then, he was 
followed by Rainey. (67) The archaeological survey of Tell Abil el-Qamb at least confirms that it was 
settled by MB IIA However, Heick and Abituv also allude to the possibility of its identification 
with Abel-Meholah, Tell Abu SUs, south of Beth-shan.(68) So, its identification has not }{!t been 
established. 

E48 i )a-s-n( )n?-y-s : 3 
According to Mituv, Mazar and Yeivin suggested an identification with Ashna of Josh. 15: 43.(69) 
However, their proposal has not been accepted because of linguistic improbability. 

E49 : (-k-ja = Akko : 1 
It was identified with Akko by Posener in 1940.(70) Other scholars agree with this identification 
except for Yeivin, who identifies it with Eglon (= Tell Nagila?), but Heick excludes Yeivin's 
proposal as a linguistically impossible equation.(71) Akko is without doubt to be identified with Tell 
el-Fukhkhar and archaeological excavations confinn that it was founded in the MB ITA, so 
corroborating the evidence of the Execration Texts.(72) 

E50 : the stem from k-u-~-y : 3 
Albright first suggested its equation with an archaic name for Midian.(73) Rainey and Abituv 
followed his equation and equated it with Kush of Num 12: 1.(74) The exact location of the land 
of Kush is not certain. Albright suggested its location to the south of the river Amon, whereas 
according to Mituv, Mazar suggested it in southern Israel.(75) 

E51 i the stem from k-u-s-u : 3 
The same as E50. 

E52: Sut: 2 
The same as E53 and f5. 

E53 
The same as E52 and f5. 

E54: Jrqata : 1 
The same as E61 and £12. 

E55: s-m\J-(-yn = Shimron : 2 
Alt proposed to equate this place name with Sambuna of Tell El-Amama letter 225.(76) Rainey 
subsequently equated it with biblical Shimron.(77) Both equations have been accepted by scholars. 
Modem Khirbet SammUniyeh preserves the ancient name.(78) 

E56: q-r-q-r-m : 3 
The equation of this place name is still controversial. Posener proposed to equate this place ~ 
with Karkor on the Wadi Shirhan of Judg. 8: 10.(79) According to Abituv, Alt and Mazar equated it 
with Qarqar on the Orontes River.(80) Yeivin holds to its equation with modem Karkar, because 
he considers that this place leads the new geographical order.(81) Heick, Rainey and Abituv do not 
propose any equation for this place, but they disagree with these equations .(82) 

E57: sil-su : 3 
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Yeivin identified it with a nomadic group on east bank of the Orontes, but HeIck rejected it as 
philologically impos sible. (83) 

E58 ; <-q-r=ja ; 3 
The equation of this place name with Eglon appears to be the leading candidate.(84) However, even 
if this place name can really be equated with Eglon, it is uncertain to which Eglon it is to be 
equated. Alt equated it with Ekron and Yeivin proposed to equate with Ugarit, but HeIck and 
Abituv point out the linguistic improbability.(85) Elsewhere, according to Abituv Mazar proposed 
its equation with Beth-eglaim (Tell el-(Ajjiil).(86) 

E59 ; raw-u-s-h = Laish : 1 
Posener's equation with Laish of Josh. 10: 30 has universally been accepted.(81) Laish is without 
doubt identified with Tell el-Qadi (- Tel Dan) as a bilingual inscription mentioning the "god of 
Dan" has been found in excavations.(88) 

E60 ; b-u-d-J-m-Ju : 3 
Alt's equation with Beth-shemesh of Naphtali has universally been accepted, except for Albright, 
who read Gt(~-smSw and equated it with Gath-shemesh, but Albright's equation failed to gain the 
support of later scholars.(89) The identification of Beth-shemesh is still controversial. Alt and 
Yeivin identified it with EI-Abedijeh, whereas Aharoni and followed by Abituv proposed an 
identification with Khirbet Tell er-Ruweisi based on the fact that the nearby holy grave, Maqiim 
Nebi Abu Haliun preserved the Hellenised form of the name Beth-shemesh.(90) However, 
archaeological evidence from Khirbet Tell er-Ruweisi is problematic with respect to its occupation 
in LB period, thus its identification is still not confirmed.(91) 

W 
The same as E54 and £12. 

E62 ; m-k-a-ja : 3 
The same as E37. 

E63: Byblos : 1 
The same as f2. 

~ 
The same as E36 and f4. 

1:2 ; UlIaza ; 2 
The same as f3. 

1:3 ; (-mut-( .. ·.) = Yannut? 
The same as f9 and f13. 

B 
The same as £11. 

fl 
The same as £16. 

1:6 ; h-s-su-m : 4 
Unidentified. 
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(74), Rainey, Ia 2, p. 404; CTAED, pp. 85-6. 
(75), Albright, BASrn 83, p. 34, note 8; CTAED, p. 85. 
(76), Alt, ZDPV 64, p. 35. 
(77), Rainey, Ia 2, p. 407. 
(78), P. Benjamin, 'Shimron,' ABD, vol. V, (1992), pp. 1218-19; J. Kutsko, 'Shimron-rneron,' ABD, 
vol. V, (1992), p. 1219. 
(79), Prin:es, p. 91. 
(80), CTAED, p. 157. 
(81), Y~~vin, Emz fs~ael4, p. 39. 
(82), B~. V, p. 59; Rainey, fa 2, p. 385, note 86; CTAED, p. 157. 
(83), BA V, p. 59. 
(84), Ibid., p. 60; Rainey, Ia ~, p. ~05;. CTAED, p. 91. 
(85), Alt, ZDPV 64, p. 36; YelVUl, 'Atzqa 2, p. 160, note, 11. 
(86), CTAED, p. 91. 
(87), Pri,rm, p. 92. 
(88), A Biran, 'Dan (place),' ABD, vol. II, (1992), pp. 12-7; D.W. Manor, 'Laish (place),' ABD, vol. 
IV, (1992), pp. 130-1. . 
(89), Klein&hrifien, p. 67; Alt, ZDPV 64, p. 34; Albnght, BASeR. 83, p. 34. 
(90), D.W. Manor, 'Beth-shernesh,' ABD, vol. I, (1992), p. 698; Alt, ZDPV 64,34; Yeivin, BiQ- 23, 
p. 22, note 49; CTAED, p. 80; LB, p. 162 and p. 432. 
(91), CfAED, p. 80. 
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Arv / wad will be advanced as the northernmost location for the regional location of 

Yarmut, and Ashkelon as the southernmost. The modern city obviously retained the same 

name and is located on Israel's Mediterranean coast, some 63 km south of Tel Aviv and 16 

km north of Gaza. It is unknown why Yarmut was registered twice on f9 and £13 of the 

Berlin group of Execration Texts. There were maybe two places called Yarmut or maybe it 

was a scribal error. It is also not known whether Yarmut of F3 of the Brussels group of 

the Execration Texts is identical with either f9 or f13. However, this or these Yarmuts may 

be located within the tentative regional location drawn on map 5.3. 
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Map 5. 3: Yannut in the Egyptian execration texts: 

an inclusive approach 
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(2), The Berlin group of the Execration Texts: a hypothetical approach 

From the list of the place names of the Berlin group, another feature may be 

observed. As mentioned briefly in the introduction above, the chieftains of four places 

'Were not registered in section one, but only registered in section two with all the other 

toponyms mentioned in section one. Two of them 'Were satisfactorly identified with Byblos 

(f2) and Ullaza (3). These two places 'Were without doubt the harbour cities. Concerning 

dni-tjw it has not yet been identified with a particular site, but this place name is derived 

from a word meaning "harbour" and understood as "people of the harbour" .294 So, three 

places out of four are possibly connected with harbour cities. When this aspect is taken 

into consideration, Yarmut (f9 & 13) may be connected with a harbour city, which was 

situated somewhere on the Mediterranean coast along with Byblos, U1laza and drrj-tjw 

HO'Wever, this may be just accidental, and the question concerning the double appearances 

of Yarmut has not yet been ans'Wered and if there are really two different places called 

Yarmut, it seems unlikely that both 'Were conveniently located on the Mediterranean coast. 

So, the coastline betvveen Ashkelon and Arv/wad is only drawn as the tentative regional 

location of Yarmut on map 5.4. 

294 See the study on the identification of this place above. 
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Map 5. 4: Yarmut in the Egyptian execration texts, 

a hypothetical approach 
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5.2.2: Location of Yarimuta of the EI-Amarna Letters 

5.2.2. 1. 

Introduction 

The country or land of Yarimuta is referred to in the fourteenth century B.C 

EI-Amama letters in Akkadian as matula-n-rm-ta and matula_n_imrm_ta.295 As Poe bel and 

others pointed out, its writings are very similar to Iarmuti of Sargon of Akkad. In the early 

days of Assyriology, some scholars developed different opinions regarding the location of 

the country of Yarimuta of the EI-Amama letters without taking the topographical 

information of Sargon's Iarmuti into account. 

Before the publication of two of the royal inscriptions of Sargon, the location of 

the country of Yarimuta of the EI-Amama letters used to be identified with the NIle Delta 

in Egypt.296 However, as a result of the discovery of Sargon's inscriptions, and the general 

acceptance of the equation between Sargon's Iarmuti and Yarimuta of the EI-Amama 

letters, this argument was completely discarded. While Poebel and others considered 

Sargon's inscriptions as an itinerary indicating cities and regions listed in a certain 

geographical order, others were skeptical of Poe bel's argument, though many at least 

accepted the equation between Sargon's Iarmuti and Yarimuta of the EI-Amama letters. 

In 1920, W.E Albright first referred to the location of the country of Yarimuta 

based only on the EI-Amama letters. He agreed with the Poebel's equation of Yarimuta of 

the EI-Amama letters as the same as Sargon's Iarmuti. However, he considered that the 

EI-Amama letters alone did not indicate its location to the north of Byblos.297 Instead, he 

supported C Niebuhr and 0. Weber's arguments, who proposed its location to the south 

of Byblos, though Albright did not support its location in the Delta in Egypt. Based on 

295 A mt1"11:tLet!ers, EA 68,75,81,82,85,86,90, 105, 112, 114, 116 & 125. . 
296 C Niebuhr, 'Das Land Jarimuta,' MVAG 1, (1896), pp. 208-12; W.M Miiller, 'Geographl:sche 
Einzelheiten,' MVA G 2, (1897), pp. 274-6; H Ranke, KeilsdJriftlidx:s Material zur A/taeg)ptisriJen 
Vdealisatim, (Berlin, Reimer, 1910), p. 22 and note 1; O. Weber, 'Anmerkungen,' inJ.A Knudtzon 
(hrsg.), Die El-Arrmnz TafrJn, (Leipzig, J.CHinrichs'sche Buchhandlung, 1915), p. 1153 & pp. 
1169-72. 
297 W.F. Albright, 'Menes and Naclm-Sin,' JEA 6, (1920), p. 92; 'Magan, Meluba, and the 
Synchronism between Menes and Nararn-Sin, JEA 7, (1921), p. 81; 'New Light on Magan and 
Meluha,' JA a 42, (1922), pp. 320 -1; 'Palestine in the Earliest Historical Period,' JPC6 2, (1922), p. 
112, note 2; 'Egypt and the Early History of the Negeb,' JPa 4, (1924), p. 140; JPC6 8, p. 243; S. 
Langdon, 'The Early Orronology of Swner and Egypt and the Similarities in their Culture,' JEA 7, 
(1921), p. 139, note 2. 
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topographical information in the EI-Amarna letters, he identified Yarimuta as a district on 

the seacoast between Egypt and Byblos and a great grain producing land. Furthermore, he 

identified that it was ruled through the pharaoh's viceroy, a man with the Semitic name of 

YanbatnU, whose authority, as Albright postulated extended from Oassical Simyra (- Tell 

Kaztl) in Phoenicia to the extreme south of Palestine. Based on EA 296, Albright 

particularly pointed out that Gaza and Joppa were in the district of Yarimuta directly 

controlled by Yanbamu. In addition to this argument, he also identified another royal 

functionary with the Semitic name of Yapa1;}-Hadda, whose political status also indicates 

the close association of the land of Yarimuta with Palestine. Thus, he generally identified 

the location of Yarimuta rather with Palestine than with the Delta and argued that the only 

available identification of Yarimuta with the coastal plain of Palestine is Sharon, because it 

is described in the inscription of Esmunazar of Sidon as a splendid land of grain with the 

principal towns of Dor and Joppa. He concluded that Yarimuta seems to correspond to the 

Palestinian Shephelah extending from Carmel to Gaza. His argument was followed by 

some other scholars.298 

298 For other scholars' opinions see Dussaud, Syria 8, (1927), p. 224; C]. Gadd and L. Legrain with 
contributions by S. Smith and E.R Burrows, UET 1: Ro;td Inscription, (1928), p. 79;]. Lewy, 'Zur 
Amoriterfrage,' ZA 38, (1929), p. 262; S. Smith, Afalakh ani ~, (London, Luzac and 
Company, 1940), p. 32 & note 91; Kupper, RA 43, p. 85. 
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5.2.2.2. 

The location of the country of Yarimuta in primary topographical evidence 

The aforementioned argument has to be assessed by investigating the nature of the 

topographical information given by the EI-Amama letters. The country of Yarimuta is 

mentioned in twelve of the EI-Amarna letters.299 Concerning its topographical information, 

EA 68, 75, 81, 85, 86, 90, 112, 114 and 125 clearly indicate that the country of Yarimuta 

supplies provisions to Gubla (= Byblos). EA 82 and 85 indicate that the country of 

Yarimuta is reachable from Gubla by ship. From these pieces of topographical information 

for the land of Yarimuta, one can definitely locate Yarimuta near Gubla somewhere on the 

coast of the Mediterranean Sea, where the region is fertile enough to produce the required 

amount of grain. So, given the fact that these references to the land of Yarimuta are very 

direct they must be reliable, so they should be treated as primary topographical information 

for the regional location of the land of Yarimuta. Thus, the coast of the Mediterranean Sea 

is to be drawn as the definite regional location of Yarimuta on map 5.5. 

As Albright recognized, pharaoh's functionary with a Semitic name appears in close 

association with the land of Yarimuta. EA 85, 86 and 116 tell that the Egyptian 

commissioner Yanl)amu had close association with the land of Yarimuta and the 

responsibility to send grain to Gubla and Sumur. Apart from these three letters Yanb.amu 

also appears in twenty-six of the EI-Amarna letters.3OO In these letters, he certainly appears 

as a commissioner, who acts under the direct order of the Egyptian pharaoh and 

intervenes in the conflict between neighbouring cities or comes to help the war against 

Amurru. A number of the cities of the Mediterranean coast appear to associate with him 

in some of the EI-Amarna letters. The northernmost identifiable city is Ugarit.
301 

The 

southernmost city is Gaza. He appears to moving around the region between these two 

m See above. 
300 For EA numbers of twenty-six letters, see A rmmaLetters, p. 385. . 
301 RS. Hess refers to occurrences of this name outside the EI-Amama letters. In Ugant, twO 

different forms written as ia·an-!Ja(.arrP·mt/i and ynJ;nn are attested. In Alala!]., it is written as 
ia·an-!Ja-mt. In Egypt, yn'l;m and yn-I;rm However, most of them are only lists of individuals. 
Others are lists of local people, therefore most of them obviously do not relate to YanI].amu of the 
EI-Amama letters. Simultaneously, their date cannot be settled. So, these pieces of evidence should 
not be taken into account for reconstructing the political status of YanI].amu of the EI-~ 
letters, though YanI].amu attested in some texts found in Ugarit seems to be identical With 
Yan!].amu of the EI-Amama letters and tentatively suggests the possibility of his association with 
Ugarit. See APN, pp. 83-4. 
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cities. As mentioned above, Albright argued that EA 296 shows that Gaza and Joppa 

appear to be the centre of the district of Yarimuta direcdy controlled by Yanbanru. 

However, these letters do not particularly point out the presence of his principal cities or 

the region between Ugarit and Gaza. He rather appears to be moving around the various 

cities under the direct order of the pharaoh. Therefore, unfortunately it is impossible to 

locate his principal cities or regions. However, we can at least argue that the provisions sent 

from the land of Yarimuta to Sumur and Gubla by Yanbamu came from the region 

between Ugarit and Gaza. Ugarit is without doubt to be identified with Ras Shamra.302 As 

for the southernmost identifiable city, it is Gaza as it is listed in Amarna letters no. 289 and 

296. In both letters Yanbamu is referred to as the cOnmUssioner, who is well known in the 

region and responsible for administering the cities including Gaza. Its general location is 

obviously to be identified with a tell lying somewhere within the confmes or near the 

modem city of Gaza. So far two sites have been suggested. w.M.F. Petrie identified ancient 

Gaza with Tell EIJAjjul about 6 km away from the modem city of Gaza, whereas A 

Kempinski argued for its identification with Tell Ijarubeh within the confines of the 

modem city of Gaza and identified Tell EI·(Ajjul with Sharuhen.303 So, based on these 

items of secondary topographical information, the regional location of the land of 

Yarimuta may be tentatively drawn on the Mediterranean coast between Ugarit and Gaza. 

This result clearly accords with the location of Yarimuta, indicated by the aforementioned 

twelve of the EI·Amama letters. So, this secondary topographical information can be used 

as supportive topographical evidence for locating Yarimuta on the Mediterranean coastal 

line. 

302 AR, Millard, 'Ugarit,' DA NE, (2000), pp. 305-6. 
303 J.P. DesseL '(Ajjul, Tell El-,' CEANE, vol. 1, (1997), p. 38; AR Millard & T.e Mitchell, 'Gaza,' 
NBD, (1996), p. 398. 
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Map 5. 5: Yarill\uta in the EI-Amama letters 1 
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5.2.2.3. 

The location of the countIy of Yarimuta in secondary topographical evidence 

EA 105 and 114 show the particular political situation directly related to the 

sending provisions to Gubla. Rib-AddalHadda (- the mayor of Gubla) tells the Pharaoh 

that Yapab-Hadda did not let his ships into Yarimuta from Gubla.304 So, if one can identify 

the political status of Yapab-Hadda, a more precise location of Yarimuta may be advanced. 

However, it has to be noted that this approach is obviously indirect and secondary, as their 

political status may be only partially reconstructed from the EA letters. Thus, there may be 

the likelihood of error. 

Yapab-Hadda is mentioned in thirteen of the Tell El-Amama letters. 305 

Concerning the political status of Yapab-Hadda, EA 83, 103, and 106 indicate the close 

relationship between Yapab-Hadda and Zimredda. The latter's status is without doubt the 

mayor of Sidon.306 So, one can assume that Yapab-Hadda's principal city 'WaS near Sidon. 

Moreover, in EA 114 Yapal].-Hadda is mentioned after the mayors of Tyre, Beirut and 

Sidon. Since Zimredda is certainly known as the mayor of Sidon, and the mayor of Tyre is 

identified with Abi-Milku and he is often coupled together with Zimredda of Sidon, they 

are definitely contemporary.307 Hence, it is very likely that Yapab-Hadda is the ruler of 

Beirut. It is certainly located just to the north of Sidon. Another important letter is EA 98, 

in which Yapab-Hadda complains to YanlJamu that all lands from Gubla to Ugarit have 

become enemies in the service of Aziru (== the leader of Amurru) and reports that Aziru 

has stationed the ships of Arv / wad in Ampi and in Sigata, thus he cannot bring grain into 

Sumur. So, this letter clearly points to the same direction for the location of his principal 

304 EA 142 clearly indicates the political status of Rib-AddalHadda as the mayor of Gubla. See, 
AmzrnaLetters, EA 142; The location and identification of Gubla is without doubt identified with 
Byblos. See P. Bienkowski, 'Byblos,' DANE, (2000), p. 62; MS. Joukowsky, 'Byblos,' OEANE, 
vol. 1, (1997), p. 390-394. 
305 AmzrnaLetters, p. 385; Hess also cites another occurrence of Yapal].-Hadda outside the 
EI-Amama letters. However, except for one or two texts, any translation or transliteration are not 
available. So, there is a possibility that some contain crucial infonnation for the political status of 
Yapab-Hadda, see APN, pp. 85-6.. . . 
306 Zimredda is certainly referred to as the king or mayor of SIdon Ul a number of the El-Amama 
leners, see Amtm:tLetters, p. 389; The location and identification of Sidon is also clear, see LA 
Khalifeh, 'Sidon,' OEANE, vol. 5, (1997),pp. 38-41. 
307 Abi-Milku is also definitely referred to as the mayor of Tyre, see Arn:n?1d..etters, p. 379; Its 
location and identification is also certain, see Mattingly, DANE, pp. 303-4; W.A Ward, 'Tyre,' 
OEANE, vol. 5, (1997), pp. 247-50. 
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city to the south of Gubla. So concerning the political situation of EA 105 and 114, 

YapalJ-Hadda is now very likely to be identified with the mayor of Beirut, therefore the 

incident described in EA 105 and 114 should be understood that he prevented 

Rib-Adda/Hadda's ships certainly into Yarimuta from Gubla near Beirut. As a result, one 

concludes that the provisions, which a number of the letters tells that Yan.lJamu sent from 

the land of Yarimuta, may have also come from the south of Beirut. Although EA 98 does 

not indicate where the grain came from, since the land of Yarimuta is always referred to as 

only the place supplying provisions either to Gubla or $umur and the supplying of the 

provisions to either of these cities only provides a link with Yan!Jamu, the grain referred to 

in EA 98 should be understood as also coming from the land of Yarimuta.308 Thus, as 

Yapab-Hadda explains the hostile situation of the region from Gubla to Ugarit, it is 

impossible that grain came from the north of Gubla and accordingly the centre of the 

grain producing land of Yarimuta is to be located to the south of Gubla. So, based on 

these pieces of secondary topographical information, the regional location of the land of 

Yarimuta may be drawn on the south of Gubla on map 5.6. 

308 It is true that no other places are associated with the supplying of provisions to either ~ubla or 
~umur except for the land of Yarimuta, and YanlJamu is the only commissioner responslble for 
sending provisions of the land of Yarimuta to either of these two cities, see Armm:tLettm, EA 68, 
75,81,83,85,86,90, 112, 114 and 125. 
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MapS. 6: Yarimuta in the EI-Amama letters 2 
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5.2.2.4. 

Conclusion 

A dozen of the EI-Amama letters attest the name of the land of Yarimuta. Primary 

topogr.lphical information extracted from these letters indicated that the land of Yarimuta 

is most likely to be identified as the centre of a grain producing land lying somewhere on 

the coast of the Mediterranean Sea near Gubla (- Byblos). This localization was also 

strengthened by supportive secondary evidence. Furthermore, based on secondary 

topographical information, its more precise location was tentatively indicated to the south 

of Byblos. Thus, the land of Yarimuta is very likely located somewhere on the 

Mediterrnnean coastal line and more precisely maybe south of Byblos. 
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S, 2, 3; Tablet of the EI-AlDama Period from Ten el-Uesi 

S. 2. 3. 1. 

The location of Yaramu in secondary topographical infonnation 

The name Yaramu written la-ra-m is mentioned in EA 333. This name to some 

extent resembles Iarmuci of Sargon of Akkad, thus the possibility of their equation 

arises. J09 Ho"Wever, the situation concerning the understanding of this name is very 

controversial. w.F. Albright treated the name Yaramu as a town and w.L. Moran followed 

his treatment:l1O On the other hand, E. Nodet remarked that the name does not bear the 

geographical determinative, though he admitted that a similar formula used for YarJmu is 

found for the city name, whose name is clearly known from other written sources as the 

city name.lll So, concerning particularly Nodet's observation, Yaramu may not be a place 

name. Furthermore, the word before Yaramu is not "Well preserved, hence one cannot 

deduce the meaning of the name Yaramu from it. Albright translated it as "the chief or 

prince of Yaramu", whereas Moran translated "the forces of Yaramu". III Thus, it could be 

the designation of the people or a personal name. As a result, this topographical evidence 

should be treated as secondary written evidence on the supposition that it would be a place 

name possibly relating to Iarmuci of Sargon given the similarity of names. 

EA 333 is message from the Egyptian official Paapu to the magnate of Tell e1-I.lesi 

concerning the intrigues of Sipti-Ba(la and Zimredda, who "Were in treasonable relations 

with Yaramu. Firstly, the fact that this letter was discovered in Tell el-l.Iesi, may indicate the 

location of Yaramu near Tell el-tIesi. Three persons are mentioned here, Sip\i-Ba().l, 

Zimredda and Paapu. The first two are definitely identified with chiefs of Lachish as EA 

lCY) W.F. Albright first attempted to connect this Yaramu with Jannuth of Judah .Uld idl'mifil·d it 
with Khirbet el-YannUk. However, in making his identification he revcr.;cd hi .. opinion coIKl'rnin~ 
the identification of Iannuti of Sargon, the land of Yarimuta of other EA It.'ttcr.; md JJnllllth of 
Judah due to the pos~ibility that Iannuti of S.argon may be located .bl·twccn Mui 'lIl~i Ehb in till' 
Upper Euphrates reglo~ and t?e ~d of Yarun~ta may ~c loc:1tcd ill the cn,lst,U rq;loll, Sl'l' W.I;. 
Albright, 'A Case of Use-MaJeste ill Pre-Israelite Lachish, wuh SOUle RL'n16lrks Oil till' Isr,lditl' 
Omquest,' BA Sa? 87, pp. 32-8 and particularly p. 36, note 30. 
310 Ibid., p. 34; A mrrnaLetters, p. 356. 
)\1 E. Nodet, 'Le Nom de Yannouth,' YamDlth, (1988), p. 101. 
.112 Albright, BASOR 87, p. 34; 'Akkadim Letter.;,' A NET, (1969), p. 490; A nunuL t'ltt?'S , pp. 356 
and p. 357, note 4. 
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329 and 332 clearly state their status.313 As for the Egyptian official Paapu, he does not 

appear in any other EA letters, so his status is not entirely clear. However, as Albright 

argued he has an Egyptian name and he is concerned with Sipti-Ba(la and Zimredda's 

disloyalty, therefore it seems likely that he was the official in charge of the city of Lachish 

or its vicinity. So, based on these factors the regional location of Yaramu, if it was a place, 

can be presumed to lie in the area around Tell el-I:Iesi. Its extent will be enough, if it is 

tentatively delimited around Tell el-I:Iesi on map 5.7 by three times the distance from Tell 

el-l:fesi to Lachish . 

. 111 It has to be noted that Zirnredda of EA 333 is clearly identified differently from that of Sidon, 
because Zimredda of EA 333 can be related to Zirnredda of EA 329 and 332, in which he does not 
appear as the mayor of Sidon, see A rrnm:tLetters, p. 354 and p. 356. 
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Map 5. 7: Yaramu in a tablet of the EI-Amama period 
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5. 2. 4: Stele of Sethos I 

5.2.4. 1. 

The location of the Mount Yannuta in primary topographical infonnation 

In the stele of Sethos I, a mountain called Yarmuta is mentioned.314 Although this 

is not the name of the city or land, its similar writing indicates the possible association with 

Iarmuti of Sargon of Akkad. However, this topographical information is obviously of a 

secondary nature for the location of Iarmuti of Sargon thus, on the supposition that it may 

relate to the city of Iarmuti, its tentative regional location will be investigated. 

The stele describes a successful punitive campaign which was completed in two 

days by the Egyptians in the hill country of Djahi against (Apiru and Tayaru or Teyer (in 

A NE 1), who are described as inhabiting Mount Yarmuta, because they engaged in 

attacking the Asiatic nomads of Ruhma or Rehem (in A NE 1) and created disorder for the 

Egyptians. Apart from Mount Yarmuta, the name of the hill country of Djahi occurs, but 

this is a vague term for "Syria-Palestine", thus the location of the Mount Yarmuta cannot 

be identified through it.315 Some tribal groups are also referred to in the stele. However, it 

is impossible to ascertain the precise location of their inhabited area due to their extremely 

mobile lifestyle. Therefore, as WF. Albright and Y Aharoni argued, only the fact that this 

stele was found in the city of Beth Shean indicates that the punitive campaign was taken 

near the city of Beth Shean, to where the Egyptian army could have come back in two 

days.31b This is a reliable fact that can be used as primary topographical written evidence 

for the location of the Mount Yarmuta. Even if a soldier rides a horse quickly, it seems 

impossible to travel beyond 50 miles a day. So, the regional location of Mount Yarmuta is 

to be drawn within 50 miles of Beth Shean on map 5.8. 

314 K.A Kitchen, Ramsside Inscriptions Histariml am Biag,raphiml I, (Oxford, Blackwell, 1968), p. 16, 
line 8; Ramsside Inscriptions Translatai am A 17I1dat8d, vol. I, (Oxford, Blackwell, 1993), p. 13 and pp. 
20-1; SSRS, pp. 20-1; W.F. Albright, 'Smaller Beth-Shan Stela of Sethos I 1309-1290 B.C, BAS~ 
125, (1952), pp. 24-32;J.A WIlson, 'Egyptian Historical Texts,ANET, (1969), p. 255. 
315 It is a new geographical tenn in the New Kingdom period. Although the origin of Djahi has not 
been clarified, it evidently served as a general name for Palestine and Syria, see LB, p. 67 and note 
15; AF. Rainey, 'Reflections on the Suffix Conjugation in West Semitized Arnama Tablets,' UF 5, 
(1973), p.281. 
316 Albright, BASrn 125, (1952), p. 28; LB, p. 179. 
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Map 5. 8: The Mount Yarmuta in the stele of Sethos I 
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5. 2. 5: Location of Jarmuth in the Old Testament 

5.2.5. 1. 

Introduction 

In the Old Testament a town written)tlrm/t in Hebrew appears several times. These 

references indicate the existence of two different Jarmuths. One is described in Josh. 19: 21, 

Josh. 21: 29 and 1 Orr 6: 73 as a town of Issachar. Another is described in Josh. 10: 3,5,23, 

Josh. 12: 11, Josh. 15: 35 and Neh. 11: 29 as a town belonging to Joshua. The writing of 

this place name clearly resembles Iarmuti of Sargon of Akkad. Thus, this indicates the 

possibility that they are identical places. So, in the following it will be considered what 

topographical information can be extracted from these references concerning the twO 

different towns of Jarmuth. 
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5.2. 5.2. 

The location of Jannuth of Issachar in primary topographical infonnation 

(1), Introduction 

Firstly the topographical references to Jarmuth of Issachar will be considered.317 It 

is referred to in the Old Testament three times. Jarmuth is described as being allotted to the 

Gershonite family of Levites as part of their inheritance in Josh. 21: 29. In a parallel list of 

the Levitical cities in 1 Chr 6: 72-3, the order of the towns appears to be the same, but 

Jarmuth is called Ramoth (Heb. Rdna). In Josh 19: 21 Ramoth (Heb. rem!t), in tum, is 

probably equated with Jarmuth being a variant of it. On the other hand, the LXX refers to 

the same town by various names: R.hemmtth or Iermith in Josh 21: 29 and Rhermus or 

Rhamzth in Josh 19: 21, B (- Vaticanus) and A (- Alexandrinus) respectively. Since each of 

these renderings preserves the same essential consonantal arrangements and their historical 

references agree with each other, they can be equated. 

According to D.w. Manor, some earlier scholarship sought to identify the site with 

a village, er-Ramh, approximately 11 miles south-west of Jenin.318 While this site preserves 

the consonantal tradition, it lay outside Issachar's borders, hence the proposal has been 

rejected. On the other hand, B. Grdseloff and W.E Albright suggested the Gusader castle 

of Belvoir as the possible site of Jarmuth.319 Several elements lend credence to this 

identification. Firstly, the correlation of linguistic evidence accords with the geographical 

prominence of Belvoir. Jarmuth written in Hebrew, Yarmit, Rdrrit and Rem?t is likely to 

derive from the Hebrew root of rUm, meaning "to high" or "to rise". While only 312 m 

above sea level, Belvoir appears dramatically high as it stands 550 m above the Jordan 

Valley providing a panoramic view of the valley into Gilead.no Another piece of evidence 

is the inscription of Sethos I and its reference to Mount Yarmuta. The situation of Mount 

Yarmuta within two days' travel form Beth-shan actually accords with the distance of 

Belvoir from Beth-shan. The last feature for this identification is that the location of 

Belvoir is to be identified within the recognized borders of Issachar. 

317 For history of the investigation for the identification of Jannuth of Issachar, see D.W. Manor, 
'Jannuth, 1,' ABD, vol. III, (1992), pp. 644-5;J.P.U. Lilley, 'Jannuth,' NBD, (1996), p. 543. 
318 Manor,ABD, vol. III, pp. 644-5. 
319 SSRS, pp. 20-1; Albright, BASOR 125, p. 28 and note 13 and 14. 
320 M Ben-Dov, 'Belvoir,' EAEHL, vol. 1, (1975), p. 179. 
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However, a significant and senous detraction from this identification is that 

essentially no archaeological finds related to the period of the biblical references to 

Jarmuth are known from the site. 321 It is possible that either Ousader construction 

techniques have obliterated underlying ruins or the identification of Jarmuth with Belvoir is 

erroneous. Although without further investigation, its certain identification cannot be 

confirmed, presently the archaeological features of Belvoir do not chronologically accord 

with Jarmuth of Issachar, and certainly not with Iarmuti of Sargon of Akkad, in case 

Jarmuth of Issachar is identical with it. Albright took the reference to Mount Yarmuta into 

consideration with Jarmuth of Issachar, but the inscription never mentions the town. Thus, 

it is worth reconsidering this identification and investigating its regional location based on 

the biblical references to Jarmuth of Issachar separately from the inscription of Sethos I. 

Unfortunately it is beyond one's scope to make a new identification of this particular site, 

Since the identification of Jarmuth of Issachar has not yet been confirmed, the 

investigation of its regional location at least provides the possibility of finding another 

candidate for Jarmuth of Issachar and possibly Iarmuti of Sargon of Akkad. 

(2), Jannuth of Issachar in Josh. 21: 29-9 & 1 Chr. 6: 72-3 

In Josh. 21: 28-9 & 1 au. 6: 72-3 the list of the Levitical cities appears twice. In 

Josh. 21: 28-9 four cities together with their pasturelands are listed as given to the 

Gershonite family of Levites from the tribe of Issachar. The order of the four towns is 

Kishion, Daberath, Jarmuth and En Gannim. In 1 Chr. 6: 72-73 the parallel list of four 

cities is mentioned again. However, the writings of the place names are different. They 

appear as Kedesh, Daberath, Ramoth and Anem. Opinions concerning this inconsistency 

diverge among scholars. Most researchers have concluded that the two lists of Levitical 

cities derive from a single original, but it is naturally impossible to detect the actual cause 

for variations in the different place names without the original manuscript. As a result, 

varying sites have been proposed for their identifications and unfortunately no certain 

identification can be established, particularly for Kishion or Kedesh and En Gannim or 

Anem.J22 Thus, it is impossible to determine the regional location of Jarmuth given this 

321 Ibid. 
122 For the identification of the first place name of Josh. 21: 28 and 1 Chr. 6: 72, some scho~ 
argue that the version in 1 Olr 6: 72 is a corruption thus, Kedesh 'Was inspired by Kedesh 1ll 
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situation since it would be based only on the location of one remaining place, Daberath, 

even if Jarmuth of Josh. 28: 29 is really identical with Ramoth of 1 au. 6: 73. 

(3), Jannuth of Issachar in Josh. 19: 21 

In Josh. 19: 21 Remeth is listed in the territory of Issachar among other place 

names: Jezreel, Kesulloth, Shunem, Hapharaim, Shion, Anaharath, Rabbith (- Daberath), 

Kishion, E bez, Remeth, En Gannim, En Haddah and Beth Passez. Furthermore, it is told 

that the boundary touched Tabor, Shahazumah and Beth Shemesh, and ended at the Jordan. 

So, these places are to be situated within the boundary constituted by those four places. 

Thus, Remeth has accordingly to be identified within these confines. Fortunately the first 

place Tabor and the fourth place Jordan can be identified with considerable certainty, thus 

their locations can indicate the general extent of the territory of Issachar. The first place 

Tabor can be understood as the designation of a mountain since the name of the town 

called Chisloth-Tabor is included in the list of towns as Kesulloth in Josh. 19: 18. Mt. 

Galilee, which is mentioned in 1 Chr. 6: 76, while others suppon the legitimacy of the version in 1 
Chr. 6: 72 and identify it separately from Kishion. For the identification of Kishion, three sites are 
usually proposed as candidates; Tell el-(Ajjul, Tell el-Muqarqash and Khirbet QasyCm based on an 
extra-biblical reference, but none of them has been identified with cenainty. As for the 
identification of Kedesh, it is sometimes to be identified with Tell Abu Kudeis by equating it with 
Kedesh of Judg. 4 and 5. However, this view is also controversial, because others argue that Kedesh 
of Judg. 4 and 5 is a different locality and is located near the plain of Zaanairn. Excavations 
conducted at Tell Abu Kudeis revealed the chronology of the site from 12th century B.C, but no 
decisive evidence was revealed to confinn its identification. See J.L.Peterson, 'Kishion,' A BD, vol. 
IV, (1992), pp. 88-9; R Arab, 'Kedesh 2,' ABD, vol. II, (1992), p. 11. 

So far, two candidates have been proposed for En Gannim or Anem Albright identified it 
with En-onam (= modem (Olam) as a result of his text-critical work. He argued that there was a 
corruption in the name as reflected in tW? ?i£ferent readings between Jo~h. 21: 2~-9 ~~ I Orr. 6: 
72-3 and that both names obscured an ongmal Heb. fonn of (yJ.rrm, thus It can be IdentifIed it with 
En-onam On the other hand, Kallai suggested that a consonantal fonn of toponym Anem (nm is 
either an abbreviation or merely a shonened fonn of the toponym En Gannim (ngnm, thus he 
rejected Albright's argument. Surveys were conducted at En-onam, but indicated no occupation 
before the Roman period. So, Albright's argument seems unlikely. Another candidate is Beit J ann. 
Guerin first pointed out the similarity in the names between En Gannim and the Galilee village Beit 
Jann. The occupational history of ~bet Beit Jann goes bac~ to E:u-Iy Bronze I, I~, ~a~e Bronze, 
possibly Iron I, II, Roman, Byzan~me and Early and. Late Ara~IC pen~. Ho~ver, It lS unpossible 
to make agreement between the history of En Ganrum and this occupational history of the site and 
corroborate this identification since En Gannimis only referred to in Josh. 19: 21 and 21: 28. If this 
site is really En Gannim and Kallai's argument is correct, Anem is also to be identified with Beit 
Jann. However, there is no supponing evidence for this equation as well, hence it is also possible 
that Anem is a different locality. See, M Hunt, 'Anem,' A.BD, vol. I, (199~), p. 248; J.L. Peterson, 
'En Gannim.' ABD, vol. II, (1992), p.501-2. For the locatlon of modem (Qlam, see AF. Albright, 
'The Topography of the Tribe of Issachar,' ZA W3, (1926), p. 15. 
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Tabor is to be identified with the mountain in the northeast comer of the valley of Jezreel, 

because the geographical features of the mountain clearly reflect the descriptions in Jer. 46: 

18 and Ps. 89: 13.m As for the fourth place, the Jordan is to be identified with the Jordan 

River. Since the Upper part of the Jordan River is certainly eastern boundary of the tribe 

of Naphtali mentioned in Josh. 19: 33-4, the Jordan River of Josh. 19: 22 can be defined as 

the Lower Jordan River, which flows out of the southern end of the Sea of Galilee toward 

the Dead Sea.324 The other two place names cannot be identified with certainty, but the 

general extent of the boundary of Issachar can be sufficiently determined by the locations 

of Mt. Tabor and the Lower Jordan River.325 

As for the locations of the towns listed with Remeth, so far only Jezreel has been 

identified with considerable certainty, which is to be identified with the modem town of 

Zertin. Its name, practically identical with Jezreel, besides E usebius and Jerome's indications 

of its location and the agreement of its geographical features with the description given in 

the Old Testament confirm this identification. Moreover, recent excavations have revealed 

fortifications from the time of Ahab, thus corroborating the mention of a city wall in 

Jezreel in 2 Kgs 9: 17 and strongly supporting the identification of Zer(in with Jezreel.326 

(4), Conclusion 

Only the location of Beth Passez cannot be identified with a specific site even 

tentatively. 327 Other remaining town names have tentatively been identified on the 

supposition that these places are located between Mt. Tabor and the Lower Jordan River. 

The striking fact is that based on the similarity of either the writing or the meaning among 

m R Frankel, 'Clllsloth-Tabor,' ABD, vol. I, (1992), pp. 910-1; 'Tabor,' ABD, vol. VI, (1992), p. 
304; 'Tabor, Mount,' ABD, vol. VI, (1992), pp. 304-5. 
324 HO. Thompson, 'Jordan River,' ABD, vol. III, (1992), pp. 953-8. 
325 Shahazurnah is only mentioned here thus, its location cannot be identified. So, it can only be 
supposed that it is situated between Mt. Tabor and the Lower Jordan River. However, recently Z. 
Kallai tentatively proposed its identification with e1-Kann by tentatively identifying the southern 
border of Naphtali mentioned in Josh. 19: 33. However, his identification has not yet been proved. 
See S.A White, 'Shahazumah,' ABD, vol. V, (1992), p. 1152; HGB, pp. 195-6. . 

Beth Shemesh has not been identified with certainty. Khirbet Sheikh esh-Shamsawt IS 

proposed, but the identification is based only on the fact that the name preserves some elements of 
the ancient name. See D.W. Manor, 'Beth-Shemesh,' ABD, vol. I, (1992), p. 698. 
326 W. Ewing, 'Jezree1,' DB, vol. II, (1909-1910), p. 657-8; J.D. Douglas &J. Woodhead, 'Jezree~' 
NBD, (1996), p. 587; K.A Kitchen, 'Esdrae1on,' NBD, (1996), p. 339; M Hunt, 'Jezreel,' ABD, vol. 
III, (1992), p. 850 . 
.l27 M Hunt, 'Beth-Passez,' ABD, vol. I, (1996), p. 691. 
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the ancient Hebrew, ancient Greek and modem Anlbic place names, eleven out of fifteen 

town names including shahazumah and Beth Shemesh can be equated with the names of 

the proposed sites, which are in general all situated between Mt. Tabor and the Lower 

Jordan River. 328 Their identifications lack any historical or archaeological supporting 

evidence, because some place names only occur in Josh. 19: 17-23. However, concerning 

this striking fact that eleven out of fifteen town names can be equated with the names of 

the proposed sites, this 'WOuld not be merely accidental and one can give some credence to 

their identification and treat topographical information as primary topographical written 

information. As a result, the regional location for Remeth is to be drawn based on their 

tentative locations. En Gannim (north), CUsloth-Tabor (west), Jezreel (south) and the 

Lower Jordan River (east) make the frame as four cardinal points. As mentioned above, 

JarnmthlRamoth/Remeth of Josh 21: 29, 1 au- 6: 73 and Josh 19: 21 has tentatively been 

identified with Belvoir. If Jarmuth of Issachar does not relate to Iarmuti of Sargon of 

Akkaci, its identification with Jarmuth of Issachar may still be possible, though so far any 

no Iron Age material has been found there. However, in case Iarmuti of Sargon and 

Jarnmth of Issachar is the same city, this identification has to be rejected and another site, 

which at least can be chronologically traced back to the Sargonic period, should be sought 

in the regional location drawn on map 5.9. 

328 These eleven towns are Jezreel (- modem Zepin), Kesulloth (- Clllsloth-Tabor - modem 
Iksal), Shunem (- modem Solem), Hapharaim (- et-Taiyibeh), Swon (- either Ayun es-Shain or 
Sirin), Anaharath (- either Naurah, Tell el-(Ajjul or Tell el-Mukharkhash), Rabbith (- Daberath -
Khirbet Dabbura near modem Daburi~h), Ebez (- <Am el-l:Ib~ or el-(Ab~), En Gannim (- Beit 
Jann), En Haddah (-. el-!fadatheh), ~d B~ S~emesh (- Khirbet Sheikh esh-Shamsa~. It sh?uld 
be noticed that Rabblth IS only mentioned m this reference, but the LXX B and Old Latm verslons 
read the name as Daberath, which is also situated next to Kiswon in another list of tribal holdings 
in Josh. 21: 28 and 1 Orr. 6: 72. If Rabbith can be equated with Daberath, Daberath is also to be 
identified in the similarity of the names. For the location of Naurah, see Albright, ZA W3, p. 227. 

Except for Shunem, Ebez and Jezreel, clear descriptions of their identifications in the 
similarity of the names are given either in ABD or NBD. Concerning the identification of Shunem 
on the similarity of names, see W.B. Stevenson, 'Shunem,' DB, vol. I, (1909-1910), p. 510. For the 
identification of Ebez, see CR CDnder, 'Ebez,' DB, vol. I, (1909-1910), p. 637; A Legendre, 
'Abes,' in F. Vigouroux, (ed.), Dia:imaire de fa BiIie, tome premier, (paris, Letouzey & Ane, 1926), p. 

38. 
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Map 5. 9: Jannuth in the Old Testament 1 

1. Jezreel (= Zerin) 
2. Kesulloth (= Chisloth-Tabor = Iksal) 
3. Shune m (= So Ie m) 
4. Haphar aim (= et-Taiyibeh) 
6. Shion (= Ayun es-Shain) 
6. Shion (= Sir in) 
7. Anaharath (= N°aurah) 
8. Anaharath (= Tell el-Ajjul) 
9. Anaharath (= Tell el-Mukharkhash) 
10. Rabbith (= Daberath = Kh. Dabbura) 
11. K ish ion (= Kh. Qasyun) 
12. Kiahion (= Tell el-Ajjul) 
13. Kiahion (= Tell el-Mukharkhaah) 
14. Ebez (= Ain el-Hbus or el-Abus) 
15. Remeth (= Belvoir) 
16. En Gannim (= Beit Jann) 
17. En Haddah (= el-Hadatheh) 
18. Mt. Tabor 
10. Shahazumah {= el-Hadatheh> 
20. Shahazumah (= Tell el-Mukharkhash) 
21. Beth She mesh (= Kh. Sheikh esh-Shamaawj) 
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5.2.5.3. 

The location of Jannuth of Joshua in primary topographical infonnation 

(1), Introduction 

Another town called Jarmuth is referred to in Josh. 10: 3, 5, 23; Josh. 12: 11; Josh. 

15: 35 and Neh. 11: 29. In these references, Jarmuth always appears in close association 

with cities, many of which can be either definitely or tentatively located to the west of the 

Dead Sea. So, the possibility arises that they are the same place. However, except for this 

fact, unfortunately these references do not give specific topographical information for a 

more precise location of the city of Jarmuth, because when one considers the sequence of 

the cities listed along with it, no certain topographical order can be identified. In 1869 V. 

Guerin citing the Arabic name of the site, Khirbet el-YarmUk, recognized Eusebius' 

identification of Jarmuth of Josh. 15: 35 written in IemDIS in the LXX with the Byzantine 

village of I~ in his Onomasticon, in which he notes that Ierrrrxha is about 10 miles 

from Beth Govrin (= Eleutheropolis) on the road to Jerusalem.329 Khirbet el-YarmUk was 

excavated, but archaeological evidence has neither confirmed nor dismissed its 

identification with biblical Jarmuth, because archaeologically it does not correspond to the 

biblical Jarmuth of the Iron Age as only a paucity of Iron Age shards was discovered, 

though the occupational layers of the site chronologically correspond to the period of 

Sargon of Akkad.330 Thus, for the present its identification is still uncertain and secure 

identification of Khirbet el-Yarm'l1k can only be established as a Byzantine village of 

Ienrrxha described by Eusebius. Furthermore, it has to be noticed that Eusebius' 

Onomasticon is corrupt, because in the same page line 9, the place name Iarimtth is 

equated with Jarmuth of Josh. 12: 11 and it is located about 4 miles from Beth Govrin (-

329 For the identification of Jannuth of Josh. 15: 35 with a Byzantine village of Ierm:xha:., see 
Eusebius, Onomasticon, in E. Klostennann, (hrsg.), Das OurnstikC»1, (Leipzig, J.C Hinrichs'sehe 
Buchhandlung, 1904), p. 106, line 24. 
330 Khirbet el-YannUk was tested in 1970 by A Ben-Tor and excavated by P. de Miroschedje and it 
was identified that both the acropolis and the lower city were first settled during the 2nd half of the 
4th millennium B.G (EB I) and were continuously occupied until 2300 B.G (the end of EB III), 
when the entire settlement was abandoned. Reoccupation took place in the LB, but only on the 
acropolis and its immediate vicinity. This restricted area remained inhabited more or less 
continuously until the 4th century AD., when some sectors of the lower city were settled again for a 
brief period. See P. de Miroschedje, 'Jarmuth, TeV NEAEHL, vol. 2, (1993), pp. 661-5; Yamrntb., 
A Ben-Tor, 'The First Season of Excavations at Tell-Yannuth: August 1970,' Qdem 1, (1975), pp. 

55-87. 
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Eleutheropolis) near the village of Eshtaol. Concerning this contradiction, M Avi-Yonah 

suggested that Eusebius' text is corrupt and should be emended by Procopius' version, 

which located Iarimlth 14 miles from Beth Govrin (= Eleutheropolis).331 He argued that 

this Iarirruth is a separate locality from Iermxixs and to be identified with Khirbet Marimuta. 

The Arabic name of the site not only accords with Iarimlth of E usebius and Procopius, but 

also its location just south of Eshtaol and 14 miles from Beth Govrin (= Eleutheropolis) 

accords with Eusebius and Procopius' description of Iarirruth.332 However, no serious 

archaeological investigation has been taken place at Khirbet Marimuta and its identification 

cannot be determined. Thus, it is still really uncertain what Eusebius and Procopius' 

identification of Jarmuth of Josh. 12, 11 and Josh. 15, 35 mean. Were there two places 

called Jarmuth in the Byzantine period or did they make a mistake in identifying biblical 

Jarmuth? However, since the topographical information of Josh. 10: 3,5,23; Josh. 12: 11; 

Josh. 15: 35 and Neh. 11: 29 separately from Eusebius and Procopius' identification points 

to a location in the same area, it should be understood that their Jarmuth is the same one 

and its regional location should be developed from these references together. Firstly, we 

shall investigate locations of four cities, which are situated on four outermost cardinal 

points among the lists of the cities of each biblical reference. Thus, altogether four 

different regional locations of Jarmuth will be proposed with sixteen cities constituting 

four cardinal points. Furthermore, from these sixteen cities, four cities will be selected in 

accordance with criteria for the reliability of the identifications of the cities listed in each 

biblical reference. For example, in case locations of a half of the cities listed in a biblical 

reference cannot be identified, the four selected cities will not indicate the accurate frame 

for the regional location of Jarmuth. 

(2), Jannuth of Joshua in Josh. 10: 3, 5,23 

In Josh. 10: 3, 5, 23, Jarmuth appears as one of the five Amorite allies before 

Jerusalem and Hebron, and after Lachish and Eglon. They were defeated near the city of 

Gibeon by Joshua and Israelites, who settled in the camp at Gilgal near the city of Gibeon. 

Joshua and Israelites further pursued the soldiers of the five Amorite allies along the road 

331 Klostermann (hrsg.) , Das Ovnvstikon, p. XXIII. 
m See, M Avi-Yonah, The Hay Lardfrrmthe Persian to the A rah Corquests (536 B.C to 640 AD); A 
Historical Gerwaphy, (Michigan, Baker Book House, 1966), p. 159; Ben-Tor, Qrlem 1, p. 75. 
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going up to Beth Horon until the road down to Azekah and Makkedah. Concerning other 

geographical names mentioned in Josh. 10, the valley of Aijalon is mentioned in which 

Joshua stopped the sun. After Joshua defeated the five Amorite allies, he marched further 

and conquered the cities of Makkedah, Libnah, Lachish together with the army of Gezer, 

Eglon, Hebron and Debir in this order. Thus, Joshua claimed that he subdued the whole 

region from Kadesh Bamea to Gaza and from the whole region of Goshen to Gibeon. 

Jarmuth is listed among four cities before Lachish and after Hebron. The locations of 

Jerusalem and Lachish are clearly identified and Hebron and Eglon can tentatively be 

located. However, they appear not to be listed in a definite geographical order. In this 

biblical passage, Joshua claimed to conquer Jarmuth, but it is unfortunately not mentioned 

in the course of his march. Thus, we cannot trace the possible route of his march and 

identify its location. However, except for Makkedah, all other places are either tentatively or 

definitely to be identified with the specific sites. So, it is highly likely that the possible 

location of Jarmuth can be delimited by identifying locations of the cities or sites 

constituting four cardinal points among the cities mentioned in Josh. 10. So, this 

topographical information can be rated as primary topographical information for the 

location of Jarmuth of Joshua. At first glance, Gilgal (east), Beth Horon (north), Eglon 

(west) and Debir (south) are to be considered as candidates of the four cities, constituting 

the four cardinal points. 

Gilgal (east) can be located on the eastern cardinal point for the regional location 

of the city of Jarmuth. Five different places called Gilgal are known in the Bible. Gilgal of 

Josh. 10 is definitely to be identified with Gilgal near Jericho since it is mentioned in 

association with Gibeon and the conquest of Jericho and Ai. The only Old Testament clue 

to the exact location of ancient Gilgal of Josh. 10 occurs in Josh. 4: 19, where it is located 

"on the east border of Jericho. Three sites have been proposed for its identification.333 Tell 

en-Nitla, about 3.5 km east of Jericho was proposed in the combined testimony of the Old 

Testament references and of later writers Qosephus, Eusebius, etc.) and seems to best fit in 

these descriptions, but excavations have yielded no evidence for occupation before the 

Byzantine period. Two other candidates are located in the vicinity of Khirbet el-Mefjir, 

about 3 km north east of Jericho. One site is located a little north of Khirbet el-Mafjir, on 

333 K.A Kitchen, 'Gilga!,' NBD, (1996), pp. 412-3; W.R Kotter, 'Gilga!,' ABD, vol. II, (1992), pp. 
1022 II-24 II. 
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which archaeological soundings yielded characteristic Iron Age pottery. The remaining site 

is located to slightly the west of Khirbet el-Mafjir, but work left the question still 

unanswered. Although its exact location remains enigmatic, since its location is clearly 

indicated to the east of Jericho in Josh. 4: 19, these sites can be selected as sites framing the 

easternmost cardinal point. 

Beth Horon (north) can be selected for the city framing the northern cardinal 

point:H4 Two sites have been identified based on the topographical references given by the 

Bible. Beth Horon is described as a twin city, which is located in the mountains of Judah in 

the valley of Aijalon and on the most important of all routes in the hill country from the 

coastal plain. Based on these geographical features of Beth Horon, Upper Beth Horon is 

identified with Beit (Ur el-Foqal and Lower Beth Horon is identified with Beit (Ur et-Tahta. 

Both sites are located next to each other in the mountains of Judah in the valley of Aijalon, 

thus they fit the descriptions of the Old Testament. A question arises concerning the 

identification of Beth Horon of Josh. 10 with these two sites. Three different arguments 

have been proposed. Simons and others proposed its identification with Beit (Ur el-Foqa', 

whereas Albright and others identified with Beit (Ur et-Tahta. Garstang argued for the twin 

cities idea and identified both sites with Beth Horon of Josh. 10. Archaeological surveys 

have provided evidence in favour of Garstang's argument. The pottery chronologies at Beit 

(Ur el-Foqa) begin with Late Bronze, while at Beit (Ur et-Tahta, the earliest is Iron II. The 

most interesting is that from Iron II onward each period is represented at both sites, thus 

giving more credibility to the "twin cities" idea. Although no written evidence confirming 

the ancient name of sites has been revealed, there is agreement between locations and 

chronologies of two sites and those of Beth Horon described by the Old Testament 

references, thus giving relatively high credibility for their identifications. The location of 

Lower Beth Horon (= (Ur et-Tahta) is situated slightly further north than Upper Beth 

Horon ( ... Beit (Ur el-Foqal). So, it is to be taken as the northern cardinal point. 

The prime candidate framing the western cardinal point can be identified with 

Eglon (west).335 The location of Eglon is deduced from two biblical references. Eglon is 

334 J.A Thompson, 'Beth-Horon,' NBD, (1996), p.132; J.1. Peterson, 'Beth-Horon,' ABD, vol. I, 
(1992), pp. 688-9 . 
.J35 J.P.u. Lilley, 'Eglon,' NBD, (1996), p. 293; CS. Ehrlich, 'Eglon,' ABD, vol. II, (1992), pp. 
320-1. 
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mentioned in the sequence of Joshua's march referred in Josh. 10 and it is stated that 

Eglon WclS later incorporated into the Judean Shephelah district of Lachish in Josh. 15. The 

proposed location has shifted a number of times over the course of the last century. Tel 

Nagila (Tell Neigileh) and Khirbet (Ajlan were proposed as possible sites for Eglon in the 

late 19th century. However, in the 20th century the two leading candidates for Eglon have 

been Tell el-l;Iesi and Tell (Aitun. Albright proposed the former identification based on the 

Biblical references, but the position and stratigraphy of the site present problems. Elliger 

proposed the latter, because the geographical progression of Joshua's conquests indicates 

its location to the south or south-east of Lachish (Tell ed-Duweir). Unfortunately, neither 

identifications have yet been proved. However, the identification of Tell el-l;Iesi is at least 

still a potential site for Eglon, it is situated on the westernmost point among the cities 

mentioned in Josh. 10, thus its location is here tentatively to be designated as the western 

cardinal point. 

The location of Debir (south) corresponds to the southern cardinal point. All the 

biblical references to Debir suggest that Debir of Josh. 10 is located near the Shephelah in 

the southernmost region of the Judaean hill country south west of Hebron.336 Galling first 

suggested its identification with Kh. Rabud. Although the excavations did not reveal any 

written evidence to confirm the identification of Kh. Rabud with Debir, the site fits the 

geographic and expected stratigraphic sequences with the description of Debir given by the 

Old Testament such as remains of Late Bronze occupation and the combination of 

cisterns with two nearby wells. So, Debir's identification is highly reliable and can certainly 

be placed as the northern cardinal point. 

(3), Jannuth of Joshua in Josh. U: 11 

In Josh. 12: 11, the king of Jarmuth is listed among with other conquered kings of 

the cities, most of which are either tentatively or definitely to be located on the west side 

of the Jordan. These cities in order are Jericho, Ai near Bethel, Jerusalem, Hebron, Jarmuth, 

Lachish, Eglon, Gezer, Debir, Geder, Hormah, Arad, Libnah, Adullam, Makkedah, Bethel, 

Tappuah, Hepher, Aphek of Lasharon, Madon, Hazor, S himron-Me ron, Achshaph, 

Taanach, Megiddo, Kedesh, Jokneam in Carmel, Dor in Naphoth Dot, Goyim in Gilgal 

336 G.A Herison & D.W. Manor, 'Debir,' ABD, vol. II, (1992), pp. 114-5; J.P.v. Lilley, 'Debir,' 
NBD, (1996), p. 267. 
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and Tirzah. Unfortunately, the nature of the list of these cities is very much the same as 

the aforementioned Josh. 10 in that it does not indicate the particular geographical order. 

Although except for Jarmuth, locations of eight cities are still vague it is still possible that 

future investigation of locations of these sites will locate some of them to situate on any 

of the four cardinal points.337 However, at present Hazor (west), Kedesh (north), Hormah 

(- Tell esh-Shari{ah) (east) and Hormah (= Tel Masos or Tell el-Milb) (south) appear to 

constitute four cardinal points of the list of these cities.338 Concerning the picture of the 

regional location for Jarmuth given by the selection of the aforementioned four cities, 

unfortunately it does not provide additional topographical information. The locations of 

these four cities obviously frame much wider regional locations of the city of Jarmuth than 

the regional location drawn based on Josh. 10. Although from Josh. 12: 11, a more precise 

location of the city of Jarmuth unfortunately cannot be extracted, Jarmuth appears here 

again with Jerusalem, Hebron, Lachish and Eglon, thus this fact strengthens the possibility 

of the location of Jarmuth being near these four cities west of the Dead Sea. 

(4), Jannuth of Joshua in Josh. 15: 35 

In Josh. 15: 35, Jarmuth appears as one of the fourteen towns of the tribe of Judah 

m the western foothills. The towns in order are Eshtaol, Zorah, Ashnah, Zanoah, 

En-Gannim, Tappuah, Enam, Jarmuth, Adullam, Socoh, Azekah, Shaaraim, Adithaim, and 

Gederah (or Gederothaim). Zorah (north), Adullam (south and east) and Shaaraim (west) 

can be selected as cities framing its four cardinal points.339 However, identifications of four 

lJ7 The locations of Eglon, Geder, Honnah, Libnah, Makkedah, Madan, Achshaph and Goyim in 
Gilgal are still vaguely identified, see under headings of these place names in N BD and A BD: 
llH Although any written evidence confirming identifications of Hazor and Kedesh is lacking, the 
general agreement can be recognized between descriptions of both cities given by the Old 
Testament and the history of identified sites revealed by the excavations, see T.C Mitchel, 'Hawr,' 
NBD, (1996), pp. 447-8; Hamilton,ABD vol. III, pp. 87-8; D.]. WlSeman, 'Kedesh,' NBD, (1996) p. 
642; J.L. Peterson, 'Kedesh 3,' A BD, (1992), pp. 11 IV-2 IV. 

As for Honnah, identification depends on the understanding of some biblical references, 
which indicate its location in the varying directions. Four sites have been proposed at present and 
any of them is still possibly to be identified as Honnah. In case Eglon is identified with either Tell 
cl-Milb or Tell esh-Sheri(ah, they do not constitute the northern cardinal point. Two other 
candidates, Tel Ira and Tel Masos are located near the southeast of Beersheba and certainly make 
the northern frame. See J.P.u. Lilley, 'Honnah,' NBD, (1996), p. 481; ].M Hamilton, 'Hormah,' 
ABD, vol. III, (1992),pp. 288-9. 
\3'1 The locations of three cities, Ashnah, Enam and Adithaim, have not yet been identified, b.e~ause 
their names only occur in this biblical passage. In addition, Gederah has been varyingly identifled at 
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cities, Ashnah, Enam, Adithaim and Gederah cannot be located even tentatively. Thus, 

there is a large possibility that any of these places are located outside the regional location 

framed by Zorah (north), Adullam (south and east) and Shaaraim (west). So, it has to be 

conceded that the regional location for the city of Jarmuth may be presented inaccurately. 

Zorah (north) is to be identified with modem sar<ah, which is situated in the Sorek 

valley in the district of the Shephelah and in the inunediate proximity of Eshtaol. E usebius 

mentions the place name Saraa written in Greek is biblical Zorah and located 10 Roman 

miles north of Eleutheropolis on the road to Nicopolis. The Jewish traveler Hap-Parchi 

also specified Zorah as lying three hours south east of Lydda. These observations are 

based on the general agreement of these notices indicating the same direction, and the fact 

that biblical Zorah was identified with the modem village of Sar'ah (Tell Zor'a) as it clearly 

retains the element of its ancient Greek name of the place Saraa, though it is actually 

located 15 miles away from Eleutheropolis.340 Even though no extensive archaeological 

excavations have been undertaken, this identification is still accepted by scholars.3~' It is 

situated to the south of Beth Horon of Josh. 10, therefore its location allows a further 

reduction to the northern limit of the regional location of the city of Jarmuth. 

Concerning the western cardinal point, Shaaraim can be selected.3~2 It is referred to 

in I Sam. 17 as after the defeat of Goliath by David in the place near Socoh and Azekah, 

the philistines fled "on the Shaaraim road" on their way to Gath and Ekron. This Shaaraim 

is to be related to Shaaraim of Josh. 15, and it is to be located somewhere west of Socoh 

least with five different sites. Albright proposed its identification with Tell el-Judeideh south of 
Azekah and west of Soco. Noth proposed Khirbet Judraya in the Elah Valley. Voss and Wright 
suggested Khirbet Jedireh in the Aijalon Valley. Recently Galil argued that it is to be located in the 
vicinity of Latnm, which is located to the northeast of the Dead Sea. So, its location can constitute 
the northern and eastern cardinal points here. Turner identified it with Kedron, modem Qcltra, 
which is located between Ashdod and Gath. So, this location can constitute the western cardinal 
point. As since there is such variation, any proposed site for Gederach should not be placed on any 
of four cardinal points, but rather counted as an unidentified site. For the locations and 
identifications of cities mentioned here, see under headings of Ashnah, Enam, Adithaim and 
Gederah in NBD and A BD. 
340 G. Grove, 'Zorach,' in W. Smith (ed.), Diaian:try if the Bilie, cwprisi1f5 Us antiquities, biography, 
g;rgraphy, a:rr:l rntural history, vol. II~, ~o~don, Murray, 1863), pp. 1860-~; V.R . Gold, 'Zorah,' G.A 
Buttrick, et al. (eds.), 7helnterpreters Dictiomry if the Bilie, vol. IV, (Nashville, Abmgdon Press, 1962), 

p.963. 
3~1 D.F. Payne, 'Zorah,' NBD, (1996), p. 1271; R Greenberg, 'Zorah,' ABD, vol. VI, (1992), p. 

1168. . h 'h . , 
342 J.P.u. Lilley, 'Shaaraim,' NBD, (1996), p. 1084; CH Ehrlic , S aaraun, ABD, vol. V, (1992), p. 

1148. 
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and Azekah and east of Gath and Ekron. Although its more precise location cannot be 

established, locations of Gath and Ekron can be used as the western cardinal point. While 

the location of Gath has not yet been identified with certainty, Ekron is to be identified 

with Khirbet al_Muqanna(.343 So, the location of Ekron is placed as the western cardinal 

point here. Its location is certainly further east than Eglon of Josh. 10, thus further 

reducing the western limit of the regional location of Jarmuth. 

As for Adullam, it has been identified with modem Tell esh Sheikh Madhkur. It lay 

near the modem Arabic place name Khirbet (Id el-Ma or (Id el-Wah. Both names mean 

variously "the forest of the -waters" or "the forest of the hundred", and the same as 

Hebrew name of Adullam. So, the modem place name retains the element of the ancient 

name. 344 In 1924 Albright seems to have first noticed this equation and identified 

agreement between the biblical references related to the fortification of fourteen cities 

including Adullam and the corresponding archaeological evidence concerning Tell esh 

Sheikh Madhkur.345 Its location obviously frames both the southern and eastern cardinal 

points of Josh. 15 thus, reducing the southern and eastern limits of the regional location 

further than those of Josh. 10. 

(5),Jarmuth of Joshua in Neh. 11: 29 

In Neh. 11: 29 Jarmuth appears as one of the towns, where some of the people of 

Judah lived. These towns in order are Kiriath Arba, Dibon, Jekabzee1, Jeshua, Moladah, 

Beth Pelet, Hazar Shual, Beersheba, Ziklag, Meconah, En Rimmon, Zorah, Jarmuth, 

Zanoah, Adullam, Lachish and Azekah. These towns are all to be located on the -way from 

Beersheba to the Valley of Hinnom. 

343 Gath has not yet been identified with certainty. So far three sites have been proposed. 
Excavations at Tell el-(Areini some 30 km northeast of Gaza failed to support its candi~ture. So, 
two other candidates, Tell esh-Sheritah and Tell e~-Safi can still possibly be identified Wlth Gath. 
See T.e Mitchel, 'Gath,' NBD, (1996), p. 397;JD. Seger, 'Gath,' ABD, vol. II, (1992), pp. 908-9. 

As for Ekron, it is identified with Khirbet al-Muqanna<. 1bis site has traditionally been equated 
with Eltekeh, but a recent survey of the site and Eletekeh's new identification with Tel esh-Shalaf 
suggests the identification of Khirbet al-Muqanna< as Ekron, see T.e Mitchell, 'Ekron,' NBD, 
(1996), p. 304; T. Dothan and S. Gitin, 'Ekron,' ABD, voL II, (1992), pp. 415-22. 
344 LB, p. 121; HH Rowley, Dictiooary if BiHe Place Natrl3, (London, Oliphants, 1970), pp. 4-5. 
345 W.F. Albright, 'Researches of the School in Western Judaea,' BASOR 15, (1924), pp. 3-4! V. 
Fritz, 'The "List of Rehoboam's Fortresses" in 2 Orr 11: 5-12: Document from the Time of Josiah,: 
Eretz IsraelIS, (1981), pp. 46-53; N. Na'aman, 'Hezekiah's Fortified Gties and the LMLK Stamps, 
RASOR 261, (1986), pp. 5-21. 
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So, altogether seventeen places are referred to here. Only the location of Dibon 

cannot be identified even tentatively, because its topographical reference is distinct from 

the other biblical Dibon in Moab and it only occurs here, but other place names can be 

located either tentatively or definitely.346 So this biblical reference presents the relatively 

accurate regional location of Jarmuth. Beersheba (south), ZikIag (west), Kiriath-Arba (east) 

and Zorah (north) appear to frame four cardinal points. 

The identifications of Jekabzeel, Jeshua, Moladah, Beth Pelet, Hazar Shual, ZikIag, 

Meconah and En Rimmon are not entirely clear. However, based on the biblical and 

sometimes extra-biblical references to these sites, their identifications can be in general 

established as places to be located near Beersheba in the Negeb.347 Any of them may be 

identified by the future investigation as located further south than Beersheba. However, 

since even Beersheba is not to be located further north than the southernmost cardinal 

limits of Josh. 10 and 15, which are established by the locations of Debir and Adullam, the 

southern cardinal point of Neh. 11 can be established by Beersheba. Biblical Beersheba is 

without doubt to be identified with the Arabic name of the site Bir es-Seba(, which is 

located in the modem city of Beer-sheba or Tel es-Seba(, 4 or 5 km west of the modem 

town as the biblical name survives in the modem city narne.348 Excavations at both sites 

were conducted and Iron Age remains were revealed from both sites thus, supporting this 

identification, though no evidence to prove the presence of the Patriarchal Beersheba was 

found. 

ZikIag has been so far identified with two sites. Tell el-Khuweilfeh (- Tell Halif), a 

large mound approximately 15 km north east of Beersheba has been sometimes proposed. 

However, its geographical position raises some difficulty with the biblical references for its 

location, because it appears to lie within the territory of Judah rather than that of the 

philistines and Tel Halif is also to be identified with En Rimmon.349 Tell esh-Shari(ah, 25 

346 J.A Thompson, 'Dibon,' NBD, (1996), pp. 276-7; P.A Vivano, 'Dibon,' ABD, vol. II, (1992), 

pp. 194-7. . I ·d if· d 1 . f h· d h din f h la . 347 For tentative Y I ent Ie ocatlons 0 t ese SItes, see un er ea gs 0 t ese p ce names ill 

NBDandABD. 
348 W.J. Martin & AR Millard, 'Beersheba,' NBD, (1996), pp. 126-7; D.W. Manor, 'Beersheba,' 
ABD vol. I, (1992), pp. 641-5. 
349 E~ebius' onrnasticon located a town called Erinunon 16 Roman miles south of Eleutheropolis. 
Since a site named Khirbet Unun er-Rammarnin (16 km northeast of Beersheba) now exists in this 
vicinity, a number of scholars have id~ntified this Te~ with .En ~~n. Ho:wever, recent 
excavations have shown that er-Rammarnin was not occupIed dunng the bIblical penod. However, 
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km southeast of Gaza has also been proposed. The recent excavations have yielded strata 

of the periods which appropriately correspond the picture of Ziklag given by the biblical 

references. These include indications of a substantial Philistine presence in the later part of 

the Iron I period. However, this site is also a candidate for Hormath and its location "WaS 

placed as the western cardinal point of Josh. 15 as mentioned above.350 Unfortunately no 

written evidence confirming the ancient names of the sites has been discovered to answer 

these contradictions, but it is likely that Tell esh-Shari{ah can also be identified with Ziklag, 

thus the location of Tell esh-Shari{ah stands here again to frame the western cardinal point 

among the cities referred to in Neh. 11. 

As for the eastern cardinal point, Kiriath-Arba definitely frames the eastern limit. It 

is both an earlier and later name of Hebron, and the ancient site of Hebron is to be 

identified with Jebel er-Rumeidah, which is located in the confines of the modem city of 

Hebron.351 Although it is situated further east than the eastern cardinal point of Josh. 15, 

Adullam, its location strengthens the possibility of the location of the city of Jarmuth 

definitely to the west of Gilgal of Josh. 10. 

As for the northern cardinal point, Zorah can be again placed on this point.352 This 

fact strongly suggests the location of Jarmuth to the south of Zorah. 

( 6), Conclus ion 

When taking an overview of the four regional locations for Jarmuth drawn based 

on the investigation for the locations of the cities listed in the aforementioned four biblical 

references, except for the regional location given by Josh.1S, three regional locations can be 

observed as considerably reliable, because decades of both historical and archaeological 

investigations for these cities have identified their locations either tentatively or definitely. 

The identifications of only a few proposed sites are so far confirmed by written evidence 

it is quite possible that the toponym Rimmon may have shifted to er-Rammamin from nearbyT~ 
Halif 1 km nonh. TIlls site exhibits substantial remains from biblical times. Thus, today Tell Halif 
stands as the most promising candidate. See MA Macleod, 'En-Rirnmon,' NBD, (1996), p. 325; 
D.]. WlSeman, 'Rinunon,' NBD, (1996), p.1021; P.M Amord 'Rirnmon', ABD, vol. V, (1992), pp. 
773-4. 
350 See the aforementioned investigation forthe regional location of Jarmuth based on Josh. 12. . 
351 F.F. Bruce, 'Hebron,' NBD, (1996), pp. 462-3; 'Kiriath-Arba,' NBD, (1996), p. 656; P.W. Ferns 
Jr., 'Hebron,' ABD, vol. III, (1992), pp. 107-8; J,M Hamilton, 'Kiriath-Arba,' ABD, vol. IV, (1992), 
p. 84; A Ofer, 'Hebron,' NEAEHL, vol. 2, (1993), pp. 606-9. 
352 For identification of the site, see section, Josh. 15 above. 
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indicating their ancient names, but the identifications of most places with particular sites 

are at least supported by the fact that history of the sites in question revealed either by 

surveys or excavations coincides with history of the sites described by the biblical and 

extra-biblical sources. Thus, the possibility will be very high that these three regional 

locations enclose the still unidentified location of Jarmuth. On the contrary, the regional 

location of Josh. 15 was constituted by three cities, which were selected with the condition 

that more than one third of the locations have not been identified with particular sites even 

tentatively. Therefore it is likely that some of these places are located outside the regional 

location of Josh. 15. The final determination of four cities from thirteen candidates for 

framing the most reliable and smallest regional location of Jarmuth has to be considered by 

taking these facts into account. 

Concerning the northern cardinal point, Zorah can be selected. The identifications 

of Kedesh and Lower and Upper Beth Horon are more reliable than Zorah, because their 

identifications are clearly supported archaeologically. However, the astonishing similarity of 

names between the Greek place name Saara and modem place name Sarah (Tell Zora) 

seems to be the decisive factor for its identification. Its location is obviously further south 

than Kedesh and Lower and Upper Beth Horon and it appears twice as the western 

cardinal point in Josh. 15 and Neh. 11. Therefore, Zorah is the most suitable candidate for 

the northern cardinal point. 

The candidates for the eastern cardinal point are Adullam, Hebron, Gilgal and 

Hazar. The identifications of these cities are relatively reliable in that archaeological 

investigations of proposed sites to some extent have revealed evidence supporting their 

identifications, though there is no written evidence confirming the ancient names of their 

proposed sites. Adullam is located on the westernmost point, but it was selected from the 

list of the cities of Josh. 15, hence there may be the possibility of inclusion of error. As a 

result, Hebron should be selected here. 

The location of Debir will be the best candidate for the southern cardinal point 

amongst other candidates, Beersheba, Hormah and Adullam. Debir is to be identified with 

Kh. Rabud. Although the excavations could not reveal any written evidence to confirm the 

identification of Kh. Rabud with Debir, the site's geographic location and expected 

stratigraphic sequences fits with the description of Debir given by the Old Testament. 

Therefore, its identification is reliable. Adullam is located further south than Debir, but it 
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should be excluded because of the possible inclusion of error in the regional location of 

Josh. 15. Hormah is still vaguely identified and the four proposed sites are all located to the 

south of Debir. Beersheba's identification is as reliable as Debir, but it is simply located 

further south than Debir. Thus, the location of Debir can be selected as the most reliable 

point to draw the southern limit for the regional location of Jarmuth. 

Three different sites have potential to indicate the eastern limit of the regional 

location of Jarmuth: Ekron, Eglon (= Tell I;IesD and Horrnah or Ziklag (- Tell 

esh-Sheriah). Ekron was selected from the list of the cities of Josh. 15, hence it should be 

excluded like Adullam. The identifications of Tell Hesi and Tell esh-Sheriah are still 

uncertain and it is difficult to select one for the western cardinal point. The alternative 

candidate for Eglon, Tell Aitun is located no further west than Tell el-I;Iesi and in Josh. 10, 

except for Makkedah and Jarmuth, all the other cities are reliably to be identified and not 

located further east than Tell I;Iesi. It may be less likely that Jarmuth is located further east. 

Although a little doubt remains here, the location of Tell el-I;Iesi is to be selected for the 

eastern cardinal point. 

So, based on the investigation of the four biblical references to the city of Jarmuth, 

eventually its most possible regional location is determined. It is to be framed by Zorah 

(north), Hebron (east), Debir (south) and Eglon (= Tell el-I;IesD (west) on map 5.10. 
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Map 5. 10: Jannuth in the Old Testament 2 
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5. 3: Conclusion 

We have investigated five different groups or pieces of written evidence for the 

location of the city of Iarmuti of Sargon's inscriptions. Altogether nine regional locations 

were drawn either based on primary or secondary topographical information. Assessing 

their extent, none of them accords with the extent of the regional location indicated by the 

itinerary theory. All the regional locations including the ones based on secondary 

topographical information indicate the area beyond the location of E bla, not between Mari 

and E bla. As a result, two possible consequences may be presumed, if Iarmuti of Sargon is 

really situated between Mari and E bla. One is that other place names having a similar 

sound to Iarmuti are different locales. Possibly the name of the city of Iarmuti of Sargon 

may have been only used during the Akkadian period, and its name had gradually 

transformed into a new place name for some reason or other. In this case it is possible that 

the city of Iarmuti is to be identified with any site situated between Mari and Ebla. 

Another possibility is that maybe the city of Iarmuti retained its name after the Akkadian 

period, but except for Sargon's inscriptions additional topographical evidence indicating its 

location between Mari and E bla has not yet been discovered. Both suppositions are still 

largely possible, when the order of other cities and regions is taken into consideration. 

On the other hand, if the summary theory is correct, there is a possibility that any 

of eight regional locations drawn based on five groups or pieces of written evidence 

correctly indicate the area where Iarmuti of Sargon can be identified. Assessing all the 

regional locations of the places, which bear a name similar to the city of Iarmuti, the 

existence of at least three different places, which could be called Iarmuti or Yarimuta, can 

be recognized. One is to be located somewhere on the coastal line of the Mediterranean 

Sea. One piece of primary topographical information with one piece of supportive 

topographical information and one piece of secondary topographical information were 

extracted from the Amarna letters. As its location is seen on map 5.5, one piece of primary 

topographical information and one piece of supportive topographical information clearly 

indicated the location of the place called the land or country of Yarimuta on the coast of 

the Mediterranean Sea. This regional location was more restricted by one piece of 

secondary topographical information. It indicated that its location may be identified to the 
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south of Byblos on map 5.6. 

The remaining two places called Jarmuth are to be located in the areas just west of 

the Dead Sea and the Sea of Galilee. Two groups of topographical information were 

available concerning these two places. The primary topographical references given by Josh. 

19: 21, Josh. 21: 29 and 1 au-. 6: 73 indicated the regional location of Jarmuth of Issachar 

in the area just west of the Sea of Galilee on map 5.9. The regional location of Jarmuth of 

Joshua was identified in the area just west of the Dead Sea on map 5.10 by its primary 

topographical references given by Josh. 10: 3, 5, 23, Josh. 12: 11, Josh. 15: 35 and Neh. 11: 

29. In addition to these biblical references to two Jarmuths, secondary topographical 

information extracted from the letter from Tell el-I;Iesi and the stele of Sethos I may 

support the correctness of their regional locations as the extent of their regional locations 

drawn on maps 5.8 and 5.7 clearly overlaps with regional locations of Jarmuth of Issachar 

on map 5.9 and Joshua on map 5.10 separately. Their topographical information may be 

just a forced analogy since the nature of both pieces of topographical information did not 

directly mention place names. However, these two pieces of written evidence can be used 

as supportive secondary evidence for locations of the two biblical Jarmuths in regions west 

of the Dead Sea and the Sea of Galilee. 

The difficulty is how to understand the topographical information given by the 

Execration Texts. Yarmut of the Execration Texts can be identified both with the land of 

Yarimuta of the EA letters and the two biblical Jarmuths. In the Berlin group of the 

Execration texts, two places, which can be called Yarmut were attested. If there were really 

twO Yarmuts, they could be equated with the two biblical Jarmuths as the extent of the 

regional locations drawn on map 5.3 by the inclusive approach overlaps with the regional 

locations of the two biblical Jarmuths, the stele of Sethos I and the letter from Telll:fesi, 

though the nature of its topographical information 'WaS rated as secondary topographical 

information. On the contrary, it is also true that the regional location for Yarmut of the 

Execration Texts drawn by the inclusive approach overlaps with the regional location of 

the land of Yarimuta of the EI-Amama letters. It is not conclusive since any primary 

topographical information concerning the location of either one or two Yarmuts could not 

be extracted from the Execration Texts, but another regional location of Yarmut drawn on 

map 5.4 by the hypothetical approach favours its or their locations somewhere on the coast 

of the Mediterranean Sea. 
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So, on the composite map four locations can be candidates for Iarmuti of Sargon. 

One possibility is that it may be found in the area between Mari and E bla, in which case the 

itinerary theory is correct. On the other hand, if the summary theory is correct, Iarmuti of 

Sargon may be equated with one of three different places bearing a similar name, and its 

location may be sought either in the area along the Mediterranean coast, the area west of 

the Sea of Galilee or the area west of the Dead Sea. 

Finally, it must be noticed that an interesting article has been published on a 

column of a website.353 This column informs that the historian Yussef Hurani and the 

president of the syndicate of Lebanese professional divers, Mohamad Sarji discovered the 

remains of a 4,000-year-old city, Yarmuta, on offshore Zahrani, north of the ancient city 

of Tyre in southern Lebanon. They describe Yarmuta as the city mentioned in the letters 

of EI-Amarna written by the governor of the ancient port city of Byblos, and in the 

Pharaonic texts dating back to more than 38 centuries as one of the hostile cities located 

along the present Lebanese coast. They describe that the remains of the city, stretching 

over an area of four square kilimetres (1.5 square miles), are located on a depth of between 

three and 17 meters some 60 to 800 meters off the coast. Among the remains was a 

30-meter-Iong wall with a width of 70 centimeters found 60 meters off the coast. They 

also found paved roads, covered with algae, some of which were 60 meters long at a depth 

of five meters some 250 meters off the coast. A pile of stones which had apparently been 

used for the construction of houses was also discovered on the site, as well as remains of a 

stairway; squares and dikes at a depth of some 17 meters. Searches have also led to the 

discovery of a statue with the head of a lion and the body of a man resembling the god of 

"Basta," revered by the ancient Egyptians in the 15th century Be Although it is unknown 

on what archaeological and philological criteria they have been claiming this underwater 

ancient site as Yarimuta of the EI-Amarna letters and Yarmut of the Execration Texts, its 

location on the south of Byblos and on the Mediterranean coast accords with the result of 

our investigation of Yarimuta of the EI-Amarna letters and Yarmut of the Execration 

Texts. So, it will be worth investigating this underwater site. 

353 Prof. AR Millard kindly informed about this column, see 
http://www.metimes.coml2K1/issue2001-14/cultent/remains_oCancient.htm; 
http://usatoday.cominews/world/june01/2001-06-28-sunken-cities.htm. 
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CHAPTER 6: LOCATION OF CEDAR FOREST 
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6. 1: History of Research into the Location of the Cedar Forest 

In 1914, A Poebel first identified the location of the Cedar Forest.354 He cited two 

possible identifications of the Cedar Forest of Sargon, which is written GIS.TIR 

GIS.EREN in the Akkadian version and its equivalent written tir-GIS.eren in the Sumerian 

version. In one of the inscriptions of Gudea the Amanus range, written arru-a-nUm, is 

defined as lJ.ur-sag-eren-ta [GIS.er]en "the mountain range of the cedar" and Gudea relates 

that he obtained from there cedar beams of sixty and fifty cubits in length as well as 

another kind of tree only twenty-five cubits in length.355 However, Poebel was doubtful 

whether these cedar mountains could be identified with tir-GIS.ereniGIS.TIR GIS.EREN 

"the Cedar Forest" of which Sargon's inscriptions speak. Poebel considered that this 

identification did not seem very likely, for since the Amanus Mountains bar the way to the 

Mediterranean to which Poebel understood that Sargon claims to have extended his empire 

and have included in his dominion, Amanus could not very naturally be mentioned as one 

of the remotest points of his empire. Thus, he assumed that the Cedar Forest of Sargon 

was rather to be identified with the Lebanon and Anti-Lebanon Mountains.356 

His identification of the Cedar Forest has been accepted by some scholars but, 

others preferred to identify it with the Amanus, due to references of Arnanus with Cedar 

Mountain in Naram-Sin's and aforementioned Gudea's inscriptions.357 

354 Poebel, PBS 4/1, pp. 223-24. 
355 Edzard, RIME 3/1, p. 33. 
356 For the identification of the Cedar Forest with Lebanon, see Albright, lEA 6, p. 92; Bottero & 
Drower, CAHII2, pp. 322-6. 
357 For the identification of the Cedar Forest with Amanus, see P. Dhonne, 'Assyrioiogie," RB 31, 
(1922), p. 458; ~ 33, p. 21; RB 35, p. 542, note 4; Landsberger, ZA 3~,~. 233 and ~ote 7; EHA, p. 
92 and 200; Maisler, AOSUG 2, p. 7 and notes 7 and 8; I.J. Gelb, Inscnptun firmA lzshar am V Uinity, 
(Chicago, The U~ve~ity of ~cago Press, 1935), p. 4 and note 37; Hurrian am Sururians, 
(Chicago, The Uruversltyof Chicago Press, 1944), pp. 35-6; Kupper, RA 43, pp. 83-4; Gadd, CAH 
1/2, p. 431; A Tsukimoto, The Gil[Jlmsh Epic (in Japanese), (Tokyo, lwanami Shyoten, 1996), pp. 
342-46. 
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6. 2: Regional Location of the Cedar Forest. 

Apart from Sargon's two inscriptions, various Mesopotamian kings refer to their 

northwestern expeditions in relation to the mountain or the forest, where cedar was 

obtainable.358 In addition to these historical sources, the texts from the Gilgames Epic, the 

incantation text, the L ipSur litanies and probably the lexical text, IjAR-ra = !;JUbullu also 

indicate the region where cedar could be obtained. It is historically attested that three 

different mountains are associated with cedar namely Amanus, Lebanon and SiraralSirion 

(-Hermon and Anti-Lebanon) Mountains. Moreover, R Meiggs investigated the character 

of the Lebanon, Amanus and Taurus mountains, and established that the tallest conifers 

including cedar, firs, junipers (J. fretidissimll J. exaisa) and pine only grow on the upper slope 

ranges above the altitude of 1200 meters.359 So the tallest conifers could also have been 

obtainable from any northwestern mountainous regions, which raise above the altitude of 

1200 meters, such as Taurus range, Mara~ region and Jebel-Anzariya.360 

The earliest historical reference from Mesopotamia to the acquisition of cedar of 

358 BGE I, pp. 93-4; AMMI, p, 349-51; 'erenu A,' C4D IV, (1958), p. 274; 'erenu(m) I, erinnu II,' 
AHwI, (1965), p. 237; J.N. Postgate, 'Trees and Timber in the Assyrian Texts, in J.N. Postgate & 
MA Powell, (eds.), BSA 6: Trees am Tinber in Mesqxxarria, (1992), p. 188. 
359 ERIN/ erin is usually translated as cedar, but it has been suggested by W.G. Lambert and S. 
Dalley that a possible translation is pine because the written sources indicate only that it Jielded 
timber suitable for roofing beaplS, that it had a pleasant aroma, and that it was a source of inc7nse. 
J. Hansman proposed that GIS.ERIN/ erin of the Gilgames Story would have originally assOCIated 
with one of the species of Juniper, Juniperus exaisa, which is a fragrant wood andvsuitable f~r 
building timber. J. Bottero holds the similar view to Hansman. He considers that GIS.ERIN/enn 
was originally a generic term, denoting a resinous or coniferious tree of any kind, and later on, after 
the Old Babylonian period, it came to designate the cedar, which is the coniferious tree in the eyes 
of the Mesopotamians. So, the use of "cedar" may be not suitable. But as suggested the~e ~allest 
conifers only grow at the altitude over 1200 m, therefore" cedar" will be appllied temporarily U1 the 
following investigation. See, K. Abraham & J. Klein, 'Problems of Geography in the Gilg~s 
Epics: The Journey to the "Cedar Forest",' in L. Milano et al. (eds.), Larriscapes,' territaries,jrrniers 
am horizons in the arrient Near East, papers presented to the XLIV RAJ , Venezia, 7-11 July 1997, 
(padova, Sargon, 1999), pp. 65-6; W.G. Lambert, 'Gilgamesh in Literature and Art: the Secon~ and 
First Millennia,' in AE. Farkas, P.o. Harper & E.B. Harrison, (eds.), Monsters ani Derrms zn the 
Arrient amMaiieud WorIa, (Mainz on Rhine, Verlag Philipp von Zabem, 1987), pp. 46-7;~. Dalley, 
Myths /rrmMesopaania, (Oxford, Oxford University Press, 1989), p. 42£.; J. Hansman, 'Gilg~s~, 
Humbaba and the Land of the Erin-Trees,' Iraq 38, (1976), pp. 23-35; R Meiggs, Trees am Tinhrzn 
the A rrient MaUterrarran WorIt4 (Oxford, The aarendon Press, 1982), pp. 53-4 . 
. \60 For the mountain ranges exceeding the altitude of 1200 meters, see the maps, HeisinkiA tias; The 
Tims Atlas if the WorIt4 vol. 2, (London, The Times Publishing (})mpany, 1959), plates 34,36 and 
37. 
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the Lebanon Mountains appears to be from the reign of SamSi-Adad I of Assyria in 19th to 

ISth cennuy B.C In one of his royal inscriptions, he boasts of the acquisition of cedar 

resin and cedar for the roof and the doors of the temple, then after several lines he claims 

the erection of his monumental inscription in the land Lebanon written i-na mt-a-at 

la_ht_an.KI.361 Though SamSi-Adad I does not clearly state that cedar was aquired from the 

Lebanon Mountain, there appears to be the possibility of acquisition from the land 

Lebanon. A direct connection between the acquisition of cedar and the Lebanon Mountain 

appears from the end of the second millennium B.C, in the inscription of Tiglathpileser I 

where he states "I marched to Mount Lebanon (written K DR Iabna-m) and cut down (and) 

carried off cedar beams for the temple of the gods" .362 Later several Neo-Assyrian and 

Neo-Babylonian kings a1so mention the procurement of cedar from the Lebanon and 

sirara/Sirion Mountains. 363 The Lebanon and SiraraiSirion ( - Hermon and 

Anti-Lebanon) Mountains are also cited as the source of cedar in an Old Babylonian 

section of the Gilgames Epic, known as the Ishchali tablet, which is dated to the early 

eighteenth century B.C364 Although it is still very debatable where Gilgames and Enkidu 

originally procured GIS.ERIN/ erin as some scholars have argued that the tradition of the 

story originally associates with the southwest of Iran, the date of the Ishchali tablet 

definitely indicates that the presence of cedar in the Lebanon and SiraraiSirion Mountains 

was already known to the people of Babylonia from as early as the eighteenth century 

B.C365 In addtion to these references, SiraraiSirion ( ... Hermon and Anti-Lebanon) 

361 A.K Grayson, RIMA 1: Assyrian Rulers (the Thirdarri SecmiMilJennia BC(To 1115 BC), (1987), 
SamSi-Adad I A.0.39.1. 
362 Grayson, RIMA 2, Tiglath-Pileser I AO.87.3. 
363 C4D IV, p. 274; AHwI, p. 237; Postgate, in Postgate & Powell, (eds.) , BSA 6, p. 188. 
364 T. Bauer, 'Ein Viertes altbabyl. Fragment des Gilgames-Epos,' ]NES 16, (1957), pp. 254-62; 
AR. George, The Epic (GillJl11'l3h,A NewTrans/atim, (London, Penguin Books, 1999),pp.119-21. 
365 L. MatouS and Hansman assumed that the original mountainous region of GIS.ERIN/ erin of 
the Gilgarnes Story was associated with ~lam. See L. MatouS, 'Les Raports entre la Version 
Sumerienne et la Version Akkadienne de l'Epopee de Gilgames,' in P. Garelli (ed.), GU[pm5 et sa 
kg!ni, /a V/Ie RAI, ~aris, I~rirne~e.Nationale, Librairie C Klincksieck, 1960), p. 92; 'Zur neueren 
Literatur uber das Gilgames-Epos, BzQ-21, (1964), pp. 3-10; Hansman, Iraq 38, pp. 23-35. 

However, A Malamat and P.RS. Moorey regard that the northwest expedition of Gilgames 
and Enkidu was the traditional one. See A Ma1arnat, 'Campaigns to the Mediterranean by 
Iahdunlim and Other Rulers, AS 16: Studit5 in Havr if Benm Larriskrw 00 his Ser.enty-F ifih Birtbiay, 
April 21, 1965, (1965), pp .. 372-3; A.MMI, pp. 251-2. . . 

.An important new infonnauon for the place where cedar was acqwred by Gilgames and 
Enkidu is indicated by the most recently published Old Babylonian date of the text from the 
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Mountain written KURSi-ra-ra is equated with the Cedar Mountain written KlJRe.ri-ni in 

the incantation text, LipSur litanies.366 The lexical text, IjAR-ra = tJUbullu also registers 

Sirara/Sirion (= Hermon and Anti-Lebanon) Mountain written KUR Si-ra-a. Although the 

equated tree toponym is not retained, the order of the names of the mountains is the same 

as the LipSur litanies. So, KUR Si-ra-a of the IjAR-ra = lJubullu is also supposed to be 

equated with the Cedar Mountain.367 The date of these two texts is unknown, but w.F. 

Leemans suggested that the tradition of the IjAR-ra = 1Jubul1u can possibly be traced back 

to the Ur III period.368 As for the LipSur litanies, E. Reiner suggested that they go back to 

an Old Babylonian tradition.369 So, as various texts suggested the association between 

Cedar and the Lebanon and Sirara/Sirion Mountains, the Cedar Forest of Sargon may 

possibly be equated with the Lebanon and 5iraralSirion Mountains. 

In addition to these, there is an argument that the earliest historical reference to the 

procurement of cedar from Lebanon may be dated back to the Old Akkadian period. One 

of Naram-Sin's year names is the year "Naram-Sin was [vic]torious over [ ....... }at.KI and 

[ ... gt]l-at.KI [in battle and personally] cut down [cedar timber] in the [ ...... .. }na-an". A 

Westenholz restored the last word as Lebanon, written [KUR la-a]Jfna-an. He argues that 

the main reason for this reading [KUR la-a]b-na·an rather than Amanus, written [KUR 

a-mJa-na-an, is the height of the final wedge of the sign AB, which is unsuitable for MA, 

and the campaign to Lebanon was evidently considered worthy of conunemoration in a 

year-date, and it should be seen in connection with the similar achievement of Gilgames 

and Enkidu in the Akkadian versions of the epic.370 However, D.R Frayne restored the 

name as [K UR a ]mna-an.371 He does not comment on this restoration, but he probably 

restored it due to the reference to Naram-Sin's visit to the Arnanus in association with the 

Cedar Mountain written clearly in one of his royal inscriptions. 372 There is another 

inscription of Naram-Sin, which seems to contain the name, Amanus. But again the initial 

Gilgames Epic. It narrates that Gilgames and Enkidu travel to the Cedar Forest not in association 
with Mount Lebanon, but in association with the Land of Ebla. See BGE I, pp. 93-4. 
366 E. Reiner, 'Lipsur Litanies,' ]NES 15, (1956), p. 132. 
367 FTOBP, p. 6; Gvil (ed.) , MSL 11, p. 23. 
368 FTOBP, p. 6. 
369 Reiner,jNES 15, p. 13l. 
370 0S'Q.4 TP 2, pp.39-41; J.G. Westenholz and AR George support this restoration, see LKA, p. 
75; XXXIVeme RAI: XXXIV. Uluslararst Assiriyiqi Kangn;si, p. 11; BGE I, p. 94. 
371 Frayne, RIME 2, p. 86, E2.1.4. Year Name (b), (z). 
372 Ibid., p. 133. 
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sign is not preserved. Frayne also restored it as [cedar wood in the A]manus, written 

[GIS.ERIN in a]-mt-nim 373 Two geographical names are also mentioned in the 

aforementioned Naram-Sin year name containing Amanus or Lebanon. One place name is 

tentatively restored as Abullat written [KAGJAL-afi by Westenholz.374 If this is correct, 

this place name is in general to be located to the east of the Tigris.375 So unfortunately no 

hint can be obtained from it concerning the restoration of the name of the mountain. 

Thus, both restorations are still tentative, and the possibility of Naram-Sin's visit to the 

Lebanon cannot be proved. However if Westenholz's restoration is correct, it strengthens 

the possibility of Sargon's visit to the Lebanon. 

As stated above, the earliest certain historical references to the cedar of the 

Amanus Mountain are given by Naram-Sin. Possibly Sar-kali-sarri and Gudea also mention 

the procurement of cedar from the Amanus, and Neo-Assyrian kings also claim its 

procurement from AmanUS.376 The incantation text, the LipSur litanies and probably the 

lexical text, IjAR-ra .. ~ubullu also indicate the association between the Amanus Mountain 

and the Cedar Mountain in the same manner as the aforementioned SiraraiSirion 

Mountain.377 In two of Naram-Sin's royal inscriptions and probably the year name of 

Naram-Sin mentioned above, Naram-Sin refers to the Amanus Mountain in relation to its 

cedar: [KUR a]mm-an [GIS.ERINJ, a-mt-mm SADU GIS.EREN and [GIS.EREN in 

a]-mt_ntm378 Apart from his references to the Amanus Mountain, the scribe also used the 

expression "the Cedar Forest" written GIS.TIR EREN and GIS.TIR [GI]S.EREN, which 

are exactly the same writing as the Cedar Forest in Sargon's texts, without citing its proper 

name like Amanus in both the year name and inscription.379 So, the possibility may arise 

that the term was used separately from Amanus and one may tentatively equate it with 

373 Ibid., p. 140. 
374 050411'2, pp. 39-41. 
375 Edzard, et al., RGTC 1, p. 2; E,?zard, et al., RGTC 2, pp. 1-2. 
376 The mention of Arnanus by Sar-kali-sarri is not entirely certain. Its reading must have been 
based on the supposition of Frayne, because the signs were not clearly readable, see Frayne, RIME 
2 p. 193. For Gudea's claim, see Edzard, RIME 3/1, Gudea E3/1.1.7.stB, line 28-9 and Gudea 
E3/1.1.7.CylA, xv 19. For the claims of the Neo-Assyrian kings, see C4D IV, p. 274; AHw I, 
(1965), p. 237; Postgate, BSA 6, p. 188. . . 
377 Reiner,]NES 15, p. 132; FTOBP, p. 6; Ovil (ed.), MSL 11, p. 23. 
378 Fra)1le, RIME 2, Naram-Sin E2.1.4. Year Name (b), (z), Naram-Sin E2.1.4.26, I 22-4 and II 
25-7, and Naram-Sin E2.1.4.29, line 8') 53-4. . . 
379 Ibid. Naram-Sin E2.1.4. Year Name (b), (~, Naram-Sm E2.1.4.25, line 15-6. Naram-Sin 
E2.1A.io04 also mentions the ceders without citing its proper name. 
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Lebanon and the Cedar Forest of Sargon. However, no distinction can be established from 

the contexts of the year name and the inscription. The former only expresses "the year 

Naram-Sin went to the Cedar Forest" (written GIS.TIR EREN). The latter gives other 

geographical names, "all the land of Elam as far as Paral].sum, and the land of Subartum" 

along with the Cedar Forest ( = GIS. TIR [GI]S.EREN), but they are obviously designations 

of vast lands. So, accurate topographical information for the location of the Cedar Forest 

cannot be obtained. As a result, the possibility of the separate use of the terms "the 

Amanus, Cedar Mountain" and "the Cedar Forest" again remains no more than speculative 

and one can also interpret the term "the Cedar Forest" as another term for Arnanus. 

Apart from the historical references to the procurement of cedar either from the 

Lebanon! Anti-Lebanon or Amanus, one of the historical literary texts of Sargon named 

'Sargon in Foreign Lands' by J.G. Westenholz refers to Sargon's visit to the Arnanus written 

[{fa} mt·m-am and lja- • mt-m-arri, the Cedar Forest written [qi-s']a-at e-ri_ni_im380 Westenholz 

dated this literary text to the Old Babylonian period due to the nature of the morphology 

of the text. So, Sargon's visit to the Cedar Forest was remembered by the Babylonians in 

association with the Amanus. This statement may advance the possibility of Sargon's visit 

to Amanus.38t 

In two of Sargon's inscriptions, the list of the cities, Tuttul, Mari, Iarmuti, Ebla and 

the regions, the Cedar Forest and the Silver Mountains is clearly bound by the expression 

"the Upper Land" written kalam-IGLNIM, and the locations of Tuttul, Mari and Ebla 

which are identified in the northwest of Mesopotamia. 382 Moreover, except for the 

Lebanon, the Anti-Lebanon and the Amanus Mountains, no other northwestern regions 

for the acquisition of cedar by the Mesopotamian kings are known from other historical 

sources. So, the Cedar Forest must have been the designation for either the 

Lebanon! Anti-Lebanon or the Amanus Mountains. Concerning Sargon's two inscriptions 

as the topographical indicator for the locations of these cities and regions, there arise two 

380 LKA, pp. 82-3. 
3Hl The Cedar Forest of Sargon written GIS. "EREN is also to be associated with Elam in two 

different pieces of late Old or early Middle Babylonian tablets containing almost identical versio~ 
of the story, named "Sargon, the Lion" by Westenholz. In tablet B line 13' the relevant part 15 

written GIS. -EREN, but in tablet A line "b" 16'-17' the equivalent part is written NIMKI. See 
LKA, p, 101. 
382 For the identification of Mari, see Margueron, OEANE, vol. 3, pp. 413-7; Bienkowski, DANE, 
pp. 189-90; For the locations of Tuttul and Ebla, see the previous chapters. 
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possible theories, the itinerary and the summary theories already discussed in the chapter 

concerning the location of the city of Iarmuti. If the list was intended to indicate Sargon's 

itinerary, the city of Iarmuti can be located between Mari and E bla, thus defining the 

northwestern direction of the line toward the Amanus as E bla is situated in the vicinity of 

Amanus. Therefore, it appears to favour the identification of the Cedar Forest with the 

Amanus. 

Furthermore, the most likely identification of the Silver Mountains is the Anatolian 

mountain range, the only place where the silver mines have traditionally been exploited in 

the northwest of Mesopotamia, therefore in addition to the line of the listed cities, the 

location of the Silver Mountains also favours the identification of the Cedar Forest with 

the Amanus. 

Yet, if the list of the cities and regions was intended to indicate the summary of 

Sargon's expeditions in the northwest of Mesopotamia, the city of Iarmuti may be located 

somewhere further south of Ebla. In this case, Sargon could hardly miss the presence of 

cedar on the Lebanon and Anti-Lebanon Mountains, though the identification of the Silver 

Mountains with the Anatolian mountain range and its location still does not preclude the 

identification of the Cedar Forest with Amanus, because it was also impossible to miss the 

presence of cedar in Amanus on the way to the Anatolian range. 

For one of the key points identifying the location of the Cedar Forest correctly 

depends on the location of the city of Iarmuti. However, as we have demonstrated, the 

nature of the topographical information about the location of Iarmuti is secondary, so no 

conclusive topographical information for the location of the Cedar Forest can be extracted 

from Sargon's two inscriptions. So far only two possible identifications can be presumed 

from the secondary topographical information given by Sargon's two inscriptions that the 

term "Cedar Forest" may be understood as the designation of either the 

Lebanon! Anti-Lebanon or the Amanus or perhaps both. 
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CHAPTER 7: LOCATION OF 
SILVER MOUNTAINS 
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7. 1: History of Research into the Location of the Silver Mountains 

For the Silver Mountains, written bur-sag-kU-ga-se in the Sumerian version and 

KURKUR KU in the Akkadian version, again Poebel also first identified them with the 

Taurus Mountains, since the Taurus range had silver mines that were 'WOrked in antiquity, 

furthermore Shalmaneser III states on the famous Black Obelisk that he went to Mount 

Tunni, the silver mountain, on an expedition to Que and Tabal after crossing the 

Euphrates.383 Thus, Poebel presumed that the mines of the Taurus range formed one of 

the chief objectives of Sargon's campaign. His identification has almost universally been 

accepted by later scholars.
384 

In 1924, P. Dhrome identified the Silver Mountains with the city and the region of 

Ijatti, the capital of HittiteS.385 The ideogram of the city of !jatti is written KUBABBAR 

followed by the phonetic determinative of d. Thus, it is phonetically read !jat-d. The 

important point, he suggested was that K UBABBAR means at the same time silver. 

Therefore, he considered that not only the Taurus mountains, which close the access of the 

Hittite country toward the southeast, but also the city and the region of !jatci relate to the 

Silver Mountains of Sargon's inscriptions. 

In 1929, J. Lewy identified the Silver Mountains with the Lebanon and the 

Anti-Lebanon by reading KURKUR KU the Shiny Mountains.386 However, his tentative 

reading does not fit other contexts.387 Thus, this opinion should be rejected. 

On the other hand, in 1936 RC Thompson seems to have been the first to oppose 

Poebel's identification.38B He suggested the identification of the Silver Mountains of 

Sargon with the Silver Mines of Keban Maden situated on the Upper Euphrates, just south 

383 poebel, PBS 4/1, pp. 224-25. 
384 For the identification of the Silver Mountains, see the foot notes for the sub-chapter 6.1 above. 
385 Dhonne, RB 33, pp. 21-2. 
386 Lewy, ZA 38, pp. 261-2; 'Les texts paleo-assyriens et l'Ancien Testament,' RHR 110, (1934), p. 

60. 
387 'kaspu,' C4D VIII, (1971), pp. 245-7. 
388 RC Thompson, A Diaiorwy if Assyrian Oxrristry ani Gedngy, (Oxford, The Oarendon Press, 
1936), pp. 61-2. The e~liest ~ferences to Keban Maden ~ relatio~ to ~e Assyrians are traceable as 
earlyas 1901 in the artIcle wntten byW',Go~d. According to ~ his a'Wareness of the mines of 
Keban Maden came from W.W. Smyth s artIcle, see W. Gowland, The Early Metallurgy of Silver 
and Lead,' AMTA 57, Pan 2, (1901), p. 371. 
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of its junction with the Murat River. However, he gave no particular reason for this 

identification and his rejection of Poebel's identification.389 

Looking through the history of the identification of the Silver Mountains, the 

identification with the Taurus range appears to be more logical and plausible than the 

identification with Keban Maden, so, in the following sections, we will investigate the 

credibility of the former argument. 

389 Some scholars still cite this identification, see RJ. Forbes, 'Technology in de Oudheid, Silver 
and Lead in Antiquity,' lEa 6-8, (1939-1942), p. 501; K.R Maxwell-Hyslop, W(5temAsiaticjeuJry, 
C 3000·612 B.C, (London, Methuen & CD Ltd, 1971), p.lxv; H Limet, Le Tra'l.llil du m:ta1 au SU1TI!f 
all Terrps de fa IIfe Dyrwtie d'Ur, (paris, Belles Lettres, 1960), p. 95; AMMf, p. 234. 
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7. 2: Regional Location of the Silver Mountains 

7.2. 1: Inttoduction 

The geographical term, "the Silver Mountains" is obviously very ambiguous. We 

can only deduce that, like the Cedar Forest of Sargon, the Silver Mountains are situated 

somewhere in the northwest of Mesopotamia since the name occurs with other places 

situated in "the Upper Land", and the locations of other places mentioned in Sargon's 

inscriptions are to be placed in the northwest of Mesopotamia. Concerning the nature of 

this topographical information in Sargon's inscriptions, we may possibly only extract from 

them strained interpretations or in other words secondary topographical information for 

their location. 

P.RS. Moorey recently cited the written evidence dating from the Old-Akkadian to 

the .Achaemenid periods, which registers a geographical term and the word "silver" .390 He 

found that the geographical designation "the Silver Mountains" written Q.ur-sag-kU-ga-se in 

the Sumerian version and KURKUR KU in the Akkadian version is the only occurrence 

throughout the history of Mesopotamia and the various geographical terms containing the 

term "silver" are to be located in varying regions throughout the Near East. So, the 

geographical designation of the Silver Mountains of Sargon \VaS not a specific geographical 

term for the people of Mesopotamia. Therefore, even when the sources of the silver 

referred to in other texts are identifiable in the northwest of Mesopotamia, they are not 

necessarily the same sources as the Silver Mountains of Sargon. So, it has to be admitted 

that no primary topographical information for locating the Silver Mountains of Sargon is 

obtainable from other texts containing a geographical term similar to the Silver Mountains. 

In this circumstance we shall firstly try to extract possible secondary topographical 

information from Sargon's own inscriptions, and then we shall consider other kinds of 

secondary topographical information in texts bearing a geographical term similar to the 

Silver Mountains. 

390 AMMI, p. 234. 
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7. 2. 2: Location of the Silver Mountains in Secondary Topographical Information 

7. 2. 2. 1. 

Sargon's two royal inscriptions 

Apart from the topographical information that the Silver Mountains are situated in 

the northwest of Mesopotamia, no other pieces of primary topographical information can 

be obtained from Sargon's inscriptions. However, we know that the identification and the 

locations of Mari, T uttul and E bla among the other cities and regions referred to in 

Sargon's two inscriptions are certain. The location of Iarmuti may be identified either 

between Mari and E bla or somewhere along the Mediterranean coast. The Cedar Forest is 

to be equated either with Amanus, Lebanon/the anti-Lebanon Mountains or both. So, 

when we calculate the distance of the neighbouring cities and regions, we can recognize 

three suppositional farthest distances between these cities and regions. One possible 

farthest distance occurs from Mari to Tuttul, in the event of the Cedar Forest being 

identified with the Amanus Mountains and Iarmuti not being situated beyond this distance. 

It is thus a maximum of roughly 240 km. The second possible farthest distance may be 

recognized from Ebla to the southern end of the Lebanon Mountains, again if Iarmuti is 

within this distance. It is thus a maximum of roughly 340 km. The last suppositional 

farthest distance occurs from the northern end of the Lebanon Mountains to Iarmuti, if 

Iarmuti is putatively located near Gaza, which is the extreme farthest possible regional 

location of Iarmuti along the Mediterranean coast and the Cedar Forest is identified with 

the Lebanon Mountains. The distance is a maximum of roughly 380 km. It may be possible 

that the Silver Mountains are situated at least within this h}pothetical farthest distance, 

although the nature of this interpretation is naturally secondary. So, here on the 

assumption that Sargon may not have advanced beyond one of these distances, a distance 

of 240, 340 or 380 km will be applied for making the limitation of the regional location of 

the Silver Mountains. 

Now the question is from what point this limitation is most suitably to be applied. 

It has been shown that Turkey has the greatest quantity of geologically identified 

silver-bearing ores and there is a tendency for the deposits to limit themselves to the 
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northern and southern Anatolian folds.391 So the possible silver source of the Silver 

Mountains is situated further north than all the places referred to in Sargon's inscriptions. 

The northern end of the Amanus Mountain. obviously constitutes the most northerly 

point among these cities and regions. Therefore, the radii of 240, 340 or 380 km will be 

delimited from this point. Only two mines, Bulgar Maden (- Bolkardag) and Aladag are 

situated within 240 km. Six more mines: Akdagmadeni, Kaplan, Deredam, Kurt Maden, 

Keban Maden and Pirajrnan are to be added within the distance of 340. Finally, within the 

radius of 380 km, three more mines, Ortakonu~, Arparhk and Asarctk are to be included. 

So altogether eleven silver mines are situated within these hypothetical limits as shown on 

map 7.1. We know that a micaceous ware ceramic is one of the Early Bronze Age ceramics, 

and this ceramic assemblage was found in the silver mining district of Bulgar Maden and 

sites in its vicinity such as Acemhoyiik from levels X-VIII, Early Bronze Age II-III at 

Kwrepe, at Karahoyiik level VII.392 TIlls ceramic assemblage is also now reported in the 

Early Bronze Age contexts of GQltepe also located beside Bulgar Maden. So, at least we 

can be sure that the silver mine of Bulgar Maden was exploited contemporary with the 

Sargonic period. Unfortunately the periods of other mines' exploitation cannot be dated, 

hence we cannot associate specific silver mines with the Old Akkadian period. However, 

the possibility at least arises that some of them may be identified with the Silver Mountains 

of Sargon. 

391 AMMI, p. 235; P.S. de Jesus, The Deuicprrent c{Pnhistoric MiningarrlMetttllurgy inA rntdia, part I, 
(Oxford, BAR, 1980), pp. 64-9 and part,I1" (Oxford, BAR, 1~80), maps 14-16. " 
392 K.A Yener, Q-IANE 4: The D0m5tu:atun c{Mefdis, The Rzse c{Cnrp/e;c Metal IrriustnRs mA nadia, 
(2000), p. 102. 
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Map 7. 1: The Silver Mountains in Sargon's two royal inscriptions 
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7.2.2.2. 

The location of the Silver Mountains in the inscriptions of Shalmaneser III 

No Mesopotamian kings before Sargon refer to the Silver Mountains In the 

northwest. As Poebel cited, only Shalmaneser III claimed to visit this region, which he 

called Mount Tunni, the Mountain of Silver, written KUR tu-un-ni KUR 

KU.BABBARiKUR tu-un-rri KUR-e KU.BABBAR393 However, there is no evidence to 

justify the equation of Mount Tunni with the Silver Mountains of Sargon, because as it has 

been shown that a number of the silver mines were exploited in antiquity in the northwest 

of Mesopotamia, the Silver Mountains of Sargon can be identified with any of those 

known silver mines. It has to be concluded that the nature of the equation between Mt. 

Tunni and the Silver Mountains of Sargon is secondary, but since there is a small possibility 

that this equation is correct, the identification and the location of Mount Tunni should be 

investigated. 

In 1912 B. Meissner first discussed the identification and the location of Mount 

Tunni based on the topographical information given by the famous Black Obelisk and the 

broken statue of Shalmaneser III discovered at ASsur. 394 On the Black Obelisk, 

Shalmaneser III firstly mentions his crossing of the Euphrates, then his visit to Tabal, (

the Glician hinterland) and finally comes to the Mountains of Tunni, the Silver Mountain 

393 Apart from Sargon ?f Akka~ and Shalrnaneser III, some other kings in Mesopotamia mention 
geographical terms beanng ~e silver. See AMMI, p. 234. 

ManiStiisu recorded his march as far as the Silver Mines. However, this geographical tenn 
occurs with another geographical tenn, the Lower Sea, which is to be identified with the Persian 
Gulf So, it is hardly possible to equate it with the Silver Mountains of Sargon, which obviously are 
associated with the Upper Land. See Frayne, RIME 2, Man-iStiisu E2.1.3.1; Edzard, et al., RGTC 1, 
pp. 203-5; et al., RGTC2, p. 251. 

Gudea claims in his inscription that silver from its mountain is being brought down to him. 
However, this claim is listed along with his other statements related to his achievements in 
acquiring raw ma~eri.als fro~ ~e various distant l~ds: So, so.me o~er place names are cormected 
with "silver from lts mountam . The Cedar Mountam 15 mentioned fll'St and then, place names, the 
quay of Kasurra, the Stone Mountain, the mountain range of Madga, the Copper Mountain range 
of KUnaS, and the phrase "gold from its mountain" follow it before the mention of the phrase 
"silver from its mountain". Two further geographical terms, Melubba and the Alabaster Mountain 
follow "silver from its mountain". The Cedar Mountain is probably associated either with the 
AmanUS or the Lebanon Mountains in the northwest of Mesopotamia, but the following places 
such as Madga and KimaS are generally to be located in the region east of the Tigris. Furthennore, 
Melubba is often to be equated with the Indus Valley. So, any suggestive topographical information 
cannot be extracted from Gudea's inscription to locate the geographical tenn "silver from its 
mountain". See Edzard, RIME 3/1, Gudea E3/1.1.7.CyiA, line xv 19-xvi 30; Edzard, et al., RGTC 
1, p. 89, 113 and 121; et al., RG~C2, pp. 1O~-1, 113 and 13;-3. 
394 B. Meissner, 'Woher haben die Assyrer Silber bezogen?, OLZ 15, (1912), pp. 145-9. 
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and Mull, the Alabaster Mountain.395 However, in the broken statue of Shalrnaneser III he 

firstly climbed the Mountains and then, went to Que (= the Glician coast) and Tabal ( - the 

Glician hinterland). 396 Concerning this contradiction for the direction of his marth, 

Meissner argued that the chronology is not preserved in the broken statue inscription from 

ASsur and the conquest of Que narrated on it falls in the later period, thus he held and 

accepted the information of the Black Obelisk as reliable, that the march first went to 

Tabal and then to the Mountains. So, he placed the Mountains of Tunni and Mull further 

from Assyria than Que and Tabal, and identified the Silver Mountain, which stands to west 

of Que as the Taurus. The translations of the relevant parts are given below: 

The Black Obelisk197 

In my twenty-second regnal year I crossed the Euphrates for the twenty-second 

time (and) went down to the land Tabal. At that time I received gifts from twenty-four 

kings of the land Tabal. I marched to Mount Tunni, the mountain of silver, (and) Mount 

MulV u, the mountains of alabaster. 

The Broken Statue from ASS~98 

I marched for a second time to the land Namri. I carried off Ianzu, king of the 

land Namri, together with his gods, booty from his land, (and) his palace property to my 
• A yv CIty rusur. 

I went up to Mount Tunni, the silver mountain, (and) Mount MulVu, the alabaster 

mountain, (and) erected my mighty steles on them I carried away alabaster in quantities so 

large it could not be reckoned. 

I marched to the lands K/Que (and) Tabal, I conquered those lands (and) turned 

(them) into ruin hills. I confined Kate, the perverse enemy; to Pal].ru, his royal city. My 

lordly brilliance overwhelmed him I carried off his daughter with her dowry to Calah (and 

thus) he submitted to me. 

395 AK. Grayson, RIMA 3/11: Assyrian Rulers if the Early Fint Millennium Be II {858-745 CB}, 
(1996), Shalrnaneser III A0.102.14, lines 104b-107a. 
396 Grayson, RIMA 3/II, Shalrnaneser III AO.102.40, lines iii 1-8. 
397 Ibid., Shalrnaneser III A0.102.14, lines l04b-107a. 
398 Ibid" Shalrnaneser III AO.102.40, lines iii 1-8. 
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Meissner particularly cited tvvo silver mines as possible candidates for Shalrnaneser 

Ill's Silver Mountain. One of them is Bulgar Maden (1740 m high), because the 

Hieroglyphic Luwian inscription of the ruler Tarhunazas was found an hour downward 

from this mountain and attested the presence of settlement in antiquity.399 Although this 

mine is now exhausted and its chronological attribution unfortunately cannot be attested, 

his identification of the Silver Mountain with the Taurus was widelyaccepted.<400 

In 1963, P. Hulin further advanced Meissner's identification for the location of Mt. 

Tunni by investigating the newly discovered Shalrnaneser III inscription on the broken 

statue from Nunrudl Calah. 401 Its topographical information contains the previously 

unknown sequence of Shalmaneser Ill's march to the northwest. Its relevant parts are 

given below: 

The Broken Statue from NunrudiCalah402 

In my twenty-second regnal year I crossed the Euphrates for the twenty-second 

time (and) received tribute from all the kings of the land !Jatti. I crossed Mount [ ... ]inzini 

(and) received tribute from the people of the land Melid. I crossed Mount Tlffiur (and) 

went down to the cities of Tuatti, the Tabalite. I razed, destroyed, (and) burned their cities. 

The fearful radiance of ASsur, my lord, overwhelmed Tuatti and he remained confined in 

his city to save his life. I surrounded Artulu, his royal city. Kikki, his son, was afraid to fight 

and submitted to me. I received tribute from him. I received gifts from twenty kings of the 

land Tabal. 

I ascended Mount Tunni, the mountain of silver. Moving on from Mount Tunni, I 

went down to the cities of Pul].ame, the !JubuSnean (emended from ljubuSkaean), (and) 

approached the city !JubuSnu, his royal [city]. I received the tribute of [ ... ] the land 

Ia~a[ ... ]. I ascended [Mount M]ulu, [the mountain of alabaster. [ ... ] alabaster [ ... ] much, I 

399 OILI, vol. 1, part 2, pp. 521-6. 
400 Poebel, PBS 4/1, pp. 234-5; D.o. Luckenbill, Arrient Rewrds if Assyria and BabJonia, vol. I, 
(Chicago, University of Chicago Press, 1926-7), p. 206 and 246; Forbes, JEOL 6-8, pp. 501-3; E. 
Michel, 'Die Assur-Texte Salmanasars III. (858-824)', WO 1, (1947-52), p. 61, note 19. 
401 P. Hulin, 'The Inscriptions on the Carved Throne-Base of Shalrnaneser III,' Iraq 25, (1963), pp. 

66-8. 
402 Grayson, RIMA 3/11, Shalmaneser III A0.102.16, lines 162'b-181'a. 
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made. [I erected] my royal [statue] on Mount [MulU].403 

So, after the reference to the crossing of the Euphrates, it refers to the receiving of 

tribute and gifts from kings of the varying lands located east of the Taurus and at last the 

gifts from twenty kings of Tabal. 5halmaneser III claimed that he descended from Mt. 

Tunni, then he went down to the cities of Pubame, the IjubuSnaean, (and) approached the 

city ljubuSnu, his royal [city]. Hulin particularly noticed the importance of the 

identification and the location of the cities of PulJame, the ljubuSkaean written 

ffi.lll]u-bu-ul-ka-a-a for identifying the location of Mount Tunni, because except on the 

extreme assumption that the descent from Mount T unni direcdy introduces a return 

campaign to a land very much farther east from Mount Tunni, and the ljubuSkaean is 

dissociated from the known western locality of the similar name Ij ubuSkia, which is in 

general considered to be located 1000 km to the east in the area south of Lake Urrnia, by 

emending it to Ij ubuSnean, it is obviously logical to attribute its general location near or the 

outskirts of Mount Tunni. 

Thus, Hulin equates matl]u-bu-ul-ka-a-a with Urimme of ljubiSna (written 

'ill]u-bi-iS-na-a-a) mentioned in Tiglathpileser Ill's inscription and the land of ljubuSnu 

(written matl]u-bu-ul-mVna) mentioned in Esarhaddon's inscription.404 Concerning the land 

of IjubuSnu (written matl]u-bu-ul-nu/na) of Esarhaddon, it is however, to be read either 

matku-se-el]-nu or matsu-bu-ul]-nu in the Esarhaddon Orronicle.405 Hulin accepted the former 

reading and argued that matku-se-el]-nu is a locality and may have included the earlier 

uRUku-sa?-al]?-l]u?-se?-na-sa of the Ulmi-Tesup treaty. He cited J. Garstang and o.R Gurney 

and E. Forrer's identifications for the location of URUku-sa?-al]?-l]u?-se?-na-sa. According to 

Garstang and Gurney it lay roughly east of Mount Arlanda, which they identified with 

403 S. Yamada most recently suggests emendation in this place. He argues that the intetpretation of 
line 177', reading a land name, la\.L5a[ ... ] is unattested elsewehere and is questionable, and the 
broken statue from ASsur states placement of the image of Shalmaneser III between the Mount 
Tunni, the silver mountain and Mount MulVu, the alabaster mountain. Thus, he proposes to read 
lines 176'b-177' "I approached the city IjubuSnu, his royal [city). I [ere]cted (there) [ ... of] ~y 
[na]me and [my royal] ima[ge]". See S. Yamada, mANE 3: 1he Qntruction if the Assyrian Errptre, 
(LeideniBostoniKoln, Brill, 2000), p. 212. 
404 AL. Oppenheim, 'Tiglath-pileser III (744-727): Campaigns against Syria and Palestine,' ANET, 
(1969), p. 283, lines 150-7. 
40\ Grayson, TCS 5, p. 125 and note 9. 
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Karaca Dag, east of Karapmar.406 On the other hand, Forrer argued for its location 

roughly west of Mount Arlanda, which he located south and southwest of Tuwanuwa (later 

Tyanalmodem Kemerhisar, near Bor).407 So, on either hypothesis the town of 

URUku-sa?-aIJ?-lJU?-se?-na-sa of the Ulmi-Tesup treaty and so perhaps rnatku-se-eIJ-nu of the 

Esarhaddon Cltronicle would have to be sought not very far north of the modem city of 

Eregli, whose name preserves that of the fortress Herakleia, united in one Byzantine 

bishopric with Cybistra, according to w.H Rams ay. 408 Thus Hulin concluded that if 

URuku.sa?-aIJ?-IJu?-se?-na-sa was centered on or near the site of late Cybistra or the modem 

city of Eregli, Mount Tunni may be identified with Bulgar Maden as it is the only source of 

silver in this region. 

In 1995, J.D. Hawkins brought the attention once again to supporting the theory 

related to the identification and the location of Mount Tunni established by Meissner and 

Hulin. 409 He particularly noticed that in the three aforementioned inscriptions of 

Shalmaneser III that record his visit to Mt. Tunni, it is always coupled together with Mt. 

Mull, the Alabaster Mountain. Having pointed out this fact, he further cites another 

inscription of Shalmaneser III found in Nunrud and the Hieroglyphic Luwian inscription 

of Bulgar Maden. The former inscription preserved on the broken throne base describes 

itself as being made of "stone of Mt. Tunu, alabaster":uo The latter inscription placed on 

an outcrop near the silver mines, records the donation of Mt. Muti to the ruler Tarhunazas 

by his overlord Watpalawas (Utpalla), who is attested in the inscription of Tiglathpileser III, 

so there is no large chronological gap to the period of Shalmaneser III.m So, due to the 

similarity of their names and their association with both alabaster and silver, Hawkins 

suggests that Mt. Tunni and Mt. Mull are to be identified with Mt. Tunnu and Mt. Muti and 

in general to be placed in close proximity. Thus, like Meissner and Hulin he identifies Mt. 

Tunni with the silver mines of Bulgar Maden in the area of the Bolkar-Toros Daglan, while 

he placed Mt. Mull in the proximity of Bulgar Maden at the near by gypsum quarry 

Porsuk-Zeyve. 

406 Geagrap/Jy, p. 67. 
407 Farsdmng!n, p. 21. 
408 HGAM, p. 341. 
409 J. D. Hawkins, 'Muli,' RIA 8, (1995), p. 414. 
410 Grayson, RIMA 3/II, Shalrnaneser III AO.l02.28 and AO.l02.62. 
411 aILI, vol. 1, part 2, pp. 521-6; Oppenheim, ANET, p. 283, lines 150-7. 
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Assessing the course of the aforementioned arguments for the identification and 

the location of Mt. T unni, their identification appears to be very likely. Meissner and Hulin 

first identified the direction of Shalmaneser Ill's march to Mt. Tunni from Tabal firstly by 

crossing the Euphrates, as the direction and date referred to both on the Black Obelisk and 

the Broken Statue discovered at Nmrrud! Calah clearly coincide. Concerning the 

contradiction for the sequence of the march between the Black Obelisk and the Broken 

Statue from Nimrod/ Calah on the one side and the Broken Statue from ASsur on the other, 

S. Yamada most recently gives a clear solution. He defines the Broken Statue from ASsur as 

a summary inscription thus, explicit chronological expressions and internal chronological 

arrangement do not usually appear, and the historical details, such as specific military 

campaigns, toponyrns mentioned in the summary of conquests, and construction works 

conunemorated, are generally undated in this type of text.412 However, the Black Obelisk 

and the Broken Statue from Nmrrud!Calah are annalistic inscriptions. The contents are 

arranged in chronological order, according to the date of their composition.413 So, for 

example, Shalmanesser Ill's march to the land Narnri for a second time mentioned in the 

Broken Statue from ASsur is only attributed to the 24th palu = year 25 of the reign of 

Shalmanesser III. So, though this incident occurred 2 years after Shalmanesser III' visit to 

Mount Tunni, its account is inserted before his visit to Mt. Tunni. Shalmanesser Ill's 

campaigns to Que and Tabal are mentioned together on the Broken Statue from ASsur. But, 

his campaign against Que occurred in the 20th palu = year 20. So, this event was mixed up 

with his campaign to Tabal, which certainly occurred in the 22nd palu = year 23 according to 

the annalistic inscriptions of the Black Obelisk and the Broken Statue from 

Nimrod! Calah. 414 Thus, Meissner and Hulin's identification for the direction of 

Shalmanesser Ill's advance is correct, and Mt. Tunni is very likely to be located near the 

land of Tabal. 

So, obviously the identification for the location of Tabal during the reign of 

Shalmaneser III becomes an important factor for identifying the location of Mt. Tunni. It 

is to be identified with the general region in the central part of Turkey or in other words 

the hinterland of Glicia in the provinces of Kayseri, Nev~ehir and Ntgde as the surviving 

412 Yamada, 0iANE 3, p. 28. 
m Ibid., p. 11. 
414 Ibid., p. 46. 
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Nee-Hittite monuments and inscriptions of the mid to late 8th century B.C cluster in this 

region and the names of the kings are to be associated 'With the tributary kings of the land 

of Tabal referred to by the Neo-Assyrian rulers of these periods, particularly those of 

Tiglathpileser 111.415 

Another important point, which needs to be investigated 'With the aforementioned 

arguments, is obviously the identification of the city of ljubuSnu. Hulin firstly equated 

HubuSnu of the Broken Statue discovered at Nunrud/Calah 'With HubiSuna of the 
~ w 

inscription of Ttglathpileser III and ljubuSunu of the inscription of Esarhaddon, and then 

further accepted the reading of KuSebnu of the Esarhaddon Cluonicle and equated it 'With 

HubuSuou of the inscription of Esarhaddon and 'With URuku-Ia?-ah?-hu?-se?-na-sa of the 
~ w w 

Ulmi-Tesup treaty. Firstly, Hulin's emendation of the place name ljubuSkia to ljubuSnu has 

to be accepted and ljubuSnu of Shalrnaneser III can be equated 'With ljubiSuna of 

Tiglathpileser III and ijubuSuou of Esarhaddon, because Tabal is to be identified in the 

hinterland of alicia, therefore the place name, which soon follows the reference to Tabal 

in Shalmaneser Ill's inscriptions, cannot be equated 'With ljubuSkia, which is to be located 

1000 km to the east in the area south of Lake Urmia.416 

As for the identification of ljubuSnu 'With KuSebnu and Kwebnu with 

URUku-sa?-atJ?-tJU?-se?-na-sa and their location, Hulin's argument appears unconvincing, 

because he did not give a basis for the equation of KuSebnu 'With URUku-sa?-ap?-pu?·se?-na-sa. 

Later AK. Grayson emended the reading of the place name to Sububunu rather than 

KuSebnu, and recently Hawkins accepts its reading and argues that Sububunu is simply a 

garbling of ijubuSnu.417 Thus Hulin's identification has to be considered obscure, and we 

are better to dismiss his argument. E. Forrer first argued the identification of Ij ubuSnu 

with the aassical Cybistra (= the modem town of Eregh) based on the frequent and clear 

association with Tuwanuwa.418 Recently Hawkins reports an unpublished stele found in the 

415 J.D. Hawkins, 'The Political Geography of North Syria and South-East Anatolia in the 
Neo-Assyrian Period,' NA G, (1995), p. 98; &J.N. Postgate, 'Tribute from Tabal,' BSAA 2, (1988), 
pp. 31-40; 'Some Historical Problems of the Hieroglyphic Luwian Inscriptions,' AnSt 29, (1979), 
pp. 162-7; M Willer, 'Zu Status undvLage von Ta?a~' Or.~ 52, (1983), pp. 181-193. 
416 It should be noted that Ijubuskaean of this UlScnpuon of Shahnaneser III was included 
incorrectly in RIA, see L. Levine, 'ljubuSkia,' RiA 6, (1972-75), p. 479; Hawkins, NA G, p. 99, note 

147. 
417 Hawkins, NA G, p. 99; Hulin, Iraq 25, p. 66; Grayson, TCS 5, p. 125 and note 9 
418 Farschrm[pt, pp. 20-1. 
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centre of Eregli, which might ultimately confirm this place as the Hittite city of IjupiSna.419 

I t has not yet been published, so the nature of topographical information cannot be 

assessed. Hence, its location is so far only assured near Tuwanuwa. 

Concerning the general locations of Tabal and ljubuSnu, Meissner, Hulin and 

Hawkins' identification of Mt. Tunni with Bulgar Maden appears to be correct, though in 

details their arguments do not agree each other. Tabal is to be in general identified with the 

region in the southeastern part of Anatolia in the provinces of Kayseri, Nev~ehir and 

Nigde. Moreover ljubuSnu is to be located near Tuwanuwa, which is definitely to be 

identified with classical Tyana located beneath the modem town of Kemerhisar as the 

bridge between the two names is provided by a stela with a hieroglyphic Luwian inscription 

found at Bor.420 Thus, Shalrnaneser III definitely advanced southwest through the land of 

Tabal to an area near Tyana. In this region there are the only two known silver mines, 

Bulgar Maden and Aladag. Their locations exactly fit the course of Shalmaneser Ill's march 

mentioned in his Broken Statue from Nunrudl Calah. Moreover, as Meissner, Hulin and 

particularly Hawkins remind us, the reference to Mt. Tunu in Shalrnaneser Ill's inscription 

from Nunrud and Mt. Muti in the Hieroglyphic Luwian inscription of Bulgar Maden may 

also strengthen the possibility of this identification. However, when considering Mt. Tunni, 

as the Silver Mountain of Shalrnaneser III, there is insufficient evidence to confirm its 

equation with the Silver Mountains of Sargon. So, based on the fact that Sargon and 

Shalrnaneser III are the only kings to have claimed to have advanced to the northwest of 

Mesopotamia and visited the place called the Silver Mountains, we may connect their Silver 

Mountains and equate them by treating the nature of topographical information as 

secondary topographical evidence. See map 7.2. 

419 In 1995 according to Hawkins, it was reported that this stele is to be published byS. Alp and 
stored in the Eregli museum Hawkins most recently published aiL!, but this text seems to have 
not been included. The inscription X 52 is reported to have been stored in the Eregli museum and 
to be published by M Poetto. Is this the text mentioned earlier by Hawkins? See Hawkins, NA G, 
p. 99 and note 154; aiL!, vol. 1, part 2, p. 531. 
420 J.D. Hawkins, 'Tyana,' OEANE, vol. 5, (1997), pp. 246-7. 
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Map 7. 2: The Silver Mountains in the inscriptions of Shalmaneser III 
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7.3: Conclusion 

We have attempted to identify the location of the Silver MOWltains of SaIgon 

based on two kinds of secondary topographical information given by Sargon and 

Shalmaneser Ill's royal inscriptions. From Sargon's inscriptions, it firstly became clear that 

the location of Iarmuti is the key to secondarily identify the possible location of the Silver 

MOWltains with any of the known locations of the ancient silver mines. Due to the 

secondary nature of topographical information indicating the location of Iarmuti, three 

tentative regional locations were extracted and their extents were compared with the known 

locations of ancient silver mines. Thus, it was identified that altogether eleven mines are 

located within them. Only two mines, Bulgar Maden and Aladag are situated within 240 km. 

Six more mines: Akdagmadeni, Kaplan, Deredam, Kurt Maden, Keban Maden and 

Pirajman are to be added within the distance of 340. Finally, within the distance of 380 km, 

three more mines, Ortakonu~, Arparhk and Asarclk are to be included, though it is still 

impossible to argue conclusively which mine is the most likely candidate for the Silver 

MOWltains of Sargon. 

As for the investigation of the location and the identification of the Silver 

MOWltain of Shalmaneser III, it was identified that only two known silver mines, Bulgar 

Maden and Aladag, could be associated with the course of Shalmaneser Ill's march 

towards Mt. TWlni, the Silver MOWltain as a result of the investigation on the locations of 

two key place names, Tabal and IJubmnu. Again the assessment for the equation between 

Sargon's Silver MOWltains and Shalmaneser Ill's Silver MOWltain is secondary, thus the 

identification of Sargon's Silver MOWltains with Bulgar Maden and Aladag is speculative. 

However, it is interesting when the result of this investigation is compared with that of 

Sargon's inscriptions. Bulgar Maden and Aladag were the only silver mines to be located 

within the smallest tentative regional location of the Silver MOWltains of Sargon and mines 

in Bulgar Maden were exploited contemporaneously with the Sargonic period as 

archaeological evidence indicates. Thus this result matches the identification of the Silver 

Mountain of Shalmaneser III, though it may be only accidental. In addition to this 

coincidence, there are more supporting views for this identification. Most recently KA 

Yener and her colleagues have proposed that tin deposits existed and were exploited in the 
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middle and late third millennia B.G at Kestel mine and Goltepe near Bulgar Maden. As a 

result, the possible association of these sites with Sargon's Silver Mountains is suggested.421 

This interpretation might be possible, if 'We treat the term Silver Mountains as rather less 

definite and less literal as a term for valuable products, of course including silver as GJ. 

Gadd earlier suggested.422 Moreover, the Central Taurus project has also done lead-isotope 

work on some of the Mesopotamian material housed in the archaeological Museum of 

Istanbul. A fused mass of silver rings from the Gudea period at Tello (ancient Girsu) is 

compatible with the fingerprint of Taurus silver, as is a silver bracelet of circa 2000 B.G 

from Grave 20 at ASsur. Thus lead-isotope research presents the Taurus as an important 

source of silver for Bronze Age Anatolia and Mesopotamia.423 It is still largely possible to 

identify other remaining silver mines with Sargon's Silver Mountains. Ho'Wever, it should be 

tentatively concluded that Bulgar Maden is a leading candidate for the identification of 

Sargon's Silver Mountains. 

421 AMMI, p. 300; J.D. Muhly, 'Mining and Metalwork in Ancient Western Asia,' CANE III, 
(1995), p. 1513; For more details, see Yener, CHANE 4, pp. 71-109. 
422 Gadd, CAHI/2, 3nd ed., pp. 425-6. 
423 Muhly, CANE III, p. 1513. 
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8. 1: History of Research into the Location of :ijassum 

In one of the historical literary texts of Sargon of Akkad, 'Sargon, the Gmquering 

Hero', the marketplace written ka-ar lja-si-imrnt appears without any indication of its 

location. W. von Soden revised the earlier translation of J. Nougayrol and suggested its 

equation with the Akkadian place name, IjaSsum, and later its equation with the E blaite 

place name of Ijasuwanlljazuwan was suggested by Westenholz.424 These names written 

in twO different dialects are also equated with the Hittite place name IjaSsuwa. In general 

Ij~surnlIj~suwa is to be located in the northwest of Mesopotamia, though its precise 

location is still unidentified. So, if ka-ar lja-si-imrnt of 'Sargon, the Conquering Hero' is 

really to be equated with IjaSsurnlIjaSsuwalIjasuwanlIjazuwan, it will be an opportunity 

for us to obtain additional topographical information related to the question of the exact 

extent of the Akkadian empire of Sargon by identifying the possible location of 

Ij~surnlIjaSsuwalIjasuwanlIjazuwan, beside the topographical information of his 

northwestern territory described in his royal inscriptions. 

Before starting to consider scholarly opinions for its location, some problems 

related to the equation of the Akkadian and Hittite IjaSsurnlIjaSsuwa with the E blaite 

IjasuwanlIjazuwan should be considered, because they may be homonyms. In 1980, G. 

Pettinato and P. Fronzaroli first proposed the equation of IjazJ suwan of the E bla archives 

written either lja-su-wt-arf, lja-zu-wt-an-nJli, lja-zu-wt-arf or /ja-zu-wt-nJIi with ljaSsum/wa 

of the Akkadian and the Hittite sources, due to their clear phonetic similarities and the 

topographical information for the location of lja-zu-wt-arf given by one of the E bla 

documents, TM.75.G.2367 in which it is mentioned that Iblul-Il, king of Mari marched to 

NErad and ljazuwan in the vicinity of E bla:~25 Later many scholars agreed with the 

equation of IjazJ suwan of the E bla documents with Ij aSs um/ wa of the second 

millennium B.C However, at the same time they also cautiously noticed another possible 

424 J. Nougayrol, 'Un chef-d'oeuvre inedit de la literature babylonienne,' RA 45, (1951), pp. 170-83; 
W. von Soden, 'Zu einigen altbabylonischen Dichtungen,' Or.NS 26, (1957), pp. 319-20; LKA, p. 

67, note 49. 
425 However, they mistreated the contents of the text. They interpreted that Iblul-Il was defeated by 
Ebla. See sub-chapter 8.2.1.2 below; P. Fronzaroli, 'Un verdetto reale degli Archivi di Ebla (1M. 75. 
G. 1452), SE 3, (1980), pp. 48-9; G. Pettinato, MEE 2: Tl5ti amrinistratiU della biJiiaea:t L.2769, 
(1980), pp. 51-2. 
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identification, because in contrast to Urlalum and Ijarran, Ijazl suwan of the Ebla 

documents is not included in the standard lists of the cities to which fabrics are sent, so it 

may have been situated far from Ebla. Moreover, in a treaty described in 1M.7S.G.2420 

between E bla and a city whose disputed name may, after all, correspond to ASsur, there is a 

clause that the kings of other cities should not delay the couriers from Kakmtum, 

lja-zu-Wt-arf and Irar, the "brothers" of the king of Ebla. KakJnilum and Irar are 

apparently to be located in the general area of Ijabur or to the east of it. Thus, they argued 

for the possible localization of Ijazl suwan of the Ebla documents with ljaSJanum of the 

Old Akkadian period and Ijasuanu of the Middle Assyrian tablets from Tell Billa. Thus, 

this evidence suggested the existence of a homonym different from another Ijaz/ suwan, 

which is to be identified with the Akkadian and Hittite ljaSsumlwa.426 So, we have to 

remind ourselves, of the topographical information of Ijazl suwan of the E bla documents 

when searching for the location of ka-ar lja-si-imrm of 'Sargon, the Conquering Hero', 

beside other pieces of topographical information available for the location of Akkadian 

and Hittite ljaSsuml wa. So far only one piece of topographical information, 

1M.7S.G.2367 is available. 

In 1938 HG. Giiterbock first realized the implications of the identification of 

Akkadian ljaSsum with Hittite ljaSsuwa for topographical information of these Akkadian 

d Hi · I 427 Hi . vv • URU v v (d' I .). KB an ttlte p ace names. ttlte Ijassuwa wntten lja-as-su-Wt atlve- ocatlve m 0 

III 1 = 2Bo TO 23 A II 17 and URU lja-af-su-i Oocative) in KBo III 34 = 2Bo TO 12 A I 24 is 

named as the city of Sanda, while KBo I 11 belonging to the story of the Siege of UrSu 

written in Akkadian is also referred to as the city of Sanda. In 1940 W.E Albright based on 

G. Dossin's earlier list of Akkadian ljaSsum in the Mari administrative and economic 

tablets, further advanced Giiterbock's earlier equation of the Akkadian and Hittite place 

names in the Bogazkoy archives with the Akkadian place name of ljaSsum occurring in the 

426 Archi, in Fronzaroli (ed.), QuSem 13, pp. 230, 236-7 and 246-7; P. Fronzaroli, 'Semitic P~ce 
Names of Syria in the Ebla Texts,' OrSue 33-35, (1984-86), p. 143; P. Michalowski, 'The Ear~est 
Hurrian Toponymy: A New Sargonic Inscription,' ZA 76, (1986), pp. 10-11; Me Astour, 'Senutes 
and Hurrians in Northern Transtigris,' SCCNH 2, (1987), pp. 11-2. . 
427 HG. Giiterbock, 'Die historische Tradition und literarische Gestaltung bei Babylomem und 
Hethitern bis 1200,' ZA 44, (1938), pp. 126-7, note 16; V. Davidovic, 'Trade Routes between 
Northern Syria and Central Anatolia in the Middle of the III Millennium B.C,' A Sf 11, (1989), p. 4. 
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Mari archives.428 In KBo I 11 ijaSsu appears with the place name, Zamar, while in the Mari 

archives, the cities of ljaSsum and Zarwar were ruled by the same king, AniSburpi. Thus, 

Albright proposed the identification of the Hittite ijaSsuwa with the Akkadian ljaSsum of 

the Mari archives, besides arguing for the identification of Zaruar with Zarwar. 

Albright first pointed out that the location of ijaSsum/ wa was based on the 

topographical information given by three Hittite texts. One of these Hittite sources is KBo 

III 27 - 2Bo lU 10B, in which the land of ljaSsuwa is mentioned between Zalpa and 

Aleppo. Another Hittite fragment, Bo 6097 gives the names of Ijammurapi and Yarim-Lim, 

and in the following line it refers to the city of ljaSsi. He identified these names as kings of 

Aleppo from the early eighteenth century. Furthermore, Zarwar is associated with Aleppo 

in the Siege of UrSu saga, while ijurma, which is associated with ijaSsuwa in a 

contemporary text of KBo III 34 == 2BolU 12 A 124, is hard to separate from Ijurmu of 

the land of Unqi, mentioned by Tlglathpileser III nearly a millennium later. Thus, Albright 

concluded that the territory of ljaSsu was next to Aleppo on the north, or in other words 

that the territory of ijaS5U lay either in the triangle formed by modem Mara~ and modem 

Zincirli and modem Gaziantep or in the region of modem Commagene. 

In 1949, J.R Kupper complemented Albright's identification of the location of 

ljaSsum/wa.429 He pointed out the coincident geographical orders of the place names in 

ARM 1 1 and ARM 1 24. The order of cities, ljaSum, Ursum, KarkamiS and YamlJad 

occurs in ARM 1 1, while SamSi-Adad I likewise follo'WS this geographical order repeatedly 

in the letter ARM 1 24, line 5'-13', in which he addresses to ISki-Adad of Qattuna{n}. So, 

he considered that it followed a geographical sequence. As a result, he concluded that 

ljaSsum can be identified with the town of ijaS5Uwa of the texts of BogazkOy and 

ljaSsum/ wa was situated in the region of modem Commagene, as Albright had argued 

428 W.F. Albright, 'New Light on the History of Wes~em Asia in the Second Millennium B.C,' 
BASeR 78, (1940), p. 28; G. Dossin, 'Les Archives Economiques de Palais de Mari,' Syria 20, 
(1939), p. 109. . , . ... 
429 Kupper, RA 43, pp. 80-2; Albnght and Kuppers proposal for the identifIcauon and the location 
of Hassumlwa in the same region was also accepted, see Bonero & Finet, ARM 15, p. 125; Falkner, 
AP 18 pp. 11-12; F. CDrnelius, 'Geographie des Hethiterreiches,' Or.NS 27, (1958), p. 384' GS 1 
pp. 269: note 1; G. Szab6, 'IjaHu(m),' RIA 4, (1972-75), p.136. ' , 

On the other hand, S. Smith placed it on the left bank of the Euphrates south of modem 
5amsat and east of modern Birecik. However as Goetze mentioned, Smith does not give a precise 
reason for this identification, see Smith, A nSt 6, p. 37-42: A Goetze, 'On the Chronology of the 
Second Millennium B.C,' In 11, (1957), p. 73, note 218. 
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previously. 

From 1957 onwards with the appearance of the Bilingual Annals of ljattuSili I, 

new evidence was adduced concerning the more specific location of ljaSsunV wa. While H 

Otten briefly commented on the relevant account for the location of ljaSsum in the 

Akkadian version of the Annals, KBo X 1, A Goetze first gave a detailed account with its 

Hittite equivalent, KBo X 2.430 Goetze identified the location of ljaSsunVwa in terms of 

the interchange of the varyingly spelled names of two rivers in Akkadian and Hittite, which 

appear in connection with ljaSsunV wa. One of the most relevant incidents narrated both 

in the Akkadian and Hittite versions of the Annals is that after destroying Zaruntu (KBo X 

1) or Zaruna (KBo X 2), ljauuSili fought and defeated the people of ljaSsum/wa, who 

came against him for the battle with the troops of Ijalap (KBo X 1 adds the battlefield as 

on Mt. Adalur), and in a few days he crossed the Puruna River (according to KBo X 1) or 

Puran River (according to KBo X 2) and struck down the country of ljaSsuwa. Another 

imponant reference to the location of ljaSsum/ wa also appears at the end of the 

narrations. They admire ljauuSili I and his army's first achievement of crossing of the Mala 

River on foot (KBo X 2) or the Purattu River (KBo X 1), and his conquest of ljaSsum! wa 

and Ijabba by comparison with Sargon's crossing and defeat of the troops of Ijabba. 

Based on the aforementioned two statements, A Goetze presumed the location of 

ljaSsum/ wa to he on the eastern side of the PurunaiPuran River, but on the west of the 

Euphrates (PurattulMala). He considered that the crossing of the PurunaiPuran River was 

a different incident from the crossing of the PurattulMala River, because in KUB XV 34 iii 

10 ff. (restored from the duplicate of KUB XV 33a), both rivers occur side by side. 

Therefore, he concluded that the statement of the crossing of the PurattulMala River does 

not form a geographical sequence with the following statement of the conquest over 

ljaSsum/ wa and Ijabba. Thus, he identified the PurattulMala River as one of the branches 

of the Upper Euphrates. He considered the PurunaiPuran River in terms of the 

geographical implications of the locations of ZarunaiZaruntu and the site of the battle 

against the troops of ljaSsum/wa and Ijalap. According to him, ZarunaiZaruntu, which 

the Hittite king destroyed before crossing the PurunaiPuran River, has its equivalent in the 

Idrimi text, where O. 68) it is described as a town in the Hittite land. Thus, he argued that it 

430 Otten, MD(x; 91, pp. 73-84; Goetze,]CS 16, pp. 26-28. 
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lay immediately north of the border of MukiS-Ijalap. The battle against the troops of 

ljaSswn/ wa and Ijalap occurred at Mt. Adalur, which is known to have been a part of the 

Amanus. Thus, he argued for the location of the crossing of the Puruna/Puran River 

between ZarunaiZaruntu and ijaSsuwa at present day Gaziantep, so the location of 

ljaSswn/ wa was to the east of the Puruna/Puran River in the same region. 

By contrast, in 1964 HG. Giiterbock identified the location of Ij aSs um/ wa 

differently, based on the same Bilingual Annals of IjattuSili I.4Jl His foundation for the 

different identification for its location also stems from his identification of the 

Puruna/Puran and the PurattulMala Rivers. Vnlike Goetze, he identified all these names 

with the Euphrates. In a prayer of the euratio type, the list of the rivers from which the 

gods are asked to return, contains the two river names Puru[na] and Vratta. Because of this 

juxtaposition the Puruna was taken to be different from the Vrana, and since the latter 

seems to be the same as Vruttu given as a 'Subarean' name of the Euphrates in a synonym 

list, the Puruna has been supposed to be different from the Euphrates. However, 

Giiterbock observed that the euxatio text should not be taken as evidence against the 

equation of the Puruna with the VrattaiEuphrates. For example, in the same text, it lists 

KADINGIRRA and 5anl].ara side by side in another passage and this juxtaposition was 

thought to preclude the equation of 5anbara with Babylonia until new evidence arose. 

Thus, he argued that in a magic invocation an effort is made to cover every possibility and 

that two different names of the same locality may be enumerated just for the purpose of 

leaving no loophole. 

On the contrary, in favour of taking Puruna/Puran as the name of the Euphrates 

the similarity is to be found among the forms of Sumerian Buranun(a), Puruna of KBo X 

2, Puran of KBo X 1, Hurrian Purana and Puranti, Akkadian Purattu, Subarean Vruttu and 

Uratta of the euratio text. This supports the conclusion, which as intimated above, can be 

drawn from the inner logic of the text, namely that the Puruna/Puran of the Ijassum/ wa 

section is the same river, the Euphrates. Concerning the texts in which the Puruna/Puran is 

mentioned in connection with and is worshipped in Kizuwatna, there is no difficulty in 

identifying it with the Euphrates since Kizuwatna probably extended eastward to that river. 

In summary, the normal Akkadian form Purattu (KBo X 1) and the completely different 

431 Giiterbock,JCS 18, pp. 1-6; 'ljaSsurn!ljassuwa,' RIA 4, (1972-75), p. 137. 
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sacred name Mala (KBo X 2) are no obstacle, as Otten had made this equation earlier. 

lienee, it may be explained by the desire of either the author or perhaps a later copyist to 

use the more familiar names here. 

Having established the equation of the PurattulMala River and the Euphrates, 

subsequently Giiterbock considered the location of Ij as sum/ wa in relation to a crossing 

point of the Euphrates. ljattuSili I states that he crossed the river on foot so, the point of 

the river crossing must have been a ford. So, Goetze located the crossing point in the north 

due to the likely position of Ijal].l].a, and accordingly the location of Ij as sum/ wa may be 

supposed to lie further north. However, Giiterbock rejected this identification, because the 

locations of Zaruna/Zaruntu and Mt. Adalur are against such a northerly position of 

ljaSsum/ wa, as the context of KBo X 1 and KBo X 2 gives the route ZarunaiZaruntu -

Mt. Adalur - the Puruna/Puran River - ljaSsum/wa and according to what has been 

deduced from Neo-Assyrian sources for the location of the city of Saruna and Mt. Atalur. 

Furthermore, in the summary section of KBo X 1 and 2, Sargon's crossing of the 

river is exemplified.432 If the restoration of this personal name is really correct, he would 

have had to cross the Euphrates from east to west, while ljattuSili I would have crossed it 

from west to east. Ijal].l].a is mentioned in connection with Sargon's crossing of the river, 

but ljattuSili I mentions no river crossing in connection with Ijal].l].a, but he states that he 

crossed the Puruna/Puran in order to reach the country of ljaSsuwa. So, if the 

Puruna/Puran is really the Euphrates, Ijal].l].a was on the western side of the river and 

Ijassum/ wa on the eastern side. Thus, he argued that the crossing point points to a 

relatively southerly position and ljaSsum/ wa is to be placed beyond the Euphrates, in other 

432 According to the Bilingual Annals of IjattuSili I ( ... KBo X 2 iii 33-36 and KBo X 1 rev. 21-21), 
someone did not destroy and bum the town of Ijabba. In the next section, the king Tabama (
IjattuSili I) did destroy and bum this same town together with ljaSsurn!wa. Goetze earlier and 
Giiterbock observed that the former subject cannot be the same subject as the latter (= Tabama), 
because KBo X 2 uses the third person for the fonner, but the first person for the latter, tho~ 
this distinction is not consistently made in KBo X 1. Goetze deduced that the subject of th~ f~t 
section was Sargon of Akkad based on his observation on KBo X 1 as he read LUGAL-kz.nz.~u 
i-bi-ir-su. Accordinp to Giiterbock the sign ki is quite clear in the hand copy and the phot.ograph m 
KBo X 1. Thus, Sarru-ki-ni-su instead of Sarru-ki-in or the like may be explained as a scnbal error, 
since the text, especially KBo X 1 is full of mistakes. KBo X 2 has LUGAL followed by the 
beginning of a sign, one horizontal followed by two verticals. So, it can be read z[z] or &1]. ~ 
common Hittite name of Sargon is LUGAL-gi-m-su. The writing of ki in KBo X 1 confinns ~ 
restoration in KBo X 2. Moreover, the omission of the personal detenninative is standard for this 
name in Hittite and Hurrian and is also found in Akkadian. So, the relevant part is to be restored as 
Sargon, see Otten, MDOO 91, p. 83; Goetze,JCS 16, p. 26; Giiterbock,JCS 18, p 1. 
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words on its eastern side.433 

In 1971 Me Astour proposed the identification of ljaSsumlwa with a particular 

sire:04 He argued that Ttlrnen Hiiyiik east of isIahiye excavated by UB. Alkim is to be 

identified with it on grounds of archaeology and the topographical references to 

ljaSsum! wa in the Mari archives and the Hittite sources, which have been already cited by 

the aforementioned scholars. However, he did not give a specific reason for this 

identification. 

In 1985, M Forlanini proposed the equation of ljaSsuml wa with Mama, besides 

proposing the equation of two place names and the personal names between ZalpaiZalbar 

and Zalwar/Zaruar, and Anwnl)erwa and AniSl)urpi.435 Forlanini pointed out several 

common historical aspects surrounding both place names, ljaSsuml wa and Mama. The 

first common feature is their topographical locations. According to him Mama is to be 

placed between Mara~ and Goksun by the texts. He considered that ljaSsuml wa has 

symmetrically been located between Mara~ and the Conunagene, while unlike Mama it is 

practically never named in the Cappadocian documents, the only exception being an 

unpublished tablet, kt klk 4. Furthermore, both Mama and ljaSsumlwa gave their name to 

a mountain, and the similarity is also found in the names of the kings of both cities. It has 

been shown in the Mari administrative and business documents that the king of 

ljaSsum/wa, AniSbwpi was also the king of Zalwar/Zaruar. In an archaic Hittite story, the 

king, Anuml)erwa is known to have been appointed in Mama in connection with the city 

of Zalpa, whose form is to be equated with Zalbar of the Akkadian version of the Annals 

of ljattuSili I. Thus, Forlanini argued for the possibility of the equations between Mama 

and ljaSsum, ZalpaiZalbar and Zalwar/Zaruar, and finally Anuml)erwa and AniSburpi. 

We have briefly observed the scholarly opinions concerning the location of 

ljaSsumlljaSsuwalljasuwanlljazuwan and it appears obvious that its precise location has 

yet to be determined, though a number of pieces of topographical information are 

available. So, in the following sections, the nature of these pieces of documentary evidence 

433 However, Goetze's identification has been widely accepted, see CDmelius, Or.NS 27, p. 384; 
GH, p. 103; M Forlanini, 'Appunti.di g~ograf~ etea,' SM 1, (1979), p. 172, note 28; 'Remarques 
geographiques sur les texts cappadoclens,. Hethitica 6, ~1.985), p. 54 and note 84. 
434 Astour, UP 3, p. 14; 'The Geographical and Political Strucuture of the Ebla Empire,' WGE, 

(1988), p. 153. 
435 Forlanini, Hethitica 6, p. 54 and note 84. 
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and theories for its location established by some scholars will be assessed with more recent 

information and we shall try to extract the accurate topographical information for the 

location of Ijassumlljassuwalljasuwanlljazuwan. 
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Map 8. 1: Supplementary map for the location of Jj:assum 
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8. 2: Regional Location of lJassum 

8. 2. 1: Location of lJassurn in Primary Topographical Infonnation 

8. 2. 1. 1. 

ij:aS~urn/ wa in the vicinity of Aleppo, Kal'karnis & Mt. Adalur/ Atalur 

Four pieces of primary topographical information and two pieces of supportive 

topographical information are available for fixing the location of ijaSsum in the vicinity of 

Aleppo, KarkamiS & Mt. Adalur/ Atalur. The information given by all of these pieces is 

consistent in indicating its location in the vicinity of Aleppo. 

The first three pieces of primary topographical information are given by ARM 11, 

ARM 1 24 and KBo I 11. They not only point out the location of ljaSsum in the vicinity 

of Aleppo, but also its location near KarkamiS. 

In ARM 1 1 the cities of ljaSum, Ursum, KarkamiS and Yarnbad occur in this 

order. This is a letter sent by Abi-Samar, king of a small vassal kingdom of Mari to ask for 

the protection of Yaodun-Lim, a king of Mari against SamSi-Adad I. Although Yambad is 

not listed in ARM 1 24, SamSi-Adad I mentions ijaSum, Ursum and KarkamiS in this letter 

addressed to ISki-Adad of Qattuna(n). 

ARM 1 1. rev. line 1_9436 

Depuis que Oe n'ai plus de sauveur (?)], mes villes qui n'avaient Gamais) ere prises, 

maintenant sont prises. De par l'hostilite du seigneur de HaS[im], (de celw) de Ursurn, de 

celui de Cark(emiS] et (de celw) de IamlJ.ad, ces villes n'avaient pas ete perdues, rnais de par 

l'hostilite de SamSi-Addu elles sont (maintenant) perdues. 

ARM 1 24. obv.line 1- rev. line 21437 

A Iasmao-Addu dis ceci: ainsi (parle) SamSi-Addu, ton pere. Or ~a, la reponse de la 

tablette que j'ai fait ecrire a Hoi-Addu, dans cette rnienne tablette je l'ai fait recopier et je te 

l'envoie. Entends-Ia (lire), et, comme il convient, la reponse a sa tablette que je t'envoie 

436 G. Dossin, ARM 1: O;rre;pomarredeSanii-Addu, (1949), pp. 23-4. 
437 Ibid., pp. 23-4. 
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fais-la recopier sur une tablette avec (toutes sortes) d'arnabilites et envoie-la. A ISUi-Addu 

dis ceci: ainsi (parle) SamSi-Addu, ton frere: "Quand tu as envoye avec joie la fiancee en une 

caravane sUre ----------- lors du sejour aupres de toi ----------- tu les as bien accueillis. 

______________________________________________________ --------------------------------------------------- dans 

______________________________ et Ie seigneur de Rabba[tim(?) -------- Ie seigneur de ljaSsim, Ie 

seigneur de Ursim [et Ie seigneur de CarkemiS] qui --------------- ont e[crit.] Deja auparavant, 

j'ai .-euni Ie seigneur de ljaSsim, Ie seigneur de UI{sim] et Ie seigneur de CtrkfmiS et je leur 

ai parle dans les termes suivants : "J'examinem la position de l'affaire de Sumu-EbulJ "et, 

s'il ya hostilite, rassemble (tes troupes), et combattons". Je t'ai (deja) ecrit cela auparavant. 

(Lorsque(?) --------------] j'ai entendu (lire) Ie message de mon frere, ------------ Ie seigneur de 

ljaSsim, Ie seigneur de Ursim et Ie seigneur de GlrkemiS en rna presence contre 

Sumu-Ebub feront alliance. Le seigneur de ljaSsim m'a envoye ses troupes et il se tient a 
mon cote. Quant au seigneur de Ursim, il m'a demande 1000 hommes; je lui fournirai 2000 

honunes. Je leur fem prendre la route et puis je partirai. On enunenera prisonnier 

Sumu-Ebub et on te Ie transpercera. 

Although the location of Ursum is still uncertain, thus only two of the four cities 

listed in ARM 1 1 are certain and Yambad is not listed in ARM 1 24, the fact that three 

cities: tlaSsum, KarkamiS and Ursum were mentioned together in two different letters, 

strongly suggests their close geographical association. 

The third piece of primary evidence is KBo I 11, which has been known as the 

"Siege of UrSu text" for more than a half century. It is a fragmentary Akkadian translation 

of the Hittite historiographical narrative of an Old-Hittite war against the city of UrSu, and 

the seventy-five or so preserved lines of the text tell of the encirclement of the city of 

UrSu by the Hittite army. In the course of the narration of the siege of UrSu, a number of 

cities: tlaS5U, LalJuzantiya, KarkamiS, Zaruar, and Aleppo are depicted as the neighbours 

of UrSu. 'The relevant parts of the translation are shown below: 

KBo I 11. obv. line 10_18
438 

'Thus said the king: "When the city comes to ruin, an offense will have been 

438 G. Beckman, 'The Siege of UrSu Text (CIH 7) and Old Hinite Historiography,' fa; 47, (1995), 

pp.25-6. 
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committed, a s[in] brought about!" They answered: "We will give battle eightfold. The city 

will (indeed) come to ruin, but we will eradicate the offense. The king approved. (Then) 

they broke the battering ram. The king was furious, (his) face (was) unpleasant - "They are 

always bringing me foul news! May the Storm-god wash you away!" The king continued: 

"You shall not continually slack off(?). Construct a battering ram of Hurrian type and let it 

be put in place! Make siege-works and set (them) up! Ott a great battering ram from the 

mountains of the city of Ijassu and let it be put in place! Begin to pile up earth! When you 

are finished let each take his place! Let them (the enemy) give battle, but their strategy will 

be foiled." 

KBo I 11. obv. line 21_27439 

The king summoned Sanda to the city Lal].uzantiya, and the king interrogated him 

concerning the servant of the man of KarkamiS (i.e., the king of Udu?): "What is the 

country saying?" He answered: "If Udu comes to ruin, the servant will fall into our hands. 

At the moment his servants are posted in the mountains and are keeping watch." Thus said 

the king "Are you listening?!" - "I am listening" (he replied) - "Go, speak to them: 

'Whether you or you, be clever and command well! In Ijatti there is (ideally) no foul deed, 

but now Nunnu and Kuliat have committed a foul deed. Now you have witnessed what the 

man of KarkamiS has done.' " 

KBo I 11. rev. line 22-32440 

While they did nothing to the city, many servants of the king were hit, and many 

died. The king became angry and said: "Guard the roads - keep watch on those who would 

enter the city and those who would go out of the city! Let no (one) go over to the (other) 

enemies - to the city Zamar, to the city Aleppo, to the Hurrian army, or to Zuppa!" They 

replied: "We will be on guard. Eighty chariots (and) eight armies encircle the city. May the 

heart of the king not be troubled. I am in place!" Then a fugitive came out of the city and 

said: "The servant of the man of Aleppo has entered five times; the servant of Zuppa is 

present in the city; the men of Zaruar go in and out; the servant of 'the Son of the 

Storm-god,' my lord, goes back and forth, saying: 'I have gathered these (quantities o~ 

4)<) Ibid., p. 26. 
440 Ibid., pp. 26-7. 
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silver, garments, oxen (and) sheep, and I will give (these) to the Hurrian troops. If they 

should agree, wages seven times I will deliver! If I bring 'sons of the land,' twice I will 

deliver.' " Before the king ... 

It is obvious from above passages that the geographical position of Uriu plays a 

central role in association with the cities of ijaSsu, Labuzantiya, KarkamiS, Zamar, and 

Aleppo. Thus, ijaSsu is a neighbour of these cities including U~u. Unfortunately, only the 

locations of KarkamiS and Aleppo are certain among these cities, but the location of 

ljaSsu is at least to be placed in their vicinities. 

The last piece of primary topographical information is given by the Bilingual 

Annals of IjattuSili I, KBo X 1, obverse line 31-36 &KBo X 2, obverse II line 11-18. They 

allow us to locate ljaSsum not only in the vicinity of Aleppo, but also near Mt. 

Adalurl Atalur. Their composite translation is given below: 

KBo X 1. obverse line 31-36 &KBo X 2. obverse II line 11_18441 

In the following year, I marched to Zarunal tu and destroyed Zarunal tu. I went to 

ljaSsum/ wa and the people of IjaSsum! wa came against me for battle, and the troops of 

Ijalap were with them for help. They came to me [for battle], and I defeated them (on Mt. 

Malur/ Atalur). In (only) a few days I crossed the PurunaiPuran, and the country of 

ljaSsum/wa I struck downlike a lion with (my/his) feet. 

In this passage, a number of the place names: Zarunaltu, Mt. Adalur/ Atalur, Ijalap 

(_ Aleppo) and the PurunaiPuran River appear beside ljaSsumlwa.442 Among these place 

441 Giiterbock, ICS 18, pp. 2-3; Borger, et aL, (hrsg.), TIJAT 1, Lieferung 5: RedJrs- urri 
Wtrtschafisurkunien Historisch-~dJe 1'.exte, (1985), p. 457 & 461; P.I-I:J: Houwink ten Carte, 
'1he History of Warfare according to Hittite Sources: the Annals of Hattusilis I (part II),' A mtdica 
11, (1984), p. 50. . . . 
442 The location of Zarunal tu lS still largely controversial. So far, no scholarly agreement has been 
reached even for its general location. Nme different identifications have so far been made by a 
number of the scholars. These are (1) Seleucia Pieria (- modem Samandag), (2) Saruna which was 
one of the towns in Bit-AgUsi in the days of Tiglathpileser III or in other words modem Sarin, 
Sauran or Sarin ~5 km east ~f. m~~en; (Az~z an~ ,15 .~ southe~t of ~aziant:p,. ~3) north or 
northeast of Gaztantep, (4) ZZ-1Z-ZZ-1a-as (vartant ZZ-1a-ZZ-1a-as') mentioned In the Ismirika treaty in 
general to be sought in the vic~ty of aass~~~ Sam~sate. ~ ':' modem Samsat), (5) in Glicia near 
modem Kadirli, (6) somewhere In Eastern aliCla, (7) In Glicla near modem Kozan, (9) and finally 
todays Savuran Kalesi. So, its location is still largely inconclusive. Unfortunately these modem 
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names, Ijalap (= Aleppo) is only the place, whose location is definitely certain. Although 

the identification for the location of Mt. Adalurl Atalur has not been confirmed by the 

discovery of any written evidence from its located site, the inscriptions of Shalmaneser III 

give very precise, reliable and detailed primary topographical information and allow us to 

pinpoint its location with considerable probability. 

From the inscriptions of Shalmaneser III, it is known that he visited Mt. Atalur in 

his first regnal year. Today we have the earliest known version of his annals (Annals 1) 

found at the Nabu temple in Calah, which only contains the military account of the 

accession year and the first regnal year. So, an account of the episode, and accordingly the 

topographical information related to the location of Mt. Atalur, had to be written down 

soon after the end of the first regnal year. Thus, topographical information for the location 

of Mt. Atalur has to be the most detailed and authentic when compared to similar accounts 

repeatedly reported in his later annals and inscriptions. 

There is also another important inscription, whose contextual nature demands 

investigation of the credibility of his account of the first regnal year in order to correcdy 

locate Mt. Adalurl Atalur. It was written on the monolith found at Kurkh and known as the 

Kurkh Monolith. It is the third earliest known version of the annals (Annals 3). It 

fundamentally contains the same nature of topographical information as Annals 1 for the 

location of Mt. Atalur, however at the same time it presents topographical information 

contradictory to that of Annals 1. Annals 1 'Was only found in 1982 and published by M 

Mahmud and J. Black in 1985-86, therefore until then the scholars could not have access to 

Annals 1, but only Annals 3 with its contradictory topographical information for searching 

the location of Mt. Atalur. Hence, the reason for the inclusion of the contradictory 

topographical information in Annals 3 should be considered in the following investigation. 

place names of Sarin, Sauran, Sarin and Savuran Kalesi cannot be found on the modem Atlas. See 
S. Smith, The Statue if Idri-m, (London, British Institute of Archaeology at Ankara, 1949), pp18-21 
& pp_ 77-8; A Goetze, 'Critical Reviews, S. Smith, The Statue if Idri-m,' fa; 4, (1950), p. 230; Otten, 
MDCXJ 91, p. 82, note 22; Goetze,fCS 16, p. 28; Me Astour, 'Place-Names from the Kingdom of 
Alalah in the North Syrian List of Thutmose III: A Study in Historical Topography,' fNES 22, 
(1963), p. 234; GS I, p. 230 and 247, note 72; GS III, p. 168; Forlanini, SM 1, pp. 170-72, note 28; 
C KUhne, 'Politische Szenerie und intemationale Beziehungen Vorderasiens urn die Mitte des 2. 
Jahrtausends von Ou-,' in HJ. NlSsen und J. Renger, (hrsg.), Mescpaarrlen und seUr NaJiwn(XXV 
RAI Berlin 1978), (Berlin, Dietrich Reimer Verlag, 1982), p. 212; G. Bunnens, A Kuschke &. W. 
Rollig, TAVO B III 3: Palastint uni Syrien zur Zeit der agyptisdrkthitisdJen Vorhenschaji, (Wiesbaden, 
Dr. Ludwig Reichert, 1990); Yamada, a-IANE 3, p. 115. 
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In other later inscriptions the name of the mountain Mt. Atalur appears as Mt. Lallar in 

contexts similar to those of Annals 1 and 3. However, topographical information cannot 

be added to Annals 1 and 3 from them, so it will be not necessary to discuss a reason for 

its replacement and identity with Mt. Atalur here. 443 As a result, in the following 

investigation of the location of Mt. Atalur, we will naturally focus on topographical 

information given by Annals 1 and 3. The translations of their relevant accounts for the 

location of Mt. Atalur are given below: 

Annals 1 on the marble tablet from the Nabu temple in Calah. rev. 33b-41a444 

I departed from AlimuS. I went down to the Sea of the Setting Sun (and) cleaned 

my weapons in the sea. I made offering to the gods. I made a splendid lordly image of 

myself. I inscribed thereon the praise of [ASs]ur, great lord, my lord, and the victory of my 

power, which I achieved in the land of !jam, (and) erected (it) by the sea. On my return 

from (lit. of) the sea, I ascended Mt. Arnanus (and) cut timber of cedar and juniper. I 

ascended Mt. Atalur, went to the place where the image of AnurnlJirbe stands (and) erected 

my own image with his one. The king conquered TayaiTaiia and !jazazu, great cities which 

belong to the Patinean. 

Annals 3. the Kurkh Monolith. ii Sb-12a445 

I defe[ated] the great cities of the Patinean{s). I overwhe~med the towns of the 

shore of] the Upper [Sea] of Amurri, (that is also called) the Sea of the Setting Sun, like the 

hills of ruins. I received the tribute of the kings of the seacoast. I marched "justly' and 

triumphantly on the extensive seashore. I made my lordly image, which establishes my 

name for eternity, (and) ere[cted] (it) by the sea. I ascended Mt. Amanus (and) cut timber 

of cedar and juniper. I went to Mt. Atalur, where the image of Anumbirbe stands, (and) 

erected my image alongside his one. I depa[rted] from the sea. I conquered TayaiTiia, 

Ijazazu, Nulia and Butimu, which belonged to the Patinean. 

+43 For the nature of the topographical information for the location of Mt. Lallar given by the later 
inscriptions of Shalmaneser III, see Grayson, RIMA 3/II, AO.102.5, ii 2b-3, A0.102.6, i 42-48, 
A0.102.10, i 23b-30a, AO.102.14 and 15, 26b-31, A0.102.l6, 8b-lla, A0.102.28, 18b-28, 
A0.102.29, 21-26, and A0.102.34, 7b-ll,. 
444 Forthe newest translation, see Yamada, CHANE 3, pp. 372-3; Grayson, RIMA 3/11, A0.102.3. 
+45 Forthe translation see Yamada, CRANE 3, p. 373; Grayson, RIMA 3/II, A0.102.2. 
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Only S. Yamada has investigated the location of Mt. Atalur with its topographical 

information given by both Annals 1 and 3.446 He pointed out the inadequate placement of 

the topographical information in the sequence of the itinerary indicated by Annals 3 in 

comparison with that of Annals 1. The sequence of the itinerary in Annals 1 is as follows: 

AlimuS > the sea> Mt. Amanus > Mt. Atalur > Taya/Taiia and Ijazazu. HOVJever, in 

Annals 3, the passage "I de[parted] from the sea", was inserted between Mt. Atalur and 

four city names of Patin. Yamada argued that the Assyrian army cannot depart from the 

sea and conquer the cities of Patin after setting up the royal image at Mt. Atalur, because 

one of the cities of Patin, Ijazazu is securely identified with the modem {Azaz on the east 

of the {Afrin River.447 He agreed with K. Balkan's earlier suggestion that "from the sea", is 

not a historical error, but a scribal error for "from the mountains". 448 Yamada also 

assumed another reason for this occurrence that the editor of Annals 3, or of its 

forerunner (possibly Annals 2), must have interwoven a source other than the account of 

Annals 1 into his composition. One part apparently taken from such a source is a passage 

dealing with the conquest of the Patine an cities. It may be supposed that the editor used a 

V orIa~, which related that the Assyrian army "departed from the sea" and moved to 

conquer the cities of Patin, while omitting the visit to Mts. Amanus and Atalur in betVJeen. 

Thus, he suggested that in this editorial process, the editor borrowed both the phrase "I 

departed from the sea" (= iStu tdmli attumIs) and the following lines describing the conquest 

of Patine an cities, as they had been found in the V orIa~, and placed them together after the 

episodes related to the climbing of Mts. Amanus and AtaIur. Perhaps the editor meant to 

indicate that after the visit to Mts. Amanus and Atalur, the king continued moving away 

from the sea to the east.449 Yamada's opinion appears to be convincing enough, and even if 

his opinion is proved incorrect, we have the earliest version of Annals 1. As a result, the 

sequence of the itinerary of Shalmaneser III has to be understood as follows: AlimuS >the 

sea > Mt. Amanus > Mt. Atalur > the cities of Patin, and naturally Mt. Atalur has to be 

placed between the Amanus and Ijazazu (= the modem (Azaz). 

446 Yamada, mANE 3, pp. 103-7. 
447 THSAM, p. 468; M Noth, 'Der historische Hintergrund cler Inschriften von seftre,' ZDPV 77, 
(1961), p. 136; J.D. Hawkins, 'Ijazazu,' RiA 4, (1972-75), p. 240. 
44H LetterKirf" pp. 34-38, especially p. 37. 
449 Yamada, mANE 3, pp. 80-3. 
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Furthermore, as already shown in the Akkadian version of his Annals ]jattuSili I 

claimed to have defeated the coalition of ]jaSsum(wa) and ]jalap (Aleppo) near Mt. Atalur. 

Thus, the proximity of Mt. Atalur to Aleppo is certainly implied:'so 

These pieces of evidence together testify to the location of Mt. Atalur between the 

Arnanus and the line of ]jalap (Aleppo) - ]jazazu ((Azaz) (south to north). So, as Yamada 

and other scholars have concluded, the identification with Kurt Dag, a mountain ridge east 

of the Amanus is the only option for its identification.451 

Thus, as it is clearly indicated that the coalition forces of ]jassum/ wa and Ijalap 

(Aleppo) assembled on Mt. Adalur/ Atalur, 'We can intetpret that Mt. Adalur/ Atalur in the 

area near Kurt Dag roughly constitutes the intermediate position where the troops of both 

cities could have assembled against ]jattuSili I. As a result, ]j as sum/ wa is to be placed 

somewhere between them 

In addition to these three pieces of topographical information, two more pieces of 

topographical information indirectly support the proposal for the location of ljaSsum/ wa 

in the vicinity of Aleppo. One of them is KBo III 27 - 2Bo TIl 10K w.F. Albright first 

pointed out this topographical information.452 It is a fragment of the decrees, which 

mentions the installation of MUrSili I as its theme and contains the warning to heed the 

words of these decrees with a listing of the bad consequences, which occurred earlier for 

non-observance of the royal decrees. In this text the place name ]jaSsuwa is mentioned 

between two other place names. The translation of the relevant part is given below: 

KBo III 27 -= 2Bo TU 10B
453 

Der Zalpaer verwarf des Vaters Wort. Hier ist jenes Zalpa! (d. h. seht, was aus 

Zalpa geworden ist!) Der ljaSsuaer verwarf des Vaters Wort. Hier ist jenes ljaSsuwa! Oder 

auch der ljalpaer verwarf des Vaters Wort. Auch ljalpa wird zugrunde gehen! 

450 The topographical information for the location of Mt. Atalur given by Shalmaneser Ill's Annals 
1 and the Bilingual Annals of IjattuSili I appears to confinn its general location. In addition to these 
primary topographical sources,. Yamada also cites a fii:ttite text (KBo 15, no. 44. 11. 3 'f.) as 
additional evidence for the locatIon of Mt. Atalur. According to Yamada HURSAG A -tai-lu-u-ra-ai 
is mentioned in a broken context between [HURSA]G A-ml-rn-aS (Amanus) and [UR]U As-ta-ta-aS, 
and AStata is now to be placed in the Emar ( - Meskene) region. See GS 2, p. 152; M Yamada, 'The 
Northern Border of the Land of AStata,' AS] 16, (1994), pp. 261-8, especiallyp. 264 with note 19. 
451 GS 3, p. 32 and note 7-9; N. Na'aman, 'Location of Mount Adalur,' TelA uv3, (1976), p. 96. 
452 Albright, BA Sa? 78, p. 28. 
453 Giiterbock, ZA 44, p. 99. 
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Based on this topographical information, Albright ascertained that ljaSsuwa is to 

be placed between the Anatolian Zalpa in Cappadocia and Ijalpa. However, there is no 

conclusive statement for their sequence, and his identification of Zalpa with that of the 

Anatolian Zalpa in Cappadocia is largely doubtful. Most recently G. Steiner attempted to 

classify general geographical locations of the places carrying a name, Zalpa in terms of the 

locations of other place names accompanying the place name Zalpa. He observed that the 

Anatolian Zalpa in Cappadocia is never mentioned in relation to Ijalpa and ljaSsu:54 So, 

Albright's identification of Ijassu has to be abandoned. Moreover, the exact localization of 

Zalpa of KBo III 27 = 2BoID lOB is still controversial, because it can be either of two 

different places called Zalpa. One possible localization of Zalpa of KBo III 27 - 2BoTU 

loB can be established with the Zalpab of the Old Babylonian Itinerary. It is mentioned 

between T uttul and Ijarran, and both locations are today well identified.455 So, the location 

of Zalpab is definitely to be placed somewhere on the valley of the Balib between them 

Another possible localization is somewhere along the River Saluara of the Neo-Assyrian 

period (- modem Kara-Su River). Forlanini argued that Zalbar of the original Akkadian 

version (=- KBo X 1) of the Annals of ljattuSili I and Zalpa of the Hittite duplicate (

KBo X 2) can be equated with Zamar/ Aruar of the Mari administrative and business 

tablets studied by Dossin, Zarwar of the Siege of UrSu text (= KBo I 11, rev. line 22-32), 

and Zalwar of the archaic Hittite story (= KBo XII 3 and KUB XXXVI 99), and these 

names were retained until the Neo-Assyrian period as the river name Saluara.456 'Therefore, 

the topographical information given by KBo III 27 = 2BoID lOB should be treated here 

as supportive secondary topographical information and best used as additional supportive 

evidence for the location of ljaSsumiwa in the vicinity of Ijalpa (= Aleppo).457 

In addition to KBo III 27 = 2BoID lOB, Albright also pointed out topographical 

information for the location of Ijassum contained in the unpublished text Bo 6097.458 As 

Albright recognized, HG. Giiterbock observed in this text that Yarim-Lim I, the king of 

454 G. Steiner, 'Acemhiiyiik = Kiirum Zalpa "im Meer",' AAI, (1993), pp. 583-6. 
455 Goetze,]CS 7, p. 61 & 68;]CS 18, pp. 116-7; Hallo,]CS 18, pp. 78-9. For Ijamm, see GD. 
Summers, 'Harran,' DA NE, (2000), p. 140. For Tuttul, see the chapter for the location of Tuttul. 
456 Forlanini, Hethitica 6, pp. 54-6, p. 62, note 62, pp. 64-6, note 80-101 and a map on p. 67. In 
addition to this article, see also the discussion for the location of Zarwar below. 
457 H Klengel, 'Ijalab,' RiA 4, (1972-75), pp. 50-3;].0. Hawkins, 'Ijalab,' RiA 4, (1972-75), p. 53. 
458 Albright, BA SOR 78, p. 28. TIlls text seems to be still not published. 
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Yarnbad is referred to in line 1 and his son, ijammurapi I occurs in lines 2 and 7 of this 

unpublished text, while in line 3 the city written URU Ija-aS-si is mentioned.4s9 By treating the 

reference to the kings of Yaml].ad ( ... Aleppo) that are referred to together with the city of 

ljaSsi as supportive secondary topographical information, it may be argued that this 

information also possibly implies the location of ijaSsi in the vicinity of Aleppo!60 

It has been consistently shown that the city of ijaSsum was in close association 

with the city of Aleppo. In addition, by taking this vague primary topographical feature as 

an axis for locating ljaSsum, we could find out more of its topographical connections and 

develop arguments for identifying its location more narrowly. ARM 1 1, ARM 1 24 and 

KBo I 11 together added primary topographical information, which indicated ijaSsum's 

close association with KarkamiS beside Aleppo. The Bilingual Annals of ljattuSili I clearly 

indicated its location somewhere on the intermediate position between Aleppo and Mt. 

Adalurl Atalur. 

While we have offered satisfactory information for limiting the regional location of 

HaSsum/ wa extracted from the Bilingual Annals of ijattuSili I, we do not have any decisive 

topographical information which allows us to delimit the regional location of ijassum in 

association with Aleppo and KarkamiS. However, when we look at the positions of three 

place names: Aleppo, KarkamiS and Mt. Adalurl Atalur, which must have been closely 

associated with ljaSsum, it is evident that their positions together create a triangle and thus, 

provide a hint that ijaSsum lay somewhere within this triangle or inwards from these three 

places. Therefore, it appears to be appropriate for delimiting the regional location of 

ljaSsum from KarkamiS to take the farthest distance among these three places, which is 

from KarkamiS to Mt. Adalurl Atalur and this in turn just slightly exceeds the distance 

from KarkamiS to Aleppo. Caution is needed on the extent of the regional locations from 

Aleppo and Mt. Adalurl Atalur. It is not as simple as taking the distance from Mt. 

Adalurl Atalur to Aleppo for limiting the regional location of ljaSsum from both places. 

ljattuSili I mentions that in "a few days" he reached to the country of ijassum/wa after his 

defeat of the coalition troops of Ij as sum/ wa and Aleppo. Therefore, it is possible that 

459 Ibid., p. 28; Giiterbock, ZA 44, p. 93; For the status of Yarim-Lim I and Ijammurapi I, see 
Leick, G. W1x>'s W1x>intheAtrient Near East, (L~ndon, Rout~edge, 1999), p. 66 and pp. 178-9. 
460 There is no doubt that Aleppo was the capItal of the kingdom of YarnlJad, see P. Bienkowski, 
'yamhad,' DANE, (2000), pp. 325-6; W.T. Pitard, 'Aleppo,' ~ANE, vol. 1, (1997), pp. 63-5; H 
Klengel, 'Jami)ad,' RIA 5, (1976-80), pp. 255-6. 
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Ijassum/ wa is situated beyond this limit. Moreover, its association with Amanus in Annals 

1 of Shalrnaneser III has almost confirmed the correctness of its identification, but the 

identification of Mt. Adalurl Atalur with the area in or near Kurt Dag is still not definite. 

So, as an extra caution this limit should be doubled. This distance can be applied both from 

the locations of Aleppo and Mt. Adalurl Atalur. Thus, as shown on map 8.2, the regional 

location of ljaSsum based on these pieces of topographical information will be defined in 

the area where all three regional locations superimpose each other. 
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Map 8. 2: ]Jassum/wa in the vicinity of Aleppo, KarkamH 

& Mt. Adalur/ Atalur 
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8.2. 1. 2. 

~azuwan/~assum in the vicinity of Ebla & ImarlEmar 

There is a piece of primary topographical information, which implies the location 

of Ijazuwan in the vicinity of Ebla and I mar. In 1980, G. Pettinato and P. Fronzaroli 

pointed out the location of lja-zu-w-arf given by one of the Ebla archives, 

lM.75.G.2367.461 Pettinato first worked on this text and interpreted that this text is about 

the military campaigns of Ebla against Mari.462 However, no. Edzard overturned 

Pettinato's interpretation of the text.463 According to 1.]. Gelb, A Archi also interpreted 

the text as the same as Edzard.464 Gelb later stated that he also completely agrees with 

Edzard' interpretation.465 This text was found in Ebla but, Edzard identified distinctive 

Mari features on this text such as orthography, morphology, syntax and lexicon. Thus, he 

ascertained that it originally came from Mari and the contents of the text is to be 

oppositely interpreted as the military campaigns of Mari against E bla. In this text Ijazuwan 

is referred to as the place situated in the vicinity of E bla and Imar. The relevant part of the 

text is: 

lM.75.G.2367. r. IX l-v. I 8466 

Von NErad und von dem ... von Ijazuwan zog Iblul-Il, Konig von Mari, aus, und 

eine Einlieferung von Ebla hat er innerhalb von Ne-ma in Empfang genommen, und 

Imar... hat er Ruinenhiigel und Wiistenei hinterlassen. 

461 Fronzaroli, SE 3, pp. 48-9; Pettinato, MEE 2, pp. 51-2. 
462 see G. Pettinato, 'Bollettino militare della campagna di Ebla contro la citta di Mari,' Q4 19, 
(1980), pp 238-42; A rrhiwE bIa, pp. 99-103. According to 1.]. Gelb, Pettinato also claimed the same 
interpretations in some other articles written in Italian and B. Kienast also interpreted similarly, see 
1.]. Ge1b, 'Mari and the Kish Gvilization,' in GD. Young (ed.), Man inRetrapea, Fifty Yam cfMari 
amMari Studies, (Wmona Lake/Indiana, Eisenbrauns, 1992), p. 127. 
463 E.O. Edzard, 'Neue Erwagungen zum Brief des Enna-Dagan von Mati,' SE 4, (1981), pp. 
89-97. 
464 Gelb, in Young (ed.) , Mari in Retrapect, p. 127. . . 
41,S Ibid., pp. 127-8; I.J. Gelb, 'The Language of Ebla,' in L. Cagni, E bIa 1975-1985, (Napoli, Ist~tuto 
Universitario Orientale di Napoli, 1987), pp. 52-3. Despite of their disagreement, Pe~to 
maintained his interpretation of the letter as Ebla's military campaigns against Mari, see 
EblaNeuLcxie, pp. 237-40. 
466 The most recent translation of 1M.75.G.2367 is given by P. Michalowski and he tranSlat~d r. IX 
l-v. I 8 similarly to Edzard. However he states that his proposed translation is highlytentauv~ an~ 
does not give any supplementary comments on his translation. So Edzard's Gennan translauon IS 

given here, see Edzard, SE 4, pp. 93-4; LEM, pp. 14-18. 
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It is clearly stated that Iblul-Il received a payment for help of Ebla during his 

military campaign in the vicinity of E bla and defeated lmar. Although the locations of 

NErad and Ne-ma are unknown, Ijazuwan must have been located between or in the 

vicinity of E bla and Irnar.467 

There is also a piece of supportive secondary topographical information. Eight 

letters belong to the archives of Sin-eribam, who, in view of the prominent position of 

Samas in these letters, probably lived in Sippar. They were sent by his business-partner 

A-wil-ilim. 468 This small group of texts gives us an idea of the problems encountered by a 

traveling businessman in the late Old Babylonian period in relation to six different place 

names: Babylon, ASsur, Emar, IjaSsum, Yabliya and Samanum. In particular, those of the 

letter 51 (BM 97137) appear very important concerning the location of ljassum. 

BM97137469 

Speak to Sin-eribam: Thus says Awtl-ilim. May SarnaS and Marduk keep you in 

good health forever! The silver has been reserved for the textiles and I sold the textiles, 

which could be sold, and, through a reliable hand, I completely disposed of the rest of my 

textiles in Emar, and I left for ljaSsum to receive silver. Now I have sent Rrs-SarnaS to you 

with the 6 minas of silver, which I received. They may not open the 3 minas of silver under 

my seal and (as for) the 3 ... jars, you should call on Ibbi-N'wubur, Apil-iliSu and Ibbatum 

and sell (them) to (them). You may spend the 3 minas of silver wherever you see fit. The 

silver must not accrue interest against us! 

It is stated here that Awtl-ilim left Ernar for IjaSsum. Thought it is not definite and 

again any factor to limit this regional location cannot be obtained, we may be able to 

assume that probably they may have functioned as the neighbouring trade stations as their 

proximity is shown in 1M.75.G.2367, r. IX I-v. I 8. 

Based on these tvvo pieces of topographical information we can adduce that 

467 The location of NErad is only known as being in the vicinity of Ebla. So, unfonunately we 
cannot gain additional topographical infonnation for the localization of Ijazuwan by identifying the 
location of NErad, see Bonechi, RGTC 12/1, p. 259 .. NE-ma appears to be not registered in 
RGTC12/1. 
468 F.R Kraus &W.H van Soldt (eds.), AbB 12: Lettets in the BritishMusewn, (1990), no. 51-58. 
469 Ibid., p. 41. 
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ljazuwan/ljaSsum is very likely to be situated in the vicinity of E bla and I marl E mar. 

However, they unfortunately fail to give any factor for us to delimit its possible maximum 

regional location from E bla and I marl E mar. Only one way to obtain its limit will be 

applicable, if we take the result of the section 8.2.1.1 into account. We identified that 

ljassum/ljaSsuwa is also very likely to be located within the region of Aleppo, Mt. 

Adalurl Atalur and KarkamiS. Since locations of Aleppo and KarkamiS are accurate and the 

identification for the location of Mt. Adalurl Atalur is very plausible, we can conclude that 

the distance of the farthest positioning places of these three places from E bla and 

lmariEmar, which are obviously from Ebla to KarkamiS and from Imar/Emar to Mt. 

Adalurl Atalur, are the limit and the regional location of ljazuwanlljaSsum will be in the 

area where two radii from Ebla and lmar/Emar intersect each other. See map 8.3. 
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Map 8. 3: {Iazuwan/lJassum in the vicinity of Ebla & Imar/Emar 

Amanus 

• 
Aleppo 

• 
Ebla 
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8.2. 1.3. 

The core regional location of tlassum 

We have obtained two reliable regional locations for the location of ljaSsum. One 

of them was drawn based on a number of pieces of topographical information, which 

commonly pointed out the location of ljaSsum in the vicinity of Aleppo, while some of 

them at the same time also indicate its additional implication with two other places, 

KarkamiS and Mt. Adltalur. Thus, we reached the conclusion that ljaSsum is very likely to 

be found in the area between the west of the Upper Euphrates and the east of Mt. Amanus. 

As for another regional location drawn based on one piece of primary topographical 

information and one piece of supportive secondary topographical information, it was 

identified that ljaSsum is also very likely to be located in the vicinity of E bla and 

Imar/Emar. There are only two primary regional locations of ljaSsum available to us, so 

the core regional location of ljaSsum shall be determined by the area, where these two 

primary regional locations exactly intersect each other. Thus, the core regional location of 

Ijassum can finally be determined in the area as seen in map 8.4 below. 
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Map 8. 4: Core regional location of tIassum 

Ebla -
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8. 2. 2. Location of l;,Iassum in Secondary Topographical Information47o 

470 In this section the secondary argwnents, which allow us to funher limit the core regional 
location of IjaSswn will be considered in association with secondary topographical infonnation. In 
this investigation, we identified that one particular piece of secondary topographical infonnation 
contradicts the core regional location of IjaSswn Thus, any secondary argument unfortunately 
could not be developed and included under section 8.2.2. However, it may be quite useful to show 
the result of the investigation before we begin to show the secondary topographical information, 
which produced some secondary arguments in relation to the core regional location of ljaSsum 

In 1985 M Folranini proposed the equation of IjaSswn with Mama, and placed them in the 
area between Mara~ and Goksun.{l) He pointed out that Mama never appears in the texts f:om 
Mari, AlalaQ. or Bogazkoy; while symmetrically the town of ljaSsum, the centre of a kingdom smce 
SarnSi-Adad I until IjattuSili I, is practically never named in the Cappadocian documents, with the 
only exception being the unpublished kt klk 4. Moreover, Mama and IjaSswn gave names to a 
mountain in ccr 11a, line 17-8 and KBo I 11, I 16' separately and had kings known as 
AnumQ.erwal AniSQ.wpi. AniSQ.wpi of IjaSswn appears in the texts from Mari, business and 
administrative documents and also as the king of Zarwar according to G. Dossin's investigation of 
these unpublished texts, while AnumQ.erwa of Mama is appointed in the archaic Hittite story (KBo 
XII 3 and K UB XXXVI 99) in connection with the southern town of Zalpa.(2) As a result, 
Folranini suggested the equation of Mama with Ijassum, and also Zalpa with Zarwar. 

However, the location of Mama is to be identified at or near Goksun by the letters of glt 35, 
TC 18, BIN IV 219 and ccr II, 11a as far as we investigate the scholarly opinions including 
Folranini.(3) The letter glt 35 describes Mama as a very important kingdom and that the kingdoIm 
of Mama and KaniS had a common frontier. In TC 18, it is stated that if the route via IjaQ.Q.UID 
were too dangerous, merchants are recommended to go the southern way via UrSu-Mama. The 
letter BIN IV, 219 contains an indication for the relative location of Mama. It is written from a 
station named Unipgum (place name or appellative?) located between UrSu and Mama and it is 
stated that Mama is higher than Unipgum, while Unipgum also lies higher than UrSu. Moreover, 
ccr II, 11a confirms its location in the mountain: the sender informs his correspondent that 36 
pieces of fabric are lost on the mountain of Mama. 

So, Mama is to be placed part way between UrSu and KaniS in association with a mountain, a 
difficult place as goods could be lost there, ccr II, 11a. As will be seen under the section 8.2.2.1, 
the possible location of UrSu is in the region between the southern Commagene and KarkamiS and 
northwest of the Euphrates, so the only mountain rising between KaniS and UrSu is Taurus, and all 
the scholars, who have investigated its location identify the location of Mama near or at Goksun ~r 
maybe Elbistan. Thus, Mama can only be placed in the middle of the mountain range .. If this 
identification of the location of Mama is really correct, it means that Folranini completely Ig~Ored 
the primary topographical information quoted above since it does not accord with the core regIonal 
location of Ijasswn So, Forlanini's tentative equation of Mama with IjaSswn should be abandoned. 
Maybe AnumQ.erwal AniSQ.wpi was the king of three or four different places; Mama, IjaSsum ~d 
Zalpa/Zarwar. At the same time, the location of Mama in the Taurus is still not confirmed, so m 
future if any decisive topographical information becomes available and changes this cur:e~?y 
prevailing identification for the location of Mama more towards the southern region, the credibility 
of Forlanini's tentative equation can be reconsidered. 
(1), Forlanini, Hethitica 6, p. 54 and note 84. 
(2), Dossin, Syria 20, p. 109. 
(3), E. Bilgi~, 'Die Ortsnamen der "kappadokischen" Urkunden im Rahmen der alten Sprachen 
Anatoliens,' AfO 15, (1945-51), p. 25; LetterKing, pp. 31-3; AC, p. 108; Ace; p. 81; Q4CS'C, pp. 
238-40; K. Hecker, 'Ma'am{m)alMama,' RIA 7, (1987-90), p. 328; Nashef, RGTC 4, pp. 82-3. 
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8.2.2. 1. 

UaUum north of Kamamis 
The cities lJaSum, Ursum, KarkamiS and Yaml.Jad occur in this order in ARM 1 1 

and, without Yaml.Jad in ARM 1 24, so they may follow a geographical sequence, as J.R 

Kupper proposed, because the locations of KarkamiS and YamlJad (- Aleppo) indicates a 

southwestern direction of the line from KarkamiS.471 So, the locations of tIaSurn and 

Ursum are possibly to be expected to the nOM of KarkamiS. However, this argument 

simultaneously appears unpersuasive since the locations of half of the enumerated cities in 

ARM 1 1 are still uncertain. So, we shall now attempt to investigate the possible location of 

Ursum in relation to this secondary argument. 

Through investigating the history of the scholarly opinions concerning the location 

of Ursum, it is clear that four major identifications have prevailed among scholars. In 1895 

P. Jensen proposed its identification with modem (Arsuz (=- aassical Rhosus) located on 

the North-Syrian coast between Antioch and Oassical Alexandretta ( - moden 

Iskenderun).472 This proposal originated from his identification of the regions enumerated 

in Statue B of Gudea. In col. v. line 25-co1. vi. 32, Gudea boasts of his acquisition of the 

raw materials from specific regions.473 These regions mentioned after Arnanus are: the city 

of Ursu written uru-ur-.ft.fI and the mountain range of Ibla, Umanurn in the mountain 

range of Menua, Basar in the mountain range of Martu, Tidanurn in the mountain range 

of Martu, Abullat in the mountain range of KimaS and finally the land of MeluIJIJa. Jensen 

considered that these were listed in geographical order, because he identified Tidanum in 

the mountain range of Martu with Anti-Lebanon and the land of MelublJa with the Sinai 

Peninsula. Thus, he regarded Arnanus, Anti-Lahanon and the Sinai Peninsula making a line 

from the south to the nOM, thus place names listed between them 'Were also to be 

searched for in the area between them As a result, he equated the city of Ursu and the 

mountain range of Ibla with the Oassical city of Rhosus and the Oassical land of Pieria 

separately, because the descriptions given hy Gudea for the city of Ursu and the mountain 

of Ibla resemble that of the Oassical sources for Rhosus and Pieria.474 

471 Kupper,RA 43,pp. 80-1. 
472 P. Jensen, 'Asien und Europa nach altagyptischen Denkmalem,' ZA 10, (1895), pp. 360-1. 
m Edzard, RIME 3/1, (1997), pp. 33-4. 
474 jensen's identification .was . then supported by a number of t.he .scholars. Particularly W.P. 
Albright not only agreed Wlth him, but also attempted to strengthen it Wlth a new argument that the 
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The second oplDlon for the identification of Ursum 'WaS proposed by B. 

Landsberger in 1924.475 He identified it with the modem town of Urfa situated on the 

northeast of KarkamiS and south of the modem town of Samsat, because of the similar 

sound in the name, and the account of KBo I 11 (= the Siege of UrSu Text) in which Udu 

written URUur_su appears to be situated near Ijalap (= Aleppo), the Hurrians and KarkamiJ, 

which agrees with the general location of Urfa:F6 

However, these two major views for the identification of UrsuiUrSu were 

abandoned after the publication of new evidence from Mari from 1942 onwards. The 

important texts are, ARM 11, ARM 1 24 and ARM 2 131 in which the location of Ursum 

written mit ur-si-mf and U) ur-si-mf is indicated. The relevant parts of the translation of 

the first two texts have already been given, so here only the translation of ARM 2 131 will 

be given: 

ARM 2 131. obv. I-rev. 39m 

A mon seigneur dis ceci: ainsi parle MaSum, ton sefVlteur. Sin-tiri pour (me 

demander) de l'aide m'a ecrit, et a Subat-SarnaS avec des troupes je l'ai rejoint. I.e 

lendemain, survint la nouvelle relative a l'ennemi en ces termes: "Iapab-Addu a construit la 

ville de Zallul aux Bords-de-I'Euphrate, conune point de passage et, avec 2000 Ijapiri du 

NeD-Assyrian city of Urrus in Unqi (= <Amq) was to be identified with Rhosus. Thus, the similar 
sound in the name was recognized, and thus equated with Ursu. See W.F. Albright, 'A Babylonian 
Geographical Treatise on Sargon of Akkad's Empire,' fA OS 45, (1925), pp. 197-8, note 7. <?ilier 
scholars followed their identification, see Lewy, ZA 38, pp. 262-3; E. Honigrnann, 'Klemere 
Mitteilungen; Zu Poebels, SlIfrFrische Untm~IV, Nr. XV,' ZA 39, (1930), p. 302; G.elb'1fS~ 
55, p. 84; J. Lewy, 'Tabor, Tibar, Atabyros,' HUCA 23/1, (1950/1), pp. 371-2, note 46; Studies m 
the Historic Geography of the Ancient Near East,' Q.NS 21, (1952), pp. 288-92. 

Albright and Smith at first supported this identification, but later changed their opinions, see 
Albright, BA Sa? 78, p. 28; Smith, A nSt 6, pp. 35-43. 
475 Landsberger, ZA 35, pp. 235-6; 'Ther den Wert kiinftiger Ausgrabungen in der Tiirkei,' &lleten 
3, (1939), p. 222. 

Later HG. Giiterbock supported Landsberger's identification by adding the evidence of the 
Cappadocian tablet, TC I 18, in which the location of UrSu written tfY-SU appears on the way from 
KaniS to ASsur, and argued against Jensen's identification in terms of the habitations of the treeS 

mentioned in Statue B of Gudea, see Giiterbock, ZA 44, pp. 136-7. . . 
476 Later A Goetze attempted to advance this identification by equating Hittite UruSa menuoned m 
KBo I 5, IV6, KUB XXIII 68, rev. 22-3 and KUB XXVI 43, obv. 40, see A Goetze, YOS 
22: Kizzmmtna, (1940), pp. 41-8. For other scholars, who supported Lands~rger and Giite~~ 
based on the same evidence, see Albright, BASa? 78, p. 28; J. Garstang, 'Samuha and Malaua, 
fNES 1, (1942), p. 455. However, Goetze and Garstang later changed their opinions, see Goetze, 
]CS 7, p. 70; GerYgraphy, pp. 55-6. 
477 CF. Jean, ARM 2: Lettres Di'Lmes, (1950), pp. 216-9. 
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pays, a l'interieur de cette ville il reside". Telle est la nouvelle qui m'est survenue; et de 

Subat-SamaS, avec les troupes qui sont a mes mores et avec les troupes qui sont aux ordres 

de Sin-tiri, je me suis hate de construire la ville de ljimuS, en face de la ville de Zallul. Entre 

les deux villes, il ya 30 ... de distance (?). Lorsque la ville de ljimuS en face de lui j'eus 

construit et que l'aide du pays il eut vu, illeva un feu et toutes les villes de l'autre cote (du 

fleuve), du pays d'Ursum, lui repondirent. Les troupes ntbI.{non], qui a l'interieur du 

rempart sont reunites, sont nombreuses. En consequence, de crainte qu'elle ne rompent 

(mes) troupes, de la ville je n'approche pas. La presente mienne tablette des 

Bords-de-l'Euphrate a mon seigneur j'expedie. Les troupes et Ie betail sont en bon etat. 

In 1945-51, E. Bilgicr first directed attention to this letter as well as ARM 1 1 and 

ARM 1 24 in consideration of the location of Ursum. 478 Bilgicr identified the location of 

the land of Ursum on the western side of the Euphrates. His identification obviously 

seems a fair argument, because MaSum, who was acting for the kingdom of Mari must not 

have been able to respond to the enemy's action from the west of the Euphrates. Moreover, 

Bilgicr argued that both Ijalap (= Aleppo) and KarkamiS at the period of the Mari letters 

were known as the strongest kingdoms due to the contents of ARM 1 1 and ARM 1 24 

shown above, which are roughly contemporary with ARM 2 131 and clearly indicate the 

might of those kingdoms. Therefore, he presumed that this incident happened in the area 

between the north of KarkamiS and the south of modem Commagene, so accordingly the 

location of the land and the city of Ursum are in the same region. Thus, he concluded that 

the city of Ursum was on the west of the Euphrates, between the north of KarkamiS and 

south of Commagene. This dismissed the earlier identifications of UrsulUrSu with (Arsuz 

and Urfa, because (Arsuz is obviously not situated near the Euphrates and the route to 

(Arsuz was obviously cut by the most powerful kingdom of this period, Aleppo, and Urfa is 

located on the eastern and southern side of the Euphrates. So Bilgicr's identification has 

been almost universallyaccepted.479 

478 Bilgir;:, AfO 15, pp. 24-6. 
479 J.R Kupper at first attempted to defend Landsberger and Giiterbock's earlier identification of 
UrSu with Urla in ARM 1 1, ARM 1 24 and ARM 2 131, but he later changed his opinion and 
accepted Bilgir;:'s identification, see Kupper, RA 43, pp. 79-87; Les runuIes en Mi3cpaanie au tenps des 
rois de Mari, (paris, Les Belles Lettres, 1957), pp. 252-3. 
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Goetze also at first supported the identification of UrSu with Urfa, but later more or less 
accepted Bilgi<;'s identification. He preferred to locate Urswn more to the northwest. The only 
piece of evidence that contradicts Bilgi<; is the equation of the Hittite UruSa mentioned in KBo I 5, 
IV6, KUB XXIII 68, rev. 22-3 and KUB XXVI 43, obv. 40 with UrsuiUduiUrswn B~ 
did not accept Goetze's earlier equation, while Goetze maintained this equation later, which 
Garstang and Gurney also accepted, see Bilgi<;, AjO 15, p. 25, note 183; Goetze, YOS 22, pp. 41-8; 
J(3 7, (1953), p. 70; Gea;;raphy, pp. 55-6. 

The only argument against Bilgi<;'s interpretation of ARM 2 131 was given by H Lewy. Lewy 
considered that it is not useful to try to locate the country of Urswn based on the topographical 
information given by ARM 2 131, because in the period covered by the Mari texts, a territory was 
designated for the population, which had taken up residence there. Therefore, it is obvious that 
tribesmen from the ancient city of Ursum or its environs had migrated eastward and established 
themselves on the Euphrates, across the river from the district of Subat-SamaS, from where they 
cooperated with the enemywho attacked Sin-tm's territory. See Lewy, Q-.NS 27, p. 3, note 1. 

While J.J. Finkelstein followed Kupper's argument for the identification of UrsuiUrSuiUrsum 
with Urfa citing evidence that included the Mari texts, many others changed their earlier opinions 
and some simply accepted Bilgi<;'s identification, see J.J. Finkelstein, 'Subartu and Subarians in Old 
Babylonian Sources,' J(3 9, (1955), p. 7; Smith, AnSt6, pp. 35-43; Falkner, AjO 18, p. 31 and p. 34; 
Gea;raphy, pp. 55-6. 

Furthermore, F. Cornelius later advanced Bilgi<;'s identification by citing the reference of the 
Bilingual Annals of ljattuSili I, which records that the conquest of WarSuwa/UrSu occurred after 
the conquest of Alalab, which was identified with modem Tell Atchana located west of Aleppo, 
and before the crossing of the Euphrates, see F. Cornelius, 'Die Annalen ljattuSiliS I.,' CK.NS 28, 
(1959), p. 293. 

For other scholars, who followed Bilgi<;'s identification more or less in the same my after 
Cornelius, see H Klengel, 'The Review of W.F. Leemans: Fareig;t Trade in the ad BabjmianPeriaJ,' 
OLZ 56, (1961), p. 601, note 2; Goetze, J(3 16, p. 27b; AG, p. 106-7; GS 1, pp. 258-68;. A 
Falkenstein, AnOr 30: Die /rsdmfien Gudms, (1966), p. 53; MB. Rowton, 'The Woodland of Anclent 
Western Asia,' ]NES 26, (1967), p. 272; A ce, pp. 40-1 and note 54; Astour, UF 3, p. 13 and a ma~ 
on p. 19; Go.iantep, p. 44 and p. 111; GH, p. 74 and note 8 and a map on the final page; A Archi, 
'Notes on Eblaite Geography,' SE 2, (1980) p. 3; in Fronzaroli (ed.), QuSem 13, p. 230 and 235; 
Fronzaroli, Q-Sue 33-35, p. 145; Astour, WGE, p. 142, note 24; A Archi, 'Harran in the ill 
Millennium B.C,' UF 20, (1988), p. 1; Davidovic, A SJ 11, p. 3. . 

The studies of L.L. Orlin published in 1970, F. Cornelius published in 1973 and A Archi 
published in 1988 should be further examined since they cited additional pieces of written evidence 
for the location of UrsuiUrSuiUrsum, though they just point out the same region suggested by 
Bilgi<;. According to Orlin, ARM 15 184 also strongly suggests that ursuiUduiUrsum must ~ve 
been situated on the west side of the Euphrates and close enough to the river for a beacon-light 
signal from the opposite bank to have been seen by its inhabitants. . ' 

As for O::>melius' opinion, the inscription of Idrimi gives additional topographical infonnauon 
for the location UrsulUrSulUrswn and accords with Bilgi<;'s earlier identification. . 

Furthermore, Archi suggests that UrSa'urn of the Eblaite archive is to be equated With 
UrsulUrSuiUrsum, and that some monthly accounts of the cloth deliveries include it in the lis~ of 
city-states. The locations of the cities move from west to east; Uda'wn >¥Utigu > Dulu > I~ 
(which he identifie~ with Ittit/a of the Mari and Hittite texts) > Ijarran >San(n)abzugu(m) (which 
he identified with Sapanazum of the Mari texts located east of Rus-al-(Ain about 90 km east of 
Ijarran) > Gud(a)danum (which he identified with Qattuna(n) of Mari texts, Neo-Assyrian 
Qatnil Qatun on the middle Ijabur by considering that the writing -da-da- may express th~ 
reduplication of the consonant.). See in addition to Archi's article published in 1988, A &chi, 
ARET 1: T€3tiAnninistrati'li: Assegrnzioni di T€3suti, (1985), pp. 224-5. 
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The real objection to this identification was made by P. Matthiae in 1979 .• 80 

Matthiae cautions against the prevailing identification of UrsuiUduiUrsum on the 

northwest of Euphrates between KarkamiS and Samsat (- Commagene), and reminds us 

of the contradiction that occurred between topographical information of E bla and the 

actual location of E bla (Tell MardIb)· So far the only reliable account on the localization of 

UrsuiUrSuiUrsum is given by the letter ARM 2 131, according to which the city was 

situated to the west of the Euphrates. However, two other letters, ARM 11 and ARM 1 24 

only allow to suppose that Ursum was found north of KarkamiS. Another text, Tn.. IV 18 

situates UrSu on one of the routes, which led to ljaSsu and to KaniS in Anatolia. On the 

other hand, in the inscription of Gudea Statue B V 54-59, the precious trees ordered in 

Syria are described as coming from the city of Ursu in the plain of Ebla. Thus, Matthiae 

presumes that the location of the city of UrsuiUduiUrsum could also be placed near 

E bla south of Aleppo. Though it is still preliminary, he proposed its possible identification 

with Tell Tuqan, which is the only Old Syrian city south of Aleppo, situated 15 km north 

of E bla. Here trial excavations produced agreement between the history of 

UrsuiUrSuiUrsum and the occupational history of Tell Tuqan. This proposal has not been 

supported by any documentary evidence unearthed at Tell Tuqan, but Matthiae's suggestion 

for locating UrsuiUduiUrsum to the south of Aleppo maybe possible, when we remind 

ourselves of the course of the scholarly discussions about the identification of E bla after 

the discovery of the torso of Ibbit-Limof Ebla made in 1968 at Tell Mardi:b. 
We have now seen the scholarly opinions concerning the location of 

UrsuiUduiUrsurn. The interpretation given for ARM 2 131 appears to be reliable, because 

it clearly indicates the location of Ursum in the area between Samsat and KarkamiS, while 

some other pieces of topographical information accord with this localization. On the other 

hand, in relation to topographical information given by the Statue B of Gudea, Matthiae 

cautioned against its localization to the north of Aleppo and suggested the possibility of its 

location to the south of Aleppo. Judging these scholarly opinions, it may be permissible to 

.80 P. Matthiae, 'Sondages a Tell Touqan (Syrie), 1978,' Akkadica 14, (1979), pp. 9-10; 'Tell Tuqan 
bei Ebla,' A W14, (1983), pp. 46-8. H Klengel and G. Beckman accept Matthiae's view that while 
the second millennium sources point out the location of UrsuiUrSuiUrsum to the region between 
KarkamiS and Sarnsat, northwest of the Euphrates, Gudea Statue B simultaneously indicates its 
location to the south of Aleppo near Ebla, see H Klengel, 'Syrischer Handel und die Texte aus 
Kiiltepe/KaniS,' AANE, (1989), p. 265 and note 20; Beckman,JCS 47, p. 28. 
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place Ursum of ARM 1 1 and ARM 1 24 to the north of KarkamiS by secondary means, 

and accordingly ljaSum in the same location, although this argument should still remain 

secondary and not decisive, due to Matthiae's potencial objection. So, in association with 

the core regional location of ljaSsum, we can tentatively delimit the area north of 

KarkamiS as the tentative regional location of ljaSsum See map 8.5. 
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Map 8. 5: ]Jassum north of Karkamis 
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8.2.2.2. 

tIassum/ wa in the vicinity of tIa\W.a 

The city and the king of ljalJ.l].a is mentioned in association with the king of 

Ij as S urn/ wa in the Bilingual Annals of ljattuSili I, KBo X 1, reverse line 18-25 & KBo X 2, 

reverse line 29-42. Their composite translations are given below: 

KBo X 1. reverse line 18-25 & KBo X 2. reverse line 29_42481 

No-one had crossed the Mala/Purattu, (but) I, the Great King Tabama, crossed it 

[on foot] and my army crossed it [after me?] on foot. Sarg[on (also) crossed it]; he defeated 

the troops of Ijal].l].a, [but] did nothing to [ljal].lJ.a] and [did not] bum it down (var. set fire 

it), nor did he show(?) the smoke to the Storm-god of Heaven. I, the Great king Tabarna, 

destroyed Ij[assurn/wa] and Ijal].l].a (var. But [I], the Great King, [ ... -ed] the king of 

Ija[- .... ], but Ijal].l].i(sic!) [I destroyed] and [burned(?)] them down with fire and [showed] 

the smoke to the ... -god of Heaven. And the king of ljaSsum/ wa and the king of Ijabba 1 

harnessed to a wagon. 

As Goetze and Giiterbock's arguments have already shown, the identification of 

the PurunaiPuran with the MalaiPurattu may be the key to identifying the location of 

Ij as S urn/ wa precisely. If they are to be identified, the location of ljaSsum/ wa can be 

defined as either to its west or east. The Purattu is without doubt the Euphrates, so 

accordingly the I-littite parallel name of this river, Mala, is automatically to be identified 

with the Euphrates.482 However, the Bilingual Annals of ljattuSili I and KUB XV 34 III of 

the eux:atio text are the only available topographical information concerning the 

identification of the PurunaiPuran River.483 

Furthermore, this topographical information has to be judged as secondary. As M 

481 Giiterbock, J~ 18, (1964), pp. 1-2; Borger, et aI. (hrsg.), TUAT 1, Lieferung 5, p. 459 & 463; 
Houwink ten Carte, A mtdUu 11, pp. 53-4. 
482 G. Meier, 'Eufrat,' RIA 2, (1938), pp. 483-4; G. Frantz & G. Szabo, 'Mala,' RIA 7, (1987-90), p. 
273;]. Zarins, 'Euphrates,' OEANE, vol. 2, (1997), pp. 287. 
483 G.F. del Monte and ]. Tischler earlier disagreed with Goetze, but later at least del Monte 
changed his opinion, see del Monte & Tischler, RGTC 6, pp. 543-4; RGTC 6/2, pp. ~08-9 .. Some 
other scholars also followed Goetze's identification and identified the PurunaiPuran River Wlth the 
OassicaI Pyramos (= the modem Ceyhan), see GH, p. 25; E. Laroche, 'Glossaire de la Langue 
Hourrite, Deuxieme Partie (M-Z, Index),' RHA 35, (1977), pp. 205-7. 
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Liver.mi points out, the campaign of the 6th year can be divided into two sections.484 As 

already shown, the first section is about the campaign against Zarunal tu, the battle on Mt. 

Atalur, the crossing of the PurunaiPuran and the campaign against ljaSsum/ wa, whereas 

the second part focuses on the campaign against Tawanaka, ZipaSna and Ijabba. So, in the 

account of the 6th year's campaign ljaSsum/wa and Ijabba were not coupled together, 

therefore it is possible that the course of the campaigns could be taken separately in the 

same year. In addition, the city of ljaSsum! wa is never mentioned in the above epilogue, 

but only the king of Hassum! wa is mentioned, though the city of Ij aSs um/ wa contextually 

can be inserted after the mention of the king of ljaSsum. 485 As a result, one can argue that 

the locations of ljaSsum! wa and Ijabba should not be associated with each other, and 

ljaSsum! wa is only exemplified in order to magnify ljattuSili 1's achievement beyond that 

of Sargon of Akkad in this epilogue. At the same time it is also true that the epilogue 

certainly mentions ljaSsum! wa and Ijabba together, so one can argue that ljaSsum! wa 

and Ijabba could be closely located near each other. Since this epilogue supplies two 

opposing opinions, it should be treated as secondary topographical information, and we 

should attempt to establish the secondary argument positively by taking the possibility of 

the close geographical relation between ljaSsum/wa and Ijabba into consideration and 

searching for the location of the possible counterpart of ljaSsum/wa, Ijabba. 

The location of Ijabba has still not been identified with certainty, but in general it 

is to be located in the area around O:munagene (- Samsat). M. Liverani most recently 

summarized the progress of past researches into the location of ljabba.486 According to 

his observation, two sets of topographical information for the location of Ijabba were 

available apart from a single quotation given by Gudea in Statue B before the publication 

of the Bilingual Annals of ljattuSili I in 1958.487 One set of information was given by the 

Old Assyrian texts of Cappadocia and by the Mari letters. They point to its location along 

the main trade route between ASsur and KaniS, roughly at the south-eastern margin of the 

484 M Livenull, 'The Fire of I.:Iabbum,' 04 27, (1988), p.168. 
485 Houwink ten Carte, A mtdica 11, p. 54, line 22-23. 
486 Livenull, 04 27, pp. 165-8. 
487 Gudea Statue B does not carry any topographical implications, see Edzard, RIME 3/1, (1997), 
p. 34, vi 33-7. 
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Anatolian plateau.488 Another set of topographical information is about the Hittite city of 

Ijal].l].as, mainly given by a passage in ljattuSili Ill's Apology. It points to its location in the 

northeast of Anatolia in an area directly threatened by the KaSkean attacks.489 The opinion 

has long prevailed that the two data sets concern the same site. Thus, the consequences for 

the suggested localizations were different. Some scholars proposed a northerly location 

with the subsequent shift of all the Old-Assyrian trade network toward north by over 

evaluating the topographical information concerning ljauuaS, and by applying their results 

also to the Old-Assyrian ljaUUum. 490 Other scholars looked for a compromise and 

identified the Elbistan area as a location acceptable both for the KaSkean presence and for 

the Old-Assyrian trade route.491 However, this compromise is inadequate from both points 

of view: Elbistan is too southerly as an acceptable stage for the KaSkean wars, and is too 

distant from the Euphrates to fit the scenery.492 After Otten published a detailed report on 

the newly-found Annals of ljattuSili I in 1958, in particular based on the passage relating 

his victory over ljal].Ua and his crossing of the Euphrates, some scholars reached another 

conclusion for the location of ljal].l].aS and ljaUUum. They considered that the new text 

results in the separation of Ijaul].um of the Old-Assyrian, Old-Hittite (Annals of ljattliSili 

I) and Mari data from ljauuaS of the imperial Hittite data of ljattuSili III. Thus, they 

identified its location with the Euphrates ford in the area of Samsat and with Sarnsat itself, 

because this is the only area where ljattuSili I and his troops could ford, as gorges prevent 

any crossing further up and downstream. 493 

Throughout the research into the locations of ljaUUalljaUl].um and ljal].uaS, it is 

clear that the area of Sarnsat is the most probable candidate for the location of Ijal].ua so 

488 For the topographical information given by the Old Assyrian sources, see Bilgi~, AjO 15, pp. 
27-9. For the Mari letters, see Falkner, AjO 18, pp. 10-1l. 
489 Garstang, ]NE S 1, pp. 453-6; Geagraphy, pp. 25-6. Before Garstang pointed out this area for the 
location of Hittite ljaooaS, some scholars had assumed its location to be in the area near the 
northeastern comer of the Mediterranean Sea based on an account of Bo 9058, which indicates its 
location near the sea. See Lewy, ZA 38, pp. 263-4, note 5; Or.NS 21, p. 273, note 3; Gelb, A]SL 55, 
pp.75-7. 
490 Bilgi~, AjO 15, pp. 27-9; A ce, pp. 39-4l. 
491 Goetze,JCS 7, pp. 68-69 and map on p. 72;JCS 16, p. 28; A C, pp. 109-10; G~terbock,]C:S 18, 
p. 4, note 48; E. von Schuler, UAVA 3: Die KdkCier, (1965), p. 26, note 88; A Unal, 1Heth 3/1: 
ljattdil~ (1974), pp. 185-6; CDrnelius, Or.NS 27, p. 243-4; Or.NS 28, p. 295; GH, p. 226. 
492 K. Veenhof, Aspects if ad Assyrian Trade am it T~, (Leiden, EJ. Brill, 1972), p. 243; 
Q4 CSC, p. 237. 
493 Gazianrep, pp. 37-41; A Kempinski &S. Koska, 'Der ISmeriga-Venrag,' Tel A 'liv9, (1982), map 
on p. 92; Liverani, Q4 27, pp. 167-72. 
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far. However, there is a problem that no factor allows a closer limit for the core regional 

location of ljaSsum/ wa. Therefore, we temporarily take half of the distance from Samsat 

to the southernmost point of the core regional location of ljassum/ wa as the limit for this 

tentative regional location of ljaSsum! wa. Thus, as clearly seen on map 8.6, the northern 

edge of the core regional location of lj as sum/ wa can be superimposed with this tentative 

regional location. So, if Samsat is really to be identified with ljabbaitIabbum, and 

ljaSsum! wa is the neighbour of ljabbaitIabbum, it may be found out within this selected 

area. 
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Map 8. 6: IJassum/wa in the vicinity of IJabJJ.a 
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8.2.2.3. 

HaUum in the vicinity of Zarwar 

Dossin's study of the Mari tablets identified that the cities of ljaSsum and Zarwar 

were ruled by the same king, AniSburpi!94 So, as Albright argued, IjaSsum could have been 

located in the vicinity of Zarwar:95 Moreover, Albright considered that Zarwar is to be 

equated with Zaruar or Aruar of the Siege of UrSu text (- KBo I 11, rev. line 22-32), 

because the city of ljaSsu is also mentioned geographically in close association with it. 

However, the location of Zarwar and Zaruar or Aruar has not been identified. So, if one 

can identify its location tentatively, the secondary topographical information for the 

location of IjaSsum may be obtained. 

Me Astour agreed with Albright's earlier equation and he appears to have first 

proposed the identification and the location of Zarwar/Zaruarl Aruar. 496 Moreover, 

Astour argued that they can be not only equated with place name no. 159 of the Karnak 

list of Thutmosis III, which he read Za-aJ-7JJl-ar (or Sa?-!a-7JJl-ri or Za-li-7JJl-!Ja-n), but also 

with Zal[ .... ] of KBo XII 3, 7' and 8', which he restored lJRUZa-aJ-[7JJl-ar] due to the 

mention of the king of Anumbe/~ in the succeeding line, who is obviously the king of 

Zarwar known in the Mari administrative and business tablets. According to Astour, the 

place name Zalwar is also known from a document from Alalab VII (- AT 204, 5). Astour 

considers that these varyingly written place names remained until the Neo-Assyrian period 

as the river name Saluara, located at the foot of Mt. Arnanus and referred to by 

Shalmaneser III. The River Saluara is accordingly identified with the modem Kara-Su. 

Thus, Astour first argued that this defines the location of Za-al-7JJl-ar in the northwestern 

part of the kingdom of Alalab, and more precisely it may be looked for at 'Ain-Sallur near 

Amik Galli. Then later he revised its identification to Koyuncu Hiiyiik north of Amik 

G "l" 497 ou. 

494 Dossin, Syria 20, p. 109. 
495 Albright, BAS~ 78, p. 28. 
496 Astour,]NES 22, p. 238, no. 159; "Les hourrites en Syrie du nord rapport sonunaire,' RHA 36 
(1978), pp. 4-5. H ~lengel also agrees with Albright's consideration for the location of Ijas~um in 
relation to the locatlon of Zarwar and Zamar/ Amar, see GS 1, p. 169, note 83; E. Ga.u also 
mentions Astour's identification, see E. Ga.u, 'State and Private State in Alalah VII,' A etA nt 30 
(1982-84), p. 37 & a map on p. 41. .. 
497 Astour names Amik Galli as Galb~ Lake. The preclSe locatlon of (Ain-Sallur cannot be found 
out on the modem atlas. See Me Asto~, Hittite History ani A hdute ~ if the Brwze A~, 
(partille, Astrom, 1989), p. 89. Astours later proposal was supported by F. Zeeb, see 'Die 
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M. Forlanini later attempted to advance Albright and Astour's equation and 

identification.498 He noted that Zarwar/Zaruarl Aruar/Zalwar can also be equated with 

Zalbar of the original Akkadian version (= KBo X 1) of the Annals of IjattuSili I and 

Zalpa of the !-fittite duplicate (-= KBo X 2), because Anumberwa, the king of Mama, 

whom Forlanini equated with AniSburpi of IjaSsum and Zarwar and Anumbe/irM of 

Za~ war], is appointed in the archaic Hittite story (- KBo XII 3 and K UB XXXVI 99) in 

connection with a town of Zalpa. For the location of Zarwar/Zaruarl Aruar/Zalwar and 

Zalbar/Zalpa of the Annals of IjattuSili I, he suggested the region of islahiye, because the 

city, which had been plundered by IjattuSili I in the year preceding that of his expedition 

against AlbalIJai A1alal) and the country of U..sum and because this region dominates the 

routes leading from !-fittite alicia towards Alalal) and U..sum, through the mountain pass 

of Bahc;e. Therefore, Zalbar/Zalpa has to be found between Hittite alicia and the territory 

of Alalal]. Thus, Forlanini agreed in general with the localization of Astour, though he 

prefered the more northern location of Zalbar/Zalpa at the sources of the Kara-Su, 

Saluara of Shalmaneser III and identified Zarwar/Zaruarl Aruar/Zalbar/Zalpa with 

Turnen Hiiyi.ik, because the north of the plain of Antioch appears to be too far south, 

since that region is already in the territory of Alalal).499 

However, Forlanini's equation between Zarwar/Zaruarl Aruar and Zalbar/Zalpa of 

the Annals of IjattuSili I is sti11largely controversial. W. ROllig argued for a different view. 

He considers that Zalbar/Zalpa of the Annals of IjattuSili I can be equated with ZalpalJ 

of the Old Babylonian Itinerary located between Ijarran and Tuttul in the valley of Balib, 

because in the Annals of IjattuSili I, he claims that he marched against the city of 5alJuita 

before the march against Zalbar/Zalpa. H Otten located the city of Sabuita in the eastern 

Taurus.soc Thus, ROllig interpreted the route to ZalbariZalpa that IjattuSili I took on his 

first advance to the southeast and then pushed forwards till he came to Zalbar/Zalpa 

located between ljarran and Tuttul on the valley of Ba1il]. 

So, through investigating these opinions for the localization of Zarwar of the Mari 

Ortsnamcn W1d geographischen BezeichnW1gen der Texte aus Alalau VII,' UF 30, (1998), no. 94; 
Mann, RGTC 12/2, p. 350. 
4'IH Forlanini, Hethitica 6, pp. 54-6, p. 62, note 62, pp. 64-6, note 80-101 and a map on p. 67. 
4'1'1 For this identification, see also Marin, RGTC 12/2, p. 350. . . 
50C W. Rollig, 'ZaIpa,' in S. Sahin, E. Schwertheim, & J. Wagner, (hrsg.), Studien zur Rel~ utri 
/{uitJlr Kleimsiens (FestsdJrift for Friabich Karl DOm!r zum 65. Geburtstag am 28. Febmar'1976.) (Lelden, 
Brill, 1978), p. 762-70. 
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administrative texts, there are three possible candidates: Koyuncu Hiiyiik, Tumen Hiiyiik 

and Zalpab of the Old Babylonian Itinerary. So, tentatively in association with locations of 

these three candidates, the core regional location of ljaSsum is further delimited. Again 

there is no factor to limit it. Thus, half the distance from these places to the farthest point 

of the core regional location may be tentatively applied for further delimiting the COR' 

regional location as seen on map 8.7. 
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Map 8. 7: lJassum in the vicinity of ZalWar 
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8.2.2.4. 

t(aUu/wa in the vicinity of Zizilipa and Lab.uwazantiya/L~uzatiya 

A Goetze pointed out topographical information about Hittite ljaSsuwa in 2Bo TU 

23A II 16f£., where it appears as the neighbour of Hittite Zizilipa and Labuwazantiya.501 

This is a short report concerning one of Telepinu's campaigns: 

2BoTU 23 A II 16 ff.502 

As soon as I, Telepinu, seated myself on the throne of my father, I campaigned in 

ljaSsuwa and destroyed ljaSsuwa. My troops were also in Zizilipa, and there was a battle in 

Zizilipa. As soon as I, the king, came to Labuwazantiya, Laba [was hostile to me] and made 

Lahuwazantiya rebellious to me. [The gods] gave him into my hand. 

The proximity of ljaSsuwa, Zizilipa and Labuwazantiya appears decisive in these 

quoted passages, because it is clearly stated that Telepinu's chief enemy was ljaSsuwa and 

his action also affected the two cities of Zizilipa and LalJ.uwazantiya. In addition to this text, 

the proximity of Akkadian ijaSsu with Akkadian LulJ.uzatiya is also known in the Siege of 

the UrSu text (KBo I 11) as the relevant part of the translation was already shown above, in 

which both ijaS5u and LulJ.uzatiya are depicted as the neighbouring cities of UrSu. So, in 

this section an attempt to identify the location of ijaSsum/ wa will be made in relation to 

the locations of Zizilipa and LalJ.uwazantiyalLulJ.uzatiya, but as they are still uncertain, we 

only develop a secondary argument. 

The topographical information indicating the location of Zizilipa is unfortunately 

still very meagre, and very few scholarly opinions are available to us. According to Goetze, 

the place name ZaziIipa is to be located in Kizuwatna in KUB XX III 68. So, if Zazilipa 

can be equated with Zizilipa of 2BoTU 23A II 16ff., it can be placed somewhere in the 

country of Kizuwatna, whose core region Goetze identified in the Glician plain50J 

As for La1.Juwazantiya, Goetze also located it in the country of Kizuwatna, which 

501 Goetze, YOS 22, p. 72 and notes 282-4. 
502 This English translation is adopted from A Kuhrt' edition, see A NE, vol. I, p.246. For other 
relatively new translations, also see Borger, et al. (hrsg.), TIJAT 1, Lieferung 5, pp. 464-70. 
503 Goetze, YOS 22, pp. 44-5 and p. 72. J. Garstang and O.R Gurney followed Goetze's earlier 
identification, see Gectgraphy, pp. 53-5. 
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Goetze identified with the country of Kumani.504 The Egyptian version of the treaty 

which ljanuSili of ljatti and pharaoh Ramesses II concluded with each other, closes with a 

description of the seals which the Hittite king and his queen had attached to the document. 

The seal of the queen contained the following inscription "Seal of Pudubepa, the mistress 

of the Ijatti country, the daughter of the country Kizuwama, etc.". This exactly reflects a 

Hittite inscription, which from analogous examples can be reconstructed as follows 

N\KISIB SALpu_du_p6-pa SAL.LUGAL KUR lja-at-ti DUMUSAL KUR Ki-iz-zu-'lJJt-at-rri etc. 

In a Hittite text (KUB XV 16 I 1£. = KUB XV 17 + KUB XXXI 61 I 1f.) Pudahepa is also 

called DUMUSAL URuKummz-an-ni, and a bulla with the seal of the queen has been found 

at Tarsus located in the Glician plain, which Goetze identified as the core region of the 

country of Kizuwatna. So, from these tides it is to be presumed that Pudahepa had close 

relations with the country of Kizuwatna. The decisive evidence for the location of 

Labuwazantiya in the country of Kizuwatna comes from one piece of documentary 

evidence in relation to the titles of Pudul].epa showing her close relationship with the 

country of Kizuwatna (= the country of Kumani), namely the Apology of ljattuSili III. It 

tells that Pudubepa was the daughter of Bentip-sar, the priest of LalJuwazantiya. So, it 

appears to be natural, to place Labuwazantiya in the country of Kizuwama (= the country 

of Kumaru). Moreover, in KUB VII 20 obv. 5, king Palliya of Kizuwatna performs 

religious rites in Labuwazantiya. Thus, Goetze argued that the combination of these data 

leads to the conclusion that Labuwazantiya was a city in the country of Kizuwatna (-the 

country of Kumaru). 

Goetze cited two more pieces of topographical information and presumed a more 

exact location of Labuwazantiya. The Apology of Ijattlliili III also reports that he married 

in Labuwazantiya when he returned from the battle of Qades, thus Goetze suggested that 

the location of Labuwazantiya was on the main route from Syria to ljattuSa and not far 

from the city of Kumani, which he identified with Oassical Comana ( = modem Sahr). The 

remaining piece of evidence is the aforementioned 2 BolD 23 A II 16 ff. As already 

shown above, ljaSsuwa is referred to in it in association with Labuwazantiya. Goetze 

regarded that the location of ljaSsuwa lay in a Human milieu. As a result of all of these 

data he finally concluded that the location of Labuwazantiya was east of the Anti-Taurus 

504 Goetze, YOS 22, pp. 72-3. 
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between Kumani and the Euphrates.5Os 

J. Lewy attempted to locate LalJuwazantiya/Lul)uzatiya elsewhere on the basis of 

newly available topographical information. He suggested the equation of 

Labuwazantiya/Lul)uzatiya with a1Lu-sa-an-da of the Annals of Shalmaneser III published 

by F. Safar in 1951, and located it in the eastern end of the Cilician plain and west of the 

Amanus, specifically in the region of the Amanus Gates, beside also equating i1Ki-su-at-ni of 

the Annals with Hittite Kizuwatna of the BogazkOy texts.506 Today three parallel passages 

of the Annals of Shalmaneser III published by Safar are available to us. 

Annals 7 iv 24b-34a. 8 r. 5'-16'a and 1411. 144'b-51' of Shalmaneser III507 

I crossed the Arnanus and descended to the cities of Kate, the Quean. I conquered 

Lusanda, Abarnani and Kisuatni, (his) fortified cities, together with coundess towns, from 

the nearest of his cities to the remotest, defeated them and plundered them. I made two 

royal images of myself, inscribed thereon 'the praise for my power', placed one (of them) 

in the nearest of his cities and the other in the remotest of his cities, facing the sea. I 

established my victory and might over the land of Que. 

The eastern border of Que was well defended by the formidable natural barrier of 

the Amanus mountain range. There were only a few passes by which an aggressor from the 

east could cross this natural border. The most popular pass is at Bah~e, facing modem 

Zincirli at the eastern foot of the mountain range. This route was apparendy the shortest 

way for the Assyrian army to reach the Qlician plain. So the place names mentioned in the 

above-quoted passage, Kisuatni and Lusanda, which certainly correspond phonetically to 

Hittite Kizuwatna and LalJuwazantiya can be located in the region, where Lewy suggested. 

Thus, this topographical information clearly contradicts of the localization of Goetze. 

505 Goetze's general identification for the location of Labuwazantiya was later accepted, see Bi1gi~, 
AjO 15, p. 26; J. Lewy, 'ljatta, ljattu, ljatti, lja~a and Old Assyrian ljattum,' A,o.. 18/3, p. 425 
& p. 430, A 353; Gtrf!raphy, pp. 51-2; A C, p. 106. 
506 Lewy, Or.NS 21, p. ~91 f.~ F. Saf~, '(\ Further Text of ~h~eser II~!' Swrrr 7, (1951), p. 19; 
F. Cornelius agreed Wlth this localizauon, see F. Cornelius, 2ur hethittschen Geographie: die 
Nachbarn des Hethite~iche~,' RHA 16, (1958), p. 8; Goe~ze also ~ccepted Lewis equation of 
LabuwazalltiyaiLubuzauya Wlth a1Lu-sa-anda, see A Goetze, The ReVlew for J. Garstang and O.R 
G~ey, the GecgraphyiftkHittiteErrpire,' J~ 14, (1960), p. 47. 
507 Yamada, CliNE 3, p. 200; Grayson, RIMA 3, p. 55, p. 58 and p. 78. 
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Later Goetze at least accepted Lewy's equation of Lusanda and Lal]mvazantiya/Lubuzatiya., 

however he maintained his earlier localization of Lal].uwazantiya and placed it in the 

vicinityof Oassical Comana (= modem ~ahr).5C8 

However, Lewy later changed his opinion due to the discovery of more evidence 

indicating the location of Lal].uwazantiya/LulJuzatiya in the region around Elbistan.
509 

According to Lewy, H Th Bossert pointed out that the hieroglyphic inscription uncovered 

by T. Ozgiis; about ten kilirnetres northwest of Elbistan at Karahoyiik mentions Tagarama 

and Lal].usaddia, which can be equated with Labuwazantiya/Lul)uzatiya.510 As a result, 

Lewy admitted that this discovery permits us to locate 

Labuwazantiya/Lul].uzatiyaiLabusaddia at Karahoyiik or nearby Izgm. To strengthen this 

identification Lewy also cited the coincidence between the environmental features of 

Lal].uwazantiya and Elbistan. Lewy informs us that a Hittite ritual cited by G.R Meyer, 

mentions "pure water from the seven springs of the town of LalJuwazantiya", while an 

explorer such as Hogarth mentions that he was so deeply impressed by the "head of a 

great spring or group of springs", which he noticed "a mile west of Izgm" that he called it 

the most remarkable feature on the road from Goksun to Elbistan.511 

As for the contradiction of the topographical information given by the Annals of 

Shalmaneser III Lewy eventually admitted either the possible inclusion of incorrect 

topographical information, in which Lusanda appears to be located east of the Glician 

508 A Goetze, 'Glicians,']CS 16, (1962), p. 51 f., note 19. 
509 J. Lewy, 'Old Ass}Tian Evidence Concerning KuSSara and Its Location,' HUOt 33, (1962), p. 
52 & note 37. 
510 HTh. Bossert, 'Die Gottin Hepat in den hieroglyphen hethitischen Texten,' Be1leten 15, (1951), 
pp.320-l. 
511 A Unal's localization of Lai)uwazantiya/Lui)uzatiya in the region of Malarya strangely 
contradicts his own opini~n, because he pointed out this region, though he accepted Goetze and 
Lewis identification, see Una!, 1Heth 3/1, pp. 199·200. . 

Many other scholars have accepted Goetze and Lewis identification at least for the locauo~ of 
Labuwazantiya/Lubuzatiya, see H Otten, p~ E in? kthitische KCniWZ in ihren Textzelf!!llSSen 
(AWL), (Maim, Akad.d.WlSs.u.d.Literatur, 1975), p.14; R Lebrun, in E. Laroche, (ed.), FIaile[jMm 
A mtdiatm, Mila"t!5 cfJerts a E mnmuel Larrxhe, (paris, Boccard, 1979), p. 198; H Hirsch, 
'La(i)u)wazantijaiLubuzattia,' RIA 6,(1980-83), pp. 433-5; 1. Wegner, 'La(i)u)wazantija B,' RIA 6, 
(1980-83), p. 435-6; Forlanini, HethitU:a 6, p. 64, note 81 with the aup on p. 67; A Caquot, J~. 
Gmchillos & J.M Tarragon, TlXtes ~, l1. TlXtes reiigzl'Jlx. RllJll'i.s. ~, (pans, 
Editions du Cerf, 1989), pp. 366-8; Marin, RGTC 12/2, p. 176. . 

I. Wagner likewise agreed with Goetze and LeVv'y's identification by giving more informauon 
related to Lai)uwazantiya's close religious association Vvith water of the springs and rivers, see I. 
Wegner, AOAT 36: Gestalt un:i KuLt der Htar-Sawtika m Klezrnszen, (1981), pp. 173-4. 
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plain and west of the Arnanus or the existence of identical toponyrns, one in the east of 

the Glician plain and the other in the region of Elbistan. 

Me Astour entirely agreed with the differentiation of Lusanda from 

LaQuwazantiyalLulJuzatiya.512 He asswned for this occurrence that LaQuwazantiyai 

Lu1;)uzatiya was probably transferred to the Glician city during the brief period of 

Kizuwatna's rule in Eastern Glicia and later it was called a1Lusanda. In addition to this 

supposition, he also proposed the new equation of Lusanda with the word ""usm' found 

in one of the letters discovered at Ugarit. Most recently S. Yamada also stated that the 

control of such a distant mountainous area in the region of Elbistan by the kingdom of 

Que in the period of Shalmaneser III is unlikely, because the area appears to have been 

under the influence of Gurgum, Melid and! or Tabal, thus he agreed with Lewy and 

Astour.513 

On the other hand, F. Cornelius appears to have disagreed with the differentiation 

of Lusanda and its topographical information from LabuwazantiyaJLul].uzatiya, and 

appears to have considered that Lusanda can be equated with LabuwazantiyaJLul]uzatiya 

and is to be placed somewhere on the Amanus crossing point as Shalmaneser III names it 

at the beginning of his Glician conquest.514 

We have summarized the scholarly OpInlons related to the location of 

ZazilipalZizilipa and Lal].uwazantiyalLulJuzatiyaiLusanda. The location of the former is 

to be in general located in the country of Kizuwatna in the Glician plain, though its exact 

location cannot be ascertained because of meagre docwnentary evidence. There are three 

different interpretations for locating the latter. The first is to identify Labuwazantiya, 

Lubuzatiya and Lusanda as the same place name and to locate it in the region of the 

Elbistan. The second possibility is to differentiate these place names between 

La1)uwazantiyaiLubuzatiya and Lusanda and then to place them separately, one in the 

Eastern Glician plain and the other in the region of Elbistan. The last possible 

interpretation is to equate all three place names and to locate them in the Eastern Glician 

plain. 

512 Me Astour, 'New Evidence on the Last Day of Ugarit,' AJA 69, (1965), p. 257. 
513 Yamada, a-IANE 3, pp. 200-2 & p. 285. 
514 F. Cornelius, 'Neue Arbeiten zur Hethitischen Geographie,' An:adica I, (1967), p. 75; CH, p. 
300, note 13. 
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The only appropriate method to delimit the core regional location of ljaSsum/wa 

is to take half of the distance from these places to the farthest points of the core regional 

location, since we do not have any factor for its confinement. Thus, as can be seen on map 

8.8, the northern edge of the core regional location is to be superimposed in association 

with these two different places.515 

515 W.F. Albright pointed out the association of Ijunna with IjaSsuwa referred to in KBo ITI 34 -
2BoTU 12 A I 24, whose content HG. Giiterbock briefly mentioned earlier.(1) According to 
Giiterbock, it is stated: 

KBo 11134 = 2BoID 12 AI 24 
In Ijassuwa lebte der Palastbeamte Sanda aus Ijunna. Und die CllUrriter [fiir]chtete er, und er 

fuhr zu (seinem) Herm. Der Konigsvater schickte, und man verstiimmelte ihn. 

So, it may be possible to locate IjaSsuwa in the vicinity of Ijurma, but it appears to be not 
conclusive and there is no clear geographical connection between IjaSsuwa and Ijunna. The 
location of Ijurma is also still not certain. So, it is only possible to consider the location of ljaSsuwa 
by treating this topographical evidence as secondary or supportive topographical evidence. 
However, the following investigation of the location of Ijurma shows that it can be located in the 
same region as the location of LabuwazantiyaiLubuzatiya and maybe Lusanda, and its localization 
depends on where LabuwazantiyaiLubuzatiyaiLusanda can be placed. So, a result that is more 
useful than the result of the investigation for the location of LabuwazantiyaiLubuzatiyaiLusanda 
could not be obtained here. So, the summary of the scholarly opinions concerning the location of 
Ijurma shall be inserted here. 

In 1940, Albright first suggested the equation of Ijurrna of KBo III 34 = 2BoID 12 A 124 
with Ijurrnu of the land of Unqi, which is mentioned by Tiglathpileser m. He did not specifically 
attempt to locate it, but related its location to the triangle region formed by modem ~ and 
modem Zincirli and modem Gaziantep or in the region of CDmmagene.(2) . 

Apart from Albright's identification, A Goetze also identified Ijurama of the CappadOClaD 
texts with Ijurrna of the Hittite texts and located it in the vicinity of Lubuzatiya in 1940.(3) 
According to him in the Cappadocian text VAT 13535 (= EL 252), Lubuzatiya was depicted as an 
entity under the jurisdiction of Ijurama, while the Hittite texts, KBo I 1 obv. 12, KBo IV 13 I 18, 
34 and 2BoID 23A III 22 indicate the location of Hittite Hurma in eastern Anatolia. Thus, he 
considered that they can be equated and located in the vicinity·of Lubuzatiya, which he located west 
of the Anti-Taurus between Kumani (= Oassical Comana) and the Euphrates.(4) Later E. Bi1gi~ 
accepted Goetze's localization, and simultaneously rejected Albright's earlier equation of Ijunna of 
KBo III 34 = 2BoTU 12 A 124 with Ijurrnu of the land of Unqi of Tiglathpileser IlI.(5) . 

Later J. Garstang and O.R Gurney further advanced the localization of Ijurarnalljunna WIth 
a new piece of documentary evidence. (6) They observed that a Hittite docwnent KUB XV ~1, iii.13 
describes how one of the queens, when staying in Ijurma, made a vow to a god in Kumam, which 
they also identified with Oassical Comana. This would be a very unusual proceeding, if she. were 
not staying in the neighbourhood of the shrine of Kumani, and in a position to visit it and fulfill her 
vow. Moreover, on a modem Turkish map one of the streams fonning the headwaters of the 
Ceyhan is marked as the river Ijurma. Thus, they concluded in favour of Goetze and Bilgi~ that the 
sUIVival of this ancient name in eastern Glicia and the reference to Ijurma in KUB XV 11, iii 13 
support the view that Ijurma is to be placed in the neighbourhood of Kumani. 

Although J. Lewy at first did not agree with Goetze, Bilgi~, Garstang and Gurney's localization 
of Ijuramalljurrna in the area west of the Anti-Taurus between Kumani (= Cassical Comana) and 
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the Euphrates and accepted Albright's argument, he eventually changed his opinion and accepted 
Goetze's view. At first he at least agreed with Goetze's identification for the proximity of 
HuramalIjunna with LulJuzatiya, but he located LulJuzatiya in the Eastern Glician plain. However, 
he later changed his opinion and located LatJ.uwazantiya/LulJuzatiya in the region of Elbistan 
separately from Lusanda. Thus, he likewise located IjurarnalIjurma in the region of Elbistan beside 
Labuwazantiya/LulJuzatiya.(7) 

P. Garelli also further advanced the aforementioned view in complete accordance with 
Goetze, Bilgis;, Garstang, Gurney and Lewy.(8} He pointed out topographical infonnation for the 
location of IjurarnalIjurma contained in the one of the letters of the merchants of the Old 
Assyrian period, A THE 62, which describes how the princess of KaniS sent some instructions to 
Lubuzatiya, Ijurama, Salal)suwa and to her country (u a·m mt.-ti-sa).(9} So, her country does not 
include these three cities, but her action simultaneously implies that they are located not far from 
each other and in the vicinity of KaniS. Therefore, these cities constituted some of the trading 
principalities in direction from the Euphrates, or for travellers to ASsur passing these cities, thus he 
located these cities between the plain of Mara~ and the gorges descending to Elbistan. 

F. CDmelius developed a view different to the aforementioned scholars.(10) He first located 
Ijuramalljunna in Eastern Glicia for the same reason as Lewy, but he later changed his opinion 
and argued that the Cappadocian Ijurama and the Hittite Ijurma were different localities. He 
accepted the localization in the region of Elbistan for the Cappadocian Ijurama established by the 
scholars cited above, due to its proximity to LulJuzatiya, but he identified the Hittite Ij unna with 
modem c;.orum near the Black Sea for two reasons. One is the similarity of the names. For the 
other reason he argued that the Old Hittite period of Zalpa is to be identified with Alaca-Hiiyiik 
located near c;.orum and this Zalpa is geographically related to the Hittite Ijurma alongside 
Tawiniya according to some t~xts of t~e C?ld Hittite period.(ll) 

To surn up, the preCISe localization of Ijurarnalljurma depends on the location of 
Lahuwazantiya/LulJuzatiya/Lusanda. Apart from the fact that Ijuramalljurma is very likely to be a 
neighbour of LulJuzatiya, Garstang and ?urney ~oint~d out additional evidence indicating the 
proximity of ljurarnalIjurma to Kumam, but this eVIdence alone does not allow us to place 
Huramalljunna in a definite direction from Kumani without determining the location of 
Labuwazantiya/LulJuzatiya/Lusanda. Garelli suggested the proximity of Ijuramalljurma to KaniS, 
but the localization of ljurarnalIjurma again depends on where LulJuzatiya is to be placed. 
Cornelius developed his opinion very differently from other scholars. However, concerning the 
localization of IjaSsurn/wa in relation to CDrnelius' theory, it affects nothing since he accepted the 
localization of the Cappadocian Ijurama in the region of Elbistan. So, unfortunately we cannot 
obtain any additional topographical infonnation for locating ljaSsurn/ wa other than the 
infonnation obtained as a result of the investigation for the location of 
LabuwazantiyalLulJuzatiya/Lusanda. 

(1), Giiterbock, ZA 44, pp. 113 ff., pp. 126-7, note 16; Albright, BASCR 78, p. 28. 
(2), Ibid. 
(3), Goetze, YOS 22, p. 73 and note 289. 
(4) According to E. Bilgis;, HG. Giiterbock also independently reached the same opinion as 
G~tze for the localization of Ijurama/Ijurma, see Bilgis;, AJO 15, p. 26. 

Many other scholars also accepted Goetze's view for the equation and localization of 
Hurama!Ijunna, see B. Landsberger, 'Komnn Ijattum "Hettiterland" und Ijatti'wn "Hettiter" in 
den Kiiltepe-tafeln vor?,' A rOr 18, (1950), p. 334, note 27 & p. 355, note 36. 
(5), Bi1gi~, AfO 15, p. 26: W. Rollig, 'Ijur(a)ma,' RIA 4, (1972-75), p. 502. 
(6) Geography, p. 48. 
(1)' For the course of the development of Lewy's view, see Lewy, ArC)- 18/3, p. 430, note 353; 
o-:NS 21, p. 292; 'Arnurritica,' HUot 32, (1961), p. 68, note 210; HUot 33, p. 52, note 37; H 
LeWY, 'Nesa,']CS 17, (1963), p. 103 f. 
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(8), P. Garelli, 'Rezensionen, B. Kienast, Die altassyrischen T exte dts Orientalischen Serrirnrs tier Unir.eTsitat 
Heidelberg un;[ der SarmitmgErfennr;er-Basel,' Af020, (1963), p. 168; A C, pp. 111-6. 
(9), For the transliteration and translation of A THE 62, see A THE, text no.62, pp. 86-9. 

Many other scholars have followed this localization since Garelli, see E. Laroche, Les Nan des 
Hittites, (paris, Klincksieck, 1966), p. 269; H Otten, StBoT 17: Ein! althethitische Erziihlur'l,umdie 
Stadt Zalpa, (1973), p. 40. 

M Forlanini and Kh. Nashef agree with the general localization of Ijuramalljunna in the 
region of Elbistan. However they disagree with each other for its more precise localization. 
Forlanini tentatively reconstructed the Old Assyrian trade route involving both Ijunna and 
Lul].uzatiya, and suggested that Ijunna is to be placed between KaniS and LuI].uzatiya, whereas 
Nashef suggested its location between Salal].suwa and KaniS, see Forlanini, HethitU:a 6, p. 54 and 64, 
note 81; 'Uda, un cas probable d'homonymie,' HethitU:a 10, (1990), p. 122 f. and note 15~ 'Am 
mittleren Klzllirmak,' HQ4NES, (1992), p. 175; Kh. Nashef, TAVO B 83: Rekmstrukttm tier 
Reiserwten zur Zeit der altassyrischen HarxlelsnUrlerlassurwn, (1987), pp. 39-40 (text 22); RGTC 4, pp. 
60-1. 

L.L. Orlin proposed to locate Ijurama/ljunna in the region of Malatya, which is much furth~r 
west than Elbistan. His opinion is contradictory because he stated his acceptance for Goetze s 
earlier identification of Ijurama/ljunna in the region between Kumani (= Oassical CDmana) and 
the Euphrates, see A ce, p. 43, note 61. 
(10), Cornelius, RHA 13, p. 55; RHA 16, p. 15 and note 33; Or.Ns 27, p. 241; 'Zur hethitis~hen 
Landes kunde , BiOr 21, (1964), p. 12; 'Neue Arbeiten zur hethitischen Geographie,' Anatdica 1, 
(1967), p. 70; GH, p. 285, note 25. 
(11), Cornelius did not specify these texts, but according to G. Steiner's recent study of ~e 
localization of the place names of Zalpa, these three Hittite place names certainly occur together m 
two texts, see Steiner, AAI, p. 585. 
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8. 3: Conclusion 

We have identified that a number of pieces of primary topographical information 

indicate the core regional location of ljaSsum in the area between the course of Euphrates 

and Mt. Arnanus. Due to the reliable nature of the evidence, as we have judged, it seexm 

very likely that ljaSsum/ljaSsuwailjasuwaniljazuwan is to be identified somewhere 

within this core regional location. When we compare its extent with a number of the 

locations of ljaSsum/ljaSsuwailjasuwaniljazuwan suggested by some scholars, we can 

conclude that the earlier identifications of W.E Albright and J.R Kupper (= in the region 

of Conunagene), HG. Giiterbock ('"' in the region east of the Euphrates), Me Astour (

Tilrnen HiiyUk) and M. Forlanini (= in the region between Mara~ and Conunagene) are not 

acceptable. These proposed regions are obviously located outside the core regional location 

of ljaSsum/ljaSsuwailjasuwaniljazuwan. Thus, these identifications and locations are 

physically impossible to accept. 

However, the earlier identifications of Albright (= the triangular region formed by 

modem Mara~ and modem Zincirli and modem Gaziantep) and A Goetze (- in the 

region of Gaziantep) appear possible. The region around Gaziantep is within the core 

regional location of ljaSsum/l:;IaS5uwaiI:;IasuwanlI:;Iazuwan. So, any ruins lying in this area 

can be tentatively proposed as the candidates for l:;IaSsum/l:;IaSsuwaiI:;IasuwaniI:;Iazuwan. 

In addition to this picture, we have also attempted to further restrict its location by 

including secondary topographical information. Altogether we have obtained four different 

tentative locations of l:;IaSsum/l:;IaSsuwaiI:;IasuwanlI:;Iazuwan. Firsdy, we have investigated 

the topographical information given by ARM 1 1 and 1 24. They indicated the proximityof 

l:;IaSum and Ursum and their location north of KarkamiS. We identified from the scholarly 

opinions that the northerly location of UrsuiUrSuiUrsum from KarkamiS is acceptable. 

Thus, we tentatively placed l:;IaSum also north of KarkamiS within the core regional 

location. 

We also sought the location of ljaSsum/ljassuwail:;Iasuwaniljazuwan in relation 

to the location of l:;Ial].l].a. We identified the most likely location of l:;IaI].l].a in the area of 

Samsat. As a result, the core regional location of ljassum/ljassuwailjasuwanilJazuwan 

was to be delimited to the northern edge of the core regional location as the tentative 
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regional location of Ijassum!IjassuwalIjasuwanlIjazuwan. 

The tentative regional location of ljaSsum!ljaSsuwalIjasuwanlljazuwan was also 

sought in association with the location of ZalWclr. We identified three possible candidates 

for ZalWclr: Koyuncu Hiiyiik, Tilmen Hiiyiik and Zalpab of the Old Babylonian Itinerary. 

The northwestern region of the core regional location was further delimited in association 

with the locations of former two sites, whereas the eastern edge of the core regional 

location was defined as the tentative regional location in relation to the location of Zalpau 

of the Old Babylonian Itinerary. 

Finally, we sought the location of ljaSsum!Ijassuwalljasuwanlljazuwan in 

relation to the locations of Zizilipa and LalJuwazantiya/Lubazatiya. The precise location 

of Zizilipa could not be identified, but by consulting scholarly opinions, we identified two 

candidates for the location of Labuwazantiya/LulJazatiya. One is in the region around 

Elbistan and another is in the eastern Cilician Plain. In association with these two regions, 

the northwestern edge of the core regional location was further defined as the tentative 

regional location of ljaSsum!ljaSsuwalljasuwanlljazuwan. 

Unfortunately, each of the four suggested locations is subject to errors, but one 

common feature can be observed throughout these four that favours the northern part of 

the core regional location for the tentative location of Ijassurnlljassuwa/ 

ljasuwanlIjazuwan, though it may have only resulted from the nature of the pieces of 

secondary topographical information, which commonly showed the close geographical 

relation of IjaSsum!ljaSsuwalljasuwanlljazuwan with problematic Hittite place names. It 

may be also just accidental, but the striking feature is that Gaziantep is located within three 

of these four tentative regional locations of ljaSsurnlljaSsuwalIjasuwanlljazuwan. As a 

result, it makes the identification of Ijassum!ljaSsuwa/ljasuwanlIjazuwan in the region 

around Gaziantep highly possible. 
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CHAPTER 9: LOCATION OF PURUSHANTA .... 
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9. 1: History of Research into the Location of Purus\].anta 

Two of the historical literary texts about Sargon of Akkad, the 'King of Battle' and 

the CUr Letter', refer to the city of PuruSganta.516 The "King of Battle" refers to Sargon's 

expedition to the city of PuruSganta, written URUBur-sa-!Ja-an-da. The other text of the 

same date found in ljattuSa ( ... BogazkOJ? also refers to the city of PUruSganta written 

URUPu-m-ul-!Ja-an-da.517 In addition to these occurrences, the Old-Babylonian Ur Letter 

reports that Sargon received divine approval for a campaign against PuruS\].anta written 

Pu-m-ul-!Ja-an-da. According to P. Dhorme, E. Weidner appears to have been the first to 

indicate the identification of URUBur-sa-!Ja-an-da of the Amama version with 

BuruS\].attum of the Gtppadocian tablets.518 However, H Ehelolf already proposed the 

identification of PtmitxmJar of the Glthean Legend of Naram-Sin with BuruSgattum of 

the Cappadocian tablets.519 

Let us first consider the history of the scholarly opinions for its localization. In 

1929 B. Hrozny first considered the probable location of Hittite PuruS\].anta mentioned in 

the text of Anitta (:II KBo III 22 "" KUB XXVI 71, KUB XXVI 98b), lines 73-9. In this 

text puru.sganta is described as a dependent of the empire of Anitta. So, Hrozny assumed 

it to be located not far from Nesa (== KaniS) and provisionally identified it with Kayseri.520 

In 1939 B. Landsberger noted that an Old Assyrian tablet describes BuruShattum as 

four days' journey from KaniS. Although he did not specify the tablet, it must be TC III 

165 as its content is described below. Based on this information, he briefly commented that 

it may be located in the region of Ntgde.
521 

516 LKA, pp. 112-3, 118-9 and 150-l. 
517 fiG. Giiterbock, 'Ein neues Bruchstiick der Sargon-Erzahlung Konig der Schlacht,' MDOC 
101, (1969), pp. 14-26 .. , 
518 P. Dhorrne, 'Bullettn, RB 31, (1922), p. 461; RB 33, (1924), p. 23. 
519 H Ehelolf, 'Besprechungen, Contenau, G.: tal:iettes cappada:ierrn;s,' OLZ 24, (1921), p. 121; LKA, 

pp.312-3. 
520 B. Hrozny, 'L'Invasion des Indo-Europeens en Asie Mineure vers 2000 AV. ].-C,' A rO- I, 
(1929), p. 293; 'Assyriens et Hittites en Asie Mineure vers 2000 AV.].-C' ArO-IV, (1932), p. 114. 
521 Landsberger, BeIleten 3, (1939), p. 213 and note 13. Most recently N. Aydtn supports this 
identification based on TC 111.165 with t:vo more pieces of top?graphical infonnation, OIP 27,54 
and KIH 1, whose cont~nts ~ be.descnbed below. Ho~~er, like ~.dsberger, he does not give a 
detailed reason for this localization, see .. N. A}dm, .. Eme Taf~l ,uber Hausverkauf mit den 
()rtsnamen in Fragmenten der Tafeln aus Kiiltepe und Karum Nahria, Belleten 58, (1994), pp. 46-7. 
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In 1941 RS. Hardy cited another new piece of topographical information given by 

the Decree of Telepinu (= 2Bo1U 1123, I 9 ff.). Hardy states that the cities mentioned in 

the decree of Telepinu are ljupiSna, Tuwanuwa, NmaSa, Landa, Zalara, PuruSl].anta and 

LuSna, and he considered that they are recorded in a certain geographical order. He 

accepted E. Forrer's earlier identifications of ljupiSna, Tuwanuwa and NmaSa with 

Oassical Cybistra, Tyana and Nanassos respectively, thus he argued that they go from west 

to east. For the second group, Landa, Zalara, PuruSl].anta and LuSna, Hardy also accepted 

Forrer's identification of Landa with Oassical Laranda and LuSna with Oassical Lystra, 

hence he argued that they run possibly from east to west, and identified the location of 

PuruSl].anta together with Zalara between Landa (= Qassical Laranda) and LuSna (

Oassical Lystra). Furthermore, Hardy pointed out the possible equation of Hittite 

PUruShanta with Old Assyrian BuruSl].attum. However, the first sign "pur" can be read 

"mas" as well, so he only suggested this equation as provisional.522 

The first real attempt to identify the location of Old Assyrian BuruSl].attum was 

made in 1947 by J. Lewy by combining several pieces of topographical information.523 He 

proposed the location of BuruSl].attum somewhere west or probably southwest of modem 

Aksaray based on a series of pieces of topographical information given by the letter Kfl{ I, 

the itineraries TC III 165 and alP 27, 54 and the letter BIN IV 35. 

According to Lewy, the significance of tablet KTH 1 for the present discussion lies 

in 11. 2b-6, which contain the following remarks, "Since the country of BuruSl].attum as well 

as the country of Wal].suSana is in uproar, for this reason I did not go on to Wal].suSana". 

Thus, he assumed that BUruShattum must be located beside WahsuSana. The itineraries TC 
~ ~ 

III 165 and alP 27, 54 furthermore, supplement and confirm this information, because 

they indicate that the road from KaniS to BuruSl].attum was in its first part identical with 

the highway which linked KaniS with Wal].suSana. TC III 165 indicates that the road from 

KaniS to BuruSl].attum passed by WaSl].ania, NmaSa, and Ulama, whereas according to OIP 

27, 54, the route from KaniS to Wal].suSana went first to WaSl]ania and then, by way of 

Malita to Wal]suSana. From the letter BIN IV 35 finally, we conclude that caravans sent 

from Wal]suSana to BUruSlJattum used a road through Salaruliwar. 

Thus, Lewy identified from these data that three roads WaSl].ania - Wal].suSana, 

522 RS. Hardy, 'The Old Hittite Kingdom: APolitical History,' A]SL 58, (1941), p. 188. 
523 J. Lewy, 'Naram-Sin's Campaign to Anatolia,' HE 1, (1947), pp. 13-5. 
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W~bania - BuruSl].attum, and BuruSl].attum - WabsuSana somehow formed a triangle, on 

one side of which, Salatuliwar was situated between BuruSl].attum and WabsuSana, 

whereas N"m~a and Ulama lay on one of the two other routes between WaSOania and 

Buru.sl].atturn, and Malita was situated between WaSOania and WabsuSana. He identified 

N'm~a with classical Nanassos and with modem Nenizi (situated about 110 kilometers 

southwest of KaniS (= Kiiltepe) and 40-50 km east of modem Aksara~ and, that one side 

of the triangle coincides more or less with the modem road from Kayseri to Aksaray by 

way of Nev~ehir. 524 As a result, Lewy concluded that Ulama must be placed in the 

neighbourhood of Aksaray and accordingly BuruSl].attum is to be found somewhere west 

or probably rather southwest of Aksaray, that is somewhere on the Konya Plain. 

Later E. Bilgi~ advanced Lewy's general identification for the location of 

BuruSoattum and confirmed the equation of the Old Assyrian BUruSoattum with the 

Hittite PuruSoanta suggested earlier by Hardy.S2S While he cited the same pieces of 

documentary evidence as Lewy, TC III 165 and OIP 27, 54, he also developed a view from 

the decree of Telepinu (= 2BoTU II 23, I 9 ff.) for the equation of BuruSoattum with 

puruSl].anta. In this text, as mentioned above we are informed that sons of Labama were 

sent into the cities of ljupiSna, Tuwanuwa, N"maSa, Landa, Zalara, PuruSoanta and LuSna 

to administer them. So, he pointed out that two of five place names, N"maSa and 

puruSbanta occur in this text and suggest their proximity, while both places in slightly 

different writings were also recorded in TC III 165 as the third and final destinations of the 

journey. So, the equation of BuruSoattum with PuruSoanta appears convincing. For the 

actual localization of BuruSbattumlPuruSbanta, Bi1gi~ followed in general Lewy's 

argwnent. He agreed with the earlier identification of ljupiSna with Oassical Cybistra (

modem Eregh) established by AH Sayce and Tuwanuwa with Tyana (- modern 

Kemerhisar near modem Bor) established by E. Forrer.526 However, for N"maSa, which 

Lewy equated with Oassical Nanassos and with modem Nenizi located 40-50 km east of 

Aksaray; Bi1gi~ did not entirely agree, because classical Nanassos was at that time varyingly 

identified in the general area around Aksaray; though he at least accepted its general 

524 The location of Nenizi cannot be spoted on the modem atlas, so its location on map 9.1 is 
approximate. 
525 Bilgit;, AjO 15, pp. 20-2. 
526 Fmschurwz I, pp. 19 ff.; AH Sayee 'The Geographical Position of Arzawa,' JEA 8, (1922), p. 
234; 'The Early Geography of South-Eastern Asia Minor,' jHS 43, (1923), p. 45. 
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location in the neighbourhood of modem Aksaray.527 So, these cities can be placed in 

general in the area southwest of KaniS. So, if NmaSa is really placed in the vicinity of 

Aksaray; to which a journey took two days from KaniS according to TC III 165, Bi1gi~ 

suggested that the third station Ulama must be somewhere south of the Salt Lake (- Tuz 

Galti) and the final destination of BuruSbattum reached on the fourth day is to be sought 

still further southwest in the Konya Plain.528 

In 1967-69 E.!. Gordon identified the location of Hittite PuruSbanta at the great 

site called Homat near the village of Belcegiz in the district of ~arki Karaagac;: near the 

northwest comer of the Be~ehir Lake.529 Gordon does not give any specific reason for 

this identification. However, for its location beyond or to the west of the Konya Plain, he 

may have relied on the hypothesis established by Lewy and Bilgic;:. 

S. Alp also maintained the localization of the Hittite PuruSbanta in the vicinity of 

the Konya plain.530 In 1993, he argued that Karahoyiik near Konya could be identified with 

PuruSOanta. He particularly considers the topographical information of PuruSbanta given 

by the decree of Telepinu (= BoTU II 23, I 9 ff.) as very important. In this text, as 

mentioned above, PuruSoanta is referred to among with six other place names between 

Zalara and LuSna. Alp considers that PuruSoanta is not far away from these places and that 

LuSna is to be identified with Oassical Lystra in the vicinity of modem Hatunsary. Thus, 

he argues that the location of Karahoyiik fits the location of PuruSbanta. 

Let us consider the other major stream of the identification of PuruSbanta. Some 

scholars assumed that it can be identified with Acemhoyiik. J. Garstang appears to have 

first made this identification in 1944. The place name occurring in the rock-carved 

527 Bilgi~ states that according to Ptolemy Nanassos lies in the Garsauritis, and its exact location is 
varyingly identified. Other candidates apart from Lewis are: somewhere south of Aksaray; the 
present Mamasun 8 km east of Aksaray; the south of Mamasun in a place called Eskine/oz 10 km 
southeast of Aksaray, see Bilgi~, AjO 15, pp. 20-2. 
528 According to Bilgi~, the variant of Cappadocian Ulama is Ulma and Walama, and Ulama 
corresponds to the Hittite lnlamma. For Walama, one can phonetically compare with the place 
name Walrna, however, Bilgi~ considered that the location of this city, which the troops of Arzawa 
led by MUrSili II defeated on the AStarpa River, appears to not support this equation. . 

L.L. Orlin and G. Steiner later give wholehearted support to Bilgi~, and locate the Clty of 
BuruSQattum of TC III 165 on the southwest of Tuz Galli (= Salt Lake) in the approaches to the 
Plain of Konya, see A CC, p. 37, pp. 110-1 and p. 140; Steiner, AAI, pp. 581-2. 
529 E.!. Gordon, 'The meaning of the Ideogram dKASKAL.KUR = "Undergrmmd Water-~UISe" 
and Its Significance for Bronze Age Historical Geography,' JC5 21, (1967), p. 81. The locauon of 
Homat cannot be spoted on the modem atlas, so its location on map 9.1 is approximate. 
530 S. Alp, 'Eine karum-zeitliche GuBform und die Siegel von Karahoyiik,' IstM 43, (1993), p.193. 
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hieroglyphic inscription at Topada, about 25 km to the southwest of Nev~ehir was at first 

read as "Pur-fl'F-ta" or "Pur-ui-ta", but later E. Laroche suggested emendation and read 

"Pur-zu-ta", this he argued was the phonetic equation of PuruSUanta.531 In 1959 this 

suggestion was followed by J. Garstang and o.R Gurney who proposed the location of 

P~uanta, near modem Nev~ehir and provisionally equated it with the classical place 

name, Soandus.532 In 1944 Garstang placed PuruSuanta on the southeastern edge of the 

Salt Lake ( ... Tuz Gola) without citing a specific reason for its localization. This suggestion 

was maintained also on a map with their provisional equation of PuruSuanta with Classical 

Soandus in 1959.533 Actually it is unkno'Wll whether they intended to identify PuruSoanta 

with the specific site. However, they knew of the presence of the large tell there, because 

they did not mention the modem name of the site, which they specified as PuruSUanta. So, 

as N. 6zgii~ pointed out later, this location on the map coincides with the location of 

Acemhoyiik. 534 Furthermore, according to P. Garelli, J. Lewy later also proposed the 

identification of PuruSuanta with Acemhoyiik in the course of a lecture, which he gave at 

the College de France.535 Unfortunately it is not knO'Wll how he reached this identification 

moving from his earlier identification of the south or southwest of Aksaray to the 

northwest of Aksaray. 

The excavation at Acemhoyiik was conducted by N. bzgii~ on the supposition that 

it may be PuruSuanta, but no decisive evidence was found, except that Acemhoyiik was a 

most important centre during the Old Assyrian colony period.536 The most important 

discoveries concerning the identification of PuruSbanta from this site are seals of 

S amS i-Adad 1. So, the close association of the site with Old Assyrian trade was at least 

531 E. Laroche, 'Documents Hieroglyphiques Hittites Provenant du Palais dUgarit,' Ugaritica 3, 
(1957), p. 152 and note 3. 
532 Geagraphy, p. 64 and map 1. 
533 For the map published in 1944 by Garstang, see J. Garstang, 'Hulaya River Land and Dadassas, 
A Qucial Problem in Hittite Ge9graphy,' ]NES 3, (1944), p.l6. 
534 N. Ozgii~ also tells that T. Ozgii~ also placed the location of Acemho~ on the map, though 
nothing about its identification with PuruSQanta .. is mentioned, see N. Ozgii~, 'Excavations at 
Acemhoyiik,' Amddu 10, (1966), pp. 29-30; T. Ozgii~, 'An Assyrian Trading Outpost,' Scierrtific 
Atn?ican 208, (1963), p. 98-99; M Forlanini supported this identification, see Forlanini, Hethitica 6, 

p. 46. als 'th this 'd if" A C 123 & 4 'Le 535 P. Garelli 0 agrees WI 1 ent lCatlOn, see , p, note; Marche de 
BuruShanum,' AANE, (1989), p, 149. 
536 Ozgiic;, A mddu 10, pp, 29-30, 
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confirmed.537 J.R Kupper recently pointed out that some stamp seals bearing the name, 

Aplabanda were discovered at Acemhoyiik, thus he argues for the confirmation of its 

identification with PllIUSbantaiBuruSbattum.538 However, in fact later studies of these 

stamp seals made by 6. Tunca confirmed that the name, Aplabanda is not a geographical, 

but a personal name, though Tunca along with D. Lacambre maintained the identification 

of Acemhoyiik with PllIUSbanta.539 

G. Steiner, S. Alp and J.D. Hawkins recently argued against the identification of 

Acemhoyiik with PUruSbanta, while they agreed with Lewy and Bilgi~'s earlier localization 

of BUruSbattumiPuruSbanta on the Konya Plain.540 Steiner argues that if BuruSlJattum is 

identical with the city of PuruSbanta, which is generally accepted, it cannot be Acemhoyiik. 

PUruSbanta was the seat of a stock house (E N~.KISIB) in the period of king Telepinu of 

ljatti and was still the cult place of the water god in the period of the Great Empire of 

ljatti, while the latest settlement at Acemhoyiik was deserted in the Old Hittite period. 

Also the role of BuruSbattum as the centre of silver mining or copper trade speaks against 

the identification with Acemhoyiik. Steiner rather considers that Acemhoyiik can be 

identified with Zalpa of the Old Assyrian period. Although as already mentioned Alp 

identifies PUruShanta with Karahoyiik, he argues that Acemhoyiik is certainly a better 

candidate for KuSar than PuruSlJanta, because Acemhoyiik had a magnificent palace and 

close relations with Mari.541 Hawkins considers that three toponyms: Ikuwaniya ( ... Konya), 

ljurniya and the ljulaya River, referred to beside PllIUSlJanta in Telepinu's broken list of 

store cities (= Kbo III 1 +68, iii. 17-33) can be located around the Konya plain. So, he 

argues that the identification of PUruShanta with Acemhoyiik and its location does not 

accord with the locations of other toponyms. Thus he suggests that PuruShanta should be 

537 N. Ozgiic;, 'Seal Impressions from the Palaces of Acemhoyiik,' in E. Porada, (ed.), A rrient A ~ in 
Seajs, (princeton, N.J, Princeton University Press, 1980), p. 65; D. Cllarpin, 'Inscription Vouves 
d'Epoque Assyrienne,' MARl 3, (1984), p. 51. 
538 J.R Kupper, 'Karkemish aux IIlchne Millenaires avant notre Ere,' Akkadica 79/80, (1992), p. 18. 
539 O. Tunca, 'Des inscriptio~ de sceaux-cylindres diverses provenant d'Acemhoyiik,' AAI, (1~?3), 
pp. 629-33; D. Lacambre & O. Tunca, 'Histoire de 1a Vallee de l'Euphrate entre Ie Barrage de TlSnn 
et KarkemiS aux HIe et lie Millenaires AV.J.-C,' in G. del Orno &J .. L. Montero, (eds.),A~ 
if tk Upper Syrian E uphratf5 (~ Tishrin Dam A rw). p~ if tk IntermtilnU Sytrpaimn Held at 
Barrelona, January 28th-30th, (Barcelona, Ausa, 1998), p. 597. 
540 Steiner, AAI, pp. 579-99. 
541 Alp, IstM 43, p. 193. 
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identified with Karahoyiik which is situated near the Konya Plain.542 

On the other hand, most recently J.G. Dercksen argues against the localization 

BuruSbanttumlPuruSbanta on the Konya Plain and agrees with the identification of 

.Acemhoyiik with BuruSlJanttumlPuruSlJanta.543 Dercksen argues that TC III 165 states 

that the itinerary leading from KaniS to BuruSlJattum through WaSl)ania, NmaSa and Ulama 

took at least four days. He argues that the average day's journey of a caravan is about 30 

Ian. So, the distance of the entire journey is approximately 120 km. The actual distance 

from Kcum to Acemhoyiik is about 150 km, whereas the distance from KaniS to the Konya 

plain is about double and is impossible to reach within four days. 

Moreover, Dercksen considers that the localization of PuruSl)anta with 

.Acemhoyiik also accords with the circumstances of other itineraries. As Lewy suggested 

beside the route of TC III 165 there existed another route, since KTH 1, OIP 27, 54 and 

BIN IV 35 allowed him to reconstruct such a route. As Lewy first pointed out OIP 27, 54 

shows the existence of a route KaniS - WaSl)ania - Malita - Wal)suSana, and in KTH 1 

WabsuSana is likely to be situated in the vicinity of BuruSl)attum. Letter BIN IV 35 finally 

shows that caravans sent from Wal)suSana to BuruSl)attum used a road through 5alatul iwar. 

So, there must have been another route diverting from WaSlJania through Malita, 

WabSuSana, Salatuliwar to BuruSl)attum. Dercksen considered that this route existed north 

of the WaSlJania, NmaSa, Ulama and BuruSl)attum line. 

Dercksen pointed out that there is another text, AKT 3, 34, which confirms the 

existence of the route from Wal)suSana, Salatuliwar to BuruSlJattum. In addition, this tells 

of the existence of rivers or canals with bridges over them near these three places. 

Moreover, in kt tlk 1 and its duplicate kt tlk 25 there are also mentions of rivers near 

Wal)SuSana and Salatuliwar. Kt 911k 424 indicates the itinerary BuruSIJattum - Salatuliwar 

_ WaIJsuSana - TuI]pia - TurIJumit - KaniS. In addition to this, kt 91/k 437 mentions a 

river crossing or nilurtumin the territory of TurlJumit. Based on the aforementioned pieces 

of topographical information, it can be established that these places are to be located in the 

vicinity of the rivers. Dercksen particularly assumed that the river crossed by boat near the 

542 RD. Baker, et aI., 'Lilise Tepe 1994,' AnSt 45, (1995), p. 146; J.D. Hawkins, StBoT Beiheft 3: 
The HieruJyphic Inscription if the Sacrad Pal CmpIex at Hattusa (S ODBURG), Wuh an A ~ 
l~byPeter Nere, (Harrassowitz Verlag, 1995), p. 51, note 176. 
543 Q4CTA, p. 13 and map. 
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territory of Turbumit is the Klzll Irmak. Thus, he locates it northeast of Acemhoyiik and 

the K1Z11 Irmak and locates the other cities mentioned in kt 911 k 424 also to the north of 

Acemhoyiik. 

Furthermore, Dercksen also established WahsuSana's northern location on the basis 

of the letter A THE 63. The sender of this letter, being in BuruSbattum, asks ImdUum to 

send his textiles, which are brought from Zalpa and ljurama to KaniS, on towards 

WabsuSana via the road leading to Tawinia (IJarran Tauinia). Wherever the exact location of 

Tawinia is, it can definitely be located to the north of Karns. So, the general localizations of 

the place names of kt 91/k 424 and WabsuSana's location north of KaniS favour the 

identification of BUruSbattumlPuruSbanta with Acemhoyiik. 

We have briefly reviewed the history of the research into the localization of 

PuruSbantaiBuruSbattum. Before Lewy's argument arose in 1947, with the aid of a single 

piece of topographical evidence, some scholars provisionally identified the location of 

PuruSbantaiBuruSQ.attum. Hrozny provisionally identified it with the ancient Caesarea (

Kaysen). Landsberger located it in the region of Ntgde. And finally Hardy identified the 

location of PuruSbanta together with Zalara between Landa (= Classical Laranda) and 

LuSna ( ... Oassical Lystra) , while Hardy suggested the possible equation of Hittite 

PuruSQ.anta with BuruSbattum. Since 1947, two major identifications of 

PuruSQ.antaiBuruSQ.attum can be observed. One prevailing identification is on or in the 

vicinity of the Konya Plain or in the region beyond Acemhoyiik, and the other is its 

identification with Acemhoyiik. Unfortunately, neither has yet been confirmed. 
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Map 9. 1: Supplementary map for the location of Purusbanta 
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9. 2: Regional Location of PuruslJanta 

9.2. 1: Location of Purusl}anta in Primary Topographical Infonnation 

9.2. 1. 1. 

PuruslJanta at a distance of four to five days' caravan journey 

TC III 165 and ccr 2, 1 together appear to give primary topographical 

information. They indicate the time span of the journey from KaniS to BuruSbanum. Their 

translations are given below: 

TC III 165, line 1_47544 

<KaniS - Wasbania: (1-4) > 

From KaniS to WaSl].ania I spent 2 minas of tin on guards, on an inn, and on 

donkey-fodder. 

<Wasl].ania - Nmasa: (5-12) > 

The palace took 21 shekels of tin as nis!?dtum-tax.; the gentleman took x minas; the 

lord of the town took 9 112 minas; I spent from WaSbania to NmaSa 113? minas of 

copper on an attorney; and 10 minas of copper on an inn and on donkey-fodder. 

<N'masa - Ulama: (13-23) > 

The palace took 24 shekels of tin as nis!?dtum-tax.; the lord of the town took 15 

shekels of tin; the gentleman, the imrum, and the head of the ... took 10 1/2 shekels of tin; 

I spent from NmaSa to Ulama 2 minas of copper on an attorney; and 10 minas of copper 

on a stable, donkey-fodder, and an inn. 

<Ularna - BuruSl].attum: (24-30) > 

From Ulama to BUruSbattum I spent: the gentleman took 5 minas of copper, the 

attorney took 10 minas of copper; 10 minas of copper on an inn; 10 minas of copper on 

donkey-fodder, 30 minas on smuggling. 

<In BuruslJattum: (31-42) > 

15 minas of copper for the rent of a house; 2 minas of silver (to pay for) my food 

544 04 CTA, p. 10. 
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and (for) that of the servants; I gave 1 shekel of silver per mina (of silver) and 1 mina of 

copper per talent (of copper) to the ktirumoffice as sadduatumtax. They took 8 

kuttintlm-textiles as "five per cent" levy at the ktirumoffice. The deficit of the biltumloads 

was 12 minas of tin. I gave 2 minas of copper at half a mina of copper per shekel of tine?) 

to the ktirUmoffice. 

<Additional Statement 1: (43-44) > 

I paid 20 shekels of silver to porters from KaniS to WaSl)ania. 

<Additional Statement 2: (44-47) > 

I paid 17 1/3 shekels of silver to porters and to my guides from WaSl)ania to 

Ulama. 

Q:A 2. 1. line 2_8545 

Say to Piisu-ken, you wrote to me as follows: As soon as the tin brought by Kuzari 

arrived, I sent it to BuruSl)attum. I hope to receive the silver in five days. 

From these texts, it is clear that the journey from KaniS to BUruSl)attum took 4 to 5 

days. TC III 165 shows that the journey began from KaniS and went through Wasl)ania, 

NinaSa and Ulama, and finally to BuruSl)atturn, and the payment of the inn in each place is 

recorded. So, it is clear that the journey took at least four days. Since ccr 2, 1 was found in 

Kiiltepe (== KaniS), Piisu-ken, to whom this letter was written must have been in KaniS and 

expecting the arrival of money from Buru.sl)attum in five days.546 As briefly referred to in 

the introduction most recently Dercksen stated that the average days journey of a caravan 

is about 30 km. So, the distance of four to five days' journey is approximately 120-150 

lan.547 

In addition to topographical information given by TC III 165 and c:cr 2, 1, 

another kind of primary topographical information is also to be utilized in connection with 

TC III 165 and ccr 2, 1. KaniS is obviously located in the vicinity of either KIZlI Irmak (-

545 Prof. AR Millard kindly translated the ~ext !nt~ English, see P. vd Meer, Vir CU17'f!5pon:1am 
axrmzrr;ialeassyrierurde Cappr:tda£, (Roma'.Impnmene Ple X, 1931), p~. 92-5; A C, p. 122, note 5. 
546 Provenance of the documents published, as ccr was not at fll'St clearly known. However, it 
was no doubt today that they originally derived from Kiiltepe (= KaniS), see K.R Veenhof, 
'Kiiltepe Texts,' DEANE vol. 3, (1997), pp. 308-10. 
547 Q4 eTA, p. 13 and map. 
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the Halys River), the Seyhan River or the Ceyhan River, so there is a possibility that the 

journey may have involved a boat trip to reach BuruSbattum, and there are some pieces of 

evidence showing that a boat trip is very likely. As J. Lewy first noted texts: KlH 1, OIP 27, 

54 and BIN IV 3, indicate the existence of another route from KaniS to BUruSbattum apart 

from the route indicated by TC III 165. The translations of these three texts are given 

below: 

KTH 1. line 1_26548 

Zu ASsur-nii)da sage: folgenderma&n (sprach) lru-IStar: "DemgemaB, daB das 

Land von BUruSbattum oder WabsuSana im Aufstand ist - deswegen ging ich nicht naeh 

WabsuSana weiter und faBte tiber das Kupfer, welches in [W]absuSana niedergelegt ist, 

(noeh) [ni]cht Entsehhill. In [5 Tage]n werde ich klare Naehricht dariiber vernehmen und 

(dann) [nach W]absuSana [weiterge]hen. [x] Minen Kupfer, gemisehtes, [cis Algua bringt dir 

ASsur-samSi. Das Silber des Al(O-abum wage dar und (dann) kauft fiir den Rest des Silbers 

kusitu{-Stoffe) [aus] Mama oder menunianu{-Stoffe) oder Haute, WdJe(halti[!!), und maeht 

die Ese! voll(beladen), und (zwar) sollen leere Esel nieht zu mir kommen. Gib acht und 

nimm die Tafel mit ihrem Altestenprotokoll und schicke (sie) mir (dann) mit dem friihesten 

(Boten) her." 

OIP 27. 54. line 1_21549 

2/3 Seqel weniger 6 1/2 Korn Silber zahlte ich von KaniS bis WaSbania auf den 

Namen des AlalJum, Sohn des Adad-bani; 3 Seqel Zinn zahlte ich in WaSbania ais dtitumfiir 

seine Esellast; 12 Seqel Zinn gab ich ftir das Gastehaus in WaSbania; seine Anteil (an den 

Ausgaben) ist 3 1/2 Seqel Zinni 5 [ ... ] Seqel Zinn in Malita; [ ... ] Seqe! Zinn ist der Anteil 

seines Esels; [ ... ] Seqel Zinn der Lohn des Reisebegleiters, der mit uns von WaSbania bis 

Malita ging; von Malita bis WabsuSana zahlte ich 3 Minen fikumKupfer als Lohn des 

Reisebegleiters aus Malita. 

BIN IV 35. line 1_48550 

548 KlH, text no. l. 
549 Nashef, TAVO B 83, pp. 40-l. 
550 04 eTA, pp. 188-90. 
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Speak to Puzur-ASsur, thus (says) Buzazu: When I had been summoned to move to 

KaniS, and I was about to leave, I left tin, both mine and yours, behind with lu-wediiku, 

saying: "Acquire before I return fine copper so that it falls to my share." Unfortunately, I 

was suddenly confined to bed after I returned from KaniS. After I had recovered, I said: 

"Give me the copper, both mine and that of puzur-ASsur, so that I can go to BuruSQattum 

and earn silver, about 10 minas, both for puzur-ASsur and for myself." While he kept 

arguing with me, a blockade came in force and I was delayed for 5 or 6 times: "Let us send 

him the copper," but as for me, he refuses to give me my copper, and as for you, he refuses 

to send (it) to you. He keeps sitting on the copper and is still making up his mind what to 

do with it. It is not the right moment for me to lodge a compliment. I said: "First, let 

puzur-ASsur take from the merchandise I have in trust (bulatu) whatever he can." But I 

become anxious and decided to act as an envoy, thinking: "I will personally transport as 

much copper as possible, both mine and that of Puzur-ASsur." I personally brought the 

copper to Salatuliwar, and when I was about to leave, he made known to me the 

merchant('s name) (who was the owner in lu-wedaku's view), lest I myself would seize the 

copper. I thought: "Let it be, he can indicate to me (as the copper's owner) whichever 

merchant he wants." As soon as I entered Salatuliwar, he appointed 2 persons as agents 

and took action to cause problems to you and me, and has made the copper the property 

of a strange merchant! And today he is suing me (for the copper)! And he wrote for a 

contract, asking: "Engage me for the copper at 1 shekel of silver per 30 shekels of 

copper." The man has gone mad. 

When we consult Lewy's identification of the existence of the other itinerary route 

from KaniS to BUruSQattum with the topographical information for the location of 

BuruSbattum given by the aforementioned three texts, we certainly have to admit the 

existence of such a route. The route must be the following: KaniS - WaSbania - Malita -

Wa1.JsuSana - Salatuliwar - BuruSl].attum, and in comparison with the itinerary route 

indicated by TC III 165 this route diverted from WaSbania. Furthermore, kt. 83/k 117 also 

indicates the existence of the route from WabsuSana to BUruSbattum through Ulama. Its 

translation is also given below: 
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Kt. 83/k 117. line 1-24551 

Speak to kdmm KaniS: Thus (sa~ your envoys and kdmm Wab-suSana: The 

'ZIJIb:zrtunis of Ulama and Salatuliwar have sent us letters (tablets) and having read (them) 

we have put them under seal and they are on their way to you. The very day we have the(se) 

letters read, we have sent two messengers by way of Ulama and two (other) messengers by 

way of Salatuliwar to BUruSb-attum in order to clear up the matter. The first report they 

will bring us we will write to you in order to inform you (more in details). Ilruppia, the 

scribe, is our messenger. 

However, unfortunately apart from KaniS, none of the other places can be located 

with certainty. So, we cannot even determine the exact direction of the journey with 

certainty. However, later Dercksen identified that the caravan journey through Wab-swana 

and Salatul iwar to BuruSbattum definitely involved the crossing of rivers or canals. Here 

the translations of three texts indicating this fact are given: 

AKT 3.34. line 1-24552 

From Wab-suSana to Salatuliwar the road-tax, (costs for) donkey-fodder and inn 

together amounted for us to 1 mina 55 shekels of copper per (donke~; furthermore they 

levied 20 shekels (of copper) per donkey at the bridge. The donkey-fodder (cost) 2 1/2 

minas of copper in Salatuliwar. As far as BuruSbattum (the costs) per (donke~ amounted 

for us to 2 1/2 minas (of copper). They levied 15 shekels (of copper) per donkey at the 

bridge. (I paid) 1 112 minas (of copper) in BuruSbattum for donkey-fodder and for food 

for the servant. 1 gave Arwanab-su 2 1/2 minas of copper for his expenses. 

Kt tlk 1 and its duplicate kt tlk 25. line 7-35553 

Salatuliwar (7-21): 1 gave 3 shekels of silver to the inn; I paid 3 shekels of silver to 

the ktintm office as saddttatumtax; I paid 7 minas of (kt tlk 25 adds: sikkutrlj copper for 

wine on the day we bought the perdum, 1 mina (of copper) for the stable; all this I paid in 

551 C Giinbattt, 'More Examples of Gxrespondences between kamm's,' A nAm 1, (1995), pp. 
107-115. 
55204CTA,p.11. 
553 Ibid., p. 12. 
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Salatuiiwar because of the perdum. We left Salatuliwar and I paid 2 112 minas of copper at 

the bank of the river (kt tlk 25 has: ina titmim, 'on the bridge') because of the perrlum. I 

paid 2 minas of copper in Salatuiiwar for barley. 

Wal].su.sana (22-35): 5 minas of copper for the inn; I paid 5 minas of copper to the 

ktirUm office as sadtltlatmn tax; I paid 5 minas to the gentleman; I paid 4 minas for barley; I 

gave 10 minas of copper for an escort to the allal1l1innumofficial, and he escorted me as far 

as the bank of the river; I gave 1 mina to the boatman; all this I paid in Wal].suSana because 

of the perrlum. 

So, there is a considerable possibility that the caravan journey from KaniS to 

BuruSoattum or vice versa as indicated by these texts, most probably involved a boat trip. 

The average distance of the boat trip along the current is about 60 km from ASsur on the 

TIgris.554 So, in case half of 5 days journey from KaniS to BuruSQattum or vice versa 

involved a boat trip, BuruSQattum is to be situated within 225 km of KaniS. Thus, the 

location of BuruSQattum can be sought in the area between 120 and 225 km from KaniS. 

Apart from this reliable topographical information for the location of BuruSQanum, there 

appear no more pieces of primary topographical evidence. So, in the following sections, we 

will investigate a number of pieces of secondary topographical information in association 

with this core regional location. See map 9.2. 

554 WaIl-Romana,]NES 49, pp. 215-6. 
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Map 9. 2: Core regionallocation of Purusbanta 

225 km I in 

Tuz Gol" 

River 
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9. 2. 2: Location of PUruSbanta in Secondaty Topographical Infonnation 

9.2.2. 1. 

pundbanta west of Aksaray and in the vicinity of Tuwanuwa and Vupi§na 

The tentative location of PuruSl].anta will be investigated in relation to a number of 

place names, which occur beside the city of PuruSuanta in several written sources. 

However, regrettably they only give secondary topographical information. As a result of 

the above investigation, we know that three routes existed to reach PuruSoanta: KaniS -

W-ubania - NmaSa - Ularna - BuruSl].attum, KaniS - WaSl].ania - Malita - Wabsu.sana -

Salatuiiwar - BuruSl)atturn and finally Wabsu.sana - Ulama - BuruSbattum. So far, the 

location of the only one place name, KaniS (- Kiiltepe) is securely attested. However, 

unfortunately none of the other places can be located with certainty. When we consider the 

scholarly opinions for the locations of these places, it is clear that tentative location for 

puruSbanta as well as the other places: WaSl)ania, Ulama, :Malita, Wabsu.sana and 

Salatuiiwar can be established by the tentative localization of NmaSa. So, it is appropriate 

to begin with the arguments for the identification of NmaSa. 

A T. Olmstead appears to have first considered the identification of NmaSa. In 

1922 he suggested equating it with Oassical Nanassos of the Ptolemaic map, obviously due 

to the similarity of both names.555 For its localization he followed w.M. Ramsay's earlier 

identification with Momoassos of the Jerusalem ltinerary.556 According to Ramsay it can 

be located twelve miles east of Archelais on the road to Tyana, and identified 

Nanassos/Momoasson with modem :Mamasun, about eight km east of Aksaray. 

In 1930 E. Forrer agreed with Olmstead and located NmaSa generally in the same 

area.557 He identified NmaSalOassical Nanassos with modem Nenizi situated about 110 

Ian southwest of KaniS and 40-45 km east of Aksaray given the similarity of the sounds 

th la 558 borne by ese p ce names. 

555 AT. Olmstead, 'Near-East Problems in the Second Pre-Cluistian Millenium,' JEA 8, (1922), p. 

226. 
556 HGAM, p. 285. 
557 FOTS~I, p. 36-7. 
558 J. Lewy agreed with Forrer's identification, see Lewy, HE 1, p. 14; 'On Some Institutions of the 
Old Assyrian Empire,' HUCA 27, (1956), p. 20, note 86. 
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Later E. Bilgi<; agreed with Olmstead's equation of NmaSa with Oassical Nanassos, 

but he avoided specifying the possible location of Nanassos, placing it in the vicinity of 

modern Aksaray as various scholars had proposed. According to Bilgi<;, sites south of 

modern Aksaray and modem EskineziEskinoz located south of modem Mamasun and 10 

km southeast of Aksaray are also possible candidates for the identification of Nanassos 

apart from modern Mamasun and modern Nenizi.559 Bilgi<; particularly disagreed with 

Forrer's identification with Nenizi, because he considered that Oassical Nazianzos is more 

suitably equated with modem Nenizi. 560 Bilgi<;'s view of the localization of 

NinaSa/Oassical Nanassos was accepted by several scholars.561 

F. Cornelius also agreed with Bilgi<; and tentatively proposed the equation of 

NmaSai Oassical Nanassos with modem Nev~ehir, and suggested the identification of 

modem Nenizi with Hittite NmiSankuwa.562 

Most recently M. Forlanini also added some more pIeces of topographical 

information. According to her the River MaraSSantiya, which is to be identified with the 

Halys River (= Kml Irmak) was worshipped in NmaSa in KUB VI 45 II (= KUB VI 46 II). 

Moreover, KUB XLVIII 105 and KBo XII 53 indicate that NmaSa was included together 

with Ulama/Walama in the province of Turmita, which also lay on the MaraSsantiya River, 

because this river together with ljilaS(s)i and ljaSamili formed a group of the gods of the 

city, which were attributed to the .city of Turmita in KUB LV 43 IV 32, 1. Thus, she 

approximately placed its location northeast of modem Aksaray and west of modem 

Nev~ehir.563 

There are several other pieces of topographical information indicating a slightly 

different location for NmaSa. J. Garstang and o.R Gurney first suggested the possible 

proximityof Nmasa with ljupiSna and Tuwanuwa, because it occurs with them twice in the 

Prayer of Muwattalli (KUB VI 45 II 10-19 = 46 II 52-9) and KUB XXVI 2 Rs. 2_4.
564 

A 

Archi and H Klengellater observed that NmaSa also occurs together with ljupiSna and 

559 The locations of Mamasun, Nenizi and Eskinezl oz cannot be found on the modem atlas, so 
their locations on map 9.3 is approximate. 
560 Bilgic;, AjO 15, p. 20 and note 148. 
561 Goetze, jCS 16, p. 27 and note 5; A C, pp. 122-3; von Schuler, UAVA 3, p. 34 and note 173; 
Ace, p. 37 and note 40 & p. 82. 
562 Cornelius, O:NS 27, p. 379; BiOr 18, p. 217; A nulica 1, p. 77; GH, p. 79 and a map. 
563 Forlanini, Hethitica 6, pp. 48-9 and map; HANES, p. 179. 
564 Geqraphy, pp. 63-4. 
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Tuwanuwa in KBo III 1 I 9, 67 I 10, KUB XI 1 19 ( .. BolD II 23 19 - The Decree of 

Telpinu), KUB X 48 II 7f.565 As we have already cited tIup~na is very likely to be 

identified with Oassical Cybistral modem Eregli. 566 The equation of Tuwanuwa with 

Qassical Tyanal modem Kemerhisar has widely been accepted since F. Hrozny first 

proposed it in 1920. He was depending on Ramsay's earlier argument, identifying Oassical 

Tyana with modem Kemerhisar, just a few miles distant from modem Bor.567 Today 

Tuwanuwa is definitely to be identified with Oassical Tyana located beneath the modern 

town of Kemerhisar as the bridge between the two names is provided by a stela with a 

hieroglyphic Luwian inscription found at Bor.568 So, there is a possibility that N"maSa is to 

be located in its vicinity. So, there are two tentative locations of NmaSa. One is in the 

vicinity or east of modem Aksaray and the other is in the vicinity of tIup~na and 

Tuwanuwa. 

The localizations of the first station, WaSbania and of the second station, Ulama, 

are very tentative. All scholars, who have tried to identify WaSbania, worked from the 

tentative localization of N"UlaSa, thus they simply placed it between NmaSa and KaniS and 

in the vicinity of either modem incesu or Nev~ehir.569 The situation surrounding the 

localization of the third station Ulama is the same as WaSbania. The scholars who placed 

NmaSa easst of modem Aksaray placed it in the vicinity of Aksaray. Others, who placed 

NmaSa in the vicinity of Aksaray, placed it south of Tuz Galli (- Salt Lake), some in 

particular identified Ulama with Acemhayiik. 570 

We also investigated the scholarly opinions relating to the identifications of the 

565 A hehi and H Klenge~ 'Ein hethitischer Text tiber die Reorganisation des Kultes,' A ex: 7, 
(1980), pp. 154-5. 
S66 See the sub-chapter 7.2.2.2 of the location of the Silver Mountains. 
567 HGAM, p. 88, p. 346 and 449; F. Hrozny, BoSt 5: Ober die Vaker um Spnuhen des alten 
Oxati-Lanles, (1920), p. 40, note 1; Olmstead, lEA 8, p. 226; Sayt:e, lEA 8, p. 234; F~dmnwn I, p. 
19-20 and pp. 35-7; Hardy, AlSL 58, p. 188; Goetze, YOS 22, p. 53, note 200; Garstang, lNES 3, 
pp. 18-9; Cornelius, RHA. ~6, p.}; Gerwaphy, p. 64; A C, p. 12~; von Schuler, UAVA 3, p. 34, note 
175; O.R Gurney, The H1Jt1JRS, 2n ed., (Hannondsworth, Pengum, 1981), p. 18. 
568 J.D. Hawkins, 'Tyana,' C£ANE, vol. 5, (1997), pp. 246-7. 
569 Lewy, HE 1, pp. 13-6; HULA 27, p. 20, note 86 and pp. 59-60 and note 251; Bilgi~, AjO 15, p. 
21; J.J. Finkelstein, 'A Hittite mzrWttu-Text,' lCS 10, .(1956), p. 104; Cornelius, O.NS 27, p. 382; 
A C, p. 122; A ee, p. 36, note 38 and p. 87; Archi & Klengel, A ex: 7, pp. 154-5; Forlanini, 
HOANES, (1992), p. 179. . . 
570 Lewy, HE 1, pp .. 14-6; HULA 2~, pp. 5.9-60; ~ilgl~, AjO 15, p. 20; A C, pp .. 122-3; P. Garelli, 
'Tablettes Cappadoclennes de Collections Dlverses, RA 59, (1965), p. 43; Cornelius, A nuaica 1, p. 
77' A~ p. 86 and map on pp. 110-1; E. Neu, StBoT 18: Der A nitta-Text, (1974), p. 21; Archi & 
Kl~nge1, A CF 7, p. 154-5; Forlanini, Hethitica 6, p. 46, notes 1 and 4, and a map. 
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stations of another itinerary: Malita, WabsuSana and Salatul iwar. However, the situation is 

more or less the same as WaSbania and Ulama. The tentative localizations of these three 

cities also depend on either the tentative localization of NmaSa or the tentative localization 

of BUruSQattum, which is also initially established by the tentative location of NmaSa. So, 

unfortunately we cannot obtain any informative topographical information for the location 

of our PuruSbanta.571 In 1929 and 1958, only B. Hroznyand F. Cornelius argued the 

localization of Salatul iwar without taking the tentative localizations of NmaSa and 

PUruSbanta into consideration. Their arguments are only based on the similarity of sounds 

of the names. Hrozny equated Salatuliwar with Oassical Sabatra of the Tabula 

Peutingeriana, which is the Lycaonian steppe (= north of the Taurus Mountain). Due to 

the discovery of the Greek inscription mentioning SabatI-a in the ruins of Jaghli Baiyat (this 

name does not appear in the modem Turkish atlas) located 58 km east of Konya, Hrozny 

also identified this site with Oassical SabatraiSavatraiSoatra and with Salatuliwar.572 

However, if the ruins of Jaghli Baiyat is really located 58 km east of Konya, this position is 

about 240 km away from KaniS and located outside of the 225 km outer ring of the core 

regional location of PuruSbanta. So, Salatul iwar, which is the last station before reaching 

to BUruSbattum as clearly indicated above, cannot be placed outside of the 225 km outer 

ring of the core regional location of PuruSbanta. Furthermore, according to J. l..ewy, 

Oassical SabatraiSavatraiSoatra is more preferably equated with the Hittite Suwatara of 

the Apologyof the ljattuSili 111.573 

F. Cornelius equated Salatuliwar with Oassical Sadakora obviously in the similarity 

of the sounds of the names.574 He does not give further references for its location, but 

571 For the localization of Malita, see Nashef, RGTC4, pp. 81-2; Lewy, HE 1, p. 15; BilgiC;,AjO 15, 
p. 21; A ee, p. 36 f.; del Monte, RGTC 6/2, p. 99; Forlanini, HOA NE 5, p. 178. 

As for the remaining two cities, WaQsuSana and Salatuliwar the scholarly opinions cannot be 
separated. Their localizations have usually depended on the localization of one and another, See 
Lewy,HE 1,pp.15-6;Lewy,HUC4 27,pp. 59-61; Bilgic;,A}015, pp. 21-2;AC,pp.123-5;Acc, 
pp. 36-7, notes 36 and 42, p. 83 and p. 87; O.R Gurney, 'Editional Note,' AnSt 29, (1979), p. 167; 
Forlanini, Hethitica 6, p. 48 and map; OA CTA, pp. 11-2 and map A:, C Michel, 'Recensiones, J.G. 
Dercl{.~en, The CidAssyrian Opper Trade in Arntdia,' Or.NS 67, (1998), p. 272; C Giinbattl, 'More 
Examples of CDrrespondences between kdrnm's,' A n:A ttl 1, (1995), pp. 107-115. 
572 Hrozny, A rOr 1, pp. 291-2. 
573 Lewy, HE 1, p. 16. 
574 CDrnelius, o-.NS 27, pp. 382-3; 'Zur Geographie der Hethiter (Ergebnisse e~er 
Forschungsreise),' BO 18, (1961), p. 217; CH, p. 84 and p. 298, note 72; E. Neu agreed Wlth 
CDmelius, see StBoT 18, p. 34. 
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according to WM. Ramsay, Classical Sadakora is mentioned by Strabo as on the road 

between Classical Soanda (about modem Nev~ehir) and Caesarea (- modern Kaysen). So, 

it is located in the vicinity of modern incesu.575 In relation to this identification, G>rnelius 

also identified Wal)suSana in the vicinity of modern incesu. However, when considering 

the location of PuruSl].anta in relation to these identifications, the supposed location of 

BuruSl].attum, which is approximately located at a distance of one day's journey from 

Salatuiiwar can only be placed on the area before the 120 km of inner ring of the core 

regional location as incesu is located about 45 km awary from KaniS. So, G>rnelius' 

identification is unlikely. 
Concerning the core regional location of PuruSl].anta and two tentative regional 

locations for NmaSa, two tentative regional locations for PuruSl].anta can be drawn. One 

will be in the area behind modern Aksaray inside the core regional location, because 

between N'maSa and BuruSl].attum there was the third station, Ulama, whose tentative 

westernmost location is estimated in the vicinity of Aksaray. The other regional location of 

puruSl].anta may be ascertained, if we take the distance from Tuwanuwa to ljupiSna, which 

is about 60 km, from the locations of Tuwanuwa and ljupiSna inside the core regional 

location. See map 9.3. 

There is another piece of secondary topographical information, which indicates the 

same regional location as the one of the two regional locations of PuruSoanta based on the 

localization of NmaSa above. As we have already briefly noted, when we considered the 

topographical relation of Tuwanuwa, Cybistra and NmaSa, the Decree of Telepinu I line 

7-12 (- KBo III 1) also refers to four other place names beside Tuwanuwa, Cybistra and 

N"maSa. Most importandy one of them is to be read as PuruS0 anta. The relevant parts of 

the translation of this text are: 

!he Decree of Telepinu I line 7-12 (= KBo III 1. line 9_12)576 

He (Telepinu) constandy destroyed the (enemy-)lands and conquered the lands in 

their entirety and made them into the frontiers of the sea. (i.e. he extended his realm as far 

as the sea.) When he came back from campaign, each of his sons went somewhere in a 

(particular) land: ljupiSna, Tuwanuwa, NmaSa, Landa, Zalara, PUruSoanta, LuSna; and they 

575 HGAM, pp. 306-7. 
576 A NE, vol. 1, p. 244-8; Borger, et aI. (hrsg.), TUAT 1, lieferung 5, pp. 464-70. 
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administered the (individual) countries, and the individual big towns were added to it. 

So, there is a possibility that PuruSuanta may be placed in the vicinity of Tuwanuwa 

and Cybistra as well, and we can draw the same regional location as one of the regional 

locations drawn around Tuwanuwa and Cybistra. However, it should be mentioned that 

when we consider this argument in conjunction with the tentative locations of the 

remaining three places, Landa, Zalara, and LuSna, their tentatively identified locations 

refute the aforementioned argument, because the locations of Landa and Zalara are still 

controversial, and LuSna, whose localization is generally agreed by scholars, is to be placed 

in the area far from the core regional location of PuruSuanta. Thus, no further hints for 

the location of PUruSoanta in the Decree of Telepinu can be obtained. So, topographical 

information provided by the Decree of Telepinu should be treated as supportive secondary 

evidence for one of the tentative regional locations of PUruSoanta dra'WIl around 

Tuwanuwa and Cybistra.577 

577 Scholarly opinions concerning the locations of Landa, Zalara and LuSna are shown below. 

<The location of Landa> 
AT. Olmstead equated Landa with Oassical place names based on WM Ramsays earlier 

proposal to equate Ptolemys Oassical Leandis in Cataonia with Laranda of the Antonine Itinerary. 
CDncerning the localization of Oassical Leandis/Laranda, Ramsay reported that Laranda was still 
called Laranda by the Christian population as well as Karaman, which is the official and usual 
name.(1) These equations and its identification were then widely accepted. (2) 

Apart from the identification of Landa with modem Karaman, some scholars proposed 
different localizations. In 1959 Garstang with Gurney changed his earlier opinion, having at first 
agreed with the identification of Landa with Karaman. They connected between the shrine of Belat, 
the Great Goddess of the district of Landa mentioned in the Mattiwaza Treaty (= KBo I 1) and the 
Persian period shrine of the goddess Anaitis worshipped at Zela (= modem Zile) located south~st 
to Oassical Gaziura (= modem Turhal). The only reason given for this equation is that they believe 
that sru:mes tend to become traditi~:>nal.(3) So, it has to be judged that this equation is groundless 
and arbItrary as E. Laroche and A Unallater disagreed with it.(4) 

According to Laroche the name of the goddess of Landa is Kun(n)iyawanni, and ~e name. of 
another goddess, Belat is its Akkadian allomorph. So, the comparison Belat of Landa Wlth Perslafl 
goddess, Anaitis of Zela is groundless. Laroche also disagreed the localization of Landa in modem 
Karaman, because he considered that Landa is in general to be located to the south of the Salt Lake 
(= Tuz Galli), because he considered that all seven place names in the Decree of Telepinu (-: KBo 
III, 1), ljupiSuna, Tuwanuwa, NmaSa, Landa, Zalara, PuruShanta and LuSna, can be placed ill the 
Hittite Lower Land. -

Unal identified the general location of Landa to the north of the Halys River.(S) He 
particularly pointed out topographical information concerning Landa given by the Apol~gy of 
ljauuSili III (=/jattuSilisj, which is preserved in multiple contemporary copies, all found ill the 
eastern storeroom of the Great Temple at IjattuSa. Its column II 3-7b tells that KaSkeans from 
PiSburu, ISbupitta and T aiStipa passed the MaraSsantiya River (= the Halys River) and then 
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marched further south to KaniS after they had destroyed a place, of which only the first sign of the 
name, L[a----] was preserved which A Gotze, who first published the Apology of ljattuSili III, 
restored as L[andaS].(6) Una! supporting this restoration argued that Landa has to be placed to the 
north of the MaraSsantiya River (=- the Halys River). However, by looking at scholarly opinions 
about this restoration, it clearly appears controversial. E. Laroche and most recently H Otten, HM 
Kiimmel and A Kuhrt do not support this restoration, whereas E. von Schuler, J. Garstang and 
O.R Gurney agreed with it.(7) 

<The location of Zalara > 
As for scholarly opinions about the localization of Zalara, E. Forrer appears to have been the 

first to suggest the equation of Zalara with Classical Zoldera, which he tentatively identified with 
the ruin of the city located south of modem Karaman, because of the similarity of the sounds of 
both names.(8) RS. Hardy at least agreed with Forrer's equation of Zalara with Oassical Zoldera, 
but he assumed that Classical Zoldera should be placed more to the west. He agreed with Forrer's 
earlier identifications of ljupiSna, Tuwanuwa, NmaSa, Landa and LuSna mentioned in the Decree of 
Telepinu with the Oassical place names and their localizations, and he assumed that these place 
names were listed in geographical order. The locations of ljupiSna, Tuwanuwa and Nmasa run 
from west to east. The second group, Landa, Zalara, PuruSoanta and LuSna run from east to west 
due to the identification of Landa with Classical Laranda and LuSna with Oassical Lystra located 
northwest of Laranda ("" modem Karaman). However, the localization of Classical Zoldera in the 
vicinity and north of Karaman breaks the line from east to west. So, he argued that Zoldera 
together with PuruSoanta should be placed between Landa (- Oassical Laranda) and LuSna (
Oassical Lystra).(9) 

J. Garstang and O.R Gurney argued for the localization of Zalara with the opposite point of 
view. They assumed that Zalara must have lain in the vicinity of the Great Salt Lake (- Tuz Golii), 
probably in its northwest, because in the contexts of K ~ ~ 6a Zalara is placed be~ween 
Harziuna and the Lower Land as the boundary place. They identified the extent and the location of 
the Lower Land with the 10w-l}IDg plain of Konya, though they never mentioned the precise 
identification and localization of Ijarziuna, and unfortunately it cannot be detected how they 
reached this localization of Zalara.(10) 

<The location of LuSna> 
As for the location of LuSna, E. Forrer also first established its equation with Classical Lystra 

because of the similarity of the names. Moreover, according to WM Ramsey, Classical Lystra was 
identified with the site called Zodera a mile north of modem Hatunsary, south of Konya by the 
discovery of inscription carrying this name.(ll) Since then the identification of LuSna has 
universally been accepted by scholars.(12) 

(1), HGAM, p. 311 and p. 336; Olmstead,]EA 8, p. 226. 
(2), J. Garstang & L.A Mayer, lniex if Hittite Nam5, (London, The British School of Archaeology in 
Jerusalem, 1923), Laanda; Fm~ p. 41-2; Hardy,A]SL 58, p. 188; Garstang,]NES 3, pp. 18-9; 
Cornelius, Q-.NS 27, p. 389. 
(3), Gelwttpby, p. 22 and 25. .. 
(4), E. Laroche, 'Etudes de Toponymie Anatolienne,' RHA 19, (1961), p. 66; Unal, 1Heth 3/1, p. 
198. 
(5), Unal, 1Heth 3/1, p. 198. 
(6), 1jattuSiliJ, p. 15. 
(7), Laroche, RHA 19, p. 66; Borger, et aI. (hrsg.), TIJAT 1, Lieferung 5, p.484; Gerf5raphy, p. 22; 
von Schuler, UAVA 3, p. 56, note 387. 
(8), Fm~ I, pp. 38-9. 
(9), Hardy, A]SL 58, p. 188. 
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In the Prayer of Mmvatalli (= K UB VI 51 + 46) he solemnly invokes all the gods 

and goddesses, mountains and rivers of the Land of Ijatti and prays for them to come to 

his aid. The emergency, which is weighing on him is not specified and the prayer was 

probably written for use as occasion might require. This prayer is a complete list of the 

gods and goddesses of the Hittite kingdom, arranged according to their cult-centres. In col. 

II, line 38-40, the place name PuruSl].anta occurs with other place names. The translation 

of the relevant part of the text is: 

The Prayer of Muwatalli (= KUB VI 45 + 46). col. II. line 38_40578 

Storm-god of USa, Storm-god of PuruSl].anta, Mt. Ijuwatnuwanta, River ijulaya, 

gods, goddesses, mountains and rivers of the Lower Land.579 

This text clearly refers to USa, Mt. Ijuwatnuwanta and River Ijulaya alongside 

PuruSl].anta. No indication of their geographical order appears, so the location of 

PuruSl].anta cannot be established in relation to these three other names. However, it is 

clearly indicated that all of these place names are located in the Lower Land, so if the 

extent of the Lower Land superimposes on the ring of the core regional location of 

PuruSl].anta, there may be a possibility that PuruSl].anta of this text is to be placed in the 

superimposed area. So, the tentative extent of the Lower Land needs to be investigated. 

The location of the Lower Land used to be taken as a virtual equivalent of the 

(10), Garstang, ]NES 3, pp. 18-9. & 33; Geagraphy, pp. 64-65. In addition to these argumen~ 
concerning the localization of Zalara, del Monte notes that most recently J. Freu and M Forlanini 
suggested the possible location of Zalara. However, the book published by J. Freu is unfortunately 
not available in the U.K, and two articles of Forlanini are written in Italian, so the contents cannot 
be accessed. For the details of the book and articles, see del Monte, RGTC 6/2, pp. 190-l. 
(11), HGAM, p. 332; Fors~ I, p. 42. 
(12), Hardy, A]SL 58, p. 188; Garstang,]NES 3, pp. 18-9; Geagraphy, p. 64; Cornelius, O.NS 27, p. 
378; CH, p. 35 and 100; S. Heinhold-Krahmer, A rza'Ull: Unters~ zu seUrr Gesdmhte mth den 
hethitisdxm QJelJen wn Susarrrr! Heirhdd-Krahm!r, (Heidelberg, Wmter, 1977), p. 13 & note 9; Gurnery, 
The Hittites, p. 18. 

578 Geat,raphy, p. 118; I. Singer, Mmmtalli's Pra:P, to the Asseniiy if Gals ~ the StormGal if 
Lir/Jtnirf,(CTH 381), (Atlanta, Scholars Press, 1996), p. 37. 
579 The original edition has Ijuwalanuwanta, but Garstang and Gurney argued that this nrust be a 
mistake either of the scribe or of the copyist, since a variant Ijutnuwanta exists, see Geatfaphy, p. 
118, note 3. 
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political term Arza'Wa.580 However, A Goetze clearly demonstrated a mistake in this 

identification. He demonstrated that the Lower Land is situated in the southern part of 

Anatolian plateau based on a number of pieces of evidence.58
! For example, in the decree 

of tJattWili III (KBo VI 28, obv. 8), the Lower Land is a province of the Hittite Empire. 

When MurSili II inherited the throne, its governor 'WaS Ijannutti (K UB XIX 29 IV 11 -

AM 18 f.), obviously the same man, who (during the reign of Suppiluliuma II) had led an 

army from the Lower Land against Ijapala, one of the Arza'Wa countries (KUB XIX 224). 

The necessary inference that the Lower Land bordered on Arza'Wa can be confirmed by the 

fact that in Mudili II's second year a Hittite army stood by in the Lower Land in order to 

watch the moves of the Arza'WaD king (KUB XIV 16 I 23 - AM 28 f.). Under Muwatalli II 

the Lo-wer Land is so firm a Hittite possession that the king moves the deities of Ijatti 

there to safeguard them from a possible KaSkean attack on the capital (1:Jatt:uSilil I 76). As 

shown above, the same king enumerates the gods of the Lower Land in his religious decree 

(K. UB VI 45 with the duplicate 46) where all the deities of the Ijatti countries are invoked. 

According to the pertinent section of the text (K UB VI 45 II 38) the cities of USa and 

puru.sQ.anta, the mountain of ljuwatnU'WaDta and the river Ijulaya are in the Lower Land. 

The Lower Land also was a Hittite possession in the days of IJattuSili III (- K UB XXI 6a 

rev. 13) and of AmuwandaS ( .. KUB XXVI 9 I 6). Thus, Goetze concluded the Lower 

Land must be placed in the southern part of Anatolian plateau.582 

Later Garstang and Gurney agreed with Goetze's identification of the Lower 

Land, and further deduced the possible extent of the Lower Land from a brief account of 

an early raid described by ljattuSili III in the Decree of IJattuSili III (- KBo VI 28). Thus: 

"In early days the Ijatti Lands were sacked from beyond their borders ..... From beyond the 

Lower Land came the enemy from Arza'Wa, and he too sacked the IJatti Lands and made 

TuWcUlU'Wa and Ucla his frontier." 

Hence, like Goetze, Garstang and Gurney considered that Arzawa lay in the 

580 For further references to this early identification given by Forrer, Sayee and Hrozny, see 
Goetze, YOS 22, p. 23. 
58! Ibid. 
582 Ibid., pp. 22-3. 
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west-south-west of Anatolia.583 Furthermore, from the above quotation, it is clear that the 

Arzawan enemy could not only invade the Lower Land successfully, but could completely 

overrun this Hittite district to make "Tuwanuwa his frontier". So, they argued that the 

Lower Land was situated between the border of Arzawa and the border of the ijatti Land. 

Tuwanuwa has been identified with Oassical Tyanal modem Kemerhisar, and that is not 

mentioned as a part of the Lower Land in the Prayer of Muwatalli II, but it stands in the 

ijatti Land outside the north-east boundary of the Lower Land.584 Thus, Garstang and 

Gurney deduced that the area crossed by the Arzawan army must have been the low-lying 

plain of Konya., with an extension northwards to include the Salt Lake, and extending for 

an uncertain distance towards the south-west and Arzawa. The whole of this area is 

low-lying in comparison with the central Hittite homeland, from which it is separated to 

the south of the Halys basin by a range of hills.585 

When we consider the possible extent of the Lower Land identified by Goetze, 

Garstang and Gurney in relation to the ring of the core regional location of PuruSbanta, it 

becomes clear that the result roughly accords with and supports the extent of the two 

tentative regional locations of PuruSQ.anta based on the tentative localization of NmaSa. 

See map 9.4. 

583 Garstang,JNES 3, pp. 18-20; Geography, pp. 64-5. 
584 F. CDmelius agreed with this point and states that F. Kmal also pointed out this fact and placed 
the Lower Land to the west of Ntgde and Tyana, see F. Kmal, Geugraphie et l'histoire du fJct>5 d'A nmJl, 

(Ankara, TUrk Tarih Kurumu Basunevi, 1953), p. 7; CDmelius, Q-.NS 27, p. 381-2; 'Der Text des 
Hattusilis III, geographisch erlautert, RHA 17, (1959), p. 105; 'Neue Aufschliisse zur hethitischen 
Geographie,' Q.NS 32, p. 243; A natdi£a 1, (1967), p. 63. 
585 According to G.F. del Monte, Forlanini most recently mentioned the identification of the 
Lower Land, but the book is written in Italian, so it is not accessible, see del Monte, RGTC 6/2, p. 
179. 
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Map 9. 3: Purus\}anta west of Aksaray and in the vicinity 

of Tuwanuwa and IJupisna 1 
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Map 9. 4: Purusb-anta west of Aksaray and in the vicinity 

of Tuwanuwa and lJupisna 2 
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9.2.2.2. 

PUNIsbanta in the vicinity of uSa 

As we have seen USa, Mt. Ijuwatnuwanta and the River Ijulaya are referred to 

together with PuruSl].anta in the Prayer of Muwatalli II (- KUB VI 51 + 46). However, 

there is no indication of their topographical relation apart from that they are in the Lower 

Land. However, P. Garelli reminded us that ccr 5 12b, EL 168 12 and 25, and BIN IV 45 

28 and 33 show the proximity of BuruSUattum to USa. Furthermore, according to Garelli 

WabsuSana is also referred to together with BuruSUattum and USa in BIN IV 45.586 K. 

Nashef recently also drew attention to the unpublished text I 766, which shows the close 

geographical relation of USa with BuruSuattum and Ulama. 587 Unfortunately no 

tranSlations of these texts are available so, the nature of the topographical informacion 

cannot be assessed. However, we know from TC III 165 that Ulama is the last station 

before BuruSUattum, and the aforementioned KTH 1, OIP 27 and BIN IV 35 indicated 

that WausuSana is to be located about two days' journey away from BuruSUattum. So, there 

is a strong possibility that if USa is really located in the vicinity of Ulama, WausuSana and 

BuruSl].attum, it can be also reached at least within two days' journey from PuruSUanta. 

It should also be noted that the Lower Land used to be identified as a virtual 

equivalent of the political term Anawa. In 1940 Goetze clearly demonstrated that this 

identification was mistaken. So, the scholarly arguments prior to 1940 relating to the 

localization of USa will be excluded. It is clear that the land and the city of USa as well as 

Mt. Ijuwatnuwanta and the River tIulaya could not be correctly located with that 

misleading identification of the Lower Land, because all of them were closely associated 

with the Lower Land.588 

The location of the land and the city of USa as well as the location of Mt. 

Ijuwatnuwanta are only assumed in relation to the localization of the Ijulaya River Land. 

So, we have to first investigate the scholarly opinions relating to the localization of the 

Ijulaya River Land. Mer 1940 Garstang and later with Gurney undertook an extensive 

investigation.589 According to them the delineation of the boundary of the l:;Iulaya River 

586 A C, p. 125 and note 1. 
587 Nashef, RGTC 4, pp. 130-1. 
588 E. Forrer identified USa with Hasa kay, north of Ntgde, see FGIS~I, pp. 7-8 &21-23. 
589 Garstang,]NES 3, pp. 14-38; Geugraphy, pp. 66-72. 
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Land is described in the treaty with Ulmi-Tesup (= KBo IV 10). They observed that the 

successive clauses are epitomized in the schedule, which starts with a place-name in the 

ablative case, the function of which seems to be to indicate a direction as seen presumably 

from the interior of the tI ulaya River Land. Furthermore, the places or features are 

selected as prominent landmarks outside the frontier. Then, the boundary is precisely 

defined either by a direct statement such as "Mt. Lula is the boundary", or by a reference to 

the nearest places on either side of it in that particular direction. Hovvever, most of these 

places seem to have been only hill villages not readily identifiable. There are five 

neighbouring countries or landmarks for the tI ulaya River Land: the Land of PittaSa, the 

Land of USa, the Land of Ijatti, the Land of TataSa or the Outside and the Land of 

Walma, and a group of place names associated with each of them The synopsis of the 

boundaries of the Ijulaya River Land established by Garstang and Gurney is given below: 

The Land of PittaSa 

<Landmark 1 > 
The Land of PittaSa; the Boundary Mt. Ijawa 

<Landmark 2 > 

The Land of PittaSa; the Outside Boundary Sanantarwa; The Inside Boundary; Zarniya 

<Landmark 3 > 
Pitasa Frontier; the Ouside Boundary Arimata. 

<Landmark 4 > 

Mt. Ijutnuwanta; the Inside Boundary hallapt-nmrrza 

<Landmark 5 > 

KUrSawarua; the Boundary hmmsi-Stone 

The Land of USa 

<Landmark 1 > 

USa; the Inside Boundary Zarata 

<Landmark 2 > 

Wanzatarwa; the Outside Boundary Ijarazuwa 

<Landmark 3 > 

Mt. Kuwaliyata; the Inside Boundary Sanantarwa 
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The Land of Hatti 

<1..andrnark 1 > 

KuSahuSenaSaj the Boundary Mt. Arlantaj the Inside Boundary Alana 

<1..andrnark 2 > 

Sinuwantaj the Boundary Mt. Lula; the Inside Boundary Nmainta 

<1..andrnark 3 > 

ZamuSaj the Inside Boundary tJamimis 

<1..andrnark 4 > 

ZarwiSa; the Boundary Mt. Sarlaimi 

<1..andrnark 5 > 

The High Mountain; the Ouside Boundary Saliya 

The Outside or the Land of Tawa 

<N"o Landmarks & No Boundaries> 

Walwara, Mata, Sanhata, Larima, Sarantuwa 

The Land of Walrna 

<1..andrnark with Five Inside Boundaries> 

Wa1rna; the Inside Boundaries Waltana, USawala, Aluprata, tlubura 

Garstang and Gurney first identified some of the particular landmarks associated 

with the Land of tlatti. Mt. Arlanta is said to contain a lake and they identified it with the 

Karaca Dag. Mt. Lula opposite Sinuwanta led them to the Byzantine stronghold of Loulon 

(or Lulum), near the modem village of Sinant!, which had already been identified by Forrer 

with Sinuwanta. Mt. Sarlaimi in the text is described near the High Mountain and Saliya, 

but in the Prayer of Muwatalli (= KUB VI 45 +46) it is associated with ljupiSna, and 

ljupiSna has already been equated with Oassical Cybistra at modem Eregli. Saliya was 

equated by Goetze with modem Pozant! in the Cilician Gates. Thus, Garstang and Gurney 

in general identified the group near the entrance to the strategic pass of the Glician Gates, 

thus they tentatively identified other toponyrns in the chain reaction. They identified Mt. 

Sarlaimi with ivriz Dag running southeast to join with the Bolkar Dag, and the latter 
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Mountain representing the mightiest range in the great chain of Taurus, must represent the 

High Mountain near Saliya (= modem Pozantt). Thus they located the Land of lJatti in a 

large part of the Tyana district including the Taurus Mountain range.590 

The interpretation of the section of the boundary; which follows that bordering 

"lJatti" is more problematical. Five boundary places are said to belong to "TataSa" (- the 

Outside). However, there is no mention of a frontier and the usual landmarks. Garstang 

and Gurney assumed that this cannot mean simply" outside the lJ ulaya River Land", since, 

like the other ablatives in these clauses, it must serve to point the direction in which this 

particular section of the boundary lay. Thus, they assumed that possibly the expression is 

intended to be taken in conjunction with the last mentioned landmark, the High Mountain, 

in the sense "outside the High Mountain". Then, they interpreted the phrase "on the outer 

side" in the sense "on the further side" from the point of view of the Hittite king residing 

at IjattuSa. As a result, they assumed that the territory of TataSa with the five towns would 

have to be sought on the southern side of the modem \.aI;iamba \.a)'l basin. So, Garstang 

and Gurney tentatively concluded that a very suitable location for TataSa would be near 

modem Karaman. 

As a result of a number of the tentative localizations of the aforementioned place 

names, Garstang and Gurney concluded that the boundary is traced in a clockwise 

direction. From the Taurus Mountains, it follows the Lands of Walma, PitaSa and USa. So 

these neighbouring countries must be located respectively to the west, northwest and 

northeast of the lJulaya River Land. Therefore, for the identification of Mt. Ijutnuwanya, 

which is in the Land of PittaSa they identified with Boz Dag. As for the Land of USa, they 

identified it with the larger area called the Lower Land running east from Boz Dag, skirting 

the southern shore of the Salt Lake (= Tuz Galli), up towards the valley in which Aksaray 

now stands. Garstang and Gurney did not specify the Ijulaya River with any specific 

modem river, but on their map they placed its name on the modem <;.aI;iamba <;.a)'l.591 

590 The locations of LouloniLulum and Sinant! cannot be found on the modem atak However 
Forrer and Ramsay described their locations north of the Taurus Mountians,see Fors~ I, p. 21; 
HGAM, pp. 351-4. ivriz Dag cannot be identified on the modem atlas as well. . 
591 Although Garstang and Gurneys identification of the Ijulaya River Land and acco~~ed 
identifications of the Land of USa and Mt. Ijutnuwanta are largly hypothetical, their identiflCatlOn 
of the River Ijulaya Land has been widely accepted. The actual identification of the River ijulaya 
differs, but scholars at least identified the rivers flowing within the region identified as the ijulaya 
River Land by Garstang and Gurney. For example, E.!. Gordon later identified the Ijulaya River 
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Forlanini follo-wed Garstang and Gurney's identification of the River Jjulaya with 

the modem Yt~amba YtYl, but she did not agree with Garstang and Gureny's 

identification of the Land of USa. She identified USa with Konya or Karahiiyiik, because 

she considered that this place is closely tied with the River Jjulaya Land (- the plain of the 

9u1>amba YtYl), and more plausible for its identification.592 

W. Schramm attempted to read the short cuneiform inscription written on a 

fragmentary steatite tablet which H Bossert initially published in 1958, but neither Bossert 

nor E. Weidner, whom he consulted by letter, could give a satisfactory reading. Schramm 

very tentatively attempted to read the three sentences as follo'WS: "[PN], king of the Land 

of lfsa". Since this tablet is said to have found at modem Zincirli, he argued that Zincirli 

can be identified with USa. It is impossible for us to either prove or disprove the 

correctness of his reading and he did not take other pieces of topographical information 

into account. So, obviously this is a very tentative argument.593 K. Nashef rejected this 

equation later, stating that this identification appears very unlikely and contradicts a number 

of pieces of topographical information relating to the locations of P~banta, WabsuSana 

with the Ijulu Irmagt, the southeastern outflow of Be~ehir-Lake and to be carried eventually 
through the gorges of. the <?r~amba Yty to water the K.onya Plain. F. Cornelius tentatively 
identified the Ijulaya River Wlth the Oasslcal Kalykadnos River/modem Gok Yt}'1, see Gordon, 
fCS 21, p. 81, n?te 29; ~~e~us, A~ica 1, pp. 6~-4; C}H, .p. 23,224 and note 8 & 241. M. 
Mellink agreed Wlth Cornelius VieW, see Archaeologym Asia Minor,' AJA 78, (1974), p. 111. 
592 Forlanini, Hethitica 6, p. 63, note 76; Though the location of lfsa is not considered in relation to 
the identification of the River Ijulaya Land, most recently Hawkins also agrees with Garstang and 
Gurneys earlier identification of the plain of the <;.at}amba Yt}'l, because Hawkins locates three 
topony:ms: Ikuwaniya (= Konya), Ijumiya and PuruSoanta, referred to beside the Ijulaya River in 
Telepinu's broken list of store cities (=- KBo III 1 +68, iii. 17-33) around the Konya plain. Most 
importantly PuruS1)anta is mentioned along with three other toponyms here. However, no detailed 
translation of this text is available. The Edict of Telepinu, which contains this broken list, is 
recently translated by Kuhrt and HM Kiimmel, however they stated that the relevant parts are very 
difficult to understand. So, unfortunately no translation of this text is available for us, thus we 
cannot judge the nature of its topographical infonnation. Hawkins also informs us that the bronze 
tablet discovered in 1986, bearing the treaty between TudOaliya IV of Ijani and his first cousin, 
Kurunta king of Tar1)untaSa, contains a revised version of the frontiers of the Ijulaya River Land 
(KBo IV 10). On this tablet both lfsa and Mt. Ijutnuwanya are referred to as the boundary of the 
Hulaya River Land with the same other toponyms in the same order as KBo IV 10. For Hawkins' 
identification of the River Ijulaya, see Baker, et aI., AnSt 45, p. 144-6; StBoT Beiheft 3, pp 49-51; 
For the translation of the Edict of Te1epinu by Kuhrt and Kiimmel, see ANE, p. 244-8; Borger, et 
aI. (hrsg.), 1UA! 1, Liefenmg. 5, pp. 464-70; ~or the translat~on of the relevant parts o~ the treaty 
between Tud1)aliya IV of Ijam and Kunmta king of Tar1)untasa, see H Otten, StBoT Beiheft 1: Die 
Brarrzetafei aus Bci,azkiiy, E in Staatswtrag TutlJalijas I~, (Otto Harrassowitz, 1988), p. 13; G. 
Beckman, Hittite Diplamtic Teas, 2nd ed., (Atlanta, Georgia, Scholars Press, 1998), pp. 464-70. 
593 W. Schranun. 'USa = Sam'al,' Q-.NS 52, (1983), pp. 458-60. 
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and Ulama, which are mentioned above and below. Besides the physical location of Zincirli 

does not contradict the ring of the core regional location of PuruSQ.anta. So, this very 

tentative identification will be included the tentative regional location of PuruSQ.anta.594 

We can now attempt to delimit the core regional location of PuruSQ.anta in relation 

to four tentative locations of USa: the area running from Boz Dag to the south'Westem 

shore of the Salt Lake (= T uz Galli), Konya, Karahayiik and Zincirli. Concerning the 

geographical relation bet'Ween PuruSQ.anta and USa in ccr 5 12b, EL 168 12 and 25, BIN 

IV 45 28 and 33, and I 766, we know that Ulama and WaQ.suSana were also associated with 

them Ulama is the station before BuruSQ.attum, and WabsuSana is two stations before 

BuruSQ.attum So, 'We can delimit the ring of the core regional location of PuruSQ.anta by a 

distance of two days journey, which is 60 km from the locations of the four candidates for 

USa. It is obvious that Konya and Karahayiik are clearly too far away from the core 

regional location, while a 60 km distance of the limitation from the area running from Boz 

Dag to the southwestern shore of the Salt Lake (= T uz Galli) and Zincirli succeed in 

delimiting the core regional location of PuruSQ.anta. See map 9.5. 

594 Nashef, RGTC 4, pp. 130-1. 
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Map 9. 5: Purusbanta in the vicinity of Usa 
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9.2.2.3. 

Purushanta between Nda and the River Hulana 
~ ~ 

In the Hittite text of Anitta (= KBo III 22 = KUB XXVI 71, KUB XXVI 98b), 

PUruSlJanta is mentioned in relation to three different places: Nda, Salatiwara and the 

River Ijulana. There appears to be suggestive topographical information concerning the 

location of PuruSlJanta. The translation of the relevant part of the text is: 

The text of Anitta (= KBo III 22 - KUB XXVI 71. KUB XXVI 98b). line 72_8
595 

Still in the same year I (= Anitta, son of PitlJana, king of the city KuSar) 

campaigned against [ ... Salatiwa]ra. The man of Salatiwara arose together with his sons and 

went against [ ... ]; he left his land and his city, and occupied the River Ijulana. 

Of Ne[sa ... ] avoided [him] and set fire to his city, and [ ... ] it ~ n], the troops 

surrounding(?) the city (were) 1400 infantry and 40 teams of horses, s~lver] (and) gold he 

had brought (with) him, and he has left. When I [ ... ] went into battle, the man of 

PUruSlJanta [brought] me gifts, and he brought me a throne of iron and sceptre of iron as a 

gift. But when I came back to NeSa, I brought the man of PUruSlJanta with me. As soon as 

he enters the (throne) chamber, he shall sit before me at the right. 

As we have already investigated opinions relating to the localization of Old 

Assyrian Salatu! iwar, little informative topographical information can be obtained. 

However, it appears obvious from this text that PuruShanta is located in the vicinity of 

Salatiwara, and the latter's location is described between NeSa and the River Ijulana. So, it 

may be possible also to locate PUruSlJanta between these twO places. Concerning the 

toponym Nesa, it has universally been accepted that it is another name for the city of 

KaniS in the Hittite sources.596 As a result, if the River Ijulana is to be located outside the 

ring of the core regional location of PUruSlJanta, we can tentatively delimit a certain part 

of the area of the two rings of 120 and 225 km lines by secondary means. There are two 

595 The newest translation of this text and the further references are given by A Kuhrt, see ANE, 
p.226-7. 
596 Nashef, RGTC 4, pp. 87-8; del Monte &J. Tischler, RGTC 6/1, pp. 290-1; del Monte, RGTC 
6/2, p. 115; G. Wtlhelrn, 'Nesa,' RLA 9, (1999), p. 232. 
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major streams of argument for the localization of the River Ijulana. 

As already mentioned, B. Hrozny equated Salatul iwar with Classical Sabatra of the 

Tabula Peutingeriana and by the discovery of a Greek inscription mentioning Sabatra in the 

ruins of Jaghli Baiyat (this name does not appear in and accord with the modem Turkish 

atlas.) 58 km east of Konya, Hrozny identified this site with Oassical 

SabatraiSavatraiSoatra and with Salatuliwar. According to Hrozny, in the Greco-Roman 

period, there was a river called Hyias coming from the east and flowing into the Lake Tatta 

near Savatra. So, due to the proximity of River Ijulana with Salatuliwar mentioned in the 

text of Anitta (- KBo III 22 - KUB XXVI 71, KUB XXVI 98b) and phonetic similarity 

of the Classical Hylas River with the Hittite Ijulana River, Hroznyequated them.597 

F. CDmelius read fDljulana as the ideogram fDSIG7 (- yellow or green river), and 

identified the river with the Ye~il Irmak (- green river).598 However, later he changed his 

opinion and identified it with the Oassical K ydnos River, probably because he realized that 

he had mistakenly read fDlJulana (- ideogramfDSfG - wool river) as the ideogram (nSIG7 

(_ yellow or green river).599 According to CDmelius, the Ijulana River is mentioned in 

KUB XXVI 43 in relation to PatuwantaiPodoandos.600 CDmelius did not indicate the 

locations of PatuwantaiPodoandos and the Kydnos, but according to Ramsay, Nicephorus' 

expedition advanced into Glicia, and there the army encamped on the banks of the 

K ydnos River. So, its location is somewhere in the aIician plain/,QI 

J. Garstang and o.R Gurney identified the River Hulana with the Samantt River, a 

tributary of the Seyhan River.602 They took two pieces of topographical information into 

account. In the Deeds of Suppiluliuma (- Giiterbock,Jes 10), it is stated that the men of 

MaSa and Kamala had repeatedly attacked the Land of the Ijulana River and the land of 

KaliSiya. So, firstly from this it can be ascertained that the Land of the Ijulana River is 

situated near KaliSiya. Moreover, KaliSiya is listed in the Narrative of the Accession of 

ljattuSili III (== ljaf:t1.iilisj between Tumana and Sapa and the River Ijulana is listed after 

Sapa. Garstang and Gurney recognized that the list of the towns recorded in the Narrative 

597 Hrozny, A 70r 1, p. 292. 
598 Cornelius, RHA 17, p. 109. 
599 del Monte & Tischler, RGTC 6/1, pp. 529-30; von Schuler, UAVA 3, p. 55 and note 379. 
600 Cornelius, O:NS 32, p. 244; GH, p. 24 & note 60. 
601 RGAM, p. 350. 
602 Geqffaphy, p. 6 and p. 44. 
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of the Accession of ijattuSili III and the parallel text KBo VI 29 show the same sequence 

for the order of the towns, thus they concluded that the towns listed in these texts were 

situated on a strategic road leading roughly north to south or at least that the sequence was 

determined by the north to south direction of geographical considerations. They identified 

Tumana with Pala listed before KaSiya on the mountain chain between modem Sivas and 

modem ~ahr (= Kurnani/ Oassical Comana), thus they argued that the Land of the River 

ijulana or the River ijulana together with KaliSiya can be placed in its vicinity, and they 

provisionally identified it with the Samano Suo 

Goetze accepted the possible proximity of Tumana with the ijulana River, but 

disagreed with Garstang and Gurney's identification of Tumana on the mountain chain 

between Sivas and ~ahr.60) Instead, Goetze located Tumana to the west of the Halys River, 

accordingly the ij ulana River is to be placed in the same area. Goetze firsdy assumed the 

hostile political situations of Pala and T umana against the Hittites at the end of 

Suppiluliuma's reign, when he was engaged in the warfare in Syria, and his main forces were 

certainly concentrated in ijalpa (= Aleppo) and KarkamiS. The success of the war against 

Syria was obviously based on open rear communications between ijalpa and inner Anatolia 

by way of Kumani (= modem ~ahr/ Oassical Comana), Takarama and along the line from 

present day Malatya to Sivas. Hostile Pala and Tumana are placed across those lines, so the 

war against Syria could not be carried out. Thus, he concluded that Garstang and Gurney's 

identification of Tumana on the mountain chain between Sivas and ~ahr was simply 

impossible. 

For the localization of Tumana, Goetze regarded the itineraries of KBo V 8 iii 3 ff. 

and K UB XIX 13 I 7 ff. as the most important evidence, because they allow a placement 

of Tumana to the area west of the MaraSsantiya River, which Goetze identified with the 

Halys River. However, he did not give the details for the nature of the topographical 

information contained in these two itineraries, and his argument is vague and the clear 

fundamental opinions supporting the localization of T umana cannot be identified. It 

appears that his identification was rather based on the sequence of a number of the 

60) Goetze,jCS 14, pp. 43-6. 
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hypothetical localizations of certain place names. 604 Since Goetze's identification of 

Tumana west of the Halys River, some scholars tentatively identified the Ijulana River with 

specific rivers located in this region. J.G. McQueen identified it with the Kirmir River.6OS 

According to G.F. del Monte J. Freu also suggested a location of the River Ijulana to the 

west of the Halys River, and specifically identified it with the Oassical Sangarios River, 

which is to the north of the Porsuk 9tyt.606 Forlanini argued that this Ijulana River is to be 

identified with the Porsuk 9tyt, and even if not it can be at least placed in a northwestern 

localization.607 

As already stated, Hroznys identification of the river Hylas in the vicinity of the 

ruins of Jaghli Baiyat (this name does not appear in and accord with the modem Turkish 

atlas) located 58 km east of Konya and about 240 km southwest from KaniS, is physically 

impossible, simply becaue Salatu! iwar, which is the last station before reaching to 

BuruSl].attum from KaniS as clearly indicated by many documents in the sub-chapter 9.2.1.1 

above, it cannot be placed outside of the 225 km outer ring of the core regional location 

of PuruSbanta. 

Garstang and Gurneys identification of the River Ijulana with Samano River also 

appears unlikely. Samantl is situated inside the inner ring of 120 km line of the core 

regional location of PuruSbanta, but PuruSl].anta is described as in the vicinity of Hittite 

Salatiwara, and Salatiwara is to be located between Nesa (-KaniS) and the River Ijulana. So, 

the only possible place to locate PuruSbanta is on the inner side the ring of 120 km line of 

the core regional location of PuruSbanta, and this location is clearly unsuitable for the 

location of PuruSl].anta. 

Some other tentative identifications of the River Ij ulana accord with the ring of 

the core regional location of PuruSbanta. Firsdy, concerning Cornelius' view, though there 

604 A Goetze's identification of the tJulana River was 'Widely accepted by several scholars, see von 
Schuler, UAVA 3, p. 55 and note 379; a. Unal, 1Heth 3/1, p. 191; 'tJulana,' RIA 4, (1972-7), pp. 
489-90. 
605 J.G. McQueen, 'Geography and History in Western Asia Minor in the Second Millenniwn B.C,' 
ArtSt 18, (1968), p. 177 and map, p. 176 
606 The dassical Sangarios River is located to the north of the Porsuk <;aY' according to W.M. 
Ramsey, but unfortunately Freu's book is not available in the U.K, so his reasoning for this 
identification cannot be observed, see del Monte, RGTC6/2, pp. 40-1; HGAM, map on p. 23. 
607 Forlanini did not give details for this specific localization, but it seems that she argued about it 
in the article, which she published a few years ago. However, it is written in Italian, so unfortunately 
it cannot be accessed, see Forlanini, Hethitica 6, p. 48, note 20. 
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is no positive evidence to prove his identification of the River Ijulana in the Cilician plain, 

it is physically possible to locate PuruSQanta in the Cilician plain in relation to considering 

the locations of Salatiwara and PuruSQanta.608 The Glician plain is delimited in general as 

the tentative regional location of PuruSQanta. 

Mcqueen, Freu and Forlanini identified the River Ijulana in the same district of 

the west of the Halys River, which Goetze first pointed out. They identified it with the 

Kirmir River, the aassical Sangarios River and the Porsuk Qi)'l. Two lines are dra'WIl from 

KaniS to the northern end of the Kirmir River and to the southern end of Porsuk \.a}'l 
thus, we can assume that Salatiwara could be placed in the area between these two points. 

So, if one of the identifications of the River Ijulana is really true, PuruSQanta, which is the 

neighbour of Salatiwara and may possibly be located at the distance of one day's journey 

from Salatiwara, may be sought in the area between the two lines in two rings of the core 

regional location. See map 9.6. 

608 Q}melius must have unaware of the Text of Anitta (= KBo III 22 = KUB XXVI 71, KUB 
XXVI 98b) , line 72-8, as he identified Salatuliwar in the vicinity of modem incesu, which is 
obviously not situated in the Glician plain, see his identification of Salatuliwar in sub-chapter 
9.2.2.1. 
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Map 9. 6: Purusb-anta in the region between 

Nesa and the Riverljulana 
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9.2.2.4. 

Purus\J.anta at a distance of four to five days' journey from ~attusa 

In A mE 63 the proximity of BuruSl].attum to Wal].suSana is mentioned. In 

addition to this, it is indicated that Wal].suSana may be located between BuruSl].attum and 

Tawinia. Opinions related to the localization of Wal].suSana are unfortunately not 

informative for considering the location of PuruSl].anta as it always derived from the 

tentative localization of NmaSa. However, we know that a number of texts indicate that the 

route went from Wal].susana to BUruSlJattum through Salatuliwar as repeatedly mentioned 

above. 

A mE 63609 

A Imdilum, d~s]. Ainsi (parle) Puzur-ASsur: a propos du cuivre d'Amur-IStar, a IDeS 

representants a BUruSlJattum, ils ne veulent pas livrer Ie cuivre. Au moment ou tu entendras 

ma letter, je semi en route pour BuruSlJattum. Amur-IStar ou Lullu doit me rejoinder, 

Qa-bas), afin qu'on me livre Ie cuivre, et que je puisse faire sortir de l'argent pour toi, sous 

ma surveillance. Si les etoHes (provenant) de Zalpa, Ie cuivre (provenant) de Zalpa, Ie 

cuivre (provenant) de Ijurama sont arrives, envoyez-Ies par Ta~n]ia a Wal].s[uS]a[na].lc[i], 

nous avons consulte Ie palais. Voici la reponse: "que les KaneSeens partent". Venez donc 

1C1. 

From this text, it becomes clear that Puzur-ASsur conunands ImdIlum to send 

some fabrics from Zalpa and copper from Ijurama to Wal].suSana through Ta~n]ia, while 

he has to go (from WalJsuSana) to BuruSlJattum. So, in case we can at least establish the 

tentative location of Tawinia on the supposition that it is situated in the vicinity of 

WalJsuSana, which is obviously located at two days' distance from BUruSlJattum as KTH 1, 

OIP 27 and BIN IV 35 clearly indicated in the sub-chapter 9.2.1.1, we may be able to locate 

BUruSlJattum somewhere at three days' distance from Tawinia, which is approximately 90 

km. In addition, we must be cautious about the involvement of a boat trip as it was clearly 

indicated by several texts that these cities are located in the vicinity of the river. So, the 

maximum distance of the journey should be assumed on the supposition that half of the 

609 M i<;hisar, Le; arrhi715 cappadaienns du rrnrdxmi ImIilum, (paris, Editions AD.P .P., 1981), pp. 
289-90. 
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three days' journey involved a boat trip. So, 120 km will be the possible maximum distance 

of the journey. So, we shall start by considering opinions for locating Old Assyrian Tawinia 

and Hittite Tawiniya. 

In 1930 A Gotze and E. Forrer only briefly mentioned the identification of Hittite 

Tawiniya. They stated that Tawiniya is the name of a gate at BogazkOy-ljattuSa according 

to Bo 2061 I 13-4. Thus, they suggested identifying it with the nearest city to 

BogazkOy-ljattuSa, identif}mg it with Classical Tonea located to the north of 

BogazkOy-Ijattuh and on the road from Classical Tavium (- modem Biiyiik NefeskOy) to 

Oassical Amasia (= modem Amasya) of the Tabula Peutingeriana. They identified Tonea 

with Hiiyiik near modem Alaca (Alttyapan was built on this great ruin hill).610 E. Bilgi~ also 

agreed with and supplemented GOtze and Forrer's view. According to Bilgi~ a milestone 

belonging to the road from Classical Tavium to Classical Amasia and Hittite layers 'Were 

f d H"yiik' de Ala 611 oun at u near mo mea. 

On the contrary, J. Garstang identified Tawiniya with Classical Tavium located 

some 19 km southwest of BogazkOy. He only argued that the location of Tavium seems to 

explain the name of one of the main entrances to ljattuSa, called the Tawiniyan gate.hlZ So, 

obviously his identification originally derived from the phonetic similarity of both names.6D 

In 1959, Garstang with Gurney attempted to further strengthen his earlier tentative view 

for the identification of Tawiniya with Classical Tavium based on two different listings of 

place names, Herald's List II ( ... Vbo T. 68, col. II) and the Festival Itinerary ( - K UB IX 16; 

X 48; XX 80; KBo III 25).614 They describe journeys from ljattuSa to Arina. 

<Herald's List II > 

ljattuSa > Tawiniya > Tul].upiya > ~a > Zip~bna > Amuna > Ijatina > Arina 

<The Festival Itinerary> 

610 A Gotze, 'Bemerkungen zu dem hethitischen Text AO 9608 des Louvre,' RHA 1, (1930), p. 27; 
E. Forrer, 'Apdia1, Vukanus unl die KJlekpen in den Bqfo:akiiy-Texten,' RHA 1, (1930), p. 158; A 
Goetze, Kulturgeschichte des Alten Orients: Kleimsien, (Miinchen, Beck, 1957), p. 68; A Goetze. 
'The Road of Northern Cappadocia in Hittite Times,' RHA 15, (1957), p. 98. 
611 Bilgi<;,AjO 15, (1945-51), p. 31 & note 215. 
612 J. Garstang, 'Hittite Military Roads in Asia Minor, A Study in Imperial Stratgy with a Map,' AJA 

47, (1943), p. 47. . , . 
613 J. Lewy agreed WIth Garstang, see J. Lewy, Apropos of a Recent Study m Old Assyrian 
Chronology,' O'.NS 26, (1957), p. 27 f., note 3. 
614 Geugraphy, pp. 11-2. 
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IjattuSa > Katapa > Ijakura & TataSuna > Taburpa > Arina > TatiSka > TaStariSa & 

KaStama > Ijurna > Zipalanta >Katapa > Taburpa > Tipuwa > ljattuSa 

Since there is no place in common between the two lists apart from the first station 

IjattuSa and Arina, it is assumed that from the beginning the routes diverged, probably 

leaving the city of ljattuSa by different gates to reach Tav.riniya and Katapa respectively. 

They argued that there were three main gateways in the walls of IjattuSa. Two are the 

King's Gate and the Lion Gate in the upper city to the south, and the other one is at the 

foot of the hill to the north. The configuration of the country is such that if the king on 

one occasion had left by the northern gate and on another had used one of the southern 

gates to reach the same objective, he would have had to make a long and unnecessary 

detour on one of the journeys. For this reason they exclude the northern gate, and 

conclude that the two routes to Arina were those leading out of IjattuSa by way of the two 

southern gates. One of two southern gates was known as the Tawiniyan Gate in a 

fragmentary text ( = K VB X 91, ii, 2-12) describing part of a religious ceremony: 

"In the morning a decorated carriage stands ready in front of the temple; three ribbons, 

one red, one white, one blue, are tied to it. They harness the chariot and bring out the god 

from the temple and seat him in the carriage." Various women go in front holding lighted 

torches ... "and the god comes behind, and they take the god down through the Tawiniyan 

Gate to the wood." 

Based on this content, they argued that the Tawiniyan Gate cannot have been the 

gate at the north of the city because of the lie of the land, and in addition it would not lead 

to a wood but to the stream and the much frequently used north-south trade-route. As a 

result, they concluded that the temple from which the procession went "down" to this gate 

was one of those in the upper city, and it is only the Lion Gate to which a procession 

would be said to go "down", because the King's Gate is roughly on the same level as the 

temple. It is therefore, probable that the Tawiniyan Gate is to be identified "With the Lion 

Gate of IjattuSa, and Tawiniya with the first town on the road, which led out through the 

gate. So, it is obvious that at this point they disagreed with Gotze and Forrer's identification 

of Tav.riniya with Oassical Tonea located to the north of IjattuSa. Because of the ravine, 
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which drops down to the stream facing this gate, Garstang and Gurney considered that the 

chariot-way must have bent southwards for a short distance to join the route later used by 

the Romans from Amasia to Tavium on the way to Ancyra. The location of aassical 

Tavium some twelve miles to the southwest of BogazkOy, which is securely identified and 

confirmed by K. Bittel as Biiyiik NefeskOy, really suits the site of Tawiniya, furthermore 

both names have phonetic similarities. 

On the other hand, Giiterbock argued against Garstang and Gurneys identification 

of Tawiniya with Oassical Tavium, but agreed with Gotzes identification with aassical 

Tonea.615 Giiterbock argued that it is a priori quite possible that a ceremonial visit to various 

cult places should have proceeded in a line that was "a detour," forming a curve, loop or 

zigzag, as indeed the itinerary of the nuntaniaS9aS festival (- the Festival List of Garstang 

and Gurney? touches Tabwpa twice and thus must have made a loop. 

Furthermore, in Garstang and Gurneys discussion of the position of the Tawiniya 

Gate at tIattuSa, Giiterbock pointed out that two rituals had been left out. According to 

him K UB XV 31 I 13-15 indicates that "They lift up the tables and carry them down to the 

Tawiniya Gate (nat-kan KAGAL- TIM SA uruTa-u-i-ni-ia katta ptrIarrzz) and place the tables 

on the first road". As for KUB XV 34 I 18, it tells that "They go down through the 

Dauniya Gate" (nat-kan katta [STU KAGAL uruDa-a-u-ni-ia parrzz). Giiterbock argued that 

these are incantation rituals and are not connected with any specific temple. So, although 

both rituals are of the euxatio type, aiming at bringing gods back home, they are styled in 

such general terms that the conclusion is inevitable that the road to the Tawiniya Gate led 

"down" from anywhere in the city. Once this is recognized, Oassical Tonea situated to 

north of BogazkOy offers a much closer parallel, especially to the variant spelling Dauniya 

d h 'T" 616 just quote ,t an to 1 aVlWll. 

Until Giiterbock's counter-argument was given Cornelius supported Garstang and 

Gurneys identification.617 However, he accepted Giiterbock's argument and at least agreed 

with the location of Tawiniya to the north of tIattuSa.618 Cornelius stated that according to 

KBo X 20, the road to Tawiniya is shorter than the way-back from there to ljattuSa, and 

615 HG. Giiterbock, 'The North-Central Area of Hittite Anatolia,' JNE S 20, (1961), pp. 86-7. 
616 This view has been supoorted by P. Garelli and E. von Schulaer, see A C, p. 122; von Schuler, 
UAVA 3, p. 20, note 16. 
617 Cornelius, RHA 13, p. 53; CK.NS 27, p. 244; RHA 17, p. 115, note 5. 
618 Cornelius, o-.NS 32, pp. 234-5; A rntdim 1, p. 70. 
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Tawiniya lie at a distance of one day's travel from ljattuSa. So, Cornelius suggested that 

Tawiniya must be placed downhill at a distance of one day's travel from ljattuSa. Oassical 

Tonea is registered only on the road from Tavium to Arnasia, 20 km north of Tavium in 

the immediate vicinity of BogazkOy, which resembles to the present road from BogazkOy to 

modem Sungurlu. Thus, Cornelius pointed out the contradiction of the distance indicated 

by KBo X 20, and temporarily suggested placing Tawiniya somewhere on the way to 

modem Sungurlu.619 

Considering these arguments, one certain fact is to be observed that Old Assyrian 

Tawinia and Hittite Tawiniya is to be placed in the vicinity of ljattuSa. So, it is possible to 

reconstruct the itinerary from ljattuSa to PuruSbanta through TawiniaiTawiniya and 

Wabs uS ana. There is no doubt that Salatuliwar is on the road from WabsuSana to 

Buru.sbattum and vice versa. So, we can assume that PuruSbanta may be reached in four 

days' journey, which is about 120 km from IjattuSa at the shortest distance. We have to also 

consider the maximum distance. In A THE 63, Salatuliwar is not mentioned, so it is also 

likely that there is another intermediate station between TawiniaiTawiniya and Wal].suSana. 

In addition, WabsuSana and Salatul iwar are located in the vicinity of the river, so we have 

to also assume the employment of a boat trip. So, it has to be enough for the maximum 

distance of the journey on the supposition that the journey would take five days and a half 

days for a boat trip. Thus, the maximum distance must be 225 km, 75 km on the land and 

150 km on the river. As clearly seen on the map, two regions superimposed on the ring of 

the core regional location of Puru.sbanta. One superimposed area is in the west of KaniS 

and the other is in the northeast of KaniS. See map 9.7. 

619 Despite these later disagreenments with Garstang and Gwney's view, some others still support 
the possibility of their identification, see J. Barker-Klahn, 'IjattuSas Stadnore und ihre Benennung,' 
in RM Boehmer, (hrsg,), Beitratf? zur Altertumkunle Kleinasiens, F6tsdJrijt for K Bi1tel, (Mainz, von 
Zabem, 1983), pp. 99-103; Forlanini, Hethitica 6, p. 47 and note 14. 
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9.2.2.5. 

Purusb.anta at a distance of four days' journey from TUr\}.umit 

There is no doubt that there was a route to BUruSlJattum through WalJsuSana and 

Salatuliwar as confirmed by a number of pieces of evidence cited above. In addition, J.G. 
Dercksen recently brought anention to another Old Assyrian text, kt 91/k 424, which 

shows the existence of this route with two other place names beside KaniS, WabsuSana, 

Salatuliwar and BuruSlJattum. This text recorded the expenditures of a journey, which 

were incurred on a journey (pardy with porters carrying goods). It started in an unnamed 

locality, and led to Salatuliwar and BuruSlJanum, and from there back to Salatuliwar and 

further to WalJsuSana, TulJpia, TurlJumit and KaniS.620 

kt 91/k 424621 

c::Salatuliwar- BuruSlJattum (1-14) > 

I paid x minas of fikkum copper as wages for a porter to get to Salatuliwar. I paid 

in Salatuliwar in all, 20 minas of fikkumcopper on various occasions. I gave 3 minas to the 

inn (and) I paid 10 minas of copperto porters. I gave 7 minas of copperto Tarkua. I spent 

3 minas of copper to get to BuruSlJattum. In BUruSlJattum I paid 3 shekels of silver to the 

karum as faddu'atum-tax. I paid 3 minas of copper as costs to get to Ufbukatum, and 3 

shekels of silver for an inn in BuruSlJattum. 

<BuruSlJattum - Salatuliwar (15-6) > 

I had to pay 1 112 minas of copper from BUruSlJanum to Salatuliwar. 

c::Salatuliwar - WalJsuSana (17-20) > 

10 minas of copper were spent until I left Salatuliwar. <>was spent in Wabswana 

on an mn. 

<WalJswana - TulJpia (20-1) > 

I had to pay 1 1/2 minas of copper to getto TulJpia. 

<fulJpia - TurlJumit (21-2) > 

I had to pay 3 minas of copper to get to TurlJumit. 

<furlJumit - KaniS (23-5) > 

620 For the locations of modem and classical place names in the follwing discussions, see map 9.8 
below. 
621 Q4 erA, p.12. 
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From Turbumit to get to KaniS I had to pay 5 minas of fine copper. 

<KaniS - WalJ.suSana (25-6) > 
I spent 3 minas of copper to get to WabsuSana. 

It is obvious from this text that if we can establish the tentative locations of 

Tubpia and Turbumit, we can calculate the possible distance of the journey from either of 

these two places to BuruSlJattum. Consulting the scholarly opinions about the localization 

of Old Assyrian Turbumit, it appears that J. Le'W}' first confirmed the equation of Hittite 

Turmita with the Old Assyrian TurlJ.wnit and the Old Assyrian TuI].pia and the Hittite 

Tubpiya in 1959.622 He states that the identity of Turmita and Turbumit, which was first 

tentatively assumed by B. Landsberger, is clear, when comparing the Old Assyrian letter 

ccr III 1 with the Hittite texts VAT 13005 col. I, x + 22 and Bo 2026 col. II, 11. 10 f., 

because both Turmita and Turbumit are mentioned together with the Old Assyrian TulJpia 

and the Hittite TuI].piya respectively.623 So, their equation can be accepted. 

In 1923 Garstang and Mayer first considered the identification of the Hittite 

Turmita apart from the Old Assyrian TurlJumit.624 Based only on the similarity of the 

622 Lewy, HUCA 27,.p. 65 and n.ote 272: .. . " . 
623 Other scholars did not specify the IdentifICatiOnS of Hittite TunrutalOld Assynan Turbumit 
and Hittite TubpiyalOld Assyrian Tubpia with particular sites, but agreed with the localization of 
:Hittite Tunnita and Old Assyrian Turbumit in the northern part of the Anatolia in the area of 
modern <;..arum between BogazkOy and Merzifon suggested by A Gotze or more to the southwest 
between Ali§ar and Sivas suggested by]. Garstang. 

Many scholars cited the location of Hittite TunnitalOld Assyrian Turbumit and Hittite 
TuhpiyalOld Assyrian TulJpia in the area of modem <;.arwn between Bogazkoy and Merzifon, see 
AC p. 122; von S~huler, UAVA 3, p. ~~ ,and note 125, and p. 31. and note 153; Lewy,jCS 17, p. 
103; Ph.H]. Houwink ten Carte, 'Mursilis North-Western Campatgns - A Gmunentary,' A mtdim 
1 (1967), pp. 47-8. 
, H Otten agreed with the relative localization of Hittite Tunnita and Old Assyrian Turbumit in 

the area of modem <;.arum between BogazkOy and Merzifon, but he only remains to cite the 
identifications of Hittite TulJpiyalOld Assyrian TulJpia given by Garstang, Gotze and Cnmelius, 
see H Otten, 'Ritual bei Emeuerung von Kultsymbolen hethitischer Schutzgottheiten,' in R von 
Kienle, (hrsg.), Festsdm/tjdJarrn5 FritrirUhzum65 Geburtstagam27, August 1958~, (Heidelberg, 
W'mter, 1959), pp. 356-7; StBoT 1: Das Ge1UlxIe der Kfnipjn PWuhepa an die Garin LeJwmi, (1965), p. 
48 with note 2. ." " 

L.L. Orlin cited therr locations m the area between ~ar and Slvas, see A CC; p. 38, p. 77 and 

p.86A Dna! cited in the area to the north of Sivas-Tokat line for the location of the Hittite 
TurnlltalOld Assyrian Turgumit, but like Otten for the Hittite Tu\)piyalOld Assyrian Tul)pia he 

nlycited Garstang, Gotze and Cornelius' earlier identifications, see TI-Ieth 3/1, pp. 223-4. 
~4 Garstang & Mayer, Irriex if Hittite Nam!S, p. 13. 
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sounds, they provisionally equated it with modem Darende. But, this identification was 

later abandoned by Garstang himself with Gurney in 1959. They attempted to identify the 

location of Hittite Turmita with modem Yenihan based on the list of towns extnlcted 

from the Narrative of the Accession of IJattuSili III (= IjattuSiJis) and the parallel text, 

KBo VI 29.625 They show the same sequence: 

List 1- IJisaSl].apa - Katapa - Ijanl].ana - Taral].na - Ijatina - Turmita 

List II - IJakpiS - IStal].ara - IJanl].ana - IJatina - ... zip ... - Turmita 

List III - IJakpiS - IStal].ara - IJanI].ana - Taral].na - IJatina - KuruStama 

The cities of List II stand in the text as a return journey from Turmita to IJakpiS, 

so they have been inverted to make comparison easier. Garstang and Gurney suggested 

that List III contains a scribal error. It is originally listed IJakpiS - IStal].ara - TaraI].na -

Ijatina - Ijanl].ana - Kuru.stama, but they argued that comparison with Lists I and II 

indicates the inclusion of an error, and IJanI].ana should be placed before TaraI].na. As a 

result, they concluded that places are listed in the same sequence and suggested that they 

were situated on a strategic road, or at least that the sequence was determined by 

geographical considerations. The comparison of these three lists shows clearly that road 

junctions must have been situated at Hanhana and Hatina. For the stretch Hanbana -......,..., ... 

(Taral].na) - IJatina, which is common to all three lists, is approached either from 

IJiSasl].apa and Katapa or from IJakpiS and IStal].ara, and after Ijatina alternative routes led 

either to Turmita or to KuruStama. 

In addition to these three lists, Garstang and Gurney regarded the location of 

Katapa as important for the localization of Turmita. They located it at the mound near 

Kii~iik Kohne. Thus, they placed Ijanl].ana at the nearest road junction to the east, namely 

at modem Kohne, where the north-south trade route branches off to the south and which 

was of great importance as a road junction during Roman tirneS.626 Continuing to the east, 

625 Geugrapby, p. 14, 17 and 41. 
626 Garstang and Gurneys identification of Katapa has to be described. Its localization is based o~ 
the afonnentioned Herald's List II and Festival Itinerary in the sub-chapter 9.2.2.4. Since there 15 

no place conunon to the two lists apan from the first stanion HattuSa and Arina, Garstang and 
Gurney assumed that from the beginning the routes diverged, pr~bably leaving the city of ijatt:uSa 
by different gates. For going to Tawiniya as already described above in the sub-chapter 9.2.2.4, they 
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the next road junction is at Classical Sebastopolis (- modem Sulusara>1, where a road 

diverged northward to Classical Zela (= modem Zile) and Classical Amasia (- modem 

Amasya). Here they tentatively located Ijatina, with Tarabna roughly at the point where the 

road from tIanbana to Uatina crossed the Classical Scylax River. So, Garstang and Gurney 

considered that Turmita evidently lay on the continuation of the main road eastwards. 

Furthermore, according to them HH von der Osten in his exploration of Asia Minor, 

describes how he traveled southward down the road from modem Tokat hoping to reach 

his camp at ~ar Hiiyiik. Along many zigzags he climbed the slope of Otmh bel. The 

descent towards Yenihan was very steep, and to the east of the road a large hiiyiik was seen 

on a rocky elevation in the broad valley surrounding that important town. There the 

caravan routes from modem towns of Yozgat, Sivas and Kayseri meet, as it is the starting 

point of the oldest roads to the Black Sea coast. After turning westward toward the Ak 

Dag heights the road became worse and worse, and only with great difficulty did he reach 

the summit of the pass. The descent was even worse. Thus, Garstang and Gurney assumed 

that the large hiiyiik on the rock above Yenihan would be the ideal site for the Hittite city 

of Turmita, because there the defenders of the ancient cross-roads could keep watch for 

the advance of hostile KaSkean raiders, and so prevent the enemy from attacking the 

thickly populated and fertile country of the Kanak Su valley. 

As for Hittite Tul)upiya, in the lists of towns of the Sacrifice List (- KBo IV 13 I) 

this city is mentioned immediately after T urmita: 

<Sacrifice List> 

Tawiniya - Zalpa - Ijanbana - Ankuwa - Turmita - Tul:J.upiya - ZiSpama - Takupsa -

KaStaIDa - AliSa - Sanabuita - UakpiS - Taptina - ........ - IStalJara - Tapika. 

identified that the procession went down from the Lion Gate in the upper city to the south, thus 
they identified Tawaniya with Oassical Tavium (- modem Biiyiik Nefesk6~, located 19 km to the 
southwest of Bogazkoy. 

As for, Katapa, which they identified as lying on a road leading southward to Arina, this route 
must have therefore, started with at the eastern King's gate, due to the identification of Tawiniyan 
Gate with the Lion Gate of ljattuSa. According to Garstang and Gurney, in 1928 HH von der 
Osten traveled from his camp near A1i~ar HOyiik along a track on the east side of modem Turkish 
Kerkenes Dag to Kohne, and G~tan~ and ~umey assumed that fro~ there. the road he followed 
seems to agree in the reverse direction WIth the route of the Festival LISt. As a result, they 
tentatively identified Katapa with KiiC;iik Kohne. See Geagraphy, p. 14, 17 and 41. 
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Furthermore, the Narrative of the Accession of IjattuSili III (= Jjat:t:uSilisJ explains 

how the KaSkean enemies had invaded the Land of Ijatti and that the enemy from the 

Land of Turmita began to attack the land of Tubupiya. So, it is clear that Turmita and 

Tubupiya are located close to each other and Tubupiya can be placed as the next station to 

Turmita. Obviously Garstang and Gurney tentatively identified Turumita with modem 

Yenihan and since Ijatina and Ijanbana are not mentioned, they concluded that Tubupiya 

may be placed at the point where the road leads from T urmita to the valley of the Kanak 

Su (the later Byzantine highwa~.627 

In 1932 beside Garstang's identifications of Hittite Turmita with modem Yenihan 

and TUbupiya on the point between Yenihan and the valley of the Kanak Su, A Gotze 

developed another theory for their localizations. 628 According to Gotze, IJattuSili III 

reported an attack on the KaSka at the border areas (Jjat:t:uSiliS, col. II 2 ff.). He assumed 

that the cities, which were registered in his report, can be categorized into the three 

geographical groups: 

A), Starting point: PiSburu, ISlJupita, TaiStipa. Destination: La[an-ta??J, MariSta after the 

crossing of the MaraSsantiya River, the lands [ ..... Jpa and KaniS. 

B), Starting point: Ija[ ..... J, KUruStama, Kaziura. Destination: <<the deserted cities of 

Ijatti». 

q, Starting point: Turmita, TulJupiya. Destination: so far IppaSana, then Suwatara. ljakpiS 

and IStalJara escape the destruction. 

He argued that group B offers a welcome confirmation of this explanation, 

because Kaziura existed still in the Qassical period under the same name. Oassical Gaziura 

is according to Strabo's description certainly modem Turhal on the Ye~il Irmak. So, he 

ascertained that the order of those cities given by IJattuSili III is certainly not accidental, 

and they run from east to west. The MaraSsantiya River, which he identified with the Halys 

River, is mentioned in group A Kaziura (=modem Turhal) is registered in group B and 

located west of the Marassantiya River. As a result, Gotze presumed that TulJupiya and 

627 Geqg-apby, pp. 18-9. For the locations of the places, see map 9.8 below. 
628 Gotze, RHA 1, pp. 25-6; Goetze, Kulturgescruchte des Alten Orients, p. 72; RHA 15, pp. 93-4 
and p. 98. 
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Turmita of group C lie to the northwest of modern Turhal in direction of modern 

Samsun. 

Cornelius disagreed with both Garstang and GOtze. He identified Turmita with 

modem Zile (- Classical Zela).629 He assumed that Gotze's identification of Zela with 

Hittite Arina is impossible, because Arina was never reached from KaSka, though l:IattuSa 

was even threatened by the KaSkeans from the north, so the location of Oassical Zela to 

the north of l:IattuSa does not make sense for its identification with Hittite Arina. Thus, 

Arina must lain further south. According to Cornelius, Strabo expressly said that Zela was 

established by Queen Semiramis of Assyria and Turijumit is the only Assyrian toponym, 

which is generally to be located in the north of the Hittite empire. Thus, he tentatively 

identified Zela with TurlJumit. 

As for Tuijupiya, Cornelius suggested the equation Tuijupiya with Classical Tombe 

(_ modem Kohne = Garstang's Hittite l:Ianbana) , because of the etymological similarity 

of both names.630 Concerning this identification, Unal added a complementary comment. 

In a discussion in 1969 Cornelius suggested that Tuijupiya is to be placed at the great 

mound Dokmetepe located approximately 10-20 km north of modem Kohne. However, 

no reasons for this identification were given by Unal.63J 

Apart from the localizations of Hittite Turmita and Old Assyrian TurlJumit in the 

northwest of BogazkOy, Forlanini tentatively placed it in the area between the KIZlI Irmak 

and the northeast of Tuz GOlii based on a number of pieces of circumstantial evidence.o.l2 

(1), In the Cappadocian documents Turijumit is often associated with western cities like 

WaijsuSana and BuruSijattum, and one can reach Turijumit through Ulama, through which 

one can also reach the other two cities. 

(2), Turijumit was at the same time a very important centre of the copper trade near 

TJmuma, which is a centre for the production of this metal. One can find there copper of 

"fa/iritar, which is a country situated on the left bank of the lower KIZlI Irmak. Forlanini 

629 Cornelius,RHA 13, p. 54;RHA 17, p. 107; A mtdica 1, p. 76; CH, p. 18. 
630 Cornelius, RHA 13, p. 51; RHA 16, p. 3; Or.NS 27, p. 244; Or.NS 32, p. 239. 
631 Unal, 1Heth 3/1, p. 222. 
632 Forlanini. Hethitiat 6, pp. 48-51. 
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considers that TiSmurna must be identified with the site of modem Karaali and the mining 

region of Ta/iritar with the basin of the Devrez River. 

(3), The Hittite and Cappadocian sources corroborate each other in showing that 

TurlJ.umitiTurmita was in the vicinity of Tul].pialTul].upiya, which also must be near 

TawiniyalTawinia. In association with Tawiniya, Ijanbana and ljattuSa, Tul].pialTubuppiya 

shared the cult of the god, Telepinu. Thus, all these suggest placing TurbumitiTurmita 

towards the basin of the KlzU Irmak west of BogazkOy. 

(4), UlamaiWalama and NmaSa were a part of the province of Turmita. The annexation of 

these two cities can only be explained through the expansion of this district, for reasons of 

administration and defence, at the period where one looked for the aid of the king of 

Tumana to reorganize the regions devastated by the KaSkeans. In addition, these two cines 

were treated before the province of lJSbaniya with the city of Ubiuwa among others, and 

after the city of KaSiya. Forlanini assumed that the enumeration of these cities follows a 

geographical order, at least if one accepts the reconstruction in which three provinces close 

together and are placed in the same order between the zones of Avanos and Ankara. 

(5), Tamita, another locality of the province of Turmita, was not far from the country of 

Ttmubala, which is a centre of the activities of KaSkeans at the time of Murlili II and 

separated from Mt. Iubini. Therefore, Forlanini suggested that Tamita may be placed in the 

vicinity of Tapapanuwa, Kazapa, TaSmaba and Ijuma on the KtZll Irmak south of the 

region of Mt. KaSu and of the River Dabara. So, it is likely that Tamitta represented the 

northern limit of the province of Turmita and is to be placed in the area close to the 

Elrnadagt. 

(6), In the list of provinces entrusted by Muwatalli II to his brother ljattuSili III, Turmita is 

enumerated between those of central Ijatti (Katapa, tJanbana, tJatina) and those of the 

northwest (Pala, Tumana, KaSiya, Sapa). According to the Apology of tJanu.sili III, 

Turmita cannot be too far from KUruStama, which is the city near Ijanbana and, according 

to the Annals of MUrSili, near Tapapanuwa. 
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(7), The contacts of TurlJurnit with the western cities of Wal)suSana and Salatuliwar 

attested by the Cappadocian documents find some support in the Hittite texts. In particular 

in the list of the divinities of KUB 53, 42, where Turl)urnit is enumerated inunediately 

before the cities of Katila and Ijarziuna (with Mt. Kamaliya). The fragment of the ritual of 

KUB 51,2 names Turmittiyas(= Turmita?) and the Mt. Kuwaliyata, which is described by 

the treaty of Ulmi-Tesup as a point on the frontier of the country of the River Ijulaya 

towards Ijatti. The city of Suwatara attacked by the KaSkeans of the country of Turmita at 

the time of Muwatalli II, can therefore, be identified with the Greek place name ~cxou(hQcx 

in Lycaonia. 

(8), Two other connections with some Classical and Byzantine toponyms can now be 

proposed in accord with the geographical data. Forlanini assumed that PitaniyaSa and 

[U?]rata, two cities of Turmita correspond to Pitnissos near Kozanh and Baretta near 

A~ na 633 n,')po . 

(9), In addition to these eight circumstantial factors for the localization of Hittite Turmita 

and Old Assyrian Turl)umit, as mentioend in the sub-chapter 9.2.2.1 above Forlanini later 

added one more piece of circumstantial evidence.634 According to her in KUB LV 43 IV 

32, Turmita is indicated as lying on the MaraSsantiya River. In the action the river together 

with IjiIaS(S)i and IjaSamili formed a group of the gods of the city, which were attributed 

to the city of Turmita. So, she suggests placing Turmita on the MaraSsantiyaa River (- the 

Halys River) further downstream. 635 

633 These twO modem place names cannot he identifeid on the modem Turkish atlas. 
634 Forlanini. H04NES, p. 179. 
635 C Michel agreed with Forlanini's opinion. See C Michel, 'Durhumid, son conunerce et ses 
marchands,' in D. ClIarpin et F. Joannes, (eds.), Marrhanis, Diplomms et E trpereurs, (paris, Editions 
Recherche sur les avilisatio~, 1991), pp. 253-4. J.G. Dercksen agreed with Forlanini's view. 
However, he located TurlJWlUt on the eastern bank of the lower K1Z1l Innak. His supposition 
originally derived fr?m. the tentativ:e localization of Wal].~uSana to the west of KaniS identified in 
relation to the localiza~on of Nm~a and t~o texts, kt ?lIk 424 and kt 911k 437. The road from 
WahsuSana to TurlJunut that led VIa TulJpIa as shown m these texts demonstrates that TurIJumit 
was ~ near a river. So, Dercksen asswned that when coming from Wa1)suSana and Tu1)pia, this river 
had to be crossed before reaching Turl].umit. Thus, Turbumit is to be situated east of the Klzll 
Janak This opinion is obviously established in relation to the localization of NmaSa, so it is 
valueless concerning the location of PuruSlJanta, see 04 eTA, p. 14 and map A 
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However, these tentative localizations cannot be reliable, particularly the 

northeastern localization of Turmita/Turbumit, when we take the aforementioned 

topographical information of kt 91/k 424 into account. The journey obviously went from 

Turbumit to KaniS. The expense of five minas of fine copper paid for this journey is 

higher than the journey from another place to the next station. However, even if we 

assume the possible distance from Turbumit to KaniS is more than the distance of a days 

travel from the cost, the locations of the sites suggested by the aforementioned scholars 

are too far away. Moreover, C Michel and P. Garelli most recently suggested that in KIS 1, 

3 b, 4 the copper is presented in a number of transactions passed from Turbumit to 

Tawinia, whose location was above to be identified at least to the area within the distance 

of a day's travel from ljattuSa.636 So, in terms of the topographical information given by kt 

911k 424 and KTS 1, 3b, 4, TurbumitiTurmita must at least be placed somewhere between 

KaniS and Tawinia or ljattuSa. So, we can tentatively identify the location of 

TurmitaiTurlJumit in the superimposed area, which one can reach within four days' 

journey on foot both from KaniS and ljattuSa. TubpiyalTubpia can accordingly be placed 

in the vicinity of or within this tentative regional location of TurmitaiTurlJumit. Kt 91/k 

424 clearly indicates that BUruSbattum is the fourth station from Turbumit. Thus, we 

attempt to delimit the ring of the core regional location of PuruSbanta by the ring drawn 

by the distance of 120 km line (a day trip of 30 km x 4) and 180 km line (a day trip of 30 

km x 2 with a boat trip of 60 km of a day x 2) from the central point of the regional 

location of TurmitaiTurbumit. See map 9.9. 

636 P. Garelli & C Michel, 'Heurts avec une principaute anatolienne,' W'ZKM 86, (1996), p. 283. 
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Map 9. 8: Supplementary map for the locations of 

modem and aassical toponyms 
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9. 3: Conclusion 

A number of different locations have been proposed based on the varying natures 

of the written sources, as the possible candidates for the Hittite Puru!oanta and Old 

Assyrian BuruSbattum. We identified that TC III 165 and OCT 2 1 are the most reliable 

sources concerning the location of PuruSbantaiBuruSbattum and they indicate that the 

caravan journey took at least 4 to 5 days from KaniS to BuruSbattum through WaSuania, 

N"maSa and Ulama. In addition to these sources, we confirmed the existence of another 

route leading from KaniS to BuruSbattum through WaSbania, Malita, WabsuSana and 

Salatu/iwar from Kfl-/l, OIP 27 54, BIN IV 35, and AKT 3 34 and kt tlk 1 and its 

duplicate kt tlk 25 indicated the possible involvement of a caravan journey by boat. As a 

result, we ascertained that PuruSbantaiBuruSbattum can be located between 120 km and 

225 km from KaniS, and we drew the ring of the core regional location of 

puruSbantaiBuruSbattum. When we compare its extent with a number of the locations 

suggested by some scholars, we can conclude that the earlier identifications of RS. Hardy 

(_ PuruSbanta between Classical Laranda and Lystra), J. Lewy and E. Bilgi~ (- in the 

Konya Plain), E.!. Gordon (= Homat), and S. Alp and J.D. Hawkins (- Karahoyiik) are not 

acceptable. They are located too far away from KaniS and outside the ring of the core 

regiona1location. Thus, it is physically impossible for the merchants to reach these sites 

with 4 to 5 days' journey. B. Hroznytentativelyidentified Puru!banta with modem Kayseri. 

The merchants could certainly reach this place within 4 to 5 days journey from KaniS, but 

its close proximity to KaniS does not allow any other itinerary stations between KaniS and 

BuruSbattum. So, this identification does not accord with topographical information given 

by TC III 165 and ccr 2 1. 

On the other hand, the earlier identifications of B. Landsberger (- modem Nigde), 

and J. Garstang and OR Gurney followed by a number of scholars (- near Nev~ehir and 

Acemhoyiik) appear possible. Their locations are situated well within the ring of the core 

regional location of PuruSbantaiBuruSbattum. 

In addition to these results, we also gained some secondary results for the location 

of puruSbantaiBuruSbattum. By using several pieces of secondary topographical 

information or evidence, we attempted to further delimit the ring of the core regional 
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location of PuruSQ.antaiBuruSQ.attum The tentatIVe locations of N'maSa and other 

itinerary stations were investigated first, and we identified that the localization of NmaSa is 

the key to also identifying the remaining stations. N'lllaSa may be equated with Gassical 

Nanassos, and several scholars have proposed to locate it in the vicinity of modem Aksaray. 

Thus, we reached the conclusion that BuruSQ.attum is the last destination of the itinerary 

TC III 165, so based on the tentative location of the third station of NlllaSa, we estimated 

that the secondary regional location of BuruSQ.attum is in the area west of modem Aksaray. 

Another proposal was also made by some other scholars, who placed N'lllaSa and Oassical 

Nanassos in the vicinity of tIupiSna (= Oassical Cybistral modem Eregh) and Tuwanuwa 

(= Classical Tyana/ modem Kemerhisar). Therefore, we suggested the possibility of 

BuruSQ.attum also being in the vicinity of these two places and delimited the area as the 

secondary regional location of BuruSQ.attum around tIupiSna and TuwanuWcl. The 

investigation of topographical information for PuruSQ.anta given by the Decree of 

Telepinu (= KBo III 1) and the Prayer of MUWcltalli (= KUB VI 51 + 46) reached the same 

conclusions as those of the investigation of the location of NlllaSa. It must be noticed that 

both Landsberger and Garstang with Gurney's identifications of PuruSQ.anta exactly accord 

with these two tentative regional locations of PuruSQ.antaiBuruSQ.anum 

We also sought the location of PuruSQ.anta in relation to the tentative locations of 

USa. Garstang with Gurney and W. Schramm's localizations of USa showed agreements 

with the ring of the core regional location of PuruSQantaiBuruSQanum Thus, the ring of 

the core regional location was further delimited in the two listed areas. In one half a 

doughnut-like shaped area around modem Aksaray and the Salt Lake (z:: Tuz GOlii) was 

superimposed on the core regional location. The half moon shaped area in the eastern part 

of the Glician Plain was defined as the other tentative regional location of PuruSQanta. 

The tentative regional location of PuruSQanta is also sought in relation to the 

locations of NeSa (= KaniS) and the River tIulana. Similar results to those for the locations 

of USa have been obtained. But, the two tentative regional locations of PuruSQ.anta cover 

much wider areas than those of USa. 

We tentatively calculated the two secondary regional locations of BuruSQ.attUm in 

relation to the locations of tIattuSa and Tawiniya. Again the area around the Salt Lake (

T uz Galii) 'WaS defined as one of the two tentative regional locations of BuruSQattum, 

while the new tentative regional location 'WaS also indicated in the area around the upper 
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course of the Kizil Irrnak. 

Finally, the tentative locations of Turbumit were investigated for further delimiting 

the ring of the core regional location of puru.sbantaiBuru.sbattum on the supposition that 

the caravan took the four days' journey from Turbumit to BuruSbattum as kt 91/k 424 

indicates. We did not agree with the previously prevailing localizations of Turbumit and we 

tentatively placed it in the intermediate area between KaniS and ljattuSa. Then, we 

delimited the large crescent shaped area from the ring of the core regional locations. 

We can clearly observe the striking aspect that all the secondary regional locations 

of PuruSbantaiBuruSbattum cover the areas where Acemhoyiik is located. Maybe this 

result is only accidental but, at the same time, it makes the identification of 

purWbantaiBuruSbattum with AcemhoyUk highly possible. 
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We have identified the core regional location of the city of Agade based on five 

different pieces of primary topographical information. As seen on map 3. 19, the regional 

location extends from the eastern bank of the modem Tigris near ASsur down to the 

confluence of the Diyala region. In addition to this, we have also attempted to further limit 

the extent of the core regional location of Agade by applying six pieces of secondary 

topographical information separately. As a result, we obtained the further limited extent of 

the regional locations of Agade. As map 3. 20 shows, the first tentative regional location of 

Agade was confined to the vicinity of Tell Sinker on the eastern bank of the Tigris. The 

second one shown on map 3. 21 indicated between Durul and of modem Tigris. The third 

ODe was the very similar extant to the original core regional location of Agade, but it 

indicated that Agade is likely to be situated north of the Sippar and Esnunna line as shown 

OD map 3. 22. The fourth one appeared very unlikely as the area where the city of Agade 

may be sought. Only the southernmost fringe of the core regional location overlapped with 

the tentative regional location drawn from the Brockmon tablets and the Great Revolt 

against Naram-Sin as seen on map 3. 23. The extent of the fifth tentative regional location 

shown on map 3. 24 is very much identical to the second tentative core regional location, 

and it covers the area between Durul and the modem Tigris. The last one was confined 

roughly between the east of the ancient Ttgris and the west of the ancient Diyala running 

from the point where the modem Adheim joins to the modem Tigris to the southernmost 

confluence of the Durul as shown on map 3. 25. On the one hand, interestingly; four out 

of six tentative core regional locations: maps 3. 21, 22, 24 and 25 indicated the Diyala 

confluence area. On the other hand, three of them: maps 3. 20, 22 and 25 indicated the 

possibility of the location of Agade further north than the Diyala confluence area. These 

twO areas have the potential to show where the city of Agade is most likely situated. Most 

recently Reade suggested the identification of Agade with Kudsial Qadisiyah located 

between Samarra and the present Tigris-Adheim confluence on the eastern bank of the 

Ttgris. Interestingly this location of Kudsial Qadisiyah is clearly within the core regional 

location of Agade. Moreover, as mentioned above, three of the tentative core regional 

locations of Agade maps 3. 20, 22 and 25, indicated the possibility of the location of 

Agade further north than the Diyala confluence area. Thus the regions of the ruins of 

Kudsial Qadisiyah also accord with these three tentative core regional locations of Agade 

and strengthen the possibibilty of the identification of Agade in these regions. 
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We then investigated the locations of the northwestern toponyms referred to in 

two royal inscriptions of Sargon: Tuttul, Iarmuti, the Cedar Forest and the Silver 

Mountains. As already referred to the possible meaning of a crucial statement of Sargon's 

inscriptions: "the god Dagan gave Sargon the Upper Land: Mari, Iarmuti, and E bla as far 

as the Cedar Forest and the Silver Mountains" in terms of both archaeological and textual 

evidence from the northwestern sites, Sargon could have achieved the extension of his 

Empire further west by the military expeditions, which most likely launched from Mari or 

the Ijabur region to these northwestern toponyms and possibly gained a kind of the 

political supremacy there. The identification and the location of first toponym, Tuttul was 

confirmed. The identification of Tuttul of Sargon has been confused by three different 

places carrying the similar toponym Tuttul of Sargon is definitely located in the northwest 

of Mesopotamia, as this toponym along with other toponyms was found in the vast region 

called the Upper Land and its close association with the god Dagan and Mari was also 

witnessed by a number of other documents. As a result, it became clear that Tuttul of 

Sargon is different to ~-dug-lr of the Ur III period and the Old Babylonian geographical 

list. We were also confronted by the existence of another similar toponym of [Tu}ul-tu-uf 

of the late Assyrian lexical list, which is equated with j-!U-c{a] located southeast of Mari on 

the Middle Euphrates. We have concluded that this equation is possibly a scribal mistake, 

because there is no topographical information about Tuttul indicating its location southeast 

of Mari. Moreover, we have identified no association between Ida/ u and the god Dagan. 

As a result, we confirmed that Tuttul of Sargon is only to be located northwest of Mari. 

The German excavation team identified the ancient name of Tell Bi(a as Tuttul as well as its 

association with the god Dagan. So, we can safely place Tuttul of Sargon on the confluence 

between the Euphrates and Balil]. At the moment, this identification appears to be secure 

since no scholarly disagreement has been suggested after the German discovery. 

For the identification and the location of E bla, we have seen in the chapter 2 that it 

had been largely disputed, particularly through the interpretation of an Akkadian 

dedicatory inscription of Ibbit-Lim, son of IgriS-ljeb, king of Ebla, written on the 

fragmentary torso of a king's basalt statue found at Tell Mardlb. Some Assyriologists 

pointed out a number of documents indicating doubt over the identification of Ebla with 

Tell MardIl]. suggested by this discovery and identified a northerly location of E bla, at least 

north of Aleppo. However, the subsequent discovery of the State Archives at Tell MardIJJ 
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settled the dispute and confirmed the identification of E bla with Tell MarciIb located just 

south of Aleppo in 1974. 

From these two sites, Tuttul and Ebla, unfortunately the excavation has so far failed 

to yield any discovery indicating a direct association with Sargon of Akkad, though 

destruction layers contemporary with the Sargonic period were at least identified in both 

sites. However, if Sargon had political supremacy over these sites, the Empire of Akkad 

stretched her military might from the region of Mari on the Middle Euphrates or the 

Ijabur region upwards to Tuttul on the confluence between the Euphrates and Balib and as 

far west as the region of E bla, from where the Mediterranean Sea and Amanus Mountain 

range are reachable, as seen on map 10. 1. 

We also investigated the locations of Iarmuti, the Cedar Forest and the Silver 

Mountains. Unfortunately, we could not confirm their precise locations. Especially the 

circumstances for the identification and location of Iarmuti are complicated. No exact 

connection between Iarmuti of Sargon and other similar toponyms could be established. If 

Iarmuti is really located in the vicinity of Ebla and Tuttul, as two royal inscriptions of 

Sargon state that Iarmuti is in the Upper Land along with Mari, Tuttul and Ebla, it might 

be registered in the Ebla archives of the late third millennium B.C, but no similar name to 

Iarmuti of Sargon is registered in the Ebla archives. Eventually, altogether eight regional 

locations of Iarmuti were drawn based on five different groups or pieces of written 

evidence beside two royal inscriptions of Sargon. From these eight regional locations, the 

possible existence of at least three different places which could be called Iarmuti were 

recognized. One is to be located somewhere on the coastal line of the Mediterranean Sea, 

possibly between Ugarit and Gaza or south of Byblos. The remaining two places are to be 

located just west of the Dead Sea and the Sea of Galilee. If one of these three places can 

be identified with Iarmuti of Sargon, the military might of his Empire stretched further 

west either to the Mediterranean coast, the Dead Sea or the Sea of Galilee from E bla, as 

seen on map 10. 1. However, it must be recognized that not all of these three places can be 

identified with Iarmuti of Sargon. We at least need another piece of topographical 

information contemporary with the Sargonic period indicating its general location apart 

from the two royal inscriptions of Sargon. Probably, the ongoing investigation on the 

underwater ancient site claimed as Yarimuta of the EI-Amama letters may at least solve the 

association between Iarmuti of Sargon and Yarimuta of the EI-Amama letters. 
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The Cedar Forest has been identified either with the Arnanus, the 

Lebanon! Anti-Lebanon Mountains or maybe both. Firstly, the association of the Cedar 

Forest with the Arnanus Mountain at least appears to be very likely, because the earliest 

reference to the Amanus Mountain in association with the Cedar Mountain was clearly 

indicated in some royal inscriptions of Naram-Sin. Moreover, as we summarize the 

identification and the location of the Silver Mountains, their only possible locations are in 

the Anatolian range. So, if Sargon really went to this region, it was hardly possible for him 

to miss the presence of the Cedar Forest on the Arnanus Mountain range. The location of 

E bla also favours the identification of the Cedar Forest with the Arnanus Mountain as E bla 

is situated much nearer to the Amanus Mountain than the Lebanon! Anti-Lebanon 

Mountains. One of the Old Babylonian historical Literary or Epic texts, "Sargon, in the 

Foreign Lands" recalls Sargon's expedition to the Cedar Forest in the Arnanus Mountain. 

So, the real historical reflection of Sargon's expedition to this area may be observed as well. 

However, the earliest historical reference to the procurement of cedar from 

Lebanon may also be dated back to the reign of Naram-Sin. Although the name of the 

mountain is not fully preserved and may be read Arnanus, some scholars suggested that its 

restoration as Lebanon is more suitable than Amanus. So, the possibility of the association 

between the Cedar Forest and Lebanon! Anti-Lebanon Mountains also remains possible. 

Furthermore, taking the possible identification of Iarmuti further southwest of Ebla 

somewhere on the Mediterranean coast, also makes the identification of the Cedar Forest 

with the Lebanon! Anti-Lebanon Mountains possible. If Sargon went to this area perhaps 

through E bla, he could also hardly miss the presence of the Cedar Forest on the 

Lebanon! Anti-Lebanon Mountains. So, the identification of the Cedar Forest remains with 

either the Amanus, the Lebanon! Anti-Lebanon Mountains or even both. 

We can now add these identified locations of both larmuti and the Cedar Forest to 

the northwestern extent of Sargon's Empire, which could be achieved by its military 

expeditions, defined by the locations of :Mari, Tuttul and Ebla. Its minimum geographical 

extent could stretch as far west as the Arnanus Mountain range from E bla, if Iarmuti of 

Sargon is different to three similar toponyms located on the Mediterranean coast and is 

located in the vicinity of E bla and T uttul, and if the Cedar Forest is only identified with the 

Amanus Mountain. On the contrary, if Iarmuti of Sargon is identical with one of the three 

similar toponyms and the Cedar Forest is also identified with both the Amanus and the 
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Lebanon! Anti-Lebanon Mountains, the maximum and most extreme extent of Sargon's 

Empire may have militarily stretched as far southwest as Gaza on the Mediterranean coast 

including both the Amanus and the Lebanon! Anti-Lebanon Mountains. 

As briefly stated above the Silver Mountains could only be located somewhere in 

the Anatolian region as this toponym is also bound by the Upper Land with Tuttul, Mari, 

Iarmuti, E bla and the Cedar Forest and silver can only be exploited in this region in the 

northwest of Mesopotamia. We attempted to identify more a precise location of the Silver 

Mountains with two different kinds of secondary topographical information. Firstly, we 

calculated three suppositional furthest distances between these northwestern toponyms. 

The minimum furthest distance was about 240 km and the middle furthest was 340 km, 

then the maximum furthest distance was about 380 km. The radii of 240, 340 or 380 km 

were delimited from the northernmost extent of the Amanus Mountain. Only two mines, 

Bulgar Maden and Aladag are situated within 240 km. Six more mines: Akdagmadeni, 

Kaplan, Deredam, Kurt Maden, Keban Maden and Pirajrnan are to be added within the 

distance of 340. Finally, within the radius of 380 km, three more mines, Ortakonu~, 

Arparhk and Asarctk are to be included. So altogether eleven silver mines are situated 

within these hypothetical limits. 

Subsequently, we sought the historical use of a toponym similar to the Silver 

Mountains of Sargon. We found that Shalmaneser III was only the king who used a similar 

toponym, Mount Tunni, the Mountain of Silver. On the supposition that the Silver 

Mountains of Sargon and the Mountain of Silver of Shalmaneser III would have been the 

same, the location of the latter was sought in accordance with topographical information 

indicating the course of Shalmaneser's military expedition. As a result, we identified that 

only two known silver mines, Bulgar Maden and Aladag situated on the Taurus Mountain 

range could be identified as Mount Tunni, the Mountain of Silver. The striking result we 

obtained from these two separate investigations, was that Bulgar Maden and Aladag of 

Mount Tunni, the Mountain of Silver were the only silver mines also to be located within 

the smallest radius of 240 km of the previous suppositional investigation for the location 

of the Silver Mountains of Sargon. Furthermore, Bulgar Maden has been identified as the 

silver mine, which as archaeological evidence indicates was exploited contemporary with 

the Sargonic period. The investigations of Kestel mine and Goltepe near Bulgar Maden 

indicated the exploitation of tin in the middle and late third millennia B.C Thus the 
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possible assOCIation of these sites with Sargon's Silver Mountains is suggested. The 

lead-isotope research presented the Taurus as an important source of silver for Bronze Age 

Anatolia and Mesopotamia. As a result, Bulgar Maden 'WaS tentatively identified as a leading 

candidate for the identification of Sargon's Silver Mountains. 

To sum up, the maximum and minimum northwestern political extent of the 

Empire of Sargon, indicated by his two royal inscriptions, it definitely stretched militarily 

further into Anatolia at least to the Taurus Mountain including Bulgar Maden and Aladag. 

However, the identification of the Silver Mountains with Bulgar Maden and Aladag is still 

tentative, and other silver mines located farther north still might be defined as the Silver 

Mountains of Sargon. So, the maximum and the most northwestern extent of Sargon's 

Empire could tentatively be defined as far north as the Arpahk silver mine located in the 

vicinity of the Black Sea and as far west as the Ortakonu~ silver mine located on the same 

latitude as the Cyprus. See map 10. 1. 
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Map 10. 1: Composite map for the locations of toponyms 

of Sargon's royal inscriptions 
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In the historical literary or epic texts, five northwestern toponyms: ljaSsum and 

maybe KarkamiS in "Sargon, the Conquering Hero", the Cedar Forest of the Amanus 

Mountain in "Sargon in the Foreign Lands" and PuruSl].anta and probably KaniS in the 

"King of the Battle" are mentioned. The possible association of first two toponyms, 

ljaSsum and KarkamiS with Sargon of Akkad will be first considered. KarkamiS is without 

doubt identified with modem Jerablus located on the western bank of the Upper 

Euphrates in Syria. For the location of ljaSsum, we have identified its core regional 

location in the area between the course of the Euphrates and the Amanus Mountain based 

on a number of pieces of primary topographical information. In addition to this result, we 

have attempted to confine the regional location of ljaSsum into a further restricted area by 

using four groups of secondary topographical information. In general the secondary 

approaches of the investigations have tended to confine the tentative regional locations of 

Ijassum to the northern parts of the core regional location. Thus we identified that the 

region around Gaziantep was covered by three of these four tentative regional locations of 

ljaSsum As a result, it makes the identification of ljaSsum in the region around Gaziantep 

highly possible. 

Comparing the location of KarkamiS, and the core regional location and the 

tentative regional locations of ljaSsum with the probable northwestern extent of the 

Empire of Sargon defined in terms of the locations of the northwestern toponyms of two 

royal inscriptions of Sargon, the locations of these two toponyms appear to be strategically 

crucial for reaching two toponyms of Sargon's royal inscriptions. One is obviously the 

Silver Mountains (= the Taurus Mountain range), the other is the Cedar Forest (- the 

Amanus Mountain). The Taurus Mountain range lies further northwest from KarkarniS and 

ljaSsum, and the Amanus Mountain is situated further west as seen on map 10. 2. So, if 

Sargon really took the expedition to the Silver Mountains and the Cedar Forest, and if their 

identifications are correct, Sargon could have come up initially through Mari and Tuttul 

then passed the region of KarkamiS and Ijassum in order to reach these two mountains. 

Obviously no further evidence relating to Sargon's visit to KarkarniS and ljaSsum is known 

to us. However, the existence of both KarkamiS and Ijassum during the third millennium 

B.C is clearly attested by the Ebla archives.637 So, there may exist a possible association 

637 Bonechi, RGTC 12/1, p. 150 and pp. 178-9; The sub-chapter 8.1 above. 
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between Sargon and these two cities as indicated by "Sargon, the Conquering Hero". 

It is needless to say that the Cedar Forest of the Arnanus Mountain in "Sargon in 

the Foreign Lands" obviously accords with our identification of the Cedar Forest in 

Sargon's inscriptions with the Amanus Mountain. However, unfortunately we cannot 

confirm whether the real historical association of Sargon with the Cedar Forest of the 

Amanus Mountain had been correctly passed down to the Old Babylonian period or it was 

just a commonplace -any conquering king could be expected to go there- added to give a 

flavour of authenticity to this epic. 

Finally, the locations of two remaining toponyms: PUI"U50anta and probably KaniS 

in the "King of Battle" were considered in relation to the northwestern extent of the 

empire of Sargon indicated by his royal inscriptions. KaniS is identified with Kiiltepe 

located about 20 km northeast of modem Kayseri and south of KIZlI Irmak (- the Halys 

River) in central Anatolia. The archaeological history of Kiiltepe can be traced as early as 

the Early Bronze Period I, and the Early Bronze III (layers 11-13) is considered to be 

correlated with the Old Akkadian period.638 So, at least its existence during and before the 

Old Akkadian period can be attested. Based on the documents indicating two itinerary 

routes and the possible involvement of a caravan journey by boat, we have identified the 

core regional location of PUI"U50anta within 120 km of the inner radius and 225 km of the 

outer radius from KaniS. Particularly the locations of modem Ntgde, Nev~ehir and 

Acemhoyiik identified by B. Landsberger, and J. Garstang and OR Gurney separately as 

puruSoanta were situated well within the ring of the core regional location of PuruSOanta. 

Then the ring of the core regional location has been restricted by several pieces of 

secondary topographical information. We have drawn six tentative regional locations of 

puruSoanta and observed that all the secondary regional locations of PUruSoanta cover the 

areas where Acemhoyiik is located. When generalizing the regions covered by six tentative 

regional locations, approximately we can observe four different locations within the ring of 

the core regional location of PuruSbanta. One stretches from Tuz Golti to the north of the 

Taurus Mountains. The second approximate regional location is confined in the region 

north of the first one, running northward from Tuz Galti. The third regional location is in 

the area around the Seyhan and Ceyhan Rivers. The last region is in the northeastern part 

638 E. Porada, 'KaniS, karum. B. Archaologisch,' RIA 5, (1976-80), pp. 379-80; T. 6zgi.i~, 'KaneS,' 
OEANE, vol. 3, (1997), p. 268. 
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of the core regional location. So, apart from the southeastern part of the core regional 

location of PUruSbanta, virtually all other parts were confined by secondary topographical 

information. 

Comparing the location of KaniS and regional locations of PUruSbanta with the 

northwestern extent of the Empire of Sargon indicated by his royal inscriptions, two 

different interpretations may be argued. We identified that the Silver Mountains are the 

probable northernmost location of the toponym among other northwestern toponyms of 

Sargon's royal inscriptions as we have identified them with the silver mines of Aladag and 

Bulgar Maden on the Taurus Mountains or maybe any silver mines located in the maximum 

limit of 380 km from the northernmost point of the Amanus Mountain. However, the 

locations of these silver mines do not accord with the location of KaniS. As for the 

regional locations of PUruSbanta, as mentioned above all six tentative regional locations of 

PUruSbanta covered the region around Acemhoyiik located south of Tuz Golii. So, if 

PUruSbanta is really identified with Acemhoyiik or any of the sites near it, again the 

locations of none of the silver mines identified for the Silver Mountains of Sargon accord 

with the region around Acemhoyiik. As a result, if KaniS and PUruSbanta are really 

associated with Sargon's northwestern expedition separately from the Silver Mountains, 

Sargon's empire of Akkad could have extended to the Central Anatolia. Hence, we have to 

conclude that the tradition of Sargon's visit to these two places has not derived from 

Sargon's visit to the Silver Mountains. So, there may be the other contemporary historical 

sources indicating the association between Sargon and KaniS and PUl1lSbanta apart from 

the Silver Mountains. 

Another probable explanation is that the tentative restoration of the toponym, 

KaniS is not correct, and PUruSbanta is to be located in the other region of the ring of the 

core regional location of PuruSbanta. As also suggested, four different parts of the ring of 

the core regional location of PUruSbanta are virtually covered by six tentative regional 

locations of PuruSbanta. Hence, if PUruSbanta is actually located somewhere in the 

southern part of the core regional location, we can observe its geographical association 

with the silver mines of Aladag and Bulgar Maden on the Taurus Mountain. Another 

possibility is to locate PUruSbanta in the northeastern part of the core regional location, 

thus its location can be connected with several ancient silver mines in its vicinity. If this is a 

case, the possible minimum and maximum northwestern territorial extents of Sargon's 
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Empire of Akkad are almost the same as that of his royal inscriptions, extending either as 

north as the ancient silver mines of Arparhk and Asarctk or as west as the silver mines of 

Aladag and Bulgar Maden on the Taurus Mountain. See map 10. 2. 
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Map 10. 2: The composite map for the locations of toponyms of 

Sargon's royal inscriptions & historical literary texts 
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In relation to the established minimum and maximum northwestern territorial 

extents of Sargon's Empire of Akkad, it is now appropriate to consider the possibility of 

Sargon~ visit beyond Mari. Throughout the initial investigation into the documents alluding 

the location of Agade, one question came up about the time span of the Ebla archive. We 

know that certain political and economic relations existed between the cities of Agade and 

E bla as Sargon claimed that the god Dagan gave it to himself and Naram-Sin claimed its 

destrUCtion in their royal inscriptions. However, no text registering the name of Agade has 

been recovered at E bla.
639 

I.J. Gelb presented a brief summary of the scholarly opinions concerning the 

dating and the possible time span of the E bla archives.64O At first the E bla archive was 

dated to the Sargonic period and scholars assumed that E bla was conquered and destroyed 

by Naram-Sin. P. Matthiae, who from the beginning assumed that the E bla archives should 

be dated to the Sargonic period on the basis of archaeological material and philological 

evidence, found in 1978 what he believed to be definite support for his dating in the 

discovery of an unguent jar with a cartouche of Pepi I in a well-stratified level at E bla, and 

philological attestation of names of Sargon and Agade in the Ebla archive. These, Matthiae 

concluded, proved that the E bla archive is to be dated exacdy to a period within the 

Sargonic Dynasty, including the reign of Naram-Sin. A Archi also reached the same 

conclusion as Matthiae, dating the E bla archive to the span of time extending from the last 

years of Sargon to the first years of Naram-Sin. 

On the other hand, DO Edzard dates the Ebla texts to the beginning of the 

sargomc period and cites an unpublished opinion of E. Sollberger, who pointed out 

paleographic parallels between the texts of E bla and of Lugalzagesi.641 

Furthermore, Gelb informs that when the attestation of Sargon and Agade in the 

E bla texts proved to be illusory, G. Pettinato also assumed that the E bla archive is older 

than the Sargonic period. Pettinato's argument is based mainly on the following points: the 

paleography and comparison of the tablets correspond to those used at Para and Abu 

-
639 See Bonechi, RGTC 12/ l. 
640 I.J.' Gelb, 'Ebla and ~e Kis~ Gvilization,' in Cagni, L~. LUf;ia eli E,1ia. (Napoli, Istituto 
t]niversitario Orientale di Napoli, 1981), pp. 57-9;. In additton to. Gelb s swnmary, ~nglish 
uanslations of Pettinato's two books are also infonnattve about the datmg of the Ebla archive, see 
.A rrhfu5EIia. pp. 107-8; EliaNeuLa*, pp. 58-64. 
641 It should be noted that Sollberger's argument was eventually published in 1982, see E. 
sollberger, 'Notes sur la Pareographie des Textes d'Ebla: SE V, (1982), pp. 221-8. 
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Salabil].. Agade and Sargon (or other Sargonic kings) are never mentioned in the Ebla texts. 

Instead, the most common Babylonian places that occur at E bla are KiS and Adab. The 

attestations of the god Zababa of KiS who was the city god of KiS, the presence of the 

professor of mathematics of KiS at Ebla, the scribes of KiS, and the "King of KiS" in the 

Ebla sources all point to the importance of KiS at Ebla and consequently to the date of the 

E bla archive in a period preceding the Sargonic Dynasty.I,4~ 

Gelb does not believe it possible to successfully challenge the arguments of 

Pettinato. Each one of them appears valid. If there is any chance of connecting Ebla with 

the Sargonic Dynasty, then it is only with the early years of Sargon when he was still 

battling for the domination of what later became the Empire of Akkad. According to 

Pettinato, in a paper delivered at a conference in Heidelberg in 1986 Matthiae fInally altered 

his interpretation of the archaeological evidence and agreed with Gelb.643 Furthermore, 

Gelb also supported Pettinato's view on paleographic grounds. His reasoning was as 

follows: Since the order of signs in the E blaic administrative texts is fully set, the texts 

should be dated after Fara in the Pre-Sargonic period. Since several paleographic features 

of the Pre-Sargonic period are continued for a while during the reign of Sargon, Gelb 

assumed that paleographically "Pre-Sargonic" extends to include the reign of Sargon. But 

he saw no way then to extend the life of independent E bla up to the reign of Naram-Sin, 

when a different system of writing, borrowed directly from the Sumerians, was in use. 

Moreover, Gelb argues that the discovery of the inscription of Pepi I in the level in 

which the E bla archive was found means nothing. He argues that archaeologists take the 

dates produced by philologists too seriously. The suggested historical synchronisms 

between the reigns of Sargon, Naram-Sin and Pepi I are open to question. For example, 

dates of 2333-2283 (OtH 1/2 3nl ed., p. 995) or 2390-2361 (Baer, unpublished) for Pepi I 

and the dates of 2371-2316 for Sargon and 2291-2255 for Naram-Sin (OtH 1/2 3
nl 

ed., p. 

999) or 2340-2284 for Sargon and 2260-2223 for Naram-Sin (MAD 2, p. 6) are not 

absolute and vary by as much as ± 50 years.>M So, 'with that much leeway, in both the 

642 For the further references about the opinions of P. ~1atthi.le, A. Archi, D.O. Edzarci and G. 
Pettinato, see ibid. 
643 E IiaNeuLcxie, p. 58. 
644 K.A Kitchen recently worked on the chronology of the ancient Eg:pt and set Pepi I's reign at 
2342-2292 B.C, see K.A Kitchen, 'Regnal and Genealogica1 Dolt.! of Ancient Eg}pt (Abs~lute 
Chronology I), The Historical Chronology of Ancient Egypt, A Current Assessment,' in M Bletak 
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Egyptian and Mesopotamian chronologies, Pepi I could be synchronous with the Ebla 

archive of the Pre-Sargonic period. 

So, in consideration of these views we conclude that until the city of E bla was 

destroyed and the royal archive was burnt, there was a clear political and economic 

relationship between E bla and Ki.t We can easily assume that the supremacy of the city of 

KiS during Early Dynastic Mesopotamia was transferred to Agade after Sargon succeeded 

Ur-Zababa and erected this capital city. So, if Naram-Sin was the first king to destroy Ebla, 

the E bla archive should have recorded the name of Agade during the reigns of Sargon, 

RimuS and ManiStiisu. However, as Pettinato, Gelb and others also pointed out the name 

of the city and any king of Agade have never been identified in the E bla archive. So, this 

fact indicates that the destruction of the E bla archive could have occurred before Sargon 

erected the city of Agade, thus there appears no objection for attributing the destruction 

of the E bla archive to Sargon. These views clearly favour a time span for the E bla archive 

in the Pre-Sargonic period, but we should caution that a probable objection against the 

dating of the Ebla archive to the Pre-Sargonic period may be possible. The use of the royal 

title, lugal-KIS (= the king of KiS) by Sargon, Rimcl and ManiStiisu indicates the 

continuing importance of the city of KiS during the reign of three kings after the erection 

of the new capital Agade, so there may be a possibility that the city of Agade may not have 

been necessarily registered on the E bla archive, while the city of KiS maintained its 

importance until Naram-Sin finally abandoned this title and adopted the new title sar 

kibratim arbalim (= the king of the four quarters). 

Though there is a small possibility of objecting against the dating of the E bla 

archive to the Pre-Sargonic period, a number of points fundamentally favour it. If it is 

correct, the possibility of Sargon's visit to E bla increases. There is an additional piece of 

evidence supporting the possibility of Sargon's visit to the region of E bla. One E bla 

document gives information about the political relations between E bla and Mari. As 

already mentioned the political relations are amply treated in the well-known letter of 

Enna-Dagan, king of Mari to an unnamed ruler of Ebla. According to this letter, 

Enna-Dagan wrote a diplomatic letter to the king of Ebla, informing him of the military 

campaigns which he and three of his predecessors on the throne of Mari conducted in the 

(ed.), the S~ if Otil~ in the Eastern Ma1iterrarean in the Seani M il1ennium B. C, (Wien, 
Verlag der osterrelchischen Acadeffile der WlSsenschaften, 2000), p. 48. 
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area of Mari. 

The four rulers of Mari are named in the Enna-Dagan letter in the following order: 

Sa-u-rrn (i 3-iv 12); H-tubSar (iv 13-v 13); Ib-lul-Il (viS-9; vii 2-3; viii 9-11; ix 8-10; rev.i 9-11; 

ii 13-iii 1; iv 12-14); and En-na-Da-gm {rev. iii 2-iv 7?).645 Of these four names, Sa-u.rru 

reappears as the king of Early Dynastic Mari in the Sumerian King list, and Ib-lul-Il as the 

king of Mari in his votive inscriptions dated to the Early Dynastic period found at Mari, so 

this letter is to be dated in the Pre-Sargonic period. As already discussed topographical 

information of IJazuwanlIJaSsum above, Ib-lul-Il went to the vicinity of Ebla and Imar and 

received a payment for help of E bla during his military campaign. So, it is clear that a 

military expedition from Mari to E bla was already possible in the Pre-Sargonic period. 

Thus as we have seen in the introduction that scholars agree over Sargon's conquest of 

Mari, a route for Sargon's military expedition to Ebla from Mari could have been possible 

and wide open during his reign. 

Moreover, as noted above there was definitely the clear political and economic 

contact between E bla and Kit Therefore, this fact even suggests the possible occurrence 

of the military expedition to the northwest by any Pre-Sargonic king, who carried the 

prestigious royal title "King of KiS" as Pettinato earlier assurned.646 One letter of the Ebla 

archives reports that E bla made a pact with IJamazi, whose exact location is still unknown, 

but it is generally to be placed east of Tigris between the Upper Zab and the Diyala. The 

Sumerian King List reports that kingship passed from KiS directly to IJamazi. Though the 

Sumerian King List ascribes to Uruk the subsequent defeat of IJarnazi, the possibility of 

E bla's involvement in the conflict against KiS, E bla's defeat and the destruction of the 

royal palace G by KiS might be assumed by the existence of the pact between E bla and 

IJamazi.647 Pettinato also suggested the possibility of the destruction of E bla by two other 

Mesopotamian kings. Eanatum, the king of LagaS boasted of having conquered both KiS 

645 It should be noted that having stated that his translation of the letter of Enna-Daganis is highly 
tentative, P. Michalowski most recently translates IS-tubSar as the king of Ebla and other three as 
the kings of Mari, see LEM, pp. 14-8. 
646 Gelb, in Cagni, Elia 1975-1985, p. 64jArchnesElia, p. 107; EliaNeuLaie, pp. 62-3. 
647 Pettinato suggested that UlJub, the king of KiS could have conquered Ebla as his 0n1:y 
inscription renders conquest of Ijarnazi, thought Ebla is never mentioned by UlJub. However, 1t 

was identified that this inscription was restored wrongly and UlJub is not associated with the 
inscription stating "[son of P]ussus, who vanquished Ijamazi, dedicated this", see j.S. ~per, 
Sumerian and Akkadian Royal Inscriptions vol. I: Presarg.nic Ir6criptions, (New Haven! CDnnecucut, 
The American Oriental Society, 1986), p. 21. 
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and Mari in one of his inscriptions. Its relevant part states: 

"Eanatum, who is commissioned by N'mgirsu - to Eanatum, ruler of LagaS, Inana, because 

she loved him so, gave him the kingship of KiS, in addition to the rulership of LagaS. Elam 

trembled before Eanaturn; he drove the Elamite back to his own land. KiS trembled before 

Eanatum; he drove the king of AkSak back to his own land. Eanatum, ruler of LagaS who 

subjugates the foreign lands for N'mgirsu, defeated Elam, Subartu and Urua at the 

Asubur(-canal). He defeated KiS, AkSak and Mari at the Antasura of N'mgirsu.,,648 

Lugalzagesi of Uruk claims that he extended his rule as far as the Upper Sea (- the 

Mediterranean Sea) in the one of his inscriptions. The relevant part is given: 

"When Enlil, king of all lands, gave to Lugalzagesi the kingship of the nation, directed all 

the eyes of the land (obediend~ toward him, put all the lands at his feet, and from east to 

west made them subject to him; then, from the Lower Sea, (along) the Tigris and 

Euphrates to the Upper Sea, he (Enlil) put their routes in good order for him.,,649 

Although E bla is never direcdy connected with any Pre-Sargonic kings, the possibility of 

Ebla's defeat by these two Pre-Sargonic kings appears possible. Eanatum conquered Mari, 

so it could have been not impossible for him to advance along the wide open northwestern 

route toward E bla. Lugalzagesi's claim can also be understood as the plausible claim, when 

we consult the political relation of the Pre-Sargonic period between Ebla and Mari 

indicated by the lener of Enna-Dagan. As a result, there is clearly no objection for the 

possibility of Sargon's visit and supremacy over E bla. 

Simultaneously, these aforementioned factors could dismiss Naram-Sin's claim that 

he was the first king ever to destroy Armanum and E bla. As clearly shown above, already in 

the Pre-Sargonic period, the way to E bla from Mari was wide open and E bla could have 

even been conquered by any Pre-Sargonic king as well as Sargon. Naram-Sin continued to 

claim in his inscription that he captured RId-Adad, the king of Armanurn, but the king of 

E bla was never mentioned. As Peninato pointed out, this omission is swprising, to say the 

648 Ibid., p. 42. 
649 Ibid., p. 94. 
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least; if Naram-Sin really did destroy Ebla in the period of the royal archives of Ebla, he 

did not mention the ruler of the most powerful city of northern Syria but twice named the 

king of Armanum, which is completely absent from Eblaite documentation.
650 

Thus this 

argument indicates the dating of the E bla archive before the reign of Naram-Sin. 

Therefore his claim would have only meant that he was the first to conquer Arrnanum and 

so his conquest of E bla would have been less important than the first conquest of 

Armanum. So it only indicates the possible resubjugation of Ebla by Naram-Sin after a 

possible previous conquest of E bla by Sargon. 

Considering the circumstances of the Pre-Sargonic period, we can surely argue that 

Sargon could have visited Tuttul and KarkarniS on his advance to ijazuwanlijaSsum and 

E bla as T uttul and KarkarniS are located to the east of these places. We earlier identified 

the strategically important positions of KarkarniS and ijazuwaniijaSsum in relation to the 

locations of the Silver Mountains of the Taurus Mountain range and the Cedar Forest of 

the Amanus Mountain range. So, we assume that Sargon could also visit these mountains, 

as we found out that there was no objection for Sargon visiting KarkamiS and 

ijazuwanlijaSsum, if identifications of these mountains are correct. 

This hypothesis could be supported by three fragments of an uninscribed alabaster 

stela discovered in the Hai district of southern lraq.651 These fragments have been at least 

identified as appropriate to the Akkadian period in terms of the subject matter, shape and 

style of the stela. The arrangement in registers corresponds to the composition used for 

victory stelae by Sargon's artists following Early Dynastic prototypes. However, the slender 

proportions of the foreshortened individual figures and the competent surface modelling 

would seem to point to a date later in the Akkadian dynasty, possibly to the rule of 

Naram-Sin. So it is still not conclusive to attribute the stela to a specific Sargonic king. Four 

fragments of a similar stela found in Susa have also been reported.652 

A closer identification of the period and the subject matter of this stela depends 

upon artistic evidence. M. Mellink's study observed that the appearance of the nude 

captives and the nature of the booty or tribute indicate Anatolian origins in the Early 

650 EliaA rrmw, pp. 15-6; EliaNeuLa*, p. 34. 
651 M. Mellink, 'An Akkadian Illustration of a Ca?1Paign in alicia?,' Anatdia 7, (1963), pp. 101-15; 
P. Arniet, L 'art d'A~ au Musee du Lame, (paris, Editions des Musees Nauonaux, 1976), p.27. 
652 Ibid., p. 27. 
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Bronze III period, which is contemporaneous with the latter part of Early Dynastic III, 

Akkadian and Ur 111.653 One victim of only two victims preserved on the stela seems to 

wear a tight-fitting cheekstrap. The cheekstrap occurs at Mari early in the second 

millennium B.C, for example on a head of a warrior from the palace, and perhaps at 

A1.alal) on the head of Yarimlim. We have only a few indications, but this fashion points to 

northern Syria, although the parallels cited are later than the Akkadian period. Another 

captive is characterized by a long, wavy lock of hair descending at the back of his 

clean-shaven skull, and perhaps another lock in front of his right shoulder. This odd detail 

has no immediate parallel in Mesopotamian Early Dynastic or Akkadian hairstyles. This 

unusual hairstyle of the victim on the stela finds a remote analogy. The Egyptian rendering 

of foreigners, presumably Hittites, in the Memphite tomb of Horemheb (one thousand 

years later than the Akkadian work) distinguished a type with long, abundant hair from one 

with the skull clean shaven but for a long, wavy lock at the back of the head and another in 

front of the ear. These Hittites are beardless and not to be compared directly to the victim 

on the new stela, but the Memphite reliefs prove that the fashion of partially shaving the 

skull, and leaving some locks in front and back, existed in Asia Minor among a group of 

the population in the fourteenth century B. C The identification of the victims cannot be 

made on the basis of the hairstyles so long as we have no additional evidence of 

approximately Akkadian date, however the later parallels for cheekstrap and hair locks 

would seem to point to western affinities of the conquered enemies. 

In the lower register, daggers are carried by at least three Akkadian soldiers. The 

shape of the short dagger is clear. The short pointed blade is fastened by two rivets to an 

angular shoulder frame which is made in one piece with the hilt. The hilt is crowned by a 

pommel of semicircular profile. This short dagger with its pronounced pommel shape is 

not a typical Mesopotamian weapon, but semi-globular or convex stone pommels are fairly 

common in Anatolia in the third and second millennia B.C For example, the earliest 

specimens come from the context of Troy II, where six pommels of rock crystal were 

found in Treasure L. Moreover, riveted blades of this style were distributed along the 

Anatolian coast from Samos to Lycia, Glicia and Ugarit in the Early Bronze III period. So, 

the Anatolian parallels for the weapons shown on the stela would seem to offer the first 

653 For Mellink's investigation on this Old-Akkadian stela, see Mellink, A mtdia 7, pp. 101-15. 
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roughly contemporary clue to the direction from which material booty came to the 

Akkadians. 

The final piece of evidence for the provenance of this booty is the vessel carried by 

the officer leading the parade in the lower register. He holds a two-handled goblet by one 

of its handles. The upper part of the vase is preserved and clearly rendered as a cup with 

strongly incurved sides and flaring rim. Two-loop handles rise from the widest part of the 

body and curve back below the rim along the upper part of the vessel. The foot is lost, but 

the contour begins to taper towards what can be restored as a pedestal or a simple round 

base. The material of this goblet can be identified as metal since the upper part has two 

bold grooves which indicate fluting. This two-handled drinking-vessel is also most 

noticeably of non-Mesopotamian type. The parallels which suggest themselves come from 

Anatolia, whereas neither Iran nor 5yTia could lay claim to the production of such 

loop-handled goblets. In the second, burnt level of Troy abundant evidence for the 

popularity of tall, two-handled drinking-cups of a similar shape were found. They are 

identified as an exclusive hallmark of Anatolia Early Bronze III sites and their periphery. 

The same basic variants of the depas shape are also familiar in Glicia in the Early Bronze 

III period. So, the goblet shown on the Akkadian stela belongs to the Anatolian family, and 

we may be able to argue that the fluted metal vessel carried by the leading officer is also of 

Anatolian type and datable to the period of Troy II and Glician Early Bronze III. 

The chronological as pects of the Anatolian correlation proposed here by Mellink 

for the Akkadian stela need to be mentioned. The Anatolian Early Bronze Age sequence 

can best be coordinated via the Glician material. At Tarsus, the Early Bronze II period 

contains a clear synchronism with Dynasty IV in Egypt. Early Bronze III of Glicia is 

closely correlated with Troy II-IV on the one hand, and at least commercially with Amuq 

phases I and J. The entire coastal complex of Anatolian Early Bronze III would seem to 

have lasted from some time in the Fifth Dynasty of Egypt into the First Intermediate 

period, after which Middle Bronze synchronisms come into play. On the Mesopotamian 

side of the equation, the Amuq I-J correlation leads to links with the latter part of Early 

Dynastic III, Akkadian and Dr III. So, chronologically and stratigraphically the hypothesis 

that the Akkadian stela alludes to Anatolian material of the Early Bronze III period is in 

harmony with the present state of our information. Thus, the contact between the 

conquering 5argonic kings and the land of Anatolia is probable only when we consider the 
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easternmost of the Anatolian provinces discussed so far, viz. alicia, while the parallels 

from the Troad merely serve to supplement the cultural pattern to be reconstructed for 

Early Bronze III. Therefore the possibility of Sargon's visit to the Silver Mountains of the 

Taurus Mountain range could be supported by these archaeological considerations. 

Unfortunately, this is the limit for the possible northwestern extent of Sargon's 

Empire of Akkad, which we indirecdy reconstructed. The Ebla archive did not record the 

names of KaniS, PuruSuanta and Iarmuti.654 This fact suggests that they are located 

beyond the region controlled by E bla. We identified that the Cedar Forest is also identified 

with the Lebanon! Anti-Lebanon Mountains, however its presence in the Ebla archive is 

not confirmed. In the letter of Enna-Dagan the mountain written La-lxvn:t-an is mentioned. 

Pettinato suggested its identification with the Lebanon Mountain, but his argument has not 

been supported and confirmed. 655 We also suggested that the Silver Mountains are 

probably identified with other silver mines located further north or west of the Taurus 

Mountain and they are located too far distant from Ebla, ljazuwaniljaSsum and KarkamiS. 

So like KaniS, PuruSuanta and Iarmuti we cannot evaluate the possibility of Sargon's visit 

to these regions in Anatolia by the E bla archive. For solving this problem, the discovery of 

the city of Agade and subsequent discoveries of philological evidence, which is possibly 

lying there, may answer the question of his visit to these regions. So, considering the 

possibility of Sargon's visit to the central Anatolia and the regions of the 

Lebanon! Anti-Lebanon Mountains and Iarmuti, we should adopt a maximum position and 

maintain the view that Sargon's visit to these extreme west and northwestern regions is still 

possible. We do not need to insist on supporting this maximum view against any future 

discoveries which might deny this possibility, and we should accept and change the view 

and reduce the northwestern territorial extent of Sargon's empire, should such evidence 

become available. However since there still exists a possibility of the maximum territorial 

extent, we prefer to hold the maximum view at least as far as any future discoveries either 

clearly supporting or denying this maximum extent of Sargon's Empire of Akkad may 

become available, rather than holding the minimum position only by limiting the existing 

654 1M.75.G.2136 registers the toponym written Ga-ni-stJi as one of seventeen cities, whose 
economy Ebla controlled. Pettinato identified it with KaniS (= Kiiltepe). However, his 
identification has never been supported, see A rrJmesE lia, pp. 106-7 & p. 111, note 78; 
EliaNeuLcxie, p. 160; Bonechi, RGTC 12/1, pp. 147-8. 
655 EliaNeuLocie, pp. 128-34; Bonechi, RGTC 12/1, p. 213. 
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wntten and archaeological evidence to indicate the minimum northwestern extent of 

Sargon's empire of Akkad. 

Finally, as already mentioned in the introduction, some other toponyms associated 

with Sargon's northwestern expedition are also referred to in other genres of texts. 

Neo-Assyrian and Neo-Babylonian geographical texts often known as the Sargon 

Geography tell of Sargon's possible foray into the northwest with a compilation of 

geographical names, such as Anaku ( = the CDuntry of Tin or Lead) and Kaptaru ( ... Oete) 

as lands beyond the Upper Sea beside other northwestern place names like E bla and Mari. 

The later copies of the Bilingual Annals of ljattuSili I dated to 13th century B.C written 

both in Akkadian and Hittite recall the northwestern expedition of Sargon of Akkad and 

mention the toponym, !jabba beside !ja~~um. The recent discovery of the historical 

literary or epic text of Sargon of Akkad at K~ must be also noted.656 It lists ten 

northwestern toponyms in association with Sargon's northwestern expedition. These are: 

the Amanus Mountain, TukriS, !jutura, Amurrum, Kilarium, Ka.rm, !jatum, Lub-mum, 

Lullum and !jabbum. The probable exclusion of the association of Ka.rm with Sargon of 

Akkad was suggested above. But this text confirmed its possible association with Sargon in 

the 19th century B.C However, the existence of this Ka.rm tablet was unfortunately known 

to the author of this thesis only during the period of the final stage of his work, therefore 

further investigations of the locations of these toponyms could not be included here. So, 

the investigations of these toponyms as well as other northwestern toponyms of other 

genres of texts should be carried out in the future. 

65h M. van de Mieroop, 'Sargon of Agade and his successors in Anatolia,' SMEA 42, (2000), pp. 
133-59. 
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